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A Quick Overview

Functional safety engineering involves identifying specific hazardous failures which lead to

serious consequences (e.g., death) and then establishing maximum tolerable frequency

targets for each mode of failure. Equipment whose failure contributes to each of these

hazards is identified and usually referred to as “safety related.” Examples are industrial

process control systems, process shut down systems, rail signaling equipment, automotive

controls, medical treatment equipment, etc. In other words, any equipment (with or without

software) whose failure can contribute to a hazard is likely to be safety related.

A safety function is thus defined as a function, of a piece of equipment, which maintains it in

a safe state, or brings it to a safe state, in respect of some particular hazard.

Since the publication of the first three editions of this book, in 2001, 2004, and 2011, the appli-

cation of IEC 61508 has spread rapidly through most sectors of industry. Also, the process

sector IEC 61511 has been published and now updated. IEC 61508 (BS EN 61508 in the

UK) was re-issued in 2010. The opportunity has therefore been taken to update and enhance

this book in the light of the authors’ recent experience. There are still three chapters on industry

sectors, and Chapters 15 and 16 provide even more examples.

There are both random hardware failures which can be quantified and assessed in terms of

failure rates AND systematic failures which cannot be quantified. Therefore it is necessary to

have the concept of integrity levels so that the systematic failures can be addressed by levels of

rigor in the design techniques and operating activities.

The maximum tolerable failure rate that we set, for each hazard, will lead us to an integrity

target for each piece of equipment, depending upon its relative contribution to the hazard in

question. These integrity targets, as well as providing a numerical target to meet, are also

expressed as “safety-integrity levels” according to the severity of the numerical target. This

usually involves four discrete bands of “rigor” and is explained in Chapters 1 and 2.

SIL 4: the highest target and most onerous to achieve, requiring state-of-the-art techniques

(usually avoided)

SIL 3: less onerous than SIL 4 but still requiring the use of sophisticated design techniques

xv



SIL 2: requiring good design and operating practice to a level such as would be found in an

ISO 9001 management system

SIL 1: the minimum level but still implying good design practice

<SIL 1: referred to (in IEC 61508 and other documents) as “not-safety related” in terms of

compliance

An assessment of the design, the designer’s organization and management, the operator’s and

the maintainer’s competence and training should then be carried out in order to determine if the

proposed (or existing) equipment actually meets the target SIL in question.

Overall, the steps involve:

Setting the SIL targets Section 2.1

Capability to design for functional safety Section 2.2

Quantitative assessment Chapters 3e6

Qualitative assessment Chapters 3 and 4

Establishing competency Section 2.3

As low as reasonably practicable Sections 2.2 and 2.4

Reviewing the assessment itself Appendix 2

IEC 61508 is a generic standard which deals with the above. It can be used on its own or as

a basis for developing industry-sector-specific standards (Chapters 8e10). In attempting to

fill the roles of being both a global template for the development of application-specific stan-

dards and a standard in its own right, it necessarily leaves much to the discretion and interpre-

tation of the user. IEC 61511 is a simplified form of IEC 61508 catering for the more consistent

equipment architectures found in the process industries.

One should bear in mind that the above documents are, largely, nonprescriptive guidance and

a large amount of interpretation is required on the part of the user. There are few absolute right/

wrong answers and, as always, the judgment of the professional (i.e., chartered) engineer must

always prevail.

It is also vital to bear in mind that no amount of assessment will lead to enhanced integrity

unless the assessment process is used as a tool during the design cycle.

Now read on!
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The 2010 Version of IEC 61508

The following is a brief summary of the main changes which brought about the 2010 version.

Architectural Constraints (Chapter 3)

An alternative route to the “safe failure fraction” (the so-called route 1H) requirements was

introduced (known as Route 2H).

Route 2H allows the “safe failure fraction” requirements to lapse providing that amount of

redundancy (so-called hardware fault tolerance) meets a minimum requirement AND there

is adequate user-based information providing failure rate data.

The meaning of “safe” failures in the formula for safe failure fraction was emphasized as refer-

ring only to failures which force a “safe” state (e.g., spurious trip).

Security (Chapter 2)

Malevolent and unauthorized actions, as well as human error and equipment failure, can be

involved in causing a hazard. They are to be taken account of, if relevant, in risk assessments.

Safety Specifications (Chapter 3)

There is more emphasis on the distinct safety requirements leading to separately defined design

requirements.

Digital Communications (Chapter 3)

More detail in providing design and test requirements for “black box” and “white box”

communications links.

ASICs and Integrated Circuits (Chapters 3 and 4)

More detailed techniques and measures are defined and described in Annexes to the Standard.
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Safety Manual (Chapters 3 and 4)

Producers are required to provide a safety manual (applies to hardware and to software) with

all the relevant safety-related information. Headings are described in Annexes to the Standard.

Synthesis of Elements (Chapter 3)

In respect of systematic failures, the ability to claim an increment of one SIL for parallel

elements.

Software Properties of Techniques (Chapter 4)

New guidance on justifying the properties which proposed alternative software techniques

should achieve in order to be acceptable.

Element (Appendix 8)

The introduction of a new term (similar to a subsystem).
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The 2016 Version of IEC 61511

The following is a brief summary of the main changes which have brought about the 2016

update.

The term “application software” has been changed to “application program.”

The “grandfather clause” in ISA84 has been added.

Procedures for competence are called for.

It is possible to claim up to one risk reduction layer within the process control system for the

same hazard event when it is also the initiating event and two risk reduction layers if it is not

part of the initiating cause (see Chapter 8).

The Architectures table has been revised and the term “safe failure fraction” deleted (see

Chapter 8).

New clause on security vulnerabilities added.

Requirements for “application program” development have been significantly reduced by

removing repetition with the wider requirements.

The total risk reduction for both the Basic Process Control System and Safety Instrumented

Systems shall not be <10,000:1.

The Safety Manual (IEC 65108 2010) is emphasized.
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PART A

The Concept of Safety Integrity

In the first chapter we will introduce the concept of functional safety and the need to express

targets by means of safety integrity levels. Functional safety will be placed in context, along

with risk assessment, likelihood of fatality, and the cost of conformance.

The life-cycle approach, together with the basic outline of IEC 61508 (known as BS EN 61508

in the UK), will be explained.
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CHAPTER 1

The Meaning and Context of
Safety Integrity Targets

1.1 Risk and the Need for Safety Targets

There is no such thing as zero risk. This is because no physical item has zero failure rate, no

human being makes zero errors, and no piece of software design can foresee every operational

possibility.

Nevertheless public perception of risk, particularly in the aftermath of a major incident, often

calls for the zero risk ideal. However, in general, most people understand that this is not prac-

ticable, as can be seen from the following examples of everyday risk of death from various

causes:

All causes (mid-life including medical) 1 � 10�3 pa
All accidents (per individual) 5 � 10�4 pa
Accident in the home 4 � 10�4 pa
Road traffic accident 6 � 10�5 pa
Natural disasters (per individual) 2 � 10�6 pa

Therefore the concept of defining and accepting a tolerable risk for any particular activity

prevails.

The actual degree of risk considered to be tolerable will vary according to a number of factors

such as the degree of control one has over the circumstances, the voluntary or involuntary

nature of the risk, the number of persons at risk in any one incident, and so on. This partly

explains why the home remains one of the highest areas of risk to the individual in everyday

life since it is there that we have control over what we choose to do and are therefore prepared

to tolerate the risks involved.

A safety technology has grown up around the need to set target risk levels and to evaluate

whether proposed designs meet these targets, be they process plant, transport systems,

medical equipment, or any other application.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00001-5

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In the early 1970s people in the process industries became aware that, with larger plants

involving higher inventories of hazardous material, the practice of learning by mistakes (if

indeed we do) was no longer acceptable. Methods were developed for identifying hazards

and for quantifying the consequences of failures. They were evolved largely to assist in the

decision-making process when developing or modifying a plant. External pressures to identify

and quantify risk were to come later.

By the mid 1970s there was already concern over the lack of formal controls for regulating

those activities which could lead to incidents having a major impact on the health and

safety of the general public. The Flixborough incident in June 1974, which resulted in 28

deaths, focused UK public and media attention on this area of technology. Many further

events, such as that at Seveso (Italy) in 1976 through to the Piper Alpha offshore disaster

and more recent Paddington (and other) rail incidents, have kept that interest alive and have

given rise to the publication of guidance and also to legislation in the UK.

The techniques for quantifying the predicted frequency of failures are just the same as those

previously applied to plant availability, where the cost of equipment failure was the prime

concern. The tendency in the last few years has been towards a more rigorous application of

these techniques (together with third-party verification) in the field of hazard assessment.

They include Fault Tree Analysis, Failure Mode Effect Analysis, Common Cause Failure

Assessment, and so on. These will be explained in Chapters 5 and 6.

Hazard assessment of process plant, and of other industrial activities, was common in the

1980s, but formal guidance and standards were rare and somewhat fragmented. Only

Section 6 of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 underpinned the need to do all that is

reasonably practicable to ensure safety. However, following the Flixborough disaster,

a series of moves (including the Seveso directive) led to the CIMAH (Control of Industrial

Major Accident Hazards) regulations, 1984, and their revised COMAH form (Control of

Major Accident Hazards) in 1999. The adoption of the Machinery Directive by the EU, in

1989, brought the requirement for a documented risk analysis in support of CE marking.

Nevertheless, these laws and requirements neither specify how one should go about estab-

lishing a target tolerable risk for an activity, nor address the methods of assessment of proposed

designs, nor provide requirements for specific safety-related features within design.

The need for more formal guidance has long been acknowledged. Until the mid 1980s risk

assessment techniques tended to concentrate on quantifying the frequency and magnitude of

consequences arising from given risks. These were sometimes compared with loosely

defined target values but, being a controversial topic, such targets (usually in the form of

fatality rates) were not readily owned up to or published.

EN 1050 (Principles of Risk Assessment), in 1996, covered the processes involved in

risk assessment but gave little advice on risk reduction. For machinery control EN 954-1
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(see Chapter 10) provided some guidance on how to reduce risks associated with control

systems but did not specifically include PLCs (programmable logic controllers) which

were separately addressed by other IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) and

CENELEC (European Committee for Standardization) documents.

The proliferation of software during the 1980s, particularly in real time control and safety

systems, focused attention on the need to address systematic failures since they could not

necessarily be quantified. In other words while hardware failure rates were seen as a credibly

predictable measure of reliability, software failure rates were generally agreed not to be

predictable. It became generally accepted that it was necessary to consider qualitative defenses

against systematic failures as an additional, and separate, activity to the task of predicting the

probability of so-called random hardware failures.

In 1989, the HSE (Health and Safety Executive) published guidance which encouraged this

dual approach of assuring functional safety of programmable equipment. This led to IEC

work, during the 1990s, which culminated in the international safety Standard IEC

61508dthe main subject of this book. The IEC Standard is concerned with electrical, elec-

tronic, and programmable safety-related systems where failure will affect people or the envi-

ronment. It has a voluntary, rather than legal, status in the UK but it has to be said that to ignore

it might now be seen as “not doing all that is reasonably practicable” in the sense of the Health

and Safety at Work Act and a failure to show “due diligence.” As use of the Standard becomes

more and more widespread it can be argued that it is more and more “practicable” to use it. The

Standard was revised and re-issued in 2010. Figure 1.1 shows how IEC 61508 relates to some

of the current legislation.

The purpose of this book is to explain, in as concise a way as possible, the requirements of IEC

61508 and the other industry-related documents (some of which are referred to as second tier

guidance) which translate the requirements into specific application areas.

The Standard, as with most such documents, has considerable overlap, repetition, and some

degree of ambiguity, which places the onus on the user to make interpretations of the guidance

and, in the end, apply his/her own judgment.

The question frequently arises as to what is to be classified as safety-related equipment. The

term “safety-related” applies to any hard-wired or programmable system where a failure,

singly or in combination with other failures/errors, could lead to death, injury, or environ-

mental damage. The terms “safety-related” and “safety-critical” are often used and the distinc-

tion has become blurred. “Safety-critical” has tended to be used where failure alone, of the

equipment in question, leads to a fatality or increase in risk to exposed people. “Safety-

related” has a wider context in that it includes equipment in which a single failure is not neces-

sarily critical whereas coincident failure of some other item leads to the hazardous

consequences.
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A piece of equipment, or software, cannot be excluded from this safety-related category merely

by identifying that there are alternative means of protection. This would be to prejudge the

issue and a formal safety integrity assessment would still be required to determine whether

the overall degree of protection is adequate.

1.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Safety Target

In an earlier paragraph we introduced the idea of needing to address safety-integrity targets

both quantitatively and qualitatively:

Quantitatively: where we predict the frequency of hardware failures and compare them

with some tolerable risk target. If the target is not satisfied then the design is adapted

(e.g., provision of more redundancy) until the target is met.

Qualitatively: where we attempt to minimize the occurrence of systematic failures (e.g.,

software errors) by applying a variety of defenses and design disciplines appropriate to the

severity of the tolerable risk target.

HEALTH & 
SAFETY AT 
WORK ACT 

1974 

SEVESO 
DIRECTIVE 

1976 

CIMAH 
1984 

COMAH 
1999 

MACHINERY 
DIRECTIVE 

1989 

IEC 61508 

INVOKES 
(Indirectly) 

Provides 
supporting 
evidence to 
Regulators

Figure 1.1: How IEC 61508 relates to some of the current legislation.
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It is important to understand why this twofold approach is needed. Prior to the 1980s, system

failures could usually be identified as specific component failures (e.g., relay open circuit,

capacitor short circuit, motor fails to start). However, since then the growth of complexity

(including software) has led to system failures of a more subtle nature whose cause may not

be attributable to a catastrophic component failure. Hence we talk of:

Random hardware failures: which are attributable to specific component failures and to

which we attribute failure rates. The concept of “repeatability” allows us to model

proposed systems by means of associating past failure rates of like components together

to predict the performance of the design in question.

Systematic failures: which are not attributable to specific component failures and are

therefore unique to a given system and its environment. They include design tolerance/

timing-related problems, failures due to inadequately assessed modifications and, of

course, software. Failure rates cannot be ascribed to these incidents since they do not

enable us to predict the performance of future designs.

Quantified targets can therefore be set for the former (random hardware failures) but not for

the latter. Hence the concept emerges of an arbitrary number of levels of rigor/excellence in

the control of the design and operations. The ISO 9001 concept of a qualitative set of controls

is somewhat similar and is a form of single “SIL.” In the Functional Safety profession the

practice has been to establish four such levels of rigor according to the severity of the original

risk target.

During the 1990s this concept of safety-integrity levels (known as SILs) evolved and is used in

the majority of documents in this area. The concept is to divide the “spectrum” of integrity into

four discrete levels and then to lay down requirements for each level. Clearly, the higher the

SIL then the more stringent the requirements become. In IEC 61508 (and in most other docu-

ments) the four levels are defined as shown in Table 1.1.

Note that had the high-demand SIL bands been expressed as “per annum,” then the tables

would appear numerically similar. However, being different parameters, they are NOT even

the same dimensionally. Thus the “per hour” units are used to minimize confusion.

Table 1.1: Safety integrity levels (SILs).

Safety integrity level

Continuous and
high demand rate
(dangerous failures/hr)

Low demand rate
(probability of failure
on demand)

4 �10�9 to <10�8 �10�5 to <10�4

3 �10�8 to <10�7 �10�4 to <10�3

2 �10�7 to <10�6 �10�3 to <10�2

1 �10�6 to <10�5 �10�2 to <10�1
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The reason for there being effectively two tables (high and low demand) is that there are two

ways in which the integrity target may need to be described. The difference can best be under-

stood by way of examples.

Consider the motor car brakes. It is the rate of failure which is of concern because there is

a high probability of suffering the hazard immediately after each failure occurs. Hence we

have the middle column of Table 1.1.

On the other hand, consider the motor car air bag. This is a low-demand protection system in

the sense that demands on it are infrequent (years or tens of years apart). Failure rate alone is

of little use to describe its integrity since the hazard is not incurred immediately after each

failure occurs and we therefore have to take into consideration the test interval. In other

words, since the demand is infrequent, failures may well be dormant and persist during

the test interval. What is of interest is the combination of failure rate and down time and

we therefore specify the probability of failure on demand (PFD): hence the right hand

column of Table 1.1.

In IEC 61508 (clause 3.5.14 of part 4) the high demand definition is called for when the demand

on a safety related function is greater than once per annum and the low demand definition when

it is less frequent. However there is some debate on this issue and the authors believe that low

demand might realistically be claimed when the demand rate is much less than the test frequency

(typically an order of magnitude).

In Chapter 2 we will explain the ways of establishing a target SIL and it will be seen that the

IEC 61508 Standard then goes on to tackle the two areas of meeting the quantifiable target and

addressing the qualitative requirements separately.

A frequent misunderstanding is to assume that if the qualitative requirements of a particular

SIL are observed the numerical failure targets, given in Table 1.1, will automatically be

achieved. This is most certainly not the case since the two issues are quite separate. The

quantitative targets refer to random hardware failures and are dealt within Chapters 5

and 6. The qualitative requirements refer to quite different types of failure whose frequency

is NOT quantified and are thus dealt with separately. The assumption, coarse as it is, is that

by spreading the rigor of requirements across the range SIL 1 to SIL 4, which in turn covers

the credible range of achievable integrity, the achieved integrity is likely to coincide with

the measures applied.

A question sometimes asked is: If the quantitative target is met by the predicted random

hardware failure probability then what allocation should there be for the systematic (soft-

ware) failures? The target is to be applied equally to random hardware failures and to

systematic failures. In other words the numerical target is not divided between the two

but applied to the random hardware failures. The corresponding SIL requirements are

then applied to the systematic failures. In any case, having regard to the accuracy of
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quantitative predictions (see Chapter 6), the point may not be that important. The 2010

version implies this in 7.4.5.1 of Part 2.

The following should be kept in mind:

SIL 1: is relatively easy to achieve especially if ISO 9001 practices apply throughout the

design providing that Functional Safety Capability is demonstrated.

SIL 2: is not dramatically harder than SIL 1 to achieve although clearly involving more

review and test and hence more cost. Again, if ISO 9001 practices apply throughout the

design, it should not be difficult to achieve.

(SILs 1 and 2 are not dramatically different in terms of the life-cycle activities)

SIL 3: involves a significantly more substantial increment of effort and competence than is

the case from SIL 1 to SIL 2. Specific examples are the need to revalidate the system

following design changes and the increased need for training of operators. Cost and

time will be a significant factor and the choice of vendors will be more limited by lack

of ability to provide SIL 3 designs.

SIL 4: involves state-of-the-art practices including “formal methods” in design. Cost will

be extremely high and competence in all the techniques required is not easy to find. There

is a considerable body of opinion that SIL 4 should be avoided and that additional levels of

protection should be preferred.

It is reasonable to say that the main difference between the SILs is the quantification of

random hardware failures and the application of the Safe Failure Fraction rules (see

Chapter 3). The qualitative requirements for SILs 1 and 2 are very similar, as are those

for SILs 3 and 4. The major difference is in the increment of rigor between SIL 2 and

SIL 3.

Note, also, that as one moves up the SILs the statistical implications of verification become

more onerous whereas the assessment becomes more subjective due to the limitations of the

data available for the demonstration.

1.3 The Life-Cycle Approach

Section 7.1 of Part 1

The various life-cycle activities and defenses against systematic failures, necessary to

achieve functional safety, occur at different stages in the design and operating life of

equipment. Therefore it is considered a good idea to define (that is to say describe)

a life cycle.

IEC 61508 is based on a safety life-cycle approach, describes such a model, and identifies

activities and requirements based on it. It is important to understand this because a very
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large proportion of safety assessment work has been (and often still is) confined to assessing

whether the proposed design configuration (architecture) meets the target failure probabilities

(dealt with later in Chapters 5 and 6 of this book). Because of systematic failures, modern guid-

ance (especially IEC 61508) requires a much wider approach involving control over all of the

life-cycle activities that influence safety integrity.

Figure 1.2 shows a simple life cycle very similar to the one shown in the Standard. It has been

simplified for the purposes of this book.

CONCEPT AND SCOPE 

RISK IDENTIFICATION & 
ANALYSIS

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS & 
ALLOCATION 

SAFETY REQU’s SPEC 

PLANNING

INSTALLATION & 
COMMISSIONING 

SAFETY VALIDATION 

OPERATIONS & 
MAINTENANCE 

INSTALL & COMMISSION 

OVERALL 
VALIDATION 

DESIGN/PROCURE/BUILD 

SAFETY-RELATED 
SYSTEMS

&
OTHER RISK REDUCTION 

OPERATIONS & 
MAINTENANCE & 
MODIFICATIONS 

DECOMMISSIONING 

VERIFICATION 
(i.e. Reviews & 
Tests) 

FUNCTIONAL 
SAFETY 
ASSESSMENT 

Figure 1.2: Safety life cycle.
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As far as IEC 61508 is concerned this life cycle applies to all electrical and programmable

aspects of the safety-related equipment. Therefore if a safety-related system contains an

E/PE element then the Standard applies to all the elements of system, including mechanical

and pneumatic equipment. There is no reason, however, why it should not also be used in

respect of “other technologies” where they are used to provide risk reduction. For that

reason the Gas Industry document IGEM/SR/15 is entitled “Integrity of safety-related

systems in the gas industry” in order to include all technologies.

The IEC 61508 headings are summarized in the following pages and also map to the headings

in Chapters 3 and 4. This is because the Standard repeats the process for systems hardware

(Part 2) and for software (Part 3). IEC 65108 Part 1 lists these in its “Table 1” with associated

paragraphs of text. The following text refers to the items in IEC 61508 Part 1 Table 1 and

provides the associated paragraph numbers.

Concept and scope [Part 1d7.2 and 7.3]

Defines exactly what is the EUC (equipment under control) and the part(s) being controlled.

Understands the EUC boundary and its safety requirements. Scopes the extent of the hazard

and identification techniques (e.g., HAZOP). Requires a safety plan for all the life-cycle

activities.

Hazard and risk analysis [Part 1d7.4]

This involves the quantified risk assessment by considering the consequences of failure (often

referred to as HAZAN).

Safety requirements and allocation [Part 1d7.5 and 7.6]

Here we address the WHOLE SYSTEM and set maximum tolerable risk targets and allocate

failure rate targets to the various failure modes across the system. Effectively this defines what

the safety function is by establishing what failures are protected against and how. Thus the

safety functions are defined and EACH has its own SIL (see Chapter 2).

Plan operations and maintenance [Part 1d7.7]

What happens in operations, and during maintenance, can effect functional safety and

therefore this has to be planned. The effect of human error is important here as will be

covered in Chapter 5. This also involves recording actual safety-related demands on

systems as well as failures.

Plan the validation [Part 1d7.8]

Here we plan the overall validation of all the functions. It involves pulling together the

evidence from the all the verification (i.e., review and test) activities into a coherent demonstra-

tion of conformance to the safety-related requirements.
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Plan installation and commissioning [Part 1d7.9]

What happens through installation and commissioning can affect functional safety and there-

fore this has to be planned. The effect of human error is important here as will be shown in

Chapter 5.

The safety requirements specification [Part 1d7.10]

Describes all the safety functions in detail.

ESC’s SILComp� software generates a safety-related specification automatically based on

data from SIL Targeting and Assessment (Verification). This is of particular use when

managing a large number of SIFs.

Design and build the system [Part 1d7.11 and 7.12]

This is called “realization” in IEC 61508. It means creating the actual safety systems be they

electrical, electronic, pneumatic, and/or other failure protection levels (e.g., physical bunds or

barriers).

Install and commission [Part 1d7.13]

Implement the installation and create records of events during installation and commissioning,

especially failures.

Validate that the safety-systems meet the requirements [Part 1d7.14]

This involves checking that all the allocated targets (above) have been met. This will involve

a mixture of predictions, reviews, and test results. There will have been a validation plan

(see above) and there will need to be records that all the tests have been carried out and

recorded for both hardware and software to see that they meet the requirements of the

target SIL. It is important that the system is re-validated from time to time during its life,

based on recorded data.

Operate, maintain, and repair [Part 1d7.15]

Clearly operations and maintenance (already planned above) are important. Documentation,

particularly of failures, is important.

Control modifications [Part 1d7.16]

It is also important not to forget that modifications are, in effect, re-design and that the life-

cycle activities should be activated as appropriate when changes are made.

Disposal [Part 1d7.17]

Finally, decommissioning carries its own safety hazards which should be taken into account.
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Verification [Part 1d7.18]

Demonstrating that all life-cycle stage deliverables were met in use.

Functional safety assessments [Part 1d8]

Carry out assessments to demonstrate compliance with the target SILs (see Section 2.3 of this

book for the extent of independence according to consequences and SIL).

1.4 Steps in the Assessment Process

The following steps are part of the safety life-cycle (functional safety assessment).

Step 1. Establish Functional Safety Capability (i.e., Management)

Whereas Steps 2e7 refer to the assessment of a system or product, there is the requirement to

establish the FUNCTIONAL SAFETY CAPABILITY of the assessor and/or the design orga-

nization. This is dealt with in Section 2.3 and by means of Appendix 1.

Step 2. Establish a Risk Target

ESTABLISH THE RISK TO BE ADDRESSED by means of techniques such as formal hazard

identification or HAZOP whereby failures and deviations within a process (or equipment) are

studied to assess outcomes. From this process one or more hazardous events may be revealed

which will lead to death or serous injury.

SET MAXIMUM TOLERABLE FAILURE RATES by carrying out a quantified risk

assessment based on a maximum tolerable probability of death or injury, arising from the

event in question. This is dealt with in the next Chapter and takes into account how

many simultaneous risks to which one is exposed in the same place, the number of fatalities

and so on.

Step 3. Identify the Safety Related Function(s)

For each hazardous event it is necessary to understand what failure modes will lead to it. In this

way the various elements of protection (e.g. control valve AND relief valve AND slamshut

valve) can be identified. The safety protection system for which a SIL is needed can then be

identified.

Step 4. Establish SILs for the Safety-Related Elements

Both the NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT, LOPA and RISK GRAPH methods are described in

Chapter 2 and examples are given in Chapter 13.
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Step 5. Quantitative Assessment of the Safety-Related System

Reliability modeling is needed to assess the failure rate or probability of failure on demand of

the safety-related element or elements in question. This can then be compared with the target

set in Step 3. Chapters 5 and 6 cover the main techniques.

Step 6. Qualitative Assessment Against the Target SILs

The various requirements for limiting systematic failures are more onerous as the SIL

increases. These cover many of the life-cycle activities and are covered in Chapters 3 and 4.

Step 7. Establish ALARP

It is not sufficient to establish, in Step 4, that the quantitative failure rate (or the PFD) has been

met. Design improvements which reduce the failure rate (until the Broadly Acceptable failure

rate is met) should be considered and an assessment made as to whether these are “as low as

reasonably practicable”. This is covered in Section 2.2.

It is worth noting, at this point, that conformance to a SIL requires that all the Steps are met. If

the quantitative assessment (Step 5) indicates a given SIL then this can only be claimed if the

qualitative requirements (Step 6) are also met.

Part 1 clause 8 of IEC 61508 (Functional Safety Assessment) addresses this area. FSA should

be done at all lifecycle phases (not just Phase 9, Realization). There are minimum levels of

independence of the assessment team from the system/company being assessed, depending

on the SIL involved. In summary these are:

SIL Consequence Assessed by

4 Many deaths** Independent organisation
3* More than one death** Independent department
2* Severe injury or one death Independent person
1 Minor injury Independent person

*Add one level if there is lack of experience, unusual complexity or novel design.
**Not quantified in the standard.

Typical headings in an assessment report would be:

• Hazard scenarios and associated failure modes

• SIL targeting

• Random hardware failures

• ALARP

• Architectures (SFF)

• Life-cycle activities

• Functional safety capability

• Recommendations.
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1.5 Costs

The following questions are often asked:

“What is the cost of applying IEC 61508?”

“What are the potential savings arising from its use?”

“What are the potential penalty costs of ignoring it?”

1.5.1 Costs of Applying the Standard

Although costs will vary considerably, according to the scale and complexity of the system or

project, the following typical resources have been expended in meeting various aspects of IEC

61508.

Full Functional Safety Capability (now called Functional Safety Management) including

implementation on a project or productd30 to 60 man-days þ several £’000 for certifica-
tion by an accredited body (i.e. SIRA).

Product or Project Conformance (to the level of third-party independent assessment)d10

to 20 man-days þ a few £’000 consultancy.

Elements within this can be identified as follows:

Typical SIL targeting with random hardware failures assessment and ALARPd2 to 6

man-days.

Assessing the safe failure fraction of an instrument (one or two failure modes)d1 to 3

man-days.

Bringing an ISO 9001 management system up to IEC61508 functional safety capa-

bilityd5 man-days for the purpose of a product demonstration where evidence of only

random hardware failures and safe failure fraction are being offered, 20 to 50 man-days

for the purpose of an accredited Functional Safety Capability certificate.

1.5.2 Savings from Implementing the Standard

For some time there has an intangible but definite benefit due to enhanced credibility in the

market place. Additional sales vis à vis those who have not demonstrated conformance are

likely. However, the majority of instrument and system providers now see it as necessary to

demonstrate conformance to some SIL and thus it becomes a positive disadvantage not to do so.

Major savings are purported to be in reduced maintenance for those (often the majority)

systems which are given low SIL targets. This also has the effect of focusing the effort on

the systems with higher SIL targets.

1.5.3 Penalty Costs from Not Implementing the Standard

The manufacturer and the user will be involved in far higher costs of retrospective redesign if

subsequent changes are needed to meet the maximum tolerable risk.
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The user could face enormous legal costs in the event of a major incident which invokes the

H&SWAct especially if the Standard had not been applied when it was reasonably practicable

to have done so.

1.6 The Seven Parts of IEC 61508

Now that we have introduced the concept of safety integrity levels and described the life-cycle

approach it is now appropriate to describe the structure of the IEC 61508 Standard. Parts 1e3

are the main parts (Figure 1.3) and Parts 4e7 provide supplementary material.

ESTABLISH TARGET SIL 

NUMERICAL RISK GRAPH
APPROACH APPROACH

ADDRESS 
HARDWARE 

(RANDOM 
FAILURES) 

QUANTITATIVE 
ASSESSMENT 
(e.g. Fault Tree) 

QUALITATIVE 
TECHNIQUES 

CONSTRAINTS 
(e.g. Architecture, 

diagnostic coverage)

ADDRESS 
SOFTWARE

(SYSTEMATIC 
FAILURES) 

QUALITATIVE 
TECHNIQUES 

ADDRESS 
ALARP 

ADDRESS 
FUNCTIONAL 

SAFETY
CAPABILITY

Procedures, 
Competence etc. 

PART 1

PART 1

PART 2 

PART 3 

REMEDIAL ACTION AS APPROPRIATE 

Figure 1.3: The parts of the standard.
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The general strategy is to establish SIL targets, from hazard and risk analysis activities, and

then to design the safety-related equipment to an appropriate integrity level taking into

account random and systematic failures and also human error.

Examples of safety-related equipment might include:

Shutdown systems for processes

Interlocks for dangerous machinery

Fire and gas detection

Instrumentation

Programmable controllers

Railway signaling

Boiler and burner controls

Industrial machinery

Avionic systems

Leisure items (e.g. fairground rides)

Medical equipment (e.g. oncology systems).

Part 1 is called “General Requirements.” In actual fact it covers:

(i) General functional safety management, dealt with in Chapter 2 and Appendix 1 of this

book. This is the management system (possibly described in one’s quality management

system) which lays down the activities, procedures and skills necessary to carry out the

business of risk assessment and of designing to meet integrity levels.

(ii) The life-cycle, explained above, and the requirements at each stage, are central to the

theme of achieving functional safety. It will dominate the structure of several of the

following Chapters and Appendices.

(iii) The definition of SILs and the need for a hazard analysis in order to define an SIL target.

(iv) The need for competency criteria for people engaged in safety-related work, also dealt

with in Chapter 2 of this book.

(v) Levels of independence of those carrying out the assessment. The higher the SIL the

more independent should be the assessment.

(vi) There is an Annex in Part 1 (informative only) providing a sample document structure for

a safety-related design project.

Part 2 is called “Requirements for E/E/PES safety-related systems.” What this actually means

is that Part 2 is concerned with the hardware, rather than the software, aspects of the safety-

related system. It covers:

(i) The life-cycle activities associated with the design and realization of the equipment

including defining safety requirements, planning the design, validation, verification,

observing architectural constraints, fault tolerance, test, subsequent modification

(which will be dealt with in Chapter 3).
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(ii) The need to assess (i.e. predict) the quantitative reliability (vis à vis random hardware

failures) against the SIL targets in Table 1.1. This is the reliability prediction part of

the process and is covered in Chapters 5 and 6.

(iii) The techniques and procedures for defending against systematic hardware failures.

(iv) Architectural constraints vis à vis the amount of redundancy applicable to each SIL.

Hence, even if the above reliability prediction indicates that the SIL is met, there will

still be minimum levels of redundancy. This could be argued as being because the reli-

ability prediction will only have addressed random hardware failures (in other words

those present in the failure rate data) and there is still the need for minimum defenses

to tackle the systematic failures.

(v) Some of the material is in the form of annexes.

Chapter 3 of this book is devoted to summarizing Part 2 of IEC 61508.

Part 3 is called “Software requirements.” As the title suggests this addresses the activities and

design techniques called for in the design of the software. It is therefore about systematic fail-

ures and no quantitative prediction is involved.

(i) Tables indicate the applicability and need for various techniques at each of the SILs.

(ii) Some of the material is in the form of annexes.

Chapter 4 of this book is devoted to summarizing Part 3 of IEC 61508.

Part 4 is called “Definitions and abbreviations”. This book does not propose to offer yet another

list of terms and abbreviations beyond the few terms in Appendix 8. In this book the terms are

hopefully made clear as they are introduced.

Part 5 is called “Examples of methods for the determination of safety-integrity levels”.

As mentioned above, the majority of Part 5 is in the form of seven Annexes which are infor-

mative rather than normative:

(i) Annex A covers the general concept of the need for risk reduction through to the alloca-

tion of safety requirements, which is covered in Chapter 2 of this book.

(ii) Annex B covers methods for determining safety integrity level targets.

(iii) Annex C covers the application of the ALARP (as low as reasonably practicable) prin-

ciple, which is covered in Section 2.2 of this book.

(iv) Annex D covers the mechanics of quantitatively determining the SIL levels, which is

covered in Section 2.1 of this book.

(v) Annex E covers a qualitative method (risk graph) of establishing the SIL levels, which is

also covered in Chapter 2 of this book.

(vi) Annex F covers Semi-quantitative LOPA (Chapter 2 of this book).

(vii) Annex G describes an alternative qualitative method, “Hazardous event severity matrix”.
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Part 6 is called “Guidelines on the application of Part 2 and 3”. This consists largely of infor-

mative annexes which provide material on:

(i) Calculating hardware failure probabilities (low and high demand).

(ii) Common cause failure, which is covered in Chapter 5 of this book.

(iii) Diagnostic coverage, which is covered in Chapter 3 of this book.

(iv) Applying the software requirements tables (of Part 3) for SILs 2 and 3, which is covered

in Chapter 4 of this book.

As mentioned above, the majority of Part 6 is in the form of Annexes which are informative

rather than normative.

Part 7 is called “Overview of techniques and measures”. This is a reference guide to techniques

and measures and is cross-referenced from other parts of the Standard. This book does not

repeat that list but attempts to explain the essentials as it goes along.

The basic requirements are summarized in Figure 1.4.

1.7 HAZOP (Hazard and Operability Study)

In the process industry it is normal to undertake a HAZOP to identify potential hazards that

may require mitigation (e.g., instrumented protection systems) in order to reduce risk to

persons, environment, or plant.

This book concerns functional safety assessment and Figure 1.5 illustrates how HAZOP and

HAZID (Hazard Identification) studies provide the “trigger” for the functional safety assess-

ment of plant and items of mitigation (ie safety related systems).

HAZOP is a study of the hazards associated with the actual process equipment in a plant

whereas HAZID is a wider study which embraces all hazards associated with the whole

plant (e.g., chemical, process, adjacent plant etc.).

TARGETING INTEGRITY (SILs) 

ASSESSING RANDOM HARDWARE FAILURES 

MEETING ALARP 

ASSESSING ARCHITECTURES 

MEETING THE LIFE-CYCLE REQUIREMENTS 

HAVING THE FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY TO ACHIEVE THE ABOVE 

Figure 1.4: Summary of the requirements.
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1.7.1 Objectives of a HAZOP

AHAZOP is a structured brainstorming meeting, set up to identify potential undesirable events

that may create hazards or operability problems, i.e. risks to personal safety and potential

damage to assets, the environment and the reputation. The identified hazards, along with

any actions for further investigation, and other relevant supporting information are recorded

on HAZOP worksheets.

A HAZOP is generally required to be carried out at various points during the design of the

facility. It is anticipated that a HAZOP carried out at the early stages of design will typi-

cally produce numerous actions. As the design progresses to the later stages, it is antici-

pated the actions should begin to be closed out and prior to start-up there should be no

outstanding actions.

The HAZOP methodology process is described in IEC 61882. The basic approach is to divide

the plant process into convenient nodes then to go through each node using guidewords to iden-

tify causes that could produce an undesirable event. These are recorded along with any intended

safe guards and actions recorded if it is thought that additional safe guards may be required.

1.7.2 HAZOP Study Team

It is important that the proposed HAZOP team is made up of personnel who will bring the best

balance of knowledge and experience, of the type of plant being considered, to the study.

Table 1.2 outlines the typical minimum requirements of the proposed workshop team and

corresponding roles and responsibilities.

Process experts of other disciplines should be available to be called upon as required:

• Rotating Machinery

• Maintenance

• Corrosion and materials

• Mechanical

Figure 1.5: The context of HAZOP.
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1.7.3 Typical Information Used in the HAZOP

The following documentation should generally be provided to each team member (as

a minimum) for the workshop:

• Cause and Effects (C&E) Charts (or equivalent) for all SIFs (safety instrumented func-

tions) under consideration;

• AccurateP&IDs,which reflect the as-built, or current design, statusof the plant under analysis.

• The following documentation should be made available to the workshop team (but not

necessarily to each team member individually):

• Operating procedures;

• Pressure Safety Valve (PSV) design data;

• Vessel/piping design data;

• Consequence analysis studies;

• Plant layout drawings/Plot plans.

Table 1.2: HAZOP team typical roles and responsibilities.

Responsibility Role

To facilitate a robust consensus-based decision-making
process within the HAZOP team

Ensuring the HAZOP workshop is performed in

accordance with the agreed Terms of Reference

Ensuring the HAZOP workshop is accurately

documented

Note: The chairmen would not normally be an expert for the

process in question

HAZOP chair

Documenting the proceedings of the HAZOP workshop
in an efficient and accurate manner under the guidance
of the chair

Producing and maintaining an accurate record of the

HAZOP workshop

HAZOP scribe

To provide expertise, experience and understanding of:

The design of the plant under analysis including
equipment; design limits; materials of construction and
condition of equipment

Typically the project or site
process engineer

The plant controls and instrumentation Typically the project or site electrical,
controls and instrumentation (EC&I)
engineers

Day-to-day operation of the plant under analysis Typically a senior operations
representative

Process safety and the major hazards associated with
plant under analysis

Typically the project or site
process safety engineer
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1.7.4 Typical HAZOP Worksheet Headings

The following sections detail each of the headings of the HAZOP worksheet.

Design Intent

Problems in the process normally arise from deviation outside the intended operating envelope.

It is therefore important to record the design intent so that deviations can be identified from it.

These deviations can be expressed in terms of temperature, level, pressure etc.

Nodes

The facility under analysis is divided into sections known as nodes with certain defined

boundaries. Prior to the review of each node the design intent should be explained by the

engineer(s). The size of each node is dependent on the batch process sequences, complexity

of the system and any natural divisions in rating, pump suction, discharge piping and tanks/

vessel/reactors etc.

Parameter/Guidewords

Each node is analyzed to determine the potential undesirable event(s) associated with that

section of the facility. This is achieved by considering a given parameter and how that param-

eter can deviate (guidewords) from the design intent. A list of the parameters and typical guide-

words used in the study which should be agreed by all parties (Table 1.3).

Table 1.3: Typical guidewords.

Parameter Guideword

Flow High, low, reverse

Temperature High, low

Pressure High, low

Level High, low

Power High, low

Mixing High, low

Reaction High, low

Composition i.e., Wrong composition, wrong
chemical, contamination

Contamination e

Maintenance Maintainability of equipment
i.e. isolation capabilities etc.

Start-up/Shut-down e
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Causes

When the potential for an undesirable event exists, all causes of such an event are listed.

Consequence

The consequence of the undesirable event is stated. It is important to note that no credit can be

given to any safeguards or means of mitigating this event at this stage.

Safeguards

The safeguards that can prevent the cause of the undesirable event occurring or mitigate the

consequences are identified.

Action Required

Any actions associated with the section of facilities or undesirable event.

1.7.5 Risk Ranking

The priority assigned to a recommendation is generally defined by combining the severity and

likelihood using a Risk Matrix.

The team can examine hazards with a safety, environmental or financial consequence. When no

consequences are identified, no assessment is conducted as a result.

1.7.6 Quantifying Risk

It should be noted that this mythology was developed in 1970 when risks were generally dealt

with in a qualitative approach therefore if there were a number of causes that could cause the

same hazard each cause could be considered separately. Since 2000 due to IEC 61508 and IEC

61511 the risk should be quantified. Thus for any specific hazard all causes need to be consid-

ered. Unfortunately the majority of practitioners still use the existing approach of considering

‘causes’ in each node regardless of where the hazard occurs and regardless of other causes that

could cause the same hazard, whereas a more suitable approach, with the latest requirements,

would look for ‘hazards’ in each node then identify ALL causes inside and outside the node

that can cause this hazard. This would make integrity assessment more straight forward.

The rest of this book deals with all aspects of functional safety assessment.

The ESC ProSET� software tool provides a convenient program for recording HAZOP and

HAZID findings and can collate all causes associated with each specific hazard.
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CHAPTER 2

Meeting IEC 61508 Part 1

Part 1 of the Standard addresses the need for:

• Setting integrity (SIL) targets

• The ALARP concept (by inference)

• Capability to design, operate, and maintain for functional safety

• Establishing competency

• Hierarchy of documents

The following sections summarize the main requirements:

2.1 Establishing Integrity Targets

Assessing quantified integrity targets is an essential part of the design process (including

retrospective safety studies). This leads to:

• A quantified target against which one predicts the rate of random hardware failures and

establishes ALARP (as low as reasonably practicable).

• A SIL band for mandating the appropriate rigor of life cycle activities.

The following paragraphs describe how a SIL target is established.

2.1.1 The Quantitative Approach

(a) Maximum Tolerable Risk

In order to set a quantified safety integrity target, a target Maximum Tolerable Risk is needed.

It is therefore useful to be aware of the following rates:

All accidents (per individual) 5 � 10�4 pa
Natural disasters (per individual) 2 � 10�6 pa
Accident in the home 4 � 10�4 pa
Worst case Maximum Tolerable Risk in HSE R2P2 document 10�3 pa
“Very low risk” as described in HSE R2P2 document (i.e., boundary between
Tolerable and Broadly Acceptable)

10�6 pa

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00002-7

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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“Individual Risk” is the frequency of fatality for a hypothetical person with respect to a specific

hazard. This is different from “Societal Risk,” which takes account of multiple fatalities.

Society has a greater aversion to multiple fatalities than single ones in that killing 10 people

in a single incident is perceived as worse than 10 separate single fatalities.

Table 2.1 shows the limits of tolerability for “Individual Risk” and is based on a review of

HSE’s “Reducing risk, protecting people, 2001 (R2P2)” and HSG87. The former indicates

a Maximum Tolerable Risk to an employee of 10�3 per annum for all risks combined. The

actual risk of accidents at work per annum is well below this. Generally, guidance documents

recommend a target of 10�4 per annum for all process related risks combined, leaving a margin

to allow for other types of risk.

At the lower end of the risk scale, a Broadly Acceptable Risk is nearly always defined. This is

the risk below which one would not, normally, seek further risk reduction. It is approximately

two or three orders of magnitude less than the total of random risks to which one is exposed in

everyday life.

It is important to note that the Individual Risk and the Societal Risk calculations are fundamen-

tally different. Thus the starting points for Maximum Tolerable Risk, in the case of a single

fatality, do not immediately coincide, which will be elaborated in Section 2.4.

Scenarios, such as sites, usually imply a risk to the same (more or less) groups of individuals

(be it on-site or off-site) at any time. “Distributed” risks, for example, pipelines across wide

areas, rail journeys, tunnels, with rapidly changing identities of individuals are the scenarios

for which the involuntary risk approach becomes limited. An individual may be exposed for

2 min per annum (traveling through a tunnel) whereas, at any moment, there may be 100

people at risk. The Societal Risk approach (Section 2.4) is then more appropriate.

There is a body of opinion that multiple fatalities should also affect the choice of maximum

tolerable Individual Risk. The targets in Table 2.2 reflect an attempt to take account of

these concerns in a relatively simple way by adjusting the Individual Risk targets from

Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Target individual risks.

HSE R2P2
Generally used for
functional safety

Maximum Tolerable Individual Risk (per annum)
Employee 10�3 10�4

Public 10�4 10�5

Broadly Acceptable Risk (per annum)
Employee and public 10�6 10�6
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More complex calculations for Societal Risk (involving FeN curves) are sometimes addressed

by specialists as are adjustments for particularly vulnerable sections of the community

(disabled, children etc.).

The location, that is, site or part of a site, for which a risk is being addressed, may be exposed to

multiple potential sources of risk. The question arises as to how many potential separate

hazards an individual (or group) in any one place and time is exposed to. Therefore, in the

event of exposure to several hazards at one time, one should seek to allow for this by specifying

a more stringent target for each hazard. For example, a study addressing a multirisk installation

might need to take account of an order of magnitude of sources of risk. On the other hand, an

assessment of a simple district pressure regulator valve for the local distribution of natural gas

implies a limited number of sources of risk (perhaps only one).

A typical assessment confined to employees on a site might use the recommended 10�4 pa

Maximum Tolerable Risk (for 1e2 fatalities) but may address 10 sources of risk to an indi-

vidual in a particular place. Thus, an average of 10�5 pa would be used as the Maximum Toler-

able Risk across the 10 hazards and, therefore, for each of the 10 safety functions involved. By

the same token, the Broadly Acceptable Risk would be factored from 10�6 pa to 10�7 pa.

The question arises of how long an individual is exposed to a risk. Earlier practice has been to

factor the maximum tolerable failure rate by the proportion of time it offers the risk (for

example, an enclosure which is only visited 2 hrs per week). However, that approach would

only be valid if persons (on-site) suffered no other risk outside that 2 hrs of his/her week. In

case of off-site, the argument might be different in that persons may well only be at risk for

a proportion of the time. Thus, for on-site personnel, the proportion of employee exposure

time should be taken as the total working proportion of the week.

Despite the widely published figures for Maximum Tolerable Risk (e.g., Table 2.2), the UK

HSE sometimes press for a Maximum Tolerable Risk to be targeted at a lower level nearer

to the Broadly Acceptable level (e.g., an order of magnitude). This, however, is a controversial

area. In the authors’ opinion, whatever may the starting point be, the ALARP calculation will,

in any case, cause the risk to be reduced to an appropriate level.

Table 2.2: Target fatality risks.

1e2 fatalities 3e5 fatalities
6 or more
fatalities

Maximum Tolerable Individual Risk (per annum)
Employee (Voluntary) 10�4 3 � 10�5 10�5

Public (Involuntary) 10�5 3 � 10�6 10�6

Broadly Acceptable Risk (per annum)
Employee and public 10�6 3 � 10�7 10�7
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Table 2.3 caters for the lesser consequence of injury. Targets are set in the same manner and

integrity assessment is carried out as for fatality. In general, rates an order of magnitude

larger are used for the targets.

In any event, the final choice of Maximum Tolerable Risk (in any scenario) forms part of the

“safety argument” put forward by a system user. There are no absolute rules but the foregoing

provides an overview of current practice.

(b) Maximum tolerable failure rate

This involves factoring the Maximum Tolerable Risk according to totally external levels of

protection and to factors which limit the propagation to fatality of the event. Table 2.4 gives

examples of the elements which might be considered. These are not necessarily limited to

the items described below and the analyst(s) must be open ended in identifying and assessing

the factors involved.

The maximum tolerable failure rate is then targeted by taking the Maximum Tolerable Risk

and factoring it according to the items assessed. Thus, for the examples given in Table 2.4

(assuming a 10�5 pa involuntary risk):

Maximum Tolerable Failure Rate ¼ 10�5 pa=ð0:6� 0:2� 0:7� 0:25� 0:9� 0:25Þ
¼ 2:1 � 10�3 pa

Table 2.3: Target individual risks for injury.

Maximum Tolerable Risk (per annum)
Employee (Voluntary) 10�3

Public (Involuntary) 10�4

Broadly Acceptable Risk (per annum)
Employee and public 10�5
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Example

A gas release (e.g., a natural gas holder overfill) is judged to be a scenario leading to a single

on-site fatality and three off-site fatalities. Both on and off site, person(s) are believed to be

exposed to that one risk from the installation.

Table 2.4: Factors leading to the maximum tolerable failure rate.

Factor involving the propagation
of the incident or describing an
independent level of protection

Probability
(example)

This column is used to record arguments,
justifications, references etc. to support the
probability used

The profile of time at risk 60% Quantifying whether the scenario can develop. This
may be <100% as for example if:
• flow, temp, pressure etc. profiles are only

sufficient at specific times, for the risk to apply.
• the process is only in use for specific periods.

Unavailability of separate
mitigation fails (i.e., another level of
protection)

20% Mitigation outside the scope of this study and
not included in the subsequent modeling
which assesses whether the system meets the risk
target. Examples are:
• a down stream temp, pressure etc.

measurement leading to manual intervention.
• a physical item of protection (for example,

vessel; bund) not included in the study.

Probability of the scenario developing 70% Examples are:
• the vessel/line will succumb to the over-temp,

over pressure etc.
• the release has an impact on the

passing vehicle.

Person(s) exposed (i.e., being at risk) 25% Proportion of time during which some person
or persons are close enough to be at risk should the
event propagate. Since a person may be exposed to
a range of risks during the working week, this factor
should not be erroneously reduced to the
proportion of time exposed to the risk in question.
If that were repeated across the spectrum of risks
then each would be assigned an artificially
optimistic target. The working week is
approximately 25% of the time and thus that is the
factor which would be anticipated for an on-site
risk. In the same way, an off-site risk may only apply
to a given individual for a short time.

Probability of subsequent ignition 90% Quantifying whether the released material ignites/
explodes.

Fatality ensues 25% The likelihood that the event, having developed,
actually leads to fatality.
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On site

Proportion of time system can offer the risk 75% 40 weeks pa

Probability of ignition 5% Judgment

Person at risk 25% Working week i.e., 42 hrs/168 hrs

Probability of fatality 75% Judgment

From Table 2.2, the Maximum Tolerable Risk is 10�4 pa. Thus, the maximum tolerable failure

rate (leading to the event) is calculated as:

10�4 pa=ð0:75� 0:05� 0:25� 0:75Þ ¼ 1:4� 10�2 pa

Off site

Proportion of time system can offer the risk 75% 40 weeks pa

Probability of ignition 5% Judgment

Person(s) at risk 33% Commercial premises adjoin

Probability of three fatalities 10% Offices well protected by embankments

From Table 2.2 the Maximum Tolerable Risk is 3 � 10�6 pa. Thus the maximum tolerable

failure rate (leading to the event) is calculated as:

3� 10�6 pa=ð0:75� 0:05� 0:33� 0:1Þ ¼ 2:4� 10�3 pa

Thus, 2.4 � 10�3 pa, being the more stringent of the two, is taken as the maximum tolerable

failure rate target.

(c) Safety integrity levels (SILs)

Notice that only now is the SIL concept introduced. The foregoing is about risk targeting but the

practice of jumping immediately to a SIL target is a dangerous approach.

Furthermore, it is necessary to understand why there is any need for a SIL concept when we

have numerical risk targets against which to assess the design. If the assessment were to

involve only traditional reliability prediction, wherein the predicted hardware reliability

is compared with a target, there would be no need for the concept of discrete SILs.

However, because the rigor of adherence to design/quality assurance activities cannot be

quantified, a number of discrete levels of “rigor,” which cover the credible range of
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integrity, are described. The practice is to divide the spectrum of integrity targets into four

levels (see Chapter 1).

Consider the following examples:

Simple example (low demand)

As a simple example of selecting an appropriate SIL, assume that the maximum tolerable

frequency for an involuntary risk scenario (e.g., customer killed by explosion) is 10�5 pa

(A) (see Table 2.1). Assume that 10�2 (B) of the hazardous events in question lead to fatality.

Thus the maximum tolerable failure rate for the hazardous event will be C ¼ A/B ¼ 10�3 pa.

Assume that a fault tree analysis predicts that the unprotected process is only likely to achieve

a failure rate of 2 � 10�1 pa (D) (i.e., 1/5 years). The FAILURE ON DEMAND of the safety

system would need to be E ¼ C/D ¼ 10�3/2 � 10�1 ¼ 5 � 10�3. Consulting the right-hand

column of Table 1.1, SIL 2 is applicable.

This is an example of a low-demand safety-related system in that it is only called upon to

operate at a frequency determined by the frequency of failure of the equipment under

control (EUC)din this case 2 � 10�1 pa. Note, also, that the target “E” in the above paragraph

is dimensionless by virtue of dividing a rate by a rate. Again, this is consistent with the

right-hand column of Table 1.1 in Chapter 1.

Simple example (high demand)

Now consider an example where a failure in a domestic appliance leads to overheating and

subsequent fire. Assume, again, that the target risk of fatality is said to be 10�5 pa. Assume

that a study suggests that 1 in 400 incidents leads to fatality.

It follows that the target maximum tolerable failure rate for the hazardous event can be

calculated as 10�5 � 400 ¼ 4 � 10�3 pa (i.e., 1/250 years). This is 4.6 � 10�7 per hour

when expressed in units of “per hour” for the purpose of Table 1.1.

Consulting the middle column of Table 1.1, SIL 2 is applicable. This is an example of a high-

demand safety-related system in that it is “at risk” continuously. Note, also, that the target in

the above paragraph has the dimension of rate by virtue of multiplying a rate by a dimensionless

number. Again, this is consistent with the middle column of Table 1.1.

It is worth noting that for a low-demand system the Standard, in general, is being applied to an

“add-on” safety system which is separate from the normal control of the EUC (i.e., plant). On

the other hand for a continuous system the Standard, in general, is being applied to the actual

control element because its failure will lead directly to the potential hazard even though the

control element may require additional features to meet the required integrity. Remember

(as mentioned in Chapter 1) that a safety-related system with a demand rate of greater than

one per annum should be treated as “high demand.”
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More complex example

In the fault tree (Figure 2.1), gate G1 describes the causes of some hazardous event. It would be

quantified using the rate parameter. Dividing the target maximum tolerable failure rate associ-

ated with the top gate (GTOP) by the rate for gate G1 provides a target PFD (probability of

failure on demand) for the protection.

Independent levels of protection are then modeled as shown by gates G21 and G22 in

Figure 2.1. It is important to remember that the use of an AND gate (e.g., gate G2) implies

that the events below that gate are totally independent of each other.

A greater number of levels of protection (i.e., gates below G2) lead to larger PFDs being

allocated for each and, thus, lower integrity requirements will apply to each.

A maximum tolerable failure rate of 5.3 � 10�4 pa is taken as an example. Assume that the

frequency of causes (i.e., gate G1) is 10�1 pa. Thus the target PFD associated with gate G2

becomes:

5:3� 10�4 pa
�
10�1 pa ¼ 5:3� 10�3

Figure 2.1: Fault tree.
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(Note that the result is dimensionally correct, i.e., a rate/rate becomes a PFD.)

A common mistake is to describe the scenario as “a SIL 2 safety system.” This would ONLY be

the case if the mitigation were to be a single element and not decomposed into separate inde-

pendent layers.

In Figure 2.1 there are two levels of protection for which the product of the two PFDs needs to

be less than 5.3 � 10�3.

Depending on the equipment in question this could involve a number of possibilities. Examples

are shown in Table 2.5, which assume independent levels of protection.

As can be seen, the SIL is inferred only once the PFD associated with each level of protection

has been assigned/assessed.

(d) Exercises

Now try the following exercises (answers in Appendix 5), which involve establishing SIL

targets:

Exercise 1:

Assume a Maximum Tolerable Risk target of 10�5 pa (public fatality).

Assume one in two incidents leads to an explosion.

Assume one in five explosions leads to a fatality.

Assume that a fault tree indicates that the process will suffer a failure rate of 0.05 pa.

It is proposed to implement an add-on safety system involving instrumentation and shut-down
measures.

Which type of SIL (high/low) is indicated and why?

What is the target and what SIL is inferred?

Table 2.5: Possible SIL outcomes.

Level 1 PFD Level 1 SIL Level 2 PFD Level 2 SIL

Option 2 � 10�1 <1 2.65 � 10�2 1

Option 7.3 � 10�2 1 7.3 � 10�2 1

Option 7 � 10�1 <1 7.57 � 10�3 2
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Exercise 2:

2.1

Assume a Maximum Tolerable Risk fatality target of 10�5 pa.

Assume that there are nine other similar toxic spill hazards to be assessed from the plant which
will threaten the same group of people at the same time.

Assume that toxic spillage causes fatality 1 in 10 times.

Assume that a fault tree indicates that each of the processes will suffer an incident once in
50 years.

It is proposed to implement an add-on safety system with instrumentation and shut-down
measures.

Which type of SIL is indicated and why?

What is the target and what SIL is inferred?

2.2

If additional fire fighting equipment were made available, to reduce the likelihood of a fatality
from 1 in 10 to 1 in 30, what effect, if any, will be there on the target SIL?

Exercises 1 and 2 involved the low-demand table in which the risk criteria were expressed as

a PFD. Now try Exercise 3.

Exercise 3:

Target Maximum Tolerable Risk ¼ 10�5 pa.

Assume that 1 in 200 failures, whereby an interruptible gas meter spuriously closes and then
opens, leads to fatality.

Which type of SIL is indicated and why?

What is the target and what SIL is inferred?

A point worth pondering is that when a high-demand SR system fails, continued use is usually

impossible, whereas, for the low demand system, limited operation may still be feasible after

the risk reduction system has failed, albeit with additional care.

2.1.2 Layer of Protection Analysis

Amethodology, specifically mentioned in Part 3 of IEC 61511 (Annex F), is known as Layer of

Protection Analysis (LOPA). LOPA provides a structured risk analysis that can follow on from

a qualitative technique such as HAZOP.
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ESC’s SILComp(R) software provides a step-by-step interactive guide through the LOPA

process and allows importing from HAZOP worksheets. The use of software packages such

as SILComp� can help reduce project man-hours, ensure consistency in approach and meth-

odology, and give confidence that the workshop is performed in accordance with IEC

61508/61511.

In general, formalized LOPA procedures tend to use order of magnitude estimates and are thus

referred to as so-called semi-quantitative methods. Also, they are tailored to low demand

safety functions.

Nevertheless, many practitioners, despite using the term LOPA, actually carry out the analysis

to a refinement level such as we have described in Section 2.1.1. This is commonly referred to

as a quantitative approach.

LOPA estimates the probability/frequency of the undesired consequence of failure by multi-

plying the frequency of initiating events by the product of the probabilities of failure for the

applicable protection layers. The severity of the consequences and the likelihood of occurrence

are then assigned a probability (often by reference to a standard table usually specified in the

user’s procedure).

The result is called a “mitigated consequence frequency” and is often compared to a company’s

tolerable risk criteria (e.g., personnel, environment, asset loss). As a result any requirement for

additional risk reduction required is identified. The output of the LOPA is the target PFD for the

safety instrumented function.

For the LOPA to be valid there must be independence between initiating events and layers of

protection and between the layers of protection. Where there are common causes either

a dependent layer should not be credited at all or reduced credit (higher PFD) used.

It should also be noted that the Maximum Tolerable Risk frequencies used are usually for ALL

hazards. Thus where personnel are exposed to multiple simultaneous hazards, the Maximum

Tolerable Risk frequency needs to be divided by the number of hazards.

The input information required for a LOPA includes:

• Process plant and equipment design specifications

• Impact event descriptions and consequence of failure (assuming no protection)

• Severity level category (defined in the company’s procedure)

• All potential demands (i.e., initiating causes) on the function; and corresponding initiation

likelihood

• Vulnerability (e.g., probability of a leakage leading to ignition)

• Description of the safety instrumented protection function (i.e., layer of protection)

• Independent protection layers (e.g., mechanical devices, physical bunds).
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LOPAworksheets are then prepared as shown in the example given in Section 13.6 of Chapter

13 and are not unlike Table 2.4 and its associated examples. Elements in the worksheet include:

Consequence: describes the consequence of the hazard corresponding to the descriptions

given in the user’s procedure.

Maximum Tolerable Risk (/year): as specified in the user’s procedure.

Initiating Cause: Lists the identified causes of the hazard.

Initiating Likelihood (/year): quantifies the expected rate of occurrence of the initiating

cause. This rate is based on the experience of the attendees and any historical information

available.

Vulnerability: this represents the probability of being affected by the hazard once it has

been initiated.

Independent protection layers (IPLs): the level of protection provided by each IPL is quan-

tified by the probability that it will fail to perform its function on demand. The smaller the

value of the PFD, the larger the risk reduction factor that is applied to the calculated initiating

likelihood, hence where no IPL is claimed, a “1” is inserted into the LOPAworksheet.

The outputs from a LOPA include:

• Intermediate event likelihoods (assuming no additional instrumented protection);

• Additional protection instrumentation requirements (if any);

• The mitigated event likelihood.

One of the authors (DJS) has some reservations about the LOPA approach, particularly when

used by nonexperts. These can be summarized as follows:

• Overlooking common cause failure (bridging two layers of protection).

• Estimation of the demand rate on a layer of protection (so-called “loop”) without full

modeling of the combination of causative events.

• Failing to apportion risk targets between layers of protection as a result of addressing only

one at a time.

• Lapsing into order of magnitude estimates (a failing common to the risk graph approach).

• LOPA can lead to repetition in order to address more than one safety function per hazard

where a slavish “bottom-up” approach addresses each instrument in turn.

• Encourages semiskilled participation by virtue of appearing to be a simpler approach.

2.1.3 The Risk Graph Approach

In general the methods described in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 should be followed. However, the

Standard acknowledges that a fully quantified approach to setting SIL targets is not always

possible and that an alternative approach might sometimes be appropriate. This avoids quan-

tifying the Maximum Tolerable Risk of fatality and uses semiquantitative judgments.

Figure 2.2 gives an example of a risk graph.
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Figure 2.2: Example risk graph.
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The example shown is somewhat more complete than many in use. It has the additional gran-

ularity of offering three (rather than two) branches in some places and attempts to combine

demand rate with exposure. Any such approach requires a detailed description of the decision

points in the algorithm in order to establish some conformity of use. Table 2.6 shows a small

part of that process.

Risk graphs should only be used for general guidance in view of the wide risk ranges of the

parameters in the tables. Successive cascading decisions involving only “order of magnitude”

choices carry the potential for gross inaccuracy. Figure 2.2 improves on the granularity which

simple risk graphs do not offer. Nevertheless this does not eliminate the problem.

The risk graph does not readily admit multiple levels of protection. This has been dealt

within earlier sections. Furthermore, due to the nature of the rule-based algorithm, which

culminates in the request for a demand rate, the risk graph is only applicable to low-

demand SIL targets. It should only be used as a screening tool when addressing large

numbers of safety functions. Then, any target of SIL 2 or greater should be subject to the

quantified approach.

2.1.4 Safety Functions

IMPORTANT: It should be clear from the foregoing sections that SILs are ONLY appropriate

to specifically defined safety functions. A safety function might consist of a flow transmitter,

Table 2.6: Key to Figure 2.1 (part of only).
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logic element, and a solenoid valve to protect against high flow. The flow transmitter, on its

own, does not have a SIL and to suggest such is nearly meaningless. Its target SIL may

vary from one application to another. The only way in which it can claim any SIL status in

its own right is with respect to safe failure fraction and to the life-cycle activities during its

design, and this will be dealt with in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.1.5 “Not Safety-Related”

It may well be the case that the SIL assessment indicates a probability or rate of failure less than

that indicated for SIL 1. In this case the system may be described as “not safety-related” in the

sense of the Standard. However, since the qualitative requirements of SIL 1 are little more than

established engineering practice they should be regarded as a “good practice” target.

The following example shows how a piece of control equipment might be justified to be “not

safety-related.” Assume that this programmable distributed control system (say a DCS for

a process plant) causes various process shutdown functions to occur. In addition, let there be

a hardwired emergency shutdown (presumably safety-related) system which can also indepen-

dently bring about these shutdown conditions.

Assume that the target Maximum Tolerable Risk leads us to calculate that the failure rate for

the DCS/ESD combined should be better than 10�3 pa. Assessment of the emergency shut-

down system shows that it will fail with a PFD of 5 � 10�3. Thus, the target maximum toler-

able failure rate of the DCS becomes 10�3 pa/5 � 10�3 ¼ 2 � 10�1 pa. This being less

onerous than the target for SIL 1, the target for the DCS is less than SIL 1. This is ambiguously

referred to as “not safety-related.” An alternative term used in some guidance documents is “no

special safety requirement.”

We would therefore say that the DCS is not safety-related. If, on the other hand, the target was

only met by a combination of the DCS and ESD, then each might be safety-related with a SIL

appropriate to its target PFD or failure rate. Paragraph 7.5.2.5 of Part 1 states that the EUC

must be <SIL 1 or else it must be treated as safety-related.

For less than SIL 1 targets, the term SIL 0 (although not used in the Standard) is in common use

and is considered appropriate.

2.1.6 SIL 4

There is a considerable body of opinion that SIL 4 safety functions should be avoided (as

achieving it requires very significant levels of design effort and analysis) and that additional

levels of risk reduction need to be introduced such that lower SIL targets are required for

each element of the system.
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In any case, a system with a SIL 4 target would imply a scenario with a high probability of the

hazard leading to fatality and only one level of control (i.e., no separate mitigation). It is hard to

imagine such a scenario as being acceptable.

2.1.7 Environment and Loss of Production

So far the implication has been that safety integrity is in respect of failures leading to death or

injury. IEC 61508 (and some other guidance documents) also refers to severe environmental

damage. Furthermore, although not directly relevant here, the SIL targeting approach can

also be applied to loss of production. Figure 2.3 is one example of some suggested target

criteria.

2.1.8 Malevolence and Misuse

Paragraph 7.4.2.3 of Part 1 of the Standard

The 2010 version of IEC 61508 draws attention to the need to address all foreseeable causes of

a hazard. Thus human factors (already commonly addressed) should be extended to include

vandalism, deliberate misuse, criminal interference, and so on. The frequency of such events

can be assessed (anecdotally or from records) enabling them to be included in fault tree models.

2.2 “As Low as Reasonably Practicable”

Having established a SIL target it is insufficient merely to assess that the design will meet the

Maximum Tolerable Risk target. It is necessary to establish whether further improvements are

justified and thus the principle of ALARP (as low as reasonably practicable) is called for as

“good practice.” In the UK this is also arguably necessary in order to meet safety legislation

(“all that is reasonably practicable” is called for in the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974).

Figure 2.3: Environmental risk targets.
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Figure 2.4 shows the so-called ALARP triangle which also makes use of the idea of

a Maximum Tolerable Risk.

In this context “acceptable” is generally taken to mean that we accept the probability of fatality

as being reasonably low, having regard to the circumstances, and would not usually seek to

expend more resources in reducing it further.

“Tolerable,” on the other hand, implies that whilst we are prepared to live with the particular

risk level we would continue to review its causes and the defenses we might take with a view to

reducing it further. Cost comes into the picture in that any potential reduction in risk would be

compared with the cost needed to achieve it.

“Unacceptable” means that we would not normally tolerate that level of risk and would not

participate in the activity in question nor permit others to operate a process that exhibited it

except, perhaps, in exceptional circumstances.

The principle of ALARP describes the way in which risk is treated legally and by the HSE in

the UK, and also applied in some other countries. The concept is that all reasonable measures

will be taken in respect of risks which lie in the tolerable (ALARP) zone to reduce them further

until the cost of further risk reduction is grossly disproportionate to the benefit.

It is at this point that the concept of “cost per life saved (CPL)” arises. Industries and organi-

zations are reluctant to state-specific levels of “CPL” which they would regard as being dispro-

portionate to a reduction in risk. However, criteria in the range £1,000,000 to £15,000,000 are
not infrequently quoted.

The HSE recommend the use of a gross disproportionality factor. The CPL is multiplied by

a gross disproportionality factor depending upon how close the predicted risk is to the

target. For predicted risks, just approaching the Maximum Tolerable Risk, a factor of 10 is

applied. This falls (on a logarithmic scale) as the risk moves towards the Broadly Acceptable

region. This will be illustrated in the example which follows.

Perception of risk is certainly influenced by the circumstances. A far higher risk is tolerated

from voluntary activities than from involuntary ones (people feel that they are more in

Increasing
Risk

Intolerable (unacceptable)

Maximum
Tolerable Risk ALARP

Broadly Acceptable
RiskNegligible

Figure 2.4: ALARP triangle.
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control of the situation on roads than on a railway). This explains the use of different targets for

employee (voluntary) and public (involuntary) in Tables 2.1e2.3.

A typical ALARP calculation might be as follows:

A £1,000,000 cost per life saved target is used in a particular industry.

A Maximum Tolerable Risk target of 10�4 pa has been set for a particular hazard which is

likely to cause two fatalities.

The proposed system has been assessed and a predicted risk of 8 � 10�5 pa obtained. Given

that the negligible risk is taken as 10�6 pa then the application of ALARP is required.

For a cost of £3,000, additional instrumentation and redundancy will reduce the risk to just

above the negligible region (say 2 � 10�6 pa).

The plant life is 30 years.

The predicted risk of 8 � 10�5 pa leads to a gross disproportionality factor of 9.3 as

shown in Figure 2.5 which, in practice, could be obtained using a spreadsheet for

carrying out the log scale calculation mentioned above. The cost per life saved criteria

thus becomes 9.3 � £1,000,000 ¼ £9,300,000.

The “cost per life saved” in this example is given by the cost of the proposal divided by

the number of lives saved over the plant life, as follows:

£3;000=
��
8� 10�5 � 2� 10�6

�� 2� 30
� ¼ £640;000:
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This being less than the £9,300,000 cost per life saved criterion (which has been adjusted by

GDF) the proposal should be adopted. It should be noted that all the financial benefits of the

proposed risk reduction measures should be included in the costebenefit calculation (e.g.,

saving plant damage, loss of production, business interruption, etc.). Furthermore, following

“good practice” is also important although not of itself sufficient to demonstrate ALARP.

However, costebenefit arguments should not be used to justify circumventing established

good practice.

Exercise 4:

A £2,000,000 cost per life saved target is used in a particular industry.

A Maximum Tolerable Risk target of 10�5 pa has been set for a particular hazard which is likely to
cause three fatalities. The Broadly Acceptable Risk is 10�6 pa.

The proposed system has been assessed and a predicted risk of 8 � 10�6 pa obtained.

How much could justifiably be spent on additional instrumentation and redundancy to reduce
the risk from 8 � 10�6 pa to 2 � 10�6 pa (just above the negligible region)?

The plant life is 25 years.

(Note the GDF for this example would be calculated as 8.6)

IR GDF
BA 1.00E-06 2 8.00E-05 9.25
MaxTol 1.00E-04 10

1

10

1.00E-06 1.00E-05 1.00E-04

G
D

F

INDIVIDUAL RISK

Figure 2.5: Calculation of GDF.
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ESC SILComp� and Technis LOPAPLUS software both calculate the justified cost of further

risk reduction (as part of an ALARP demonstration) automatically, based on data form the

LOPA study.

2.3 Functional Safety Management and Competence

2.3.1 Functional Safety Capability Assessment

In claiming conformance (irrespective of the target SIL) it is necessary to show that the

management of the design, operations and maintenance activities, and the system implemen-

tation is itself appropriate and that there is adequate competence for carrying out each task.

This involves two basic types of assessment. The first is the assessment of management proce-

dures (similar to but more rigorous than an ISO 9001 audit). Appendix 1 of this book provides

a Functional Safety Capability template procedure which should be adequate as an addition to

an ISO 9001 quality management system. The second is an assessment of the implementation

of these procedures. Thus, the life-cycle activities described in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 would be

audited, for one or more projects, to establish that the procedures are being put into practice.

Appendix 2 contains a checklist schedule to assist in the rigor of assessment, particularly for

self assessment (see also Section 7.3 of Chapter 7).

2.3.2 Competency

In Part 1 of IEC 61508 (Paragraphs 6.2.13e15) the need for adequate competency is called for.

It is open-ended in that it only calls for the training, knowledge, experience, and qualifications

to be “relevant.” Factors listed for consideration are:

• Responsibilities and level of supervision

• Link between severity of consequences and degree of competence

• Link target SIL and degree of competence

• The link between design novelty and rigor of competence

• Relevance of previous experience

• Engineering application knowledge

• Technology knowledge

• Safety engineering knowledge

• Legal/regulatory knowledge

• Relevance of qualifications

• The need for training to be documented.
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(a) IET/BCS “Competency guidelines for safety-related systems practitioners”

This was an early guidance document in this area. It listed 12 safety-related job functions

(described as functions) broken down into specific tasks. Guidance is then provided on

setting up a review process and in assessing capability (having regard to applications rele-

vance) against the interpretations given in the document. The 12 jobs are:

Corporate Functional Safety Management: This concerns the competency required to

develop and administer functional safety within an organization.

Project Safety Assurance Management: This extends the previous task into implementing

the functional safety requirements in a project.

Safety-Related System Maintenance: This involves maintaining a system and controlling

modifications so as to maintain the safety-integrity targets.

Safety-Related System Procurement: This covers the technical aspects of controlling

procurement and subcontracts (not just administration).

Independent Safety Assessment: This is supervising and/or carrying out the assessments.

Safety Hazard and Risk Analysis: That is to say HAZOP (HAZard and OPerability study),

LOPA, risk analysis, prediction, etc.

Safety Requirements Specification: Being able to specify all the safety requirements for

a system.

Safety Validation: Defining a test/validation plan and executing and assessing the results of

tests.

Safety-Related System Architectural Design: Being able to partition requirements into

subsystems so that the overall system meets the safety targets.

Safety-Related System Hardware Realization: Specifying hardware and its tests.

Safety-Related System Software Realization: Specifying software, developing code, and

testing the software.

Human Factors Safety Engineering: Assessing human error and engineering the interrela-

tionships of the design with the human factors (Section 5.4 of Chapter 5).

The three levels of competence described in the document are:

The Supervised Practitioner who can carry out one of the above jobs but requiring review

of the work.

The Practitioner who can work unsupervised and can manage and check the work of

a Supervised Practitioner.

The Expert who will be keeping abreast of the state of art and will be able to tackle novel

scenarios.

This IET/BCS document provided a solid basis for the development of competence. It probably

goes beyond what is actually called for in IEC 61508. Due to its complexity it is generally diffi-

cult to put into practice in full and therefore might discourage some people from starting
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a scheme. Hence a simpler approach might be more practical. However, this is a steadily devel-

oping field and the requirements of “good practice” are moving forward.

(b) HSE document (2007) “Managing competence for safety-related systems”

More recently, this document was produced in cooperation with the IET and the BCS. In

outline its structure is:

Phase OnedPlan

Define purpose and scope

Phase TwodDesign

Competence criteria

Processes and methods

Phase ThreedOperate

Select and recruit

Assess competence

Develop competence

Assign responsibilities

Monitor

Deal with failure

Manage assessors’ and managers’ competence

Manage supplier competence

Manage information

Manage change

Phase FourdAudit and Review

Audit

Review

(c) Annex D of “Guide to the application of IEC 61511”

This is a fairly succinct summary of a competency management system which lists competency

criteria for each of the life-cycle phases described in Section 1.4 Chapter 1 of this book.

(d) Competency register

Experience and training should be logged so that individuals can be assessed for the suitability

to carry out tasks as defined in the company’s procedure (Appendix 1 of this book).

Figure 2.6 shows a typical format for an Assessment Document for each person. These would

form the competency register within the organization.
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Name xxxxxxX
Qualifications BSc, MSc in Safety (xx University)  
Date of 
employment 

xxxxxxX

Training In-house appreciation course 
Technis certificate in R&FS 
(distinction) 

May 2008 

April 2010 

Professional Paper on QRA and maximum 
tolerable risk comparisons (SaRS 
Journal) 

2009 

Task in the 
Life-cycle 

esitrepxefoleveLExperience
(as defined in company 
procedure) 

Risk Analysis Lead SIL determination team 
5 processes (2009) 

FS Manager 

Requirements Reviewed requ’s specs for new
instrumentation (ESD and HIPPs 
systems) and drafted FS requ’s 

FS Assessor 

Design  No experience to date N/A 
Assessment Introduced Fault Tree tool and 

carried out 6 assessments of ESD 
systems against SIL targets. 

Analysed field data over a 3 year 
period and produced failure rate 
sheet for instruments and actuators 

FS Manager 

Regulatory Attended 3 meetings with HSE 
representatives: 

a) Review of human factors 
elements of company safety 
submissions 

b) Review of SIL targets 
c) Review of life-cycle claims 

FS Assessor 

ctecte
ctecte

Training Needs Design of ESD architectures and choice of instrumentation to 
meet SIL targets 

Review of life cycle techniques and measures 
Last Review 31 May 2010 by xxx and yyy 

Figure 2.6: Competency register entry.
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2.3.3 Independence of the Assessment

This is addressed in Part 1 Paragraph 8.2.18. The level of independence to be applied when

carrying out assessments is recommended, and, according to the target SIL, can be summa-

rized as:

SIL Assessed by:

4 Independent organization
3 Independent department
2 Independent person
1 Independent person

For SILs 2 and 3 add one level of independence if there is lack of experience, unusual

complexity, or novelty of design. Clearly, these terms are open to interpretation, and words

such as “department” and “organization” will depend on the size and type of company. For

example, in a large multiproject design company there might be a separate safety assessment

department sufficient to meet the requirements of SIL 3. A smaller single-project company

might, on the other hand, need to engage an independent organization or consultant in order

to meet the SIL 3 requirement.

The level of independence to be applied when establishing SIL targets is recommended,

according to consequence, as:

Multiple fatality, say >5 Independent organization
Multiple fatality Independent department
Single fatality Independent person
Injury Independent person

For scenarios involving fatality, add one level of independence if there is lack of experience,

unusual complexity, or novelty of design. Clearly, these terms are open to interpretation, and

words such as “department” and “organization” will depend on the size and type of company.

2.3.4 Hierarchy of Documents

This will vary according to the nature of the product or project and the life-cycle activities

involved. The following brief outline provides an overview from which some (or all) of the

relevant documents can be taken.

Annex A of Part 1 addresses these lists. The following is an interpretation of how they might be

implemented. It should be stressed that document titles (in themselves) need not be rigidly

adhered to and that some might be incorporated into other existing documents. An example

is the “safety requirements” which might in some cases sit within the “functional specification”

providing that they are clearly identified as a coherent section.

• Functional safety requirements

• Functional safety plan (See Appendix 7 of this book)

• Validation plan (and report)
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• Functional safety design specification (Hardware)

• Functional safety design specification (Software)

• Review plans (and reports)

• Test plans (and reports)

• Test strategy and procedures

• Safety Manual (maybe part of Users’ Manual).

These are dealt with, as they occur, in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.3.5 Conformance Demonstration Template

In order to justify adequate functional safety management to satisfy Part 1 of the standard, it is

necessary to provide a documented assessment.

The following Conformance Demonstration Template is suggested as a possible format.

IEC 61508 Part 1

Under “Evidence” enter a reference to the project document (e.g., spec, test report, review,

calculation) which satisfies that requirement. Under “Feature” read the text in conjunction

with the fuller text in this chapter.

Feature Evidence

Adequate functional safety capability is demonstrated by the organization. To include a top
level policy, clear safety life cycle describing the activities undertaken, procedures, functional
safety audits and arrangements for independent assessment.

FS management system regularly reviewed and audited.

An adequate competency register that maps to projects and the requirement for named
individuals for each FS role. Register to describe training and application area experience of
individuals. Safety-related tasks to be defined. Review and training to be covered.

Evidence that contract and project reviews are mandatory to establish functional safety
requirements.

The need for a clear documentation hierarchy describing the relationship of Q&S plan,
functional spec, design docs, review strategy, integration, test and validation plans etc.

Existence of hardware and software design standards and defined hardware and software
life-cycle models.

The recording and follow-up of hazardous incidents. Adequate corrective action.

Hazardous incidents addressed and handled.

Operations and maintenance adequately addressed where relevant.

Modifications and impact analysis addressed and appropriate change documentation.

Document and configuration adequate control.

FS assessment carried out.

FS, functional safety.
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It is anticipated that the foregoing items will be adequately dealt with by the organization’s

quality managements systems and the additional functional safety procedure exampled in

Appendix 1 of this book.

2.4 Societal Risk

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1 there is the separate issue of Societal Risk. Here, instead of

addressing the risk to an individual, we are concerned with the tolerability of multiple fatality

events (irrespective of the individual identities of the victims). One proceeds as follows:

2.4.1 Assess the Number of Potential Fatalities

This may not be a single number at all times of the day. The following example shows how

a weighted average can be arrived at when overlapping groups of people are at risk over

different periods of time:

For 4 hrs per day, 60 persons are at risk

For 17 hrs per week, 10 persons are at risk

For 24 hrs per day, 1 person is at risk

Weighted average of exposure is:

4=24� 60þ 17=168� 10þ 24=24� 1 ¼ 12 fatalities

2.4.2 It Is Now Necessary to Address the Maximum Tolerable Risk

Unlike the Individual Risk criteria (Table 2.2), which address the probability as applying to an

Individual, the criterion becomes the frequency of a fatal event (irrespective of the individuals

concerned). As already mentioned, in Section 2.1.1, individual risk addresses a specific

person(s). However, Societal Risk addresses the risk to a potentially changing group irrespec-

tive of their identity (e.g., the continuously changing occupants of a rail tunnel). Hence the

criteria are expressed as frequencies for the event rather than risk to an individual.

Figure 2.7 suggests criteria based on the number of potential fatalities. It has no specific prov-

enance but can be related to HSE document R2P2 by virtue of a 2 � 10�4 pa maximum target

for 50 fatalities. Thus, for the 12 fatality scenario above a maximum tolerable failure rate for

the event of 10�3 pa is suggested.
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Although expressed in log by log format, it is a relationship which can be summarized (where

N is the number of potential fatalities) as:

Maximum Tolerable Frequency ðsocietalÞ ¼ 10�2 pa=N

Broadly Acceptable Frequency ðsocietalÞ ¼ 10�4 pa=N

2.4.3 The Propagation to Fatality

The propagation to fatality of an event is calculated as for Involuntary Risk, BUT, ignoring the

element which addresses what proportion of the time any one is at risk, it having been

accounted already in the Societal Risk concept. This was illustrated earlier in Section 2.1.1

by reference to the fact that 100% of the time there is someone at risk irrespective of the

2-min exposure of a named individual.
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Figure 2.7: Criteria per number of fatalities.
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2.4.4 Scenarios with Both Societal and Individual Implications

This raises the question as to which approach (individual or societal) should prevail in any

given scenario. Examples quoted above (a site with specific people at risk versus a pipeline

to which numerous ever changing identities of persons are exposed) are fairly straightforward.

However some scenarios might need the application of BOTH individual and societal calcula-

tions and for ALARP to be satisfied in both cases.

2.5 Example Involving Both Individual and Societal Risk

A Pipeline passes through a tunnel which is utilized 24 hrs per day such that, at any time, 100

randomly selected persons are at risk from pipeline rupture. It is assessed that there would be

potentially 100 fatalities given that an incident has a 75% chance of propagating to fatality.

However, there are also three specific maintenance personnel at any time, each being

present for 35 hrs per week (20%). It is assessed that all three might be potentially simulta-

neous fatalities given that an incident has a 50% chance of propagating to their fatality

(note that this is not necessarily the same as the 75% above since the three maintenance

personnel might be in a slightly different situation to the 100 travelers). There are no other

simultaneous risks perceived. A reliability/integrity study has established a predicted

frequency of pipeline breach of 5 � 10�5 pa. The pipeline will remain in situ for 25 years.

2.5.1 Individual Risk Argument

From Table 2.2 a voluntary (3 fatality) Maximum Tolerable Risk of 3 3 10L5 pa is chosen.

The Broadly Acceptable Risk is 3 � 10�7 pa.

The maximum tolerable failure rate for the pipeline is thus 3 � 10�5 pa/(50% � 20%) ¼
3 � 10�4 pa.

The predicted failure rate for the pipeline is 5 � 10�5 pa (from above).

Thus the predicted Individual Risk is 3 � 10�5 pa � 5 � 10�5/3 � 10�4 ¼ 5 3 10L6 pa.
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Applying the Figure 2.8 spreadsheet a GDF of 5.35 is obtained as shown below.

The cost per life saved criterion (Section 2.2), typically £2,000,000, therefore becomes

£10.7 million. ALARP is tested as follows:

£10;700;000 ¼ £ proposed
��

5� 10�6 pa� 3� 10�7 pa
�� three fatalities� 25 years:

Thus any expenditure within a budget of £3800 which might reduce the risk to the Broadly

Acceptable level should be considered. If no realistic risk reduction can be obtained within

this sum it might be argued that ALARP is satisfied.

2.5.2 Societal Risk Argument

From Figure 2.7 the max tolerable frequency of 10L4 pa (i.e., 10�2/100).

The Broadly Acceptable frequency is, by the same token, therefore 10�6 pa.

The maximum tolerable failure rate for the pipeline is thus 10�4 pa/(75%) ¼ 1.3 � 10�4 pa.

The predicted failure rate for the pipeline is 5 � 10�5 pa (from above).

IR GDF
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3.00E-05 10

m c
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Figure 2.8: GDF diagram.
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Thus the predicted risk frequency is 10�4 pa � 5 � 10�5/1.3 � 10�4 ¼ 3.83 10L5 pa.

Applying the Figure 2.9 spreadsheet a GDF of 7.13 is obtained as shown below.

The cost per life saved criterion (Section 2.2), typically £2,000,000, therefore becomes

£14.3 million. ALARP is tested as follows:

£14;300;000 ¼ £ proposed
��

3:8� 10�5 pa� 10�6 pa
�� 100 fatalities� 25 years:

Thus any expenditure within a budget of £1.32 million which might reduce the risk to the

Broadly Acceptable level should be considered and a number of options could be available

within that sum.
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Figure 2.9: GDF diagram.
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2.5.3 Conclusion

From the Individual Risk standpoint ALARP is argued to be satisfied by virtue of the negligible

budget.

From the Societal Risk standpoint ALARP is not satisfied and risk reduction should be studied

within the budget indicated.
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CHAPTER 3

Meeting IEC 61508 Part 2

IEC 61508 Part 2 covers the safety system hardware and overall system design, whereas soft-

ware design is covered by Part 3 (see next chapter). This chapter summarizes the main require-

ments. However, the following points should be noted first.

The appropriateness of each technique, and the degree of refinement (e.g., high, medium, low),

represents the opinions of individuals involved in drafting the Standard.

The combination of text (e.g., paragraphs 7.1e7.9) and tables (both A and B series) and the use

of modifying terms (such as high, medium, and low) to describe the intensity of each technique

have led to a highly complex set of requirements. Their interpretation requires the simultaneous

reading of textual paragraphs, A tables, B tables, and Table B6dall on different pages of the

standard. The A Tables are described as referring to measures for controlling (i.e., revealing)

failures and the B Tables to avoidance measures.

The authors of this book have, therefore, attempted to simplify this “algorithm of requirements”

and this chapter is offered as a credible representation of requirements.

At the end of this chapter a “conformance demonstration template” is suggested which, when

completed for a specific product or system assessment, will offer evidence of conformance to

the safety integrity level (SIL) in question.

The approach to the assessment will differ substantially between:

COMPONENT (e.g., Transducer) DESIGN

and

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGN

The demonstration template tables at the end of this chapter cater for the latter case. Chapter 8,
which covers the restricted subset of IEC 61511, also caters for application software.

3.1 Organizing and Managing the Life Cycle

Sections 7.1 of the Standard: Table ‘1’

The idea of a design life cycle has already been introduced to embrace all the activities during

design, manufacture, installation, and so on. The exact nature of the design-cycle model will

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00003-9

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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depend on complexity and the type of system being designed. The IEC 61508 model (in Part 1

of the Standard) may well be suitable and was fully described in Chapter 1 of this book. In IEC

61508 Part 2 its Table “1” describes the life-cycle activities again and is, more or less, a repeat

of Part 1.

A major point worth making is that the life-cycle activities should all be documented. Unless

this is done, there is no visibility to the design process, and an assessment cannot verify that the

standard has been followed. This should be a familiar discipline inasmuch as most readers will

be operating within an ISO 9001 management system of practice. The design should be con-

ducted under a project management regime and adequately documented to provide traceability.

These requirements can be met by following a quality system such as specified in ISO 9001.

The level and depth of the required project management and documentation will depend on the

SIL level. The use of checklists is desirable at all stages.

The need for Functional Safety Capability (more recently called Functional Safety Manage-

ment) has been described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 and also in Appendix 1. IEC 61508 Part

2 (Hardware) and Part 3 (Software) expect this to have been addressed.

Irrespective of the target SIL, there needs to be a project management structure which defines

all the required actions and responsibilities, along with defining adequate competency, of the

persons responsible for each task. There needs to be a “Quality and Safety” Plan which heads

the documentation hierarchy and describes the overall functional safety targets and plans. All

documentation and procedures need to be well structured, for each design phase, and be suffi-

ciently clear that the recipient for the next phase can easily understand the inputs to that task.

This is sufficiently important that Appendix 7 of this book provides more detail.

SIL 3 and SIL 4 require, also, that the project management identifies the additional procedures

and activities required at these levels and that there is a robust reporting mechanism to confirm

both the completion and correctness of each activity. The documentation used for these higher

SIL systems should be generated based on standards which give guidance on consistency and

layout and include checklists. In addition, for SIL 4 systems, computer-aided configuration

control and computer-aided design documentation should be used. Table B6 of the Standard

elaborates on what constitutes a higher rigor of techniques and measures. Project Management,

for example, requires validation independent from design and using a formalized procedure,

computer-aided engineering, etc., in order to attract the description “high effectiveness.”

Much of the above “good practice” (e.g., references to Project Management) tends to be

repeated, throughout the Standard, for each of the life-cycle activities, in both text and

tables. We have attempted to avoid such repetition in this book. There are many other

aspects of the Standard’s guidance which are repetitious and we have tended to refer to each

item once and in the most appropriate section.

The need for validation planning is stressed in the Standard and this should be visible in the

project Quality/Safety Plan which will include reference to the Functional Safety Audits.
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In general this whole section should be met by implementing the template Functional Safety

Procedure provided in Appendix 1.

3.2 Requirements Involving the Specification

Section 7.2 of the Standard: Table B1 (avoidance)

(a) The safety requirements specification

This is an important document because it is crucial to specify the requirements of a safety

system correctly and completely. Irrespective of the SIL target it should be clear, precise,

unambiguous, testable, and well structured, and cover:

• Description of the hazards

• Integrity level requirements plus type of operation, i.e., low demand or high demand for

each function

• Response times

• Safety function requirements, definition of the safe state and how it is achieved

• System documents (e.g., P&IDS, cause and effect matrices, logic diagrams, process data

sheets, equipment layouts)

• System architecture

• Operational performance and modes of operation

• Behavior under fault conditions

• Start-up and reset requirements

• Input ranges and trip values, outputs, overrides

• Manual shutdown details

• Behavior under power loss

• Interfaces with other systems and operators

• Environmental design requirements for the safety system equipment

• Electromagnetic compatibility

• Requirements for periodic tests and/or replacements

• Separation of functions (see below)

• Deliverables at each life-cycle stage (e.g., test procedures, results).

Structured design should be used at all SIL levels. At the system application level the

functional requirements (i.e., logic) can be expressed by using semiformal methods such

as cause and effect diagrams or logic/function block diagrams. All this can be suitable

up to SIL 3. These include Yourdon, MASCOT, SADT, and several other techniques refer-

enced in Part 7 of the Standard. In the case of new product design rather than applications

engineering (i.e., design of executive software) structured methods should be progressively

considered from SIL 2 upwards. For SIL 4 applications structured methods should be

used.
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ESC’s SILComp� software generates safety requirement specification (SRS) automatically,

based on data from SIL Targeting and Assessment (Verification). This is of particular use

when managing a large number of safety instrument functions.

(b) Separation of functions

In order to reduce the likelihood of common cause failures the specification should also

cover the degree of separation required, both physically and electrically, between the

EUC and the safety system(s). Any necessary data interchange between the two

systems should also be tightly specified and only data flow from the EUC to the safety

system permitted.

These requirements need to be applied to any redundant elements of the safety-related

system(s).

Achieving this separation may not always be possible since parts of the EUC may include

a safety function that cannot be dissociated from the control of the equipment. This is more

likely for the continuous mode of operation in which case the whole control system should

be treated as safety-related pending target SIL calculations (Chapter 2, Section 2.1).

If the safety-related and non-safety-related system elements cannot be shown to be sufficiently

independent then the complete system should be treated as safety-related.

For SIL 1 and SIL 2 there should be a clear specification of the separation between the EUC

and the safety system, and electrical/data interfaces should be well defined. Physical separation

should be considered.

For SIL 3 there should be physical separation between the EUC and the safety system and, also,

the electrical/data interfaces should be clearly specified. Physical separation of redundant parts

of the safety system should be considered.

For SIL 4 there should be total physical/electrical/data separation between the safety system

and the EUC and between the redundant parts of the safety system.

3.3 Requirements for Design and Development

Section 7.4 of the Standard: Table B2 (avoidance)

3.3.1 Features of the Design

Sections 7.4.1e7.4.11 excluding 7.4.4 and 7.4.5

(a) Use of “in-house” design standards and work practices needs to be evident. These will

address proven components and parts, preferred designs and configurations, etc.
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(b) Onmanual or auto-detection of a failure the design should ensure system behavior which

maintains the overall safety targets. In general, this requires that failure in a safety system

having redundant paths should be repaired within the mean time to repair that is assumed in

the hardware reliability calculations. If this is not possible, then the procedure should be the

same as for nonredundant paths as follows. On failure of a safety system with no redundant

paths, either additional process monitoring should be provided to maintain adequate safety

or the EUC should be shut down.

(c) Sector specific requirements need to be observed. Many of these are contained in the

documents described in Chapters 8e10.

(d) The system design should be structured and modular and should use well-tried modules/

components. Structured, in this context, implies clear partitioning of functions and a visible

hierarchy of modules and their interconnection. For SIL 1 and SIL 2 the modularity should

be kept to a “limited size” and each module/component should have had previously documented

field experience for at least one year with 10 devices. If previous experience does not exist, or is

insufficiently documented, then this can be replaced with additional modular/component testing.

Such use of subjective descriptions (e.g., the “limited size”) adds further weight to the

desirability of “in-house” checklists, which can be developed in the light of experience.

In addition for SIL 3 systems, previous experience is needed in a relevant application and for

a period of at least 2 years with 10 devices or, alternatively, some third-party certification.

SIL 4 systems should be both proven in use, as mentioned above, and have third-party

certification.

It is worth mentioning that the “years” of operation referred to above assume full time use (i.e.,

8760 hrs per annum).

(e) Systematic failures caused by the design (this refers to Tables A15 and A18): the primary

technique is to use monitoring circuitry to check the functionality of the system. The degree of

complexity required for this monitoring ranges from “low” for SIL 1 and SIL 2, through

“medium” for SIL 3 to “high” for SIL 4.

For example, a PLC-based safety system with a SIL 1 or SIL 2 target would require, as

a minimum, a watchdog function on the PLC CPU being the most complex element of this

“lower” integrity safety system.

These checks would be extended in order to meet SIL 3 and would include additional testing on

the CPU (i.e., memory checks) along with basic checking of the I/O modules, sensors, and

actuators.

The coverage of these tests would need to be significantly increased for SIL 4 systems. Thus

the degree of testing of input and output modules, sensors, and actuators would be substantially
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increased. Again, however, these are subjective statements and standards such as IEC 61508 do

not and cannot give totally prescriptive guidance. Nevertheless some guidance is given

concerning diagnostic coverage.

It should be noted that the minimum configuration table given in Section 3.3.2a of this chapter

permits higher SIL claims, despite lower levels of diagnosis, by virtue of either more redundancy

or a higher proportion of “fail safe” type failures. The 2010 version allows a proven-in-use

alternative (see Section 3.3.2b).

(f) Systematic failures caused by environmental stress (this refers to Table A16): this

requirement applies to all SILs and states that all components (indeed the overall system)

should be designed and tested as suitable for the environment in question. This includes

temperature and temperature cycling, emc (electromagnetic compatibility), vibration,

electro-static, etc. Components and systems that meet the appropriate IEC component stan-

dards, or CE marking, UL (Underwriters Laboratories Inc) or FM (Factory Mutual) approval

would generally be expected to meet this requirement.

(g) Systematic operation failures (this refers to Table A17): for all SILs the system should

have protection against online modifications of either software or hardware.

There needs to be feedback on operator actions, particularly when these involve keyboards, in

order to assist the operator in detecting mistakes.

As an example of this, for SIL 1 and SIL 2, all input operator actions should be repeated back

whereas, for SIL 3 and SIL 4, significant and consistent validation checks should be made on

the operator action before acceptance of the commands.

The design should take into account human capabilities and limitations of operators and main-

tenance staff. Human factors are addressed in Section 5.4 of this book.

(h) Tables A1 to A15 of the Standard are techniques considered suitable for achieving

improvements in diagnostic capability. The following Section 3.3.2 discusses diagnostic capa-

bility and Safe Failure Fraction (SFF). Carrying out a detailed Failure Mode Effects Analysis

(FMEA) (Appendix 4) will generally provide a claim of diagnostic capability which overrides

these tables. However, they can be used as a guide to techniques.

(i) Communications: Paragraph 7.4.11 of the Standard requires one to address the failure rate

of the communications process. Channels are described in two ways:

• White Box: where the communications executive software has already been designed and

certified to provide the appropriate integrity (e.g., use of self-test etc.)

• Black Box: where the integrity is designed in at the applications software level because the

white box claim cannot be made.
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(j) Synthesis of elements: Paragraph 7.4.3 allows a configuration involving parallel elements,

each demonstrating a particular SIL in respect of systematic failures, to claim an increment of

one SIL. This requires that a common cause analysis has been carried out in order to demon-

strate independence by use of appropriate techniques (e.g., functional diversity). Figure 3.1

illustrates the idea. In other words, diverse designs are needed as well as mere redundancy.

3.3.2 Architectures (i.e., SFF)

Section 7.4.4 Tables ‘2’ and ‘3’

(a) Claim via SFF (known, in the Standard, as Route 1H)

Regardless of the hardware reliability calculated for the design, the Standard specifies

minimum levels of redundancy coupled with given levels of fault tolerance (described by

the SFF). This can be estimated as shown in Appendix 4.

The term Safe Failure Fraction (SFF) is coined, in IEC 61508. It is defined as the sum of the

potentially dangerous failures revealed by auto-test together with those which result in a safe

state, as a fraction of the TOTAL number of failures.

SFF ¼ Total revealed hazardous failuresþ Total safe failures

Total failures

(Thus the bottom line is the top line PLUS the unrevealed hazardous failures)

There is a significant change (in the 2010 version of IEC 61508) in that previously “safe” fail-

ures included all failures which have no adverse effect on the safety function. This has now

been narrowed to admit only those which result in forcing the so-called “safe” state which

therefore infers a spurious triggering of the safety function (e.g., shutdown or trip). The net

result is to reduce the quantity of failures defined as “safe” which, being on the top and

bottom of the equation, effectively reduces the SFF which can be claimed.

An example might be a slamshut valve where 80% of the failures are “spurious closure” and

20% “fail to close”. In that case, an 80% “SFF” would be claimed without further need to

SIL 2 
Sensor

SIL 2 
Sensor 

SIL 3  
PLC 

Configuration of field 
elements meeting SIL 3  

Figure 3.1: Showing two SIL 2 elements achieving a SIL 3 result.
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demonstrate automatic diagnosis. On the other hand, a combined example might be a control

system whereby 50% of failures are “fail-safe” and the remaining 50% enjoy a 60% automatic

diagnosis. In this latter case the overall SFF becomes 80% (i.e., 50% þ 0.6 � 50%).

There are two Tables which cover the so-called “Type A” components (Failure modes well

defined PLUS behavior under fault conditions well defined PLUS failure data available) and

the “Type B” components (likely to be more complex and whereby any of the above are not

satisfied).

In the following tables “m” refers to the number of failures which lead to system failure. The

tables provide the maximum SIL which can be claimed for each SFF case. The expression

“m þ 1” implies redundancy whereby there are (m þ 1) elements and m failures are sufficient

to cause system failure. The term Hardware Fault Tolerance (HFT) is commonly used. An HFT

of 0 implies simplex (i.e., no failures tolerated). An HFT of one implies m out of (m þ 1) (i.e.,

one failure tolerated) and so on.

Requirements for SFF

Type A SFF SIL for Simplex HFT 0 SIL for (m D 1) HFT 1 SIL for (m D 2) HFT 2

<60% 1 2 3

60e90% 2 3 4

90e99% 3 4 4

>99% 3 4 4

Type B SFF SIL for simplex HFT 0 SIL for (m D 1) HFT 1 SIL for (m D 2) HFT 2

<60% NO* 1 2

60e90% 1 2 3

90e99% 2 3 4

>99% 3 4 4

Simplex implies no redundancy
(m þ 1) implies 1 out of 2, 2 out of 3 etc
(m þ 2) implies 1 out of 3, 2 out of 4 etc
*This configuration is not allowed.

The above table refers to 60%, 90%, and 99%. At first this might seem a realistic range of safe

fail fraction ranging from simple to comprehensive. However, it is worth considering how the

diagnostic part of each of these coverage levels might be established. There are two ways in

which diagnostic coverage and SFF ratios can be assessed:

By test: where failures are simulated and the number of diagnosed failures, or those leading

to a safe condition, are counted.
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By FMEA: where the circuit is examined to ascertain, for each potential component failure

mode, whether it would be revealed by the diagnostic program or lead to a safe condition.

Clearly a 60% SFF could be demonstrated fairly easily by either method. Test would require

a sample of only a few failures to reveal 60%.

Turning to 90% coverage, the test sample would now need to exceed 20 failures (for reasonable

statistical significance) and the FMEAwould require a more detailed approach. In both cases

the cost and time become more significant. An FMEA as illustrated in Appendix 4 is needed

and might well involve three to four man-days.

For 99% coverage a reasonable sample size would now exceed 200 failures and the test demon-

stration is likely to be impracticable.

The foregoing should be considered carefully to ensure that there is adequate evidence to claim

90% and an even more careful examination before accepting the credibility of a 99% claim.

In order to take credit for diagnostic coverage, as described in the Standard (i.e., the above

Architectural Constraint Tables), the time interval between repeated tests should at least be

an order of magnitude less than the expected demand interval. For the case of a continuous

system then the auto-test interval plus the time to put the system into a safe state should be

within the time it takes for a failure to propagate to the hazard.

Furthermore, it is important to remember that auto-test means just that. Failures discovered by

however frequent manual proof tests are not credited as revealed for the purpose of an SFF

claim.

(b) Claim via field failure data (7.4.4.2 of Part 2) (known, in the Standard, as Route 2H)

The 2010 version of the Standard permits an alternative route to the above “architectures”

rules. If well documented and verified FIELD (not warranty/returns) based failure rate data

is available for the device in question, and is implied at 90% statistical confidence (see

Section 3.10). Also the “architecture” rules are modified as follows:

In addition, the following redundancy rules (7.4.4.3.1 of Part two) will apply:

SIL 4dHFT of 2 (i.e., 1 out of 3, 2 out of 4, etc.)

SIL 3dHFT of 1 (i.e., 1 out of 2, 2 out of 3, etc.)

SIL 2dHFT of 0 (i.e., simplex but low demand only)

SIL 1dHFT of 0 (i.e., simplex low or high demand)

However, the majority of so-called data tends to be based on manufacturers’ warranty statistics

or even FMEAs and does NOT qualify as field data. The authors therefore believe that invoking

this rule is unlikely to be frequently justified.
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3.3.3 Random Hardware Failures

Section 7.4.5

This is traditionally known as “reliability prediction” which, in the past, has dominated risk

assessment work. It involves specifying the reliability model, the failure rates to be

assumed, the component down times, diagnostic intervals, and coverage. It is, of course,

only a part of the picture since systematic failures must be addressed qualitatively via the

rigor of life-cycle activities.

Techniques such as FMEA, reliability block diagrams, and fault tree analysis are involved, and

Chapters 5 and 6 together with Appendix 4 briefly describe how to carry these out. The Stan-

dard refers to confidence levels in respect of failure rates and this will be dealt with later.

In Chapter 1 we mentioned the anomaly concerning the allocation of the quantitative failure

probability target to the random hardware failures alone. There is yet another anomaly

concerning judgment of whether the target is met. If the fully quantified approach (described

in Chapter 2) has been adopted then the failure target will be a PFD (probability of failure on

demand) or a failure rate. The reliability prediction might suggest that the target is not met

although still remaining within the PFD/rate limits of the SIL in question. The rule here is

that since we have chosen to adopt a fully quantitative approach we should meet the target

set (paragraph 7.4.5.1 of Part 2 of the Standard confirms this view). For example a PFD of

2 � 10�3 might have been targeted for a safety-related risk reduction system. This is, of

course, SIL 2. The assessment might suggest that it will achieve 5 � 10�3 which is indeed

SIL 2. However, since a target of 2 � 10�3 is the case then that target has NOT been met.

The question might then be asked “What if we had opted for a simpler risk graph approach and

stated the requirement merely as a SILdthen would we not have met the requirement?” Indeed

we have and this appears to be inconsistent. Once again there is no right or wrong answer to the

dilemma. The Standard does not address it and, as in all such matters, the judgment of the

responsible engineer is needed. Both approaches are admissible and, in any case, the accuracy

of quantification is not very high (see Chapter 5).

3.4 Integration and Test (Referred to as Verification)

Section 7.5 and 7.9 of the Standard Table B3 (avoidance)

Based on the intended functionality the system should be tested, and the results recorded, to

ensure that it fully meets the requirements. This is the type of testing which, for example,

looks at the output responses to various combinations of inputs. This applies to all SILs.

Furthermore, a degree of additional testing, such as the response to unusual and “not specified”

input conditions should be carried out. For SIL 1 and SIL 2 this should include system parti-

tioning testing and boundary value testing. For SIL 3 and SIL 4 the tests should be extended to

include test cases that combine critical logic requirements at operation boundaries.
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3.5 Operations and Maintenance

Section 7.6 Table B4 (avoidance)

(a) The system should have clear and concise operating and maintenance procedures. These

procedures, and the safety system interface with personnel, should be designed to be user,

and maintenance, friendly. This applies to all SIL levels.

(b) Documentation needs to be kept, of audits and for any proof testing that is called for. There

need to be records of the demand rate of the safety-related equipment, and furthermore failures

also need to be recorded. These records should be periodically reviewed, to verify that the

target safety integrity level was indeed appropriate and that it has been achieved. This

applies to all SILs.

(c) For SIL 1 and SIL 2 systems, the operator input commands should be protected by

key switches/passwords and all personnel should receive basic training. In addition, for

SIL 3 and SIL 4 systems operating/maintenance procedures should be highly robust

and personnel should have a high degree of experience and undertake annual training.

This should include a study of the relationship between the safety-related system and

the EUC.

3.6 Validation (Meaning Overall Acceptance Test and the Close
Out of Actions)

Section 7.3 and 7.7: Table B5

The object is to ensure that all the requirements of the safety system have been met and that all

the procedures have been followed (albeit this should follow as a result of a company’s

functional safety capability).

Avalidation plan is needed which cross-references all the functional safety requirements to the

various calculations, reviews, and tests which verify the individual features. The completed

cross-referencing of the results/reports provides the verification report. A spreadsheet is

often effective for this purpose.

It is also necessary to ensure that any remedial action or additional testing arising from earlier

tests has been carried out. In other words there is:

• a description of the problem (symptoms)

• a description of the causes

• the solution

• evidence of re-testing to clear the problem

This requirement applies to all SIL levels.
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3.7 Safety Manuals

Section 7.4.9.3e7 and App D

For specific hardware or software items a safety manual is called for. Thus, instrumentation,

PLCs, and field devices will each need to be marketed with a safety manual. Re-useable

items of code and software packages will also require a safety manual. Contents should

include, for hardware (software is dealt with in the next chapter):

• a detailed specification of the functions

• the hardware and/or software configuration

• failure modes of the item

• for every failure mode an estimated failure rate

• failure modes that are detected by internal diagnostics

• failure modes of the diagnostics

• the hardware fault tolerance

• proof test intervals (if relevant)

3.8 Modifications

Section 7.8

For all modifications and changes there should be:

• revision control

• a record of the reason for the design change

• an impact analysis

• re-testing of the changed and any other affected modules.

The methods and procedures should be exactly the same as those applied at the original design

phase. This paragraph applies to all SILs.

The Standard requires that, for SIL 1, changed modules are re-verified, for SIL 2 all affected

modules are re-verified. For software (see Chapter 4) at SIL 3 the whole system is re-validated.

3.9 Acquired Subsystems

For any subsystem which is to be used as part of the safety system, and is acquired as

a complete item by the integrator of the safety system, the following parameters will need

to be established, in addition to any other engineering considerations.

• Random hardware failure rates, categorized as:

• fail safe failures,

• dangerous failures detected by auto-test, and

• dangerous failures detected by proof test;
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• Procedures/methods for adequate proof testing;

• The hardware fault tolerance of the subsystem;

• The highest SIL that can be claimed as a consequence of the measures and procedures used

during the design and implementation of the hardware and software; or

• A SIL derived by claim of “proven in use” see Paragraph 3.10 below.

3.10 “Proven in Use” (Referred to as Route 2s in the Standard)

The Standard calls the use of the systematic techniques described in this chapter route 1s. Proven

in use is referred to as route 2s. It also refers to route 3s but this is, in fact a matter for Part 3.

As an alternative to all the systematic requirements summarized in this Chapter, adequate

statistical data from field use may be used to satisfy the Standard. The random hardware

failures prediction and SFF demonstrations are, however, still required. The previous field

experience should be in an application and environment, which is very similar to the intended

use. All failures experienced, whether due to hardware failures or systematic faults, should

be recorded, along with total running hours. The Standard asks that the calculated failure

rates should be claimed using a confidence limit of at least 70% (note that the 2H rule asks

for 90%).

Paragraph 7.4.10 of Part 2 allows for statistical demonstration that a SIL has been met in use. In

Part 7 Annex D there are a number of pieces of statistical theory which purport to be appropriate

to establishing confidence for software failures. However, the same theory applies to hardware

failures and for the purposes of the single-sided 70% requirement can be summarized as follows.

For zero failures, the following “number of operations/demands” or “equipment hours” are

necessary to infer that the lower limit of each SIL has been exceeded. Note that the operations

and years should be field experience and not test hours or test demands.

SIL 1 (1: 10�1 or 10�1 per annum) 12 operations or 12 years
SIL 2 (1: 10�2 or 10�2 per annum) 120 operations or 120 years
SIL 3 (1: 10�3 or 10�3 per annum) 1200 operations or 1200 years
SIL 4 (1: 10�4 or 10�4 per annum) 12,000 operations or 12,000 years

For one failure, the following table applies. The times for larger numbers of failures can be

calculated accordingly (i.e., from chi-square methods).

SIL 1 (1: 10�1 or 10�1 per annum) 24 operations or 24 years
SIL 2 (1: 10�2 or 10�2 per annum) 240 operations or 240 years
SIL 3 (1: 10�3 or 10�3 per annum) 2400 operations or 2400 years
SIL 4 (1: 10�4 or 10�4 per annum) 24,000 operations or 24,000 years

The 90% confidence requirement would approximately double the experience requirement.

The theory is dealt with in Smith DJ, Reliability, Maintainability and Risk.
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3.11 ASICs and CPU Chips

(a) Digital ASICs and User Programmable ICs

Section 7.4.6.7 and Annex F of the Standard

All design activities are to be documented and all tools, libraries, and production procedures

should be proven in use. In the case of common or widely used tools, information about

possible bugs and restrictions is required.

All activities and their results should be verified, for example by simulation, equivalence

checks, timing analysis, or checking the technology constraints.

For third-party soft cores and hard cores, only validated macro blocks should be used and these

should comply with all constraints and proceedings defined by the macro core provider if prac-

ticable. Unless already proven in use, each macro block should be treated as a newly written

code, for example, it should be fully validated.

For the design, a problem-oriented and abstract high-level design methodology and design

description language should be used. There should be adequate testability (for production

test). Gate and interconnection (wire) delays should be considered.

Internal gates with tristate outputs should be avoided. If internal tristate outputs are used these

outputs should be equipped with pull-ups/downs or bus-holders.

Before production, an adequate verification of the complete ASIC (i.e., including each verifi-

cation step carried out during design and implementation to ensure correct module and chip

functionality) should be carried out.

There are two tables in Annex F to cover digital ASICs and programmable ICs. They are very

similar and are briefly summarized in one of the tables at the end of this chapter.

(b) Digital ICs with On-Chip Redundancy (up to SIL 3)

Annex E of the Standard

A single IC semiconductor substrate may contain on-chip redundancy subject to conservative

constraints and given that there is a Safety Manual.

Establish separate physical blocks on the substratum of the IC for each channel and each moni-

toring element such as a watchdog. The blocks shall include bond wires and pin-out. Each

channel shall have its own separated inputs and outputs which shall not be routed through

another channel/block.

Take appropriate measures to avoid dangerous failure caused by faults of the power supply

including common cause failures.

The minimum distance between boundaries of different physical blocks shall be sufficient to

avoid short circuit and cross talk.
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The substratum shall be connected to ground independent from the IC design process used

(n-well or p-well).

The detection of a fault (by diagnostic tests, proof tests) in an IC with on-chip redundancy shall

result in a safe state.

The minimum diagnostic coverage of each channel shall be at least 60%.

If it is necessary to implement a watchdog, for example for program sequence monitoring and/

or to guarantee the required diagnostic coverage or SFF, one channel shall not be used as

a watchdog of another channel, except the use of functional diverse channels.

When testing for electromagnetic compatibility without additional safety margins the function

carried out by the IC shall not be interfered with.

Avoid unsymmetrical wiring.

Beware of circuit faults leading to over-temperature.

For SIL 3 there shall be documented evidence that all application-specific environmental condi-

tions are in accordance with that taken into account during specification, analysis, and verifica-

tion, and validation shall be provided. External measures are required that can achieve or

maintain a safe state of the E/E/PE system. These measures require medium effectiveness as

a minimum. All measures implemented inside the IC to monitor for effects of systematic and/

or common cause failures shall use these external measures to achieve or maintain a safe state.

The Standard provides a CCF (Partial Beta type) Model. Partial Beta modeling is dealt with in

Section 5.2.2. A Beta of 33% is taken as the starting point. Numbers are added or subtracted

from this according to features which either compromise or defend against CCF (common

cause failure). It is necessary to achieve a Beta of no greater than 25%. The scoring is provided

in Appendix E of the Standard and summarized in the last table at the end of this chapter.

3.12 Conformance Demonstration Template

In order to justify that the requirements have been satisfied, it is necessary to provide a

documented demonstration.

The following Conformance Demonstration Template is suggested as a possible format. The

authors (as do many guidance documents) counsel against SIL 4 targets. In the event of

such a case, more rigorous detail from the Standard would need to be addressed.

IEC 61508 Part 2

For embedded software designs, with new hardware design, the demonstration might involve

a reprint of all the tables from the Standard. The evidence for each item would then be entered

in the right hand column as in the simple tables below.

However, the following tables might be considered adequate for relatively straightforward

designs.
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Under “Evidence” enter a reference to the project document (e.g., spec, test report, review,

calculation) which satisfies that requirement. Under “Feature” take the text in conjunction

with the fuller text in this chapter and/or the text in the IEC 61508 Standard. Note that

a “Not Applicable” entry is acceptable if it can be justified.

The majority of the tables address “Procedures during the life cycle.” Towards the end there are

tables which summarize “Techniques during the life cycle.”

General/life cycle (Paragraphs 7.1, 7.3) (Table 1)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Existence of a Quality and Safety Plan (see Appendix 1), including document hierarchy, roles
and competency, validation plan, etc.

Description of overall novelty, complexity, reason for SIL targets, rigor needed, etc.

Clear documentation hierarchy (Quality and Safety Plan, functional spec, design docs, review
strategy, integration and test plans etc)

Adequately cross-referenced documents which identify the FS requirements.

Adequate project management as per company’s FSM procedure

The project plan should include adequate plans to validate the overall requirements. It should
state the state tools and techniques to be used.

Feature (SIL 3)

Enhanced rigor of project management and appropriate independence

SIL, safety integrity level; FS, functional safety; FSM, functional safety management.

Specification (Para 7.2) (Table B1)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Clear text and some graphics, use of checklist or structured method, precise, unambiguous.
Describes SR functions and separation of EUC/SRS, responses, performance requirements,
well defined interfaces, modes of operation.

SIL for each SR function, high/low demand

Emc addressed

Either: Inspection of the spec, semiformal methods, checklists, CAS tool or formal method

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Inspection/review of the specification

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Use of a semiformal method

Physical separation of EUC/SRS

EUC, equipment under control; SRS, safety requirement specification; CAS, computer algebra system; SR, safety related.
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Design and development (Para 7.4) (Tables B2, A15eA18)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Use of in-house design standards and work instructions

Sector specific guidance addressed as required

Visible and adequate design documentation

Structured design in evidence

Proven components and subsystems (justified by 10 for 1 year)

Modular approach with SR elements independent of non-SR and interfaces well defined.

SR SIL ¼ highest of mode SILs

Adequate component de-rating (in-house or other standards)

Non-SR failures independent of SRS

Safe state achieved on detection of failure

Data-communications errors addressed

No access by user to change hardware or software

Operator interfaces considered

Fault tolerant technique (minimum of a watchdog)

Appropriate emc measures

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Checklist or walkthrough or design tools

Higher degree of fault tolerance

Appropriate emc measures as per Table A17

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Use of semiformal methods

Proven components and subsystems (certified or justified by 10 for 2 year)

Higher degree of fault tolerance and monitoring (e.g., memory checks)

SR, safety related; SRS, software requirement specification.
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Random hardware failures and architectures (Paragraphs 7.4.4, 7.4.5)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

SFF and architectural conformance is to be demonstrated OR alternative route (proven in use)

Random hardware failures are to be predicted and compared with the SIL or other quantified
target

Random hardware failures assessment contains all the items suggested in Appendix 2 of this
book. Include reliability model, CCFmodel, justification of choice of failure rate data, coverage
of all the hazardous failure modes

Feature (SFF ‡ 90%) Evidence

SFF assessed by a documented FMEA (adequate rigor Appendix 4)

Appropriate choice of type A or type B SFF Table

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Fault insertion (sample) in the FMEA process

SFF, safe failure fraction; FMEA, failure mode effects analysis; CCF, common cause failure.

Integration and test (Paragraphs 7.5, 7.9) (Table B3)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Overall review and test strategy in Quality and Safety Plan

Test specs, logs of results and discrepancies, records of versions, acceptance criteria, tools

Evidence of remedial action

Functional test including input partitioning, boundary values, unintended functions and
nonspecified input values

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

As for SIL 1

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Include tests of critical logic functions at operational boundaries

Standardized procedures
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Operations and maintenance (Paragraph 7.6) (Table B4)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Safety manual in place - if applicable

Component wear out life accounted for by preventive replacement

Proof tests specified

Procedures validated by Ops and Mtce staff

Commissioning successful

Failures (and Actual Demands) reporting Procedures in place

Start-up, shutdown and fault scenarios covered

User friendly interfaces

Lockable switch or password access

Operator i/ps to be acknowledged

Basic training specified

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Protect against operator errors OR specify operator skill

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Protect against operator errors AND specify operator skill

At least annual training
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Validation (Paragraph 7.7) (Table B5)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Validation plan actually implemented. To include:

Function test

Environmental test

Fault insertion

Calibration of equipment

Records and close out report

Discrepancies positively handled

Functional tests

Environmental tests

Interference tests

Fault insertion

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Check all SR functions OK in presence of faulty operating conditions

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Fault insertion at unit level

Some static or dynamic analysis or simulation

Modifications (Paragraph 7.8)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Change control with adequate competence

Impact analysis carried out

Re-verify changed modules

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Re-verify affected modules

Acquired subsystems

Feature (at the appropriate SIL) Evidence

SIL requirements reflected onto suppliers

Compliance demonstrated
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Proven in use (Paragraph 7.10)

Feature (at the appropriate SIL) Evidence

Application appropriate and restricted functionality

Any differences to application addressed and conformance demonstrated

Statistical data available at 70% confidence to verify random hardware failures target

Failure data validated

Techniques (ASICs & ICs) (Annexe F) (Summary):

In general, the following summary can be assumed to apply for all SILs. The Standard provides some

graduation in the degrees of effectiveness.

Design phase Technique/measure Evidence

Design entry Structured description in (V)HDL* with proven simulators

Functional test on module and top level

Restricted use of asynchronous constructs

Synchronization of primary inputs and control of metastability

Coding guidelines with defensive programming

Modularization

Design for testability

Use of Boolean if programmable ICs

Synthesis Simulation of the gate netlist, to check timing constraints or

Static analysis of the propagation delay (STA)

Internal consistency checks

Verification of the gate netlist

Application of proven in use synthesis tools and libraries

Test insertion and test
pattern generation

Implementation of test structures and estimation of the test coverage
by simulation (ATPG tool)

Simulation of the gate netlist, to check timing constraints or
verification against reference model

Placement, routing,
layout generation

Proven in use or validated hard cores with online testing

Simulation or verification of the gate netlist, to check timing
constraints or static analysis of the propagation delay (STA)

Chip production Proven in use process technology with QA

*Very high speed integrated circuit hardware description.
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Assessment of CCF (CPUs) (Annex E) see 3.11

Technique/measure decreasing b b-factor (%)

Diverse measures or functions in different channels 4e6

Testing for emc with additional safety margin 5

Providing each block with its own power supply pins 6

Isolate and decouple physical locations 2e4

Ground pin between pin-out of different blocks 2

High diagnostic coverage (�99%) of each channel 7e9

Technique/measure increasing b b-factor (%)

Watchdog on-chip used as monitoring element 5

Monitoring elements on-chip other than watchdog, for example clock 5e10

Internal connections between blocks by wiring between output and input cells of different
blocks without cross-over

2

Internal connections between blocks by wiring between output and input cells of different
blocks with cross-over

4

Beta ¼ 33% plus items increasing beta and minus items decreasing beta. The target beta must be set at less than 25%.
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CHAPTER 4

Meeting IEC 61508 Part 3
IEC 61508 Part 3 covers the development of software. This chapter summarizes the main

requirements. However, the following points should be noted first.

Whereas the reliability prediction of hardware failures, addressed in Section 3.3.3 of the

last chapter, predicts a failure rate to be anticipated, the application and demonstration

of qualitative measures DOES NOT imply a failure rate for the systematic failures. All

that can be reasonably claimed is that, given the state of the art, we believe the measures

specified are appropriate for the integrity level in question and that therefore the systematic

failures will credibly be similar to and not exceed the hardware failure rate of that SIL.

The Annexes of Part 3 offer appropriate techniques, by SIL, in the form of tables followed by

more detailed tables with cross-references. In the 2010 version there is an additional Annex

giving guidance on the properties that the software techniques should achieve which is

intended to allow a frame work for justifying alternative techniques to those given in the

standard.

This chapter attempts to provide a simple and useable interpretation. At the end of this

chapter a “conformance demonstration template” is suggested which, when completed

for a specific product or system assessment, will offer evidence of conformance to the SIL

in question

The approach to the assessment will differ substantially between:

Embedded software design

and

Applications software

The demonstration template tables at the end of this chapter cater for the latter case. Chapter 8,
which will cover the restricted subset of IEC 61511, also caters for applications software.

4.1 Organizing and Managing the Software Engineering

4.1.1 Section 7.1 and Annex G of the Standard Table “1”

Section 3.1 of the previous chapter applies here in exactly the same way and therefore we do

not repeat it.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00004-0

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In addition, the Standard recommends the use of the “V” model approach to software

design, with the number of phases in the “V” model being adapted according to the

target safety-integrity level and the complexity of the project. The principle of the “V”

model is a top-down design approach starting with the “overall software safety specifica-

tion” and ending, at the bottom, with the actual software code. Progressive testing of the

system starts with the lowest level of software module, followed by integrating modules,

and working up to testing the complete safety system. Normally, a level of testing for

each level of design would be required.

The life cycle should be described in writing (and backed up by graphical figures such as are

shown in Figures 4.1e4.3). System and hardware interfaces should be addressed and it should

reflect the architectural design. The “V” model is frequently quoted and is illustrated in

Figure 4.1. However, this is somewhat simplistic and Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show typical inter-

pretations of this model as they might apply to the two types of development mentioned in

the box at the beginning of this chapter. Beneath each of the figures is a statement describing

how they meet the activities specified in the Standard.

Figure 4.2 describes a simple proven PLC platform with ladder logic code providing an appli-

cation such as process control or shut down. Figure 4.3 describes a more complex development

where the software has been developed in a high-level language (for example a C subset or

Ada) and where there is an element of assembler code.

Other life-cycle models, like the “Waterfall,” are acceptable provided they incorporate the

same type of properties as the V model. At SIL 2 and above, there needs to be evidence of posi-

tive justifications and reviews of departures from the life-cycle activities listed in the Standard.

 VALIDATION 

VERIFICATION 

VERIFICATION 

Software 
Safety 

Requirement 
Specification

Module 
Design 

Coding 

Module 
Testing 

Full System 
Testing 

Intermediate 
Design 
Stages 

Intermediate 
Testing 
Stages 

Validated 
System 

Figure 4.1: A typical “V” model.
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Annex G provides guidance on tailoring the life-cycle for “data-driven systems.” Some systems

are designed in two parts:

• A basic system with operating functions

• A data part which defines/imposes an application onto the basic system.

The amount of rigor needed will depend on the complexity of the behavior called for by the

design. This complexity can be classified into classes as follows:

• Variability allowed by the language:

e fixed program

e limited variability

e full variability

• Ability to configure application:

e limited

e full

Functional 
Specification
(including safety 
related spec) 

LOGIC 
I/O Cause and 
Effect
Charts 

Ladder  
Logic

Reviews 

Reviews 

Module 
Test 

Functional 
Test 

Requirements 
Specification

TEST AND 
MONITORING 
Module  
Descriptions 

Acceptance 
Test 

Quality and 
Safety Plan 

Figure 4.2: A software development life cycle for a simple PLC system at the application level. The
above life-cyclemodel addresses the architectural design in the functional specification and themodule
design by virtue of cause and effect charts. Integration is a part of the functional test and validation is

achieved by means of acceptance test and other activities listed in the quality and safety plan.
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A brief summary of these is provided in Annex G and is summarized at the end of this

chapter.

The software configuration management process needs to be clear and should specify:

• levels where configuration control commences;

• where baselines will be defined and how they will be established;

• methods of traceability of requirements;

• change control;

• impact assessment;

• rules for release and disposal.

At SIL 2 and above, configuration control must apply to the smallest compiled module

or unit.

Subsystem 
Specifications 

Module  
Descriptions 

Reviews 
Integration 
Tests 

Source Code (C subset) 
and 
Assembler (maybe) 

Reviews 
Static
Analysis 
(Semantic) 

Requirements Specification 

Functional Specification

Functional 
Tests 

Acceptance 
Tests 

Quality and 
Safety Plan 

Figure 4.3: A software development life cycle for a system with embedded software. The
above life-cycle model addresses the architectural design in the functional specification.

Validation is achieved by means of acceptance test and other activities listed in the quality
and safety plan.
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4.2 Requirements Involving the Specification

4.2.1 Section 7.2 of the Standard: Table A1

(a) The software safety requirements, in terms of both the safety functions and the safety

integrity, should be stated in the software safety requirements specification. Items to be

covered include:

• Capacities and response times

• Equipment and operator interfaces including misuse

• Software self-monitoring

• Functions which force a safe state

• Overflow and underflow of data storage

• Corruption

• Out of range values

• Periodic testing of safety functions whilst system is running

(b) The specification should include all the modes of operation, the capacity and response

time performance requirements, maintenance and operator requirements, self-monitoring of

the software and hardware as appropriate, enabling the safety function to be testable while

the equipment under control (EUC) is operational, and details of all internal/external inter-

faces. The specification should extend down to the configuration control level.

(c) The specification should be written in a clear and precise manner, traceable back to the

safety specification and other relevant documents. The document should be free from ambi-

guity and clear to those whom it is intended.

For SIL 1 and SIL 2 systems, this specification should use semiformal methods to describe the

critical parts of the requirement (e.g., safety-related control logic). For SIL 3 and SIL 4, semi-

formal methods should be used for all the requirements and, in addition, at SIL 4 there should

be the use of computer support tools for the critical parts (e.g., safety-related control logic).

Forward and backward traceability should be addressed.

The semiformal methods chosen should be appropriate to the application and typically include

logic/function block diagrams, cause and effect charts, sequence diagrams, state transition

diagrams, time Petri nets, truth tables, and data flow diagrams.

4.3 Requirements for Design and Development

4.3.1 Features of the Design and Architecture

Section 7.4.3 of the Standard: Table A2

(a) The design methods should aid modularity and embrace features which reduce complexity

and provide clear expression of functionality, information flow, data structures, sequencing,

timing-related constraints/information, and design assumptions.
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(b) The system software (i.e., non-application software) should include software for diag-

nosing faults in the system hardware, error detection for communication links, and online

testing of standard application software modules.

In the event of detecting an error or fault the system should, if appropriate, be allowed to

continue but with the faulty redundant element or complete part of the system isolated.

For SIL 1 and SIL 2 systems there should be basic hardware fault checks (i.e., watchdog and

serial communication error detection).

For SIL 3 and SIL 4, there needs to be some hardware fault detection on all parts of the system,

i.e. sensors, input/output circuits, logic resolver, output elements and both the communication

and memory should have error detection.

(c) Non-interference (i.e., where a system hosts both non-safety-related and safety-related

functions), then Annex F provides a list of considerations such as:

• shared use of RAM, peripherals, and processor time

• communications between elements

• failures in an element causing consequent failure in another.

4.3.2 Detailed Design and Coding

Paragraphs 7.4.5, 7.4.6, Tables A4, B1, B5, B7, B9

(a) The detailed design of the software modules and coding implementation should result in

small manageable software modules. Semiformal methods should be applied, together with

design and coding standards including structured programming, suitable for the application.

This applies to all SILs.

(b) The system should, as far as possible, use trusted and verified software modules, which

have been used in similar applications. Thus is called for from SIL 2 upward.

(c) The software should not use dynamic objects, which depend on the state of the system at the

moment of allocation,where theydonot allow for checkingbyoffline tools.This applies to all SILs.

(d) For SIL 3 and SIL 4 systems, the software should include additional defensive program-

ming (e.g., variables should be in both range and, where possible, plausibility checked).

There should also be limited use of interrupts, pointers, and recursion.

4.3.3 Programming Language and Support Tools

Paragraph 7.4.4, Table A3

(a) The programming language should be capable of being fully and unambiguously defined.

The language should be used with a specific coding standard and a restricted subset, to mini-

mize unsafe/unstructured use of the language. This applies to all SILs.
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At SIL 2 and above, dynamic objects and unconditional branches should be forbidden. At SIL 3

and SIL 4 more rigorous rules should be considered such as the limiting of interrupts and

pointers, and the use of diverse functions to protect against errors which might arise from tools.

(b) The support tools need to be either well proven in use (and errors resolved) and/or certified

as suitable for safety system application. The above applies to all SILs, with certified tools

more strongly recommended for SIL 3 and SIL 4.

(c) The requirements for support tools should also apply to offline software packages that are

used in association with any design activity during the safety life cycle. An example of this

would be a software package that is used to perform the safety loop PFD or failure rate calcu-

lation. These tools need to have been assessed to confirm both completeness and accuracy and

there should be a clear instruction manual.

4.4 Integration and Test (Referred to as Verification)

4.4.1 Software Module Testing and Integration

Paragraphs 7.4.7, 7.4.8, Tables A5, B2, B3, B6, B8

(a) The individual software modules should be code reviewed and tested to ensure that they

perform the intended function and, by a selection of limited test data, to confirm that the system

does not perform unintended functions.

(b) As the module testing is completed, module integration testing should be performed with

predefined test cases and test data. This testing should include functional, “black box,” and

performance testing.

(c) The results of the testing should be documented in a chronological log and any necessary

corrective action specified. Version numbers of modules and of test instructions should be

clearly indicated. Discrepancies from the anticipated results should be clearly visible. Any

modifications or changes to the software which are implemented after any phase of the

testing should be analyzed to determine the full extent of re-test that is required.

(d) The above needs to be carried out for all SILs; however, the extent of the testing for unex-

pected and fault conditions needs to be increased for the higher SILs. As an example, for SIL 1

and SIL 2 systems the testing should include boundary value testing and partitioning testing

and in addition, for SIL 3 and SIL 4, tests generated from cause consequence analysis of

certain critical events.

4.4.2 Overall Integration Testing

Paragraph 7.5, Table A6

These recommendations are for testing the integrated system, which includes both hardware

and software and, although this requirement is repeated in Part 3, the same requirements

have already been dealt with in Part 2.
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This phase continues through to Factory Acceptance Test. Test harnesses are part of the test

equipment and require adequate design documentation and proving. Test records are vital as

they are the only visibility to the results.

4.5 Validation (Meaning Overall Acceptance Test and Close
Out of Actions)

Paragraphs 7.3, 7.7, 7.9, Table A7

(a) Whereas verification implies confirming, for each stage of the design, that all the require-

ments have been met prior to the start of testing of the next stage (shown in Figures 4.2

and 4.3), validation is the final confirmation that the total system meets all the required

objectives and that all the design procedures have been followed. The Functional Safety

Management requirements (Chapter 2) should cover the requirements for both validation

and verification.

(b) The Validation plan should show how all the safety requirements have been fully

addressed. It should cover the entire life-cycle activities and will show audit points. It

should address specific pass/fail criteria, a positive choice of validation methods and a clear

handling of nonconformances.

(c) At SIL 2 and above some test coverage metric should be visible. At SIL 3 and SIL 4 a more

rigorous coverage of accuracy, consistency, conformance with standards (e.g. coding rules) is

needed.

4.6 Safety Manuals

(Annex D)

For specific software elements which are reused a safety manual is called for. Its contents shall

include:

• A description of the element and its attributes

• Its configuration and all assumptions

• The minimum degree of knowledge expected of the integrator

• Degree of reliance placed on the element

• Installation instructions

• The reason for release of the element

• Details of whether the preexisting element has been subject to release to clear outstanding

anomalies, or inclusion of additional functionality

• Outstanding anomalies

• Backward compatibility
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• Compatibility with other systems

• A preexisting element may be dependent upon a specially developed operating system

• The build standard should also be specified incorporating compiler identification and

version, tools

• Details of the preexisting element name(s) and description(s) should be given, including

the version/issue/modification state

• Change control

• The mechanism by which the integrator can initiate a change request

• Interface constraints

• Details of any specific constraints, in particular, user interface requirements shall be

identified

• A justification of the element safety manual claims.

4.7 Modifications

Paragraph 7.6, 7.8, Table A8 and B9

(a) The following are required:

• A modification log

• Revision control

• Record of the reason for design change

• Impact analysis

• Re-testing as in (b) below.

The methods and procedures should be at least equal to those applied at the original design

phase. This paragraph applies for all SIL levels.

The modification records should make it clear which documents have been changed and the

nature of the change.

(b) For SIL 1, changed modules are re-verified, for SIL 2 all affected modules are re-verified,

and for SIL 3 and above the whole system needs to be re-validated. This is not trivial and may

add considerably to the cost for a SIL 3 system involving software.

4.8 Alternative Techniques and Procedures

Annex C of the 2010 version provides guidance on justifying the properties that alternative

software techniques should achieve. The properties to be examined, in respect of a proposed

alternative technique, are:

• Completeness with respect to the safety needs

• Correctness with respect to the safety needs
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• Freedom from specification faults or ambiguity

• Ease by which the safety requirements can be understood

• Freedom from adverse interference from nonsafety software

• Capability of providing a basis for verification and validation.

The methods of assessment (listed in Annex C) are labeled R1, R2, R3 and “-”.

• For SIL1/2: R1dlimited objective acceptance criteria (e.g., black box test, field trial)

• For SIL3: R2dobjective acceptance criteria with good confidence (e.g., tests with

coverage metrics)

• For SIL4: R3dobjective systematic reasoning (e.g., formal proof)

• “-”: not relevant.

4.9 Data-Driven Systems

This is where the applications part of the software is written in the form of data which serves to

configure the system requirements/functions. Annex G covers this as follows.

4.9.1 Limited Variability Configuration, Limited Application Configurability

The configuration language does not allow the programmer to alter the function of the system

but is limited to adjustment of data parameters (e.g., SMART sensors and actuators). The justi-

fication of the tailoring of the safety life cycle should include the following:

(a) specification of the input parameters;

(b) verification that the parameters have been correctly implemented;

(c) validation of all combinations of input parameters;

(d) consideration of special and specific modes of operation during configuration;

(e) human factors/ergonomics;

(f) interlocks, (e.g., ensuring that operational interlocks are not invalidated during

configuration;

(g) inadvertent reconfiguration, e.g., key switch access, protection devices.

4.9.2 Limited Variability Configuration, Full Application Configurability

As above but can create extensive static data parameters (e.g., an air traffic control system). In

addition to the above the justifications shall include:

(a) automation tools for creation of data;

(b) consistency checking, e.g., the data is self compatible;

(c) rules checking, e.g., to ensure the generation of data meets the constraints;

(d) validity of interfaces with the data preparation systems.
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4.9.3 Limited Variability Programming, Limited Application Configurability

These languages allow the user limited flexibility to customize the functions of the system to

their own specific requirements, based on a range of hardware and software elements (e.g.,

functional block programming, ladder logic, spreadsheet-based systems).

In addition to the above two paragraphs the following should be included:

(a) the specification of the application requirements;

(b) the permitted language subsets for this application;

(c) the design methods for combining the language subsets;

(d) the coverage criteria for verification addressing the combinations of potential system stated.

4.9.4 Limited Variability Programming, Full Application Configurability

The essential difference from limited variability programming, limited application configura-

bility is complexity (e.g., graphical systems and SCADA-based batch control systems). In

addition to the above paragraphs, the following should be included:

(a) the architectural design of the application;

(b) the provision of templates;

(c) the verification of the individual templates;

(d) the verification and validation of the application.

4.10 Some Technical Comments

4.10.1 Static Analysis

Static analysis is a technique (usually automated) which does not involve execution of code

but consists of algebraic examination of source code. It involves a succession of “proce-

dures” whereby the paths through the code, the use of variables, and the algebraic functions

of the algorithms are analyzed. There are packages available which carry out the procedures

and, indeed, modern compilers frequently carry out some of the static analysis procedures

such as data flow analysis.

Table B8 of Part 3 lists Data flow and Control flow as HR (highly recommended) for SIL 3

and SIL 4. It should be remembered, however, that static analysis packages are only available

for procedural high-level languages and require a translator which is language specific.

Thus, static analysis cannot be automatically applied to PLC code other than by means of

manual code walkthrough, which loses the advantages of the 100% algebraic capability of

an automated package.

Semantic analysis, whereby functional relationships between inputs and outputs are described

for each path, is the most powerful of the static analysis procedures. It is, however, not trivial
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and might well involve several man-days of analysis effort for a 500-line segment of code. It is

not referred to in the Standard.

Static analysis, although powerful, is not a panacea for code quality. It only reflects the func-

tionality in order for the analyst to review the code against the specification. Furthermore it is

concerned only with logic and cannot address timing features.

It is worth noting that, in Table B8, design review is treated as an element of static analysis. It

is, in fact, a design review tool.

If it is intended to use static analysis then some thought must be given as to the language used

for the design, because static analysis tools are language specific.

4.10.2 Use of “Formal” Methods

Table B5 of Part 3 refers to formal methods and Table A9 to formal proof. In both cases it is HR

(highly recommended) for SIL 4 and merely R (recommended) for SIL 2 and SIL 3.

The term Formal Methods is much used and much abused. In software engineering it covers

a number of methodologies and techniques for specifying and designing systems, both

nonprogrammable and programmable. These can be applied throughout the life cycle including

the specification stage and the software coding itself.

The term is often used to describe a range of mathematical notations and techniques applied to

the rigorous definition of system requirements which can then be propagated into the subse-

quent design stages. The strength of formal methods is that they address the requirements at

the beginning of the design cycle. One of the main benefits of this is that formalism applied

at this early stage may lead to the prevention, or at least early detection, of incipient errors.

The cost of errors revealed at this stage is dramatically less than if they are allowed to

persist until commissioning or even field use. This is because the longer they remain unde-

tected the potentially more serious and far-reaching are the changes required to correct them.

The potential benefits may be considerable but they cannot be realized without properly trained

people and appropriate tools. Formal methods are not easy to use. As with all languages, it is

easier to read a piece of specification than it is to write it. A further complication is the choice

of method for a particular application. Unfortunately, there is not a universally suitable method

for all situations.

4.10.3 PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers) and their Languages

In the past, PLC programming languages were limited to simple code (e.g., ladder logic) which

is a limited variability language usually having no branching statements. These earlier

languages are suitable for use at all SILs with only minor restrictions on the instruction set.
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Currently PLCs have wider instruction sets, involving branching instructions etc., and restric-

tions in the use of the language set are needed at the higher SILs.

With the advent of IEC 61131e3 there is a range of limited variability programming languages

and the choice will be governed partly by the application. Again restricted subsets may be

needed for safety-related applications. Some application-specific languages are now available,

for example, the facility to program plant shutdown systems directly by means of Cause

and Effect Diagrams. Inherently, this is a restricted subset created for safety-related

applications.

4.10.4 Software Reuse

Parts 2 and 3 of the Standard refer to “trusted/verified,” “proven in use,” and “field experience”

in various tables and in parts of the text. They are used in slightly different contexts but basi-

cally refer to the same concept of empirical evidence from use. However, “trusted/verified”

also refers to previously designed and tested software without regard for its previous applica-

tion and use.

Table A4 of Part 3 lists the reuse of “trusted/verified” software modules as “highly recom-

mended” for SIL 2 and above.

It is frequently assumed that the reuse of software, including specifications, algorithms, and

code, will, since the item is proven, lead to fewer failures than if the software were developed

anew. There are reasons for and against this assumption.

Reasonable expectations of reliability, from reuse, are suggested because:

• The reused code or specification is proven

• The item has been subject to more than average test

• The time saving can be used for more development or test

• The item has been tested in real applications environments

• If the item has been designed for reuse it will be more likely to have stand-alone features

such as less coupling.

On the other hand:

• If the reused item is being used in a different environment undiscovered faults may be

revealed

• If the item has been designed for reuse it may contain facilities not required for a particular

application, therefore the item may not be ideal for the application and it may have to be

modified

• Problems may arise from the internal operation of the item not being fully understood.
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In Part 3, Paragraph 7.4.7.2 (Note 3) allows for statistical demonstration that a SIL has been

met in use for a module of software. In Part 7 Annex D, there are a number of pieces of statis-

tical theory which purport to be appropriate to the confidence in software. However, the same

statistical theory applies as with hardware failure data (Section 3.10).

In conclusion, provided that there is adequate control involving procedures to minimize the

effects of the above then significant advantages can be gained by the reuse of software at all

SILs.

4.10.5 Software Metrics

The term metrics, in this context, refers to measures of size, complexity, and structure of code.

An obvious example would be the number of branching statements (in other words a measure

of complexity), which might be assumed to relate to error rate. There has been interest in this

activity for many years but there are conflicting opinions as to its value.

The pre-2010 Standard mentions software metrics but merely lists them as “recommended” at

all SILs. The long-term metrics, if collected extensively within a specific industry group or

product application, might permit some correlation with field failure performance and safety

integrity. It is felt, however, that it is still “early days” in this respect.

The term metrics is also used to refer to statistics about test coverage, as called for in earlier

paragraphs.

4.11 Conformance Demonstration Template

In order to justify that the requirements have been satisfied, it is necessary to provide a docu-

mented demonstration.

The following Conformance Demonstration Template is suggested as a possible format,

addressing up to SIL 3 applications. The authors (as do many guidance documents) counsel

against SIL 4 targets. In the event of such a case more rigorous detail from the Standard

would need to be addressed.

IEC 61508 Part 3

For embedded software designs, with new hardware design, the demonstration might involve

a reprint of all the tables from the Standard. The evidence for each item would then be entered

in the right-hand column as in the simple tables below.

However, the following tables might be considered adequate for relatively straightforward

designs.
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Under “Evidence” enter a reference to the project document (e.g., spec, test report, review,

calculation) which satisfies that requirement. Under “Feature” take the text in conjunction

with the fuller text in this chapter and/or the text in the IEC 61508 Standard. Note that

a “Not applicable” entry is acceptable if it can be justified.

General (Paragraphs 7.1, 7.3) (Table “1”)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Existence of S/W development plan including:

Procurement, development, integration, verification, validation, and modification activities.

Rev number, config management, config items, deliverables, and responsible persons.

Evidence of review

Description of overall novelty, complexity, SILs, rigor needed, etc.

Clear documentation hierarchy (Quality and Safety Plan, Functional Spec, Design docs, Review
strategy, Integration and test plans, etc.)

Adequate configuration management as per company’s FSM procedure

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Enhanced rigor of project management and appropriate independence

FSM, functional safety management.

Life cycle (Paragraphs 7.1, 7.3) (Table “1”)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

A Functional Safety audit has given a reasonable indication that the life-cycle activities required
by the company’s FSM procedure have been implemented.

The project plan should include adequate plans to validate the overall requirements and state
tools and techniques.

Adequate software life-cycle model as per this chapter including the document hierarchy

Configuration management (all documents and media) specifying baselines, minimum
configuration stage, traceability, release, etc.

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Alternative life-cycle models to be justified

Configuration control to level of smallest compiled unit

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Alternative life-cycle models to be justified and at least as rigorous

Sample review of configuration status

FSM, functional safety management.
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Specification (Paragraph 7.2) (Table A1) (Table B7 amplifies semiformal methods)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

There is a software safety requirements specification including:

Revision number, config control, author(s) as specified in the Quality
and Safety plan.

Reviewed, approved, derived from Functional Spec.

All modes of operation considered, support for FS and non-FS
functions clear.

External interfaces specified.

Baselines and change requests.

Clear text and some graphics, use of checklist or structured method,
complete, precise, unambiguous, and traceable.

Describes SR functions and their separation, performance
requirements, well-defined interfaces, all modes of operation.

Requirements uniquely identified and traceable.

Capacities and response times declared.

Adequate self-monitoring and self-test features addressed to achieve
the SFF required.

A review of the feasibility of requirements by the software developer.

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Inspection of the specification (traceability to interface specs).

Either computer-aided spec tool or semiformal method.

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Use of a semiformal method or tool and appropriately used
(i.e. systematic representation of the logic throughout the spec).

Traceability between system safety requirements, software safety
requirements, and the perceived safety needs.

SFF, safe failure fraction; SR, safety related; FSM, functional safety management; FS, functional safety.
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Architecture and fault tolerance (Paragraph 7.4.3) (Table A2)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Major elements of the software and their interconnection (based on partitioning) well
defined

Modular approach and clear partitioning into functions

Use of structured methods in describing the architecture

Address graceful degradation (i.e., resilience to faults)

Program sequence monitoring (i.e., a watchdog function)

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Clear visibility of logic (i.e., the algorithms)

Determining the software cycle behavior and timing

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Fault detection and diagnosis

Program sequence monitoring (i.e., counters and memory checks)

Use of a semiformal method

Static resource allocation and synchronization with shared resource

Design and development (Paragraphs 7.4.5, 7.4.6) (Tables A2, A4, B1, B9)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Structured S/W design, recognized methods, under config management

Use of standards and guidelines

Visible and adequate design documentation

Modular design with minimum complexity whose decomposition supports
testing

Readable, testable code (each module reviewed)

Small manageable modules (and modules conform to the coding standards)

Diagnostic software (e.g., watchdog and communication checks)

Isolate and continue on detection of fault

Structured methods

(Continued )
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Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Trusted and verified modules

No dynamic objects, limited interrupts, pointers, and recursion

No unconditional jumps

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Computer-aided spec tool

Semiformal method

Graceful degradation

Defensive programming (e.g., range checks)

No (or online check) dynamic variables

Limited pointers, interrupts, recursion

Language and support tools (Paragraph 7.5) Table A3

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Suitable strongly typed language

Language fully defined, seen to be error free, unambiguous features, facilitates detection of
programming errors, describes unsafe programming features

Coding standard/manual (fit for purpose and reviewed)

Confidence in tools

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Certified tools or proven in use to be error free

Trusted module library

No dynamic objects

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Language subset (e.g., limited interrupts and pointers)
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Integration and test (Paragraphs 7.4.7, 7.4.8, 7.5) (Tables A5, A6, B2, B3)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Overall test strategy in Quality and Safety Plan showing steps to integration and
including test environment, tools, and provision for remedial action

Test specs, reports/results and discrepancy records, and remedial action evidence

Test logs in chronological order with version referencing

Module code review and test (documented)

Integration tests with specified test cases, data, and pass/fail criteria

Predefined test cases with boundary values

Response times and memory constraints

Functional and black box testing

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Dynamic testing

Unintended functions tested on critical paths and formal structured test management

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Performance and interface testing

Avalanche/stress tests

Operations and maintenance (Paragraph 7.6) (Table B4)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Safety Manual in placedif applicable

Proof tests specified

Procedures validated by Ops and Mtce staff

Commissioning successful

Failures (and Actual Demands) reporting procedures in place

Start-up, shutdown, and fault scenarios covered

User-friendly interfaces

Lockable switch or password access

Operator i/ps to be acknowledged

Basic training specified

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Protect against operator errors OR specify operator skill

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Protect against operator errors AND specify operator skill

At least annual training



Validation (Paragraphs 7.3, 7.7, 7.9) (Tables A7, A9, B5, B8)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Validation plan explaining technical and procedural steps including: Rev number, config
management, when and who responsible, pass/fail, test environment, techniques
(e.g., manual, auto, static, dynamic, statistical, computational)

Plan reviewed

Tests have chronological record

Records and close out report

Calibration of equipment

Suitable and justified choice of methods and models

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Static analysis

Test case metrics

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Simulation or modeling

Further reviews (e.g. dead code, test coverage adequacy, behavior of algorithms) and
traceability to the software design requirements

Modifications (Para 7.8) Table A8

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Modification log

Change control with adequate competence

Software configuration management

Impact analysis documented

Re-verify changed modules

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

Re-verify affected modules

Feature (SIL 3) Evidence

Control of software complexity

Revalidate whole system
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Acquired subsystems

Feature (at the appropriate SIL) Evidence

SIL requirements reflected onto suppliers

Proven in use (Paragraphs 7.4.2, 7.4.7)

Feature (at the appropriate SIL) Evidence

Application appropriate

Statistical data available

Failure data validated

Functional safety assessment (Paragraph 8) (Tables A10, B4)

Feature (all SILs) Evidence

Either checklists, truth tables, or block diagrams

Feature (SIL 2 and above) Evidence

As SIL 1

Feature (SIL 3 and above) Evidence

FMEA/Fault tree approach

Common cause analysis of diverse software

FMEA, failure mode effect analysis.
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CHAPTER 5

Reliability Modeling Techniques

This chapter explains the techniques of quantified reliability prediction and is condensed from

Reliability Maintainability and Risk, 8th edition, David J Smith, Butterworth Heinemann

(ISBN 978-0-08-096902-2).

5.1 Failure Rate and Unavailability

In Chapter 1, we saw that both failure rate (l) and probability of failure on demand (PFD) are

parameters of interest. Since unavailability is the probability of being failed at a randomly

chosen moment then it is the same as the PFD.

PFD is dimensionless and is given by:

PFD ¼ UNAVAILABILITY ¼ ðl MDTÞ=ð1þ lMDTÞyðl MDTÞ
where l is failure rate and MDT is the mean down time (in consistent units). Usually l �
MDT � 1.

For revealed failures the MDT consists of the active mean time to repair (MTTR) PLUS

any logistic delays (e.g., travel, site access, spares procurement, administration). For unre-

vealed failures the MDT is related to the proof-test interval (T), PLUS the active MTTR,

PLUS any logistic delays. The way in which failure is defined determines, to some

extent, what is included in the down time. If the unavailability of a process is confined

to failures while production is in progress then outage due to scheduled preventive main-

tenance is not included in the definition of failure. However, the definition of dormant fail-

ures of redundant units affects the overall unavailability (as calculated by the equations in

the next Section).

5.2 Creating a Reliability Model

For any reliability assessment to be meaningful it is vital to address a specific system failure

mode. Predicting the “spurious shutdown” frequency of a safety (shutdown) system will

involve a different logic model and different failure rates from predicting the probability of

“failure to respond.”

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00005-2

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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To illustrate this, consider the case of a duplicated shutdown system whereby the voting

arrangement is such that whichever subsystem recognizes a valid shutdown requirement

then shutdown takes place (in other words “one out of two” voting).

When modeling the “failure to respond” event the “one out of two” arrangement represents

redundancy and the two subsystems are said to be “parallel” in that they both need to fail to

cause the event. Furthermore the component failure rates used will be those which lead to

ignoring a genuine signal. On the other hand, if we choose to model the “spurious shutdown”

event the position is reversed and the subsystems are seen to be “series” in that either failure is

sufficient to cause the event. Furthermore the component failure rates will be for the modes

which lead to a spurious signal.

The two most commonly used modeling methods are reliability block diagram analysis (RBD)

and fault tree analysis.

5.2.1 Block Diagram Analysis

5.2.1.1 Basic equations

Using the above example of a shutdown system, the concept of a series RBD applies to the

“spurious shutdown” case (Figure 5.1).

The two subsystems (a and b) are described as being “in series” since either failure causes the

system failure in question. The mathematics of this arrangement is simple. We ADD the failure

rates (or unavailabilities) of series items. Thus:

lðsystemÞ ¼ lðaÞ þ lðbÞ

and

PFDðsystemÞ ¼ PFDðaÞ þ PFDðbÞ
However, the “failure to respond” case is represented by the parallel block diagram model

(Figure 5.2) where both units need to fail.

a b

Figure 5.1: Series RBD.
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The mathematics is dealt with in “Reliability Maintainability and Risk.” However, the tradi-

tional results given prior to edition 7 of “Reliability Maintainability and Risk” and the majority

of text books and standard was challenged in 2002 by K G L Simpson. It is now generally

acknowledged that the traditional MARKOV model does not correctly represent the normal

repair activities for redundant systems. The Journal of The Safety and Reliability Society,

Volume 22, No 2, Summer 2002, published a paper by W G Gulland which agreed with

those findings.

Software packages, such as ESC’s SILComp�, provide a user-friendly interface for reliability

modeling and automatically generate RBDs based on the voting configurations specified by the

user. SILComp� also has a sensitivity analysis tool which allows the user to easily optimize test

intervals and strategies.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 provide the failure rate and unavailability equations for simplex and parallel

(redundant) identical subsystems for revealed failures having a mean down time of MDT.

However, it is worth mentioning that, as with all redundant systems, the total system failure

rate (or PFD) will be dominated by the effect of common cause failure dealt with later in

this chapter.

The results are as follows:

a

b

Figure 5.2: Parallel (redundant) RBD.

Table 5.1: System failure rates (revealed).

Number of units
1 λ
2 2λ2MDT 2λ
3 3λ3MDT2 6λ2MDT 3λ
4 4λ4MDT3 12λ3MDT2 12λ2MDT 4λ

1 2 3 4
Number required to operate

– –
–

–
–
–
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Allowing for revealed and unrevealed failures

Unrevealed failures will eventually be revealed by some form of auto test or proof test. Whether

manually scheduled or automatically initiated (e.g., auto test using programmable logic) there

will be a proof-test interval, T. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 provide the failure rate and unavailability

equations for simplex and parallel (redundant) identical subsystems for unrevealed failures

having a proof-test interval, T. The MTTR is assumed to be negligible compared with T.

In IEC 61508 the following nomenclature is used to differentiate between failure rates which

are either:

• Revealed or Unrevealed.

• The failure mode in question or some other failure mode.

Table 5.2: System unavailabilities (revealed).

Number of units
1 λMDT
2 λ2MDT2 2λMDT
3 λ3MDT3 3λ2MDT2 3λMDT
4 λ4MDT4 4λ3MDT3 6λ2MDT2 4λMDT

1 2 3 4
Number required to operate

– –
–

–
–
–

Table 5.3: Failure rates (unrevealed).

Number of units
1 λ
2 λ2T
3 λ3T2 3λ2T 3λ

2λ

4 λ4T3 4λ3T2 6λ2T
1 2 3
Number required to operate

– –
–

Table 5.4: Unavailabilities (unrevealed).

Number of units 
1 λT/2
2 λ2T2/3 λT
3 λ3T3/4 λ2T2

4 λ4T4/5 λ3T3 2λ2T2
3λT/2

1 2 3
Number required to operate

– –
–
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The term “dangerous failures” is coined for the “failure mode in question” and the practice has

spread widely. It is, in the authors’ opinion, ambiguous. Whilst it is acknowledged that the term

“dangerous” means in respect of the hazard being addressed, it nevertheless implies that the so-

called “safe” failures are not hazardous. They may well be (and often are) hazardous in some

other respect. A spurious shutdown (so-called safe) failure may well put stress on a plant or

even encourage operators to override the safety function.

The practice has become as follows:

ldd to mean failure rate of the revealed “dangerous failures”

ldu to mean failure rate of the unrevealed “dangerous failures”

lsd to mean failure rate of the revealed “safe failures”

lsu to mean failure rate of the unrevealed “safe failures”

Tables 5.1e5.4 model the system assuming that there is only one fault detection mechanism,

i.e., self test or proof test. They are slight approximations but are, having regard to the accuracy

of reliability assessment, sufficient for most purposes. However, for completeness, the

following is included. If, however, for a particular device some faults are found by self test

and others by proof test, then in addition to the equations given in Tables 5.1e5.4 there will

be additional terms for undetected combined with detected failures as shown in Tables 5.5

and 5.6. For electronic devices it is quite common that the final result is dominated by the unde-

tected faults along with the common cause failure (if considering a redundant configuration).

The ESC software (SIL COMP�) models the full equations.

Allowing for “large” values of lT

In the vast majority of cases the value, lT, is very much less than one, in which case, having

regard to the accuracy of this type of assessment, the above equations present adequate approx-

imations. However, for completeness, the following is included. The occasion may arise when

it is necessary to address the case of lT not being small.

Assuming failures of each of the devices follow the “normal” distribution, then

Unreliability (PFD) ¼ 1 � e�lt

However if lt is� 1 then this equation simplifies to:

Unreliability (PFD) ¼ lt

This assumption has been assumed in the derivation of the equation given in Tables 5.1e5.6.
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However if this assumption is not valid then the following applies, where ls is the system

failure rate of the system; i.e., l has the following equations for the following configurations:

PFDAVG ¼
R T
0

�
1� e�lst

�
dt

T

This integrates to the following:

PFDAVG ¼

h
e�lst

ls
þ t

i T

0

T

Table 5.5: Additional terms (failure rates) to be added to Tables 5.1 and 5.3.

Number of units

1 e

2 ldulddT
þ 2ldulddMDT

e

3 ldu
2 lddT

2

þ3.5ldu
2 lddTxMDT

þ 3.5lduldd
2 TxMDT

þ 3lduldd
2 MDT2

6ldulddMDT
þ 3ldulddT

e

4 4.8ldu
3 lddT

2xMDT
þ ldu

3 lddT
3

þ 7.7ldu
2 ldd

2 TxMDT2

þ 4.8ldu
2 ldd

2 T2xMDT
þ 4lduldd

3 MDT3

þ 7.7lduldd
3 MDT2xT

14ldu
2 lddTxMDT

þ 14lduldd
2 TxMDT

þ 4ldu
2 lddT

2

þ 12lduldd
2 MDT2

12ldulddMDT
þ 6ldulddT

1 2 3

Number required to operate

Table 5.6: Additional terms (PFD) to be added to Tables 5.2 and 5.4.

Number of units

1 e

2 1.2ldulddTxMDT e

3 1.2ldu
2 lddT

2xMDT
þ 1.9lduldd

2 TxMDT2
3.5ldulddTxMDT e

4 1.2ldu
3 lddT

3xMDT
þ 2.7ldu

2 ldd
2 T2xMDT2

þ 2.7lduldd
3 TxMDT3

4.8ldu
2 lddT

2
xMDT

þ 7.7lduldd
2 MDT2xT

7ldulddTxMDT

1 2 3

Number required to operate
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Substituting the limits provides the following:

PFDAVG ¼
h
e�lsT

ls
þ T

i
�
h
e�ls�0
ls

þ 0
i

T

PFDAVG ¼ e�lsT

lsT
þ 1� 1

lsT

r PFDAVG ¼
�
e�lsT � 1

�

lsT
þ 1

for :
1oo2 : ls;1oo2 ¼ l2dT

for :
1oo3 : ls;1oo3 ¼ l3dT

2

for :
2oo3 : ls;2oo3 ¼ 3l2dT

Where:

ld ¼ ldd þ ldu

and

T ¼ ldu

ld
� ðTp þMRTÞ þ ldd

ld
�MRT

The ESC software (SILCOMP�) models the full equations.

Effect of staggered proof test

The equations in Tables 5.1e5.6 assume that, at every proof test, all the elements are tested at

the same time. An alternative method of testing is to stagger the test of each redundant element.

Assume, for a two-element redundant system, that element “A” starts new at time equal

zero, runs for half the normal proof-test period, then a proof test is completed on element

“B,” then after a further half of the normal proof-test period element “A” is tested, and so on.

The impact of this, on a system with redundant elements, will be to decrease the period in detec-

ting both a common cause failure and the redundant element coincident failure (Table 5.7)

(e.g., for a 1oo2 system the average time to detect a common cause failure with be halved).

Table 5.7: Factor to multiply by the PFD.

Factor for the dangerous
undetected CCF PFD

Factor for the dangerous
undetected system PFD

1oo2 0.5 0.6

1oo3 0.3 0.4
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Allowing for imperfect proof tests

Up to this point the formulae given in this chapter assume that 100% of dormant faults are

detected by the proof test. However, if this is not the case, then the T in Tables 5.3e5.5

needs to be replaced with TE as follows;

• Let X be the percentage of the dangerous undetected failure rate that is revealed at the

proof test T1 and

• (100 � X) be the percentage of the dangerous undetected failure rate that is eventually

revealed at period T2, where

• T2 might be the period between major overhauls or even the period between unit

replacement.

TE ¼ T1 X/100 þ T2 (100 � X)/100

Example let T1 ¼ 1 year and T2 ¼ 10 years with X ¼ 90%

Then TE ¼ 0.9 þ 1 ¼ 1.9 years

Typical guidance for the coverage that can be claimed is given in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8: Proof test coverage (ie effectiveness)

Proof Test
coverage (i.e.,
effectiveness) For the process industry Applied to

98% Detailed written PT procedure for each SIF,
process variable manipulated and executive
action confirmed, staff training

Whole SIS loop (eg sensor and
valve)

95% General written PT procedures, process
variable manipulated and executive action
confirmed, some staff training

Whole SIS loop (eg sensor and
valve)

90% Some written PT procedures, some uncertainty
in the degree of fully testing, no records of
adequate staff training, or SIF is complex
which makes it difficult to fully test with full
range of parameters

Whole SIS loop (e.g., sensor
and valve)

80% PT coverage for valve only, tight shut-off
required but not fully confirmed

Valve only

50% PT coverage only for sensor, where only the
electrical signal is manipulated

Sensor only

An estimate of the typical interval (T2) for the non proof-test coverage is
10 years, unless another interval can be supported.
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The ESC software package SILComp� will allow all the above factors to be readily accounted

for, see end flier.

Partial stroke testing

Another controversial technique is known as Partial Stroke Testing. This arose due to the

inconvenience of carrying out a full proof test on some types of large shutdown valve where

the full shutdown causes significant process disruption and associated cost. The partial stroke

technique is to begin the closure of the movement and (by limit switch or pressure change

sensing) abort the closure before the actuator has moved any significant distance. Clearly this

is not a full proof test but, it is argued, there is some testing of the valve closure capability.

The controversy arises from two areas:

• Argument about the effectiveness of the test

• Argument concerning possible damage/wear arising from the test itself

The literature reveals that partial stroke testing can reveal approximately 70% (arguably

40e80%) of faults. However, this is widely debated and there are many scenarios and valve

types where this is by no means achieved. The whole subject is dealt in-depth (including a liter-

ature search) in Technis Guidelines T658.

In brief, Table 5.9 shows the elements of PFD in a series model (an OR gate in a fault tree)

where:

• l is the failure rate of the valve

• PSI is the partial stroke interval (typically 2 weeks)

• PTI is the proof test interval (typically a year)

• MTTR is the mean time to repair

• DI is the real demand interval on the valve function (typically 10 years)

• 75% is one possible value of partial stroke effectiveness (debateable)

• 95% is one possible value of proof test effectiveness (debateable)

• 98% is a credible reliability of the partial stroke test initiating function

Despite optimistic claims by some, obtaining SIL 3 from partial stroke testing of a single valve

is not that easy. Technis Guidelines T658 show that SIL 2 is a more likely outcome.

Table 5.9: Partial stroke equations.

Revealed by partial
stroke test PFD

Revealed by proof test
PFD

Revealed by “demand”
(ESD or real) PFD

No partial stroke test n/a 95% � l � PTI/2 (1 e 95%) � l � DI/2

Partial stroke test 75% � 98%
� l � (MTTR þ PSI/2)

(1 � [75% � 98%]) � 95%
� l � PTI/2

Remainder � l � DI/2

Note: “remainder” is given as 1 e [75% � 98%] e [(1 � [75% � 98%]) � 95%].
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5.2.2 Common Cause Failure (CCF)

Whereas simple models of redundancy assume that failures are both random and independent,

common cause failure (CCF) modeling takes account of failures which are linked, due to some

dependency, and therefore occur simultaneously or, at least, within a sufficiently short interval

as to be perceived as simultaneous.

Two examples are:

(a) The presence of water vapor in gas causing two valves to seize due to icing. In this case

the interval between the two failures might be of the order of days. However, if the proof-

test interval for this dormant failure is two months then the two failures will, to all intents

and purposes, be simultaneous.

(b) Inadequately rated rectifying diodes on identical twin printed circuit boards failing simul-

taneously due to a voltage transient.

Typically, causes arise from:

(a) Requirements: incomplete or conflicting

(b) Design: common power supplies, software, emc, noise

(c) Manufacturing: batch-related component deficiencies

(d) Maintenance/operations: human induced or test equipment problems

(e) Environment: temperature cycling, electrical interference, etc.

Defenses against CCF involve design and operating features which form the assessment

criteria given in Appendix 3.

CCFs often dominate the unreliability of redundant systems by virtue of defeating the

random coincident failure feature of redundant protection. Consider the duplicated system

in Figure 5.2. The failure rate of the redundant element (in other words the coincident

failures) can be calculated using the formula developed in Table 5.1, namely 2l2MDT.

Typical failure rate figures of 10 per million hours (10�5 per hr) and 24 hrs down time

lead to a failure rate of 2 � 10�10 � 24 ¼ 0.0048 per million hours. However, if only one

failure in 20 is of such a nature as to affect both channels and thus defeat the redundancy,

it is necessary to add the series element, shown as l2 in Figure 5.3, whose failure rate is

Figure 5.3: Reliability block diagram showing CCF.
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5% � 10�5 ¼ 0.5 per million hours, being two orders more frequent. The 5%, used in this

example, is known as a BETA factor. The effect is to swamp the redundant part of the

prediction and it is thus important to include CCF in reliability models. This sensitivity

of system failure to CCF places emphasis on the credibility of CCF estimation and thus

justifies efforts to improve the models.

In Figure 5.3, (l1) is the failure rate of a single redundant unit and (l2) is the CCF rate such

that (l2) ¼ b(l1) for the BETA model, which assumes that a fixed proportion of the failures

arise from a common cause. The contributions to BETA are split into groups of design and

operating features which are believed to influence the degree of CCF. Thus the BETA multi-

plier is made up by adding together the contributions from each of a number of factors within

each group. This Partial BETA model (as it is therefore known) involves the following groups

of factors, which represent defenses against CCF:

- Similarity (Diversity between redundant units reduces CCF)

- Separation (Physical distance and barriers reduce CCF)

- Complexity (Simpler equipment is less prone to CCF)

- Analysis (FMEA and field data analysis will help to reduce CCF)

- Procedures (Control of modifications and of maintenance activities can reduce CCF)

- Training (Designers and maintainers can help to reduce CCF by understanding root causes)

- Control (Environmental controls can reduce susceptibility to CCF, e.g., weather proofing of

duplicated instruments)

- Tests (Environmental tests can remove CCF prone features of the design, e.g., emc testing)

The Partial BETA model is assumed to be made up of a number of partial bs, each contributed

to by the various groups of causes of CCF. b is then estimated by reviewing and scoring each of

the contributing factors (e.g., diversity, separation).

The BETAPLUS model has been developed from the Partial Beta method because:

- It is objective and maximizes traceability in the estimation of BETA. In other words the

choice of checklist scores, when assessing the design, can be recorded and reviewed.

- It is possible for any user of the model to develop the checklists further to take account of

any relevant failure causal factors that may be perceived.

- It is possible to calibrate the model against actual failure rates, albeit with very limited data.

- There is a credible relationship between the checklists and the system features being

analyzed. The method is thus likely to be acceptable to the nonspecialist.

- The additive scoring method allows the partial contributors to b to be weighted separately.

- The b method acknowledges a direct relationship between (l2) and (l1) as depicted in

Figure 5.3.

- It permits an assumed “nonlinearity” between the value of b and the scoring over the

range of b.
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The BETAPLUS model includes the following enhancements:

(a) Categories of factors

Whereas existing methods rely on a single subjective judgment of score in each category, the

BETAPLUS method provides specific design and operationally related questions to be

answered in each category.

(b) Scoring

The maximum score for each question has been weighted by calibrating the results of assess-

ments against known field operational data.

(c) Taking account of diagnostic coverage

Since CCF is not simultaneous, an increase in auto-test or proof-test frequency will reduce

b since the failures may not occur at precisely the same moment.

(d) Subdividing the checklists according to the effect of diagnostics

Two columns are used for the checklist scores. Column (A) contains the scores for those

features of CCF protection which are perceived as being enhanced by an increase in diagnostic

frequency. Column (B), however, contains the scores for those features believed not to be

enhanced by an improvement in diagnostic frequency. In some cases the score has been

split between the two columns, where it is thought that some, but not all, aspects of the

feature are affected (See Appendix 3).

(e) Establishing a model

The model allows the scoring to be modified by the frequency and coverage of diagnostic test.

The (A) column scores are modified by multiplying by a factor (C) derived from diagnostic

related considerations. This (C) score is based on the diagnostic frequency and coverage. (C) is

in the range 1e3. A factor “S,” used to derive BETA, is then estimated from the RAW SCORE:

S ¼ RAW SCORE ¼
�X

A� C
�
þ
X

B

(f) Nonlinearity

There are currently no CCF data to justify departing from the assumption that, as BETA

decreases (i.e., improves), successive improvements become proportionately harder to

achieve. Thus the relationship of the BETA factor to the RAW SCORE [(SA � C) þ SB] is

assumed to be exponential and this nonlinearity is reflected in the equation which translates

the raw score into a BETA factor.
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(g) Equipment type

The scoring has been developed separately for programmable and non-programmable equip-

ment, in order to reflect the slightly different criteria which apply to each type of equipment.

(h) Calibration

The model has been calibrated against field data.

Scoring criteria were developed to cover each of the categories (i.e., separation, diversity,

complexity, assessment, procedures, competence, environmental control, and environmental

test). Questions have been assembled to reflect the likely features which defend against

CCF. The scores were then adjusted to take account of the relative contributions to CCF in

each area, as shown in the author’s data. The score values have been weighted to calibrate

the model against the data.

When addressing each question (in Appendix 3) a score less than the maximum of 100% may

be entered. For example, in the first question, if the judgment is that only 50% of the cables are

separated then 50% of the maximum scores (15 and 52) may be entered in each of the (A) and

(B) columns (7.5 and 26).

The checklists are presented in two forms (listed in Appendix 3) because the questions

applicable to programmable equipments will be slightly different to those necessary for

non-programmable items (e.g., field devices and instrumentation).

The headings (expanded with scores in Appendix 3) are:

(1) Separation/Segregation

(2) Diversity

(3) Complexity/Design/Application/Maturity/Experience

(4) Assessment/Analysis and Feedback of Data

(5) Procedures/Human Interface

(6) Competence/Training/Safety Culture

(7) Environmental Control

(8) Environmental Testing

Assessment of the diagnostic interval factor (C)

In order to establish the (C) score, it is necessary to address the effect of diagnostic frequency.

The diagnostic coverage, expressed as a percentage, is an estimate of the proportion of failures

which would be detected by the proof test or auto test. This can be estimated by judgment or,

more formally, by applying FMEA at the component level to decide whether each failure

would be revealed by the diagnostics.
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An exponential model is used to reflect the increasing difficulty in further reducing BETA as

the score increases. This is reflected in the following equation which is developed in Smith D J,

2000, “Developments in the use of failure rate data”:

ß ¼ 0.3 expð� 3:4S=2624Þ
However, the basic BETA model applies to simple “one out of two” redundancy. In other

words, with a pair of redundant items the “top event” is the failure of both items. However,

as the number of voted systems increases (in other words N > 2) the proportion of common

cause failures varies and the value of b needs to be modified. The reason for this can be under-

stood by thinking about two extreme cases:

1 out of 6

In this case only one out of the six items is required to work and up to five failures can be toler-

ated. Thus, in the event of a common cause failure, five more failures need to be provoked by

the common cause. This is less likely than the “one out of two” case and b will be smaller (see

tables below).

5 out of 6.

In this case five out of the six items are required to work and only one failure can be tolerated.

Thus, in the event of a common cause failure, there are five items to which the common cause

failures could apply. This is more likely than the “one out of two” case and b will be greater

(see tables below).

This is an area of much debate. There is no empirical data and the models are a matter of

conjecture based on opinions of various contributors. There is not a great deal of consistency

between the various suggestions. It is thus a highly controversial and uncertain area. The

original suggestions were from a SINTEF paper (in 2006) which were the MooN factors

originally used in the Technis BETAPLUS package version 3.0. The SINTEF paper was

revised (in 2010) and again in 2013. The IEC 61508 (2010) guidance is similar but not

identical (Table 5.10). The SINTEF(2013) values are shown in Table 5.11. The BETAPLUS

(now Version 4.0) compromise is shown in Appendix 3.

Table 5.10: BETA(MooN) factor IEC 61508.

M [ 1 M[ 2 M [ 3 M[ 4

N ¼ 2 1

N ¼ 3 0.5 1.5

N ¼ 4 0.3 0.6 1.75

N ¼ 5 0.2 0.4 0.8 2
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5.2.3 Fault Tree Analysis

Whereas the RBD provides a graphical means of expressing redundancy in terms of “parallel”

blocks repressing successful operation, fault tree analysis expresses the same concept in terms

of paths of failure. The system failure mode in question is referred to as the Top Event and the

paths of the tree represent combinations of event failures leading to the Top Event. The under-

lying mathematics is exactly the same. Figure 5.4 shows the OR gate which is equivalent to

Figure 5.1 and the AND gate which is equivalent to Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.5 shows a typical fault tree modeling the loss of fire water arising from the failure of

a pump, a motor, the detection, or the combined failure of both power sources.

In order to allow for common cause failures in the fault tree model, additional gates are drawn

as shown in the following examples. Figure 5.8 shows the RBD of Figure 5.6 in fault tree form.

The CCF can be seen to defeat the redundancy by introducing an OR gate along with the redun-

dant G1 gate.

Figure 5.7 shows another example, this time of “two out of three” redundancy, where a voted

gate is used.

Figure 5.4: Series and parallel equivalent to AND and OR.

Table 5.11: BETA(MooN) factor SINTEF(2013).

M[ 1 M [ 2 M [ 3 M[ 4

N ¼ 2 1

N ¼ 3 0.5 2

N ¼ 4 0.3 1.1 2.8

N ¼ 5 0.2 0.8 1.6 3.6
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A highly cost-effective fault tree package is the Technis TTREE package.

5.3 Taking Account of Auto Test

The mean down time (MDT) of unrevealed failures is a fraction of the proof-test interval (i.e.,

for random failures, it is half the proof-test interval as far an individual unit is concerned)

PLUS the actual MTTR.

MAINS

GEN

PUMPPANELMOTOR DETECT

(A)

(B)

Figure 5.5: Example of a fault tree (A) with equivalent block diagram (B).
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Figure 5.6: CCF in fault trees.

Figure 5.7: “2oo3” voting with CCF in a fault tree.
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In many cases there is both auto test, whereby a programmable element in the system carries

out diagnostic checks to discover unrevealed failures, as well as a manual proof test. In prac-

tice, the auto-test will take place at some relatively short interval (e.g. 8 min) and the proof test

at a longer interval (e.g., one year).

The question arises as to how the reliability model takes account of the fact that failures

revealed by the auto test enjoy a shorter down time than those left for the proof test. The

ratio of one to the other is a measure of the diagnostic coverage and is expressed as a percentage

of failures revealed by the test.

Consider now a dual redundant configuration (voted one out of two) subject to 90% auto test

and the assumption that the manual test reveals 100% of the remaining failures.

The RBD needs to split the model into two parts in order to calculate separately in respect of

the auto-diagnosed and manually diagnosed failures.

Figure 5.8 shows the parallel and common cause elements twice and applies the equations

from Section 5.2 to each element. The failure rate of the item, for the failure mode in ques-

tion, is l. Note: The additional terms, descried in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, have not been

included.

Coincident failures Coincident failures
revealed by auto-test revealed by proof-test

Common cause failures Common cause failures
revealed by auto-test revealed by proof-test

Unavailability (see Tables 5.2, 5.4) is the sum of:

(90% )2 MDT2 (10% )2 T2/3
90% x xMDT 10% x xT/2

Figure 5.8: Reliability block diagram, taking account of diagnostics.
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The equivalent fault tree is shown in Figure 5.9.

5.4 Human Factors

5.4.1 Addressing Human Factors

In addition to random coincident hardware failures, and their associated dependent failures

(Section 5.3), it is frequently necessary to include human error in a prediction model (e.g.,

fault tree). Specific quantification of human error factors is not a requirement of IEC 61508;

however, it is required that human factors are “considered.”

It is well known that the majority of well-known major incidents, such as Three Mile Island,

Bhopal, Chernobyl, Zeebrugge, Clapham, and Paddington, are related to the interaction of

complex systems with human beings. In short, the implication is that human error was

involved, to a greater or lesser extent, in these and similar incidents. For some years there

has been an interest in modeling these factors so that quantified reliability and risk assessments

can take account of the contribution of human error to the system failure.

IEC 61508 (Part 1) requires the consideration of human factors at a number of places in the life

cycle. The assessment of human error is therefore implied. Table 5.12 summarizes the main

references in the Standard.

Figure 5.9: Equivalent fault tree.
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One example might be a process where there are three levels of defense against a specific

hazard (e.g., overpressure of a vessel). In this case the control valve will be regarded as the

EUC. The three levels of defense are:

(1) the control system maintaining the setting of a control valve;

(2) a shutdown system operating a separate shut-off valve in response to a high pressure; and

(3) human response whereby the operator observes a high-pressure reading and inhibits flow

from the process.

The risk assessment would clearly need to consider how independent of each other are these

three levels of protection. If the operator action (3) invokes the shutdown (2) then failure of

that shutdown system will inhibit both defenses. In either case the probability of operator

error (failure to observe or act) is part of the quantitative assessment.

Table 5.12: Human Factors References

Part 1

Paragraph 1.2 Scope Makes some reference

Table 1 Life cycle Several uses of “to include human factors”

Paragraph 7.3.2.1 Scope Include humans

Paragraph 7.3.2.5 Definition stage Human error to be considered

Paragraph 7.4 various Hazard/risk analysis References to misuse and human
intervention

Paragraph 7.6.2.2 Safety requirements allocation Availability of skills

Paragraphs 7.7.2, 7.15.2 Ops and maintenance Refers to procedures

Part 2

Paragraph 7.4.10 Design and development Avoidance of human error

Paragraph 7.6.2.3 Ops and maintenance Human error key element

Paragraph 7.7.2.3 Validation Includes procedures

Paragraph 7.8.2.1 Modification Evaluate mods on their effect on human
interaction

Part 3

Paragraph 1.1 Scope Human computer interfaces

Paragraph 7.2.2.13 Specification Human factors

Paragraph 7.4.4.2 Design Reference to human error

Annex G Data driven Human factors
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Another example might be air traffic control, where the human element is part of the safety

loop rather than an additional level of protection. In this case human factors are safety-

critical rather than safety-related.

5.4.2 Human Error Rates

Human error rate data for various forms of activity, particularly in operations and maintenance,

are needed. In the early 1960s there were attempts, by UKAEA, to develop a database of

human error rates and these led to models of human error whereby rates could be estimated

by assessing relevant factors such as stress, training, and complexity. These human error prob-

abilities include not only simple failure to carry out a given task, but diagnostic tasks where

errors in reasoning, as well as action, are involved. There is not a great deal of data available

due to the following problems:

• Low probabilities require large amounts of experience in order for meaningful statistics to

emerge

• Data collection concentrates on recording the event rather than analyzing the causes.

• Many large organizations have not been prepared to commit the necessary resources to

collect data.

For some time there has been an interest in exploring the underlying reasons, as well as prob-

abilities, of human error. As a result there are currently several models, each developed by

separate groups of analysts working in this field. Estimation methods are described in the

UKAEA document SRDA-R11, 1995. The better known are HEART (Human Error Assess-

ment and Reduction Technique), THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction), and

TESEO (Empirical Technique to Estimate Operator Errors).

For the earlier overpressure example, failure of the operator to react to a high pressure

(3) might be modeled by two of the estimation methods as follows:

“HEART” method

Basic task “Restore system following checks”derror rate ¼ 0.003.

Modifying factors:

Few independent checks �3 50%

No means of reversing decision � 25%

An algorithm is provided (not in the scope of this book) and thus:

Error probability ¼ 0.003 � [2 � 0.5 þ 1] � [7 � 0.25 þ 1] [ 1.6 3 10L2
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“TESEO” method

Basic task “Requires attention” e error rate ¼ 0.01.

� 1 for stress

� 1 for operator

� 2 for emergency

� 1 for ergonomic factors

Thus error probability ¼ 0.01 � 1 � 1 � 2 � 1 [ 2 3 10L2

The two methods are in fair agreement and thus a figure of 2 � 10�2 might be used for the

example.

Figure 5.10 shows a fault tree for the example assuming that the human response is inde-

pendent of the shutdown system. The fault tree models the failure of the two levels of

protection (2) and (3). Typical (credible) probabilities of failure on demand are used for

the initiating events. The human error value of 2 � 10�2 could well have been estimated

as above.

Quantifying this tree would show that the overall PFD is 1.4 � 10�4 (incidentally meeting SIL

3 quantitatively).

Figure 5.10: Fault tree involving human error.
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Looking at the relative contribution of the combinations of initiating events would show that

human error is involved in over 80% of the total. Thus, further consideration of human error

factors would be called for.

5.4.3 A Rigorous Approach

There is a strong move to limit the assessment of human error probabilities to 10�1 unless it can

be shown that the human action in question has been subject to some rigorous review. The HSE

have described a seven-step approach which involves:

STEP 1 Consider main site hazards

e.g., A site HAZOP identifies the major hazards.

STEP 2 Identify manual activities that effect these hazards

The fault tree modeling of hazards will include the human errors which can lead to the

top events in question.

STEP 3 Outline the key steps in these activities

Task descriptions, frequencies, task documentation, environmental factors, and

competency requirements.

STEP 4 Identify potential human failures in these steps

The HEART and TESEO methodologies can be used as templates to address the

factors.

STEP 5 Identify factors that make these failures more likely

Review the factors which contribute (The HEART list is helpful)

STEP 6 Manage the failures using hierarchy of control

Can the hazard be removed, mitigated, etc.

STEP 7 Manage Error Recovery

Involves alarms, responses to incidents, etc.

Anecdotal data as to the number of actions, together with the number of known errors, can

provide estimates for comparison with the HEART and TESEO predictions. Good agreement

between the three figures helps to build confidence in the assessment.
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CHAPTER 6

Failure Rate and Mode Data

In order to quantify reliability models it is necessary to obtain failure rate and failure mode

data.

6.1 Data Accuracy

There are many collections of failure rate data compiled by defense, telecommunications,

process industries, oil and gas, and other organizations. Some are published Data Handbooks

such as:

US MIL HANDBOOK 217 (Electronics)

CNET (French PTT) Data

HRD (Electronics, British Telecom)

RADC Non-Electronic Parts Handbook NPRD

OREDA (Offshore data)

FARADIP.THREE (Data ranges)

Some are data banks which are accessible by virtue of membership or consultancy fee such as:

SRD (Part of UKAEA) Data Bank

Technis (Tonbridge)

Some are in-house data collections which are not generally available. These occur in:

Large industrial manufacturers

Public utilities

These data collection activities were at their peak in the 1980s but, sadly, many declined during

the 1990s and many of the published sources have not been updated since that time.

Failure data are usually, unless otherwise specified, taken to refer to random failures (i.e.,

constant failure rates). It is important to read, carefully, any covering notes since, for

a given temperature and environment, a stated component, despite the same description,

may exhibit a wide range of failure rates because:

• Some failure rate data include items replaced during preventive maintenance whereas

others do not. These items should, ideally, be excluded from the data but, in practice, it

is not always possible to identify them. This can affect rates by an order of magnitude.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00006-4
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• Failure rates are affected by the tolerance of a design. Because definitions of failure vary,

a given parametric drift may be included in one data base as a failure, but ignored in

another. This will cause a variation in the values.

• Although nominal environmental and quality assurance levels are described in some data-

bases, the range of parameters covered by these broad descriptions is large. They represent,

therefore, another source of variability.

• Component parts are often only described by reference to their broad type (e.g., signal

transformer). Data are therefore combined for a range of similar devices rather than

being separately grouped, thus widening the range of values. Furthermore, different

failure modes are often mixed together in the data.

• The degree of data screening will affect the relative numbers of intrinsic and induced fail-

ures in the quoted failure rate.

• Reliability growth occurs where field experience is used to enhance reliability as a result of

modifications. This will influence the failure rate data.

• Trial and error replacement is sometimes used as a means of diagnosis and this can artifi-

cially inflate failure rate data.

• Some data record undiagnosed incidents and “no fault found” visits. If these are included

in the statistics as faults, then failure rates can be inflated.

Quoted failure rates are therefore influenced by the way they are interpreted by an analyst and

can span one or two orders of magnitude as a result of different combinations of the above

factors. Prediction calculations were explained in Chapter 5 and it will be seen that the

relevance of failure rate data is more important than refinements in the statistics of the

calculation. Data sources can at least be subdivided into “site specific,” “industry specific,”

and “generic” and work has shown (Smith D J, 2000, Developments in the use of failure

rate data.) that the more specific the data source the greater the confidence in the prediction.

Failure rates are often tabulated, for a given component type, against ambient temperature

and the ratio of applied to rated stress (power or voltage). Data are presented in one of

two forms:

• Tables: lists of failure rates, with or without multiplying factors, for such parameters as

quality and environment.

• Models: obtained by regression analysis of the data. These are presented in the form of

equations which yield a failure rate as a result of inserting the device parameters into

the appropriate expression.

Because of the large number of variables involved in describing microelectronic devices, data

are often expressed in the form of models. These regression equations (WHICH GIVE A

TOTALLY MISLEADING IMPRESSION OF PRECISION) involve some or all of the

following:

Complexity (number of gates, bits, equivalent number of transistors)

Number of pins
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Junction temperature

Package (ceramic and plastic packages)

Technology (CMOS, NMOS, bipolar, etc.)

Type (memory, random LSI, analogue, etc.)

Voltage or power loading

Quality level (affected by screening and burn-in)

Environment

Length of time in manufacture

Although empirical relationships have been established relating certain device failure rates to

specific stresses, such as voltage and temperature, no precise formula exists which links

specific environments to failure rates. The permutation of different values of environmental

factors is immense. General adjustment (multiplying) factors have been evolved and these

are often used to scale up basic failure rates to particular environmental conditions.

Because Failure Rate is, probably, the least precise engineering parameter, it is important to

bear in mind the limitations of a Reliability prediction. The work mentioned above (Smith

DJ, 2000) makes it possible to express predictions using confidence intervals. The resulting

MTBF, availability (or other parameter), should not be taken as an absolute value but rather as

a general guide to the design reliability. Within the prediction, however, the relative percent-

ages of contribution to the total failure rate are of a better accuracy and provide a valuable tool

in design analysis.

Owing to the differences between data sources, comparisons of reliability should always

involve the same data source in each prediction.

For any reliability assessment to be meaningful, it must address a specific system failure mode.

To predict that a safety (shutdown) system will fail at a rate of, say, once per annum is, on its

own, saying very little. It might be that 90% of the failures lead to a spurious shutdown and

10% to a failure to respond. If, on the other hand, the ratios were to be reversed then the

picture would be quite different.

The failure rates, mean times between failures or availabilities, must therefore be assessed for

defined failure types (modes). In order to achieve this, the appropriate component level failure

modes must be applied to the prediction models which were described in Chapter 5. Compo-

nent failure mode data are sparse but a few of the sources do contain some information. The

following paragraphs indicate where this is the case.

6.2 Sources of Data

Sources of failure rate and failure mode data can be classified as:

• Site specific

Failure rate data which have been collected from similar equipment being used on very

similar sites (e.g., two or more gas compression sites where environment, operating
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methods, maintenance strategy, and equipment are largely the same). Another example

would be the use of failure rate data from a flow corrector used throughout a specific

distribution network. This data might be applied to the RAMS (reliability, availability,

maintainability, safety) prediction for a new design of circuitry for the same

application.

• Industry specific

An example would be the use of the OREDA offshore failure rate data book for

a RAMS prediction of a proposed offshore process package.

• Generic

A generic data source combines a large number of applications and sources (e.g.,

FARADIP.THREE).

As has already been emphasized, predictions require failure rates for specific modes of failure

(e.g., open circuit, signal high, valve closes). Some, but unfortunately only a few, data sources

contain specific failure mode percentages. Mean time to repair data is even more sparse

although the OREDA data base is very informative in this respect.

The following are the more widely used sources.

6.2.1 Electronic Failure Rates

• US Military Handbook 217 (Generic, no failure modes)

• HRD5 Handbook of Reliability Data for Electronic Components Used in Telecommunica-

tions Systems (Industry specific, no failure modes)

• Recueil de Donnés de Fiabilité du CNET (Industry specific, no failure modes)

• BELLCORE, (Reliability Prediction Procedure for Electronic Equipment) TR-NWT-

000332 Issue 5 1995 (Industry specific, no failure modes)

• Electronic data NOT available for purchase

A number of companies maintain failure rate data banks, including Nippon Telephone Corpo-

ration (Japan), Ericsson (Sweden), and Thomson CSF (France) but these data are not generally

available outside the organizations.

6.2.2 Other General Data Collections

• Non-electronic Parts Reliability Data BookdNPRD (Generic, Some failure modes)

• OREDAdOffshore Reliability Data (1984/92/95/97/02) (Industry specific, Detailed

failure modes, Mean times to repair)

• FARADIP.THREE (the author) (Industry and generic, many failure modes, some repair

times)

• UKAEA (Industry and generic, many failure modes)

• Sources of Nuclear Generation Data (Industry specific)
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In the UKAEA documents, above, there are some nuclear data, as in NNC (National Nuclear

Corporation), although this may not be openly available.

In the United States, Appendix III of the WASH 1400 study provided much of the data

frequently referred to and includes failure rate ranges, event probabilities, human error

rates, and some common cause information. The IEEE Standard IEEE 500 also contains

failure rates and restoration times. In addition there is NUCLARR (Nuclear Computerized

Library for Assessing Reliability) which is a PC-based package developed for the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and containing component failure rates and some human error data.

Another US source is the NUREG publication. Some of the EPRI data are related to nuclear

plant. In France, Electricity de France provides the EIReDA mechanical and electrical

failure rate data base which is available for sale. In Sweden the TBook provides data on compo-

nents in Nordic Nuclear Power Plants.

• US Sources of Power Generation Data (Industry specific)

The EPRI (Electrical Power Research Institute) of GE Co., New York, data scheme is largely

gas turbine generation failure data in the United States.

There is also the GADS (Generating Availability Data System) operated by NERC (North

American Electric Reliability Council). They produce annual statistical summaries based on

experience from power stations in the United States and Canada.

• SINTEF (Industry specific).

SINTEF is the Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research at the Norwegian Institute of

Technology. They produce a number of reliability handbooks which include failure rate data

for various items of process equipment.

• Data not available for purchase

Many companies (e.g., Siemens), and for that matter firms of RAMS consultants (e.g., RM

Consultants Ltd), maintain failure rate data but only for use by that organization.

6.2.3 Some Older Sources

A number of sources have been much used and are still frequently referred to. They are,

however, somewhat dated but are listed here for completeness.

Reliability Prediction Manual for Guided Weapon Systems (UK MOD)dDX99/013e100

Reliability Prediction Manual for Military Avionics (UK MOD)dRSRE250

UK Military Standard 00e41

Electronic Reliability DatadINSPEC/NCSR (1981)

Green and Bourne (book), Reliability Technology, Wiley 1972

Frank Lees (book), Loss Prevention in the Process Industries, Butterworth Heinemann.
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6.2.4 Manufacturer’s Data

There is a rapidly increasing trend to quote failure rates offered by equipment manufacturers.

Extreme care should be exercised in the use of such failure rate data. Only users can claim to

record all failures. There are numerous reasons why these failure rates can be highly optimistic.

Reasons include:

• Items in store before use

• Items still in the supply chain

• Failed item tolerated due to replacement causing process disruption and the ability to

continue in degraded mode due to information redundancy

• Item replaced by user without returning

• Disillusioned by supplier

• Not worth the cost (low value item)

• No warranty incentive

• Feedback not encouraged

• User fixes it

• Transient fault subsequently appears as no “fault found”

• Mismatch between perceived calendar versus operating hours for the item (standby

items etc.)

• Failure discounted due to inappropriate environment despite the fact that real-life failure

rates include these

• Vested interest in optimism

• The data were actually only a reliability prediction.

Technis studies indicate that manufacturer’s data can be up to an order of magnitude optimistic

(on average 5:1).

6.2.5 Anecdotal Data

Although not as formal as data based on written maintenance records, this important source

should not be overlooked. Quantities of failures quoted by long-serving site personnel are

likely to be fairly accurate and might even, in some cases, be more valuable than records-

based data. The latter pass from maintainer to record keeper to analyst and may lose accuracy

due to interpretation through the chain of analysis. Anecdotal data, on the other hand, can be

challenged and interpreted first hand.

6.3 Data Ranges and Confidence Levels

For some components there is fairly close agreement between the sources and in other cases

there is a wide range, the reasons for which were summarized above. For this reason predic-

tions are subject to wide tolerances.
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The ratio of predicted failure rate (or system unavailability) to field failure rate (or system

unavailability) was calculated for each of 44 examples and the results (see Smith DJ, 2000)

were classified under the three categories described in Section 6.2, namely:

Predictions using site specific data

Predictions using industry specific data

Predictions using generic data

The results are:

For a Prediction Using Site-Specific Data

One can be this confident That the eventual field failure rate will be BETTER than:

95% 3½ times the predicted

90% 2½ times the predicted

60% 1½ times the predicted

For a Prediction Using Industry-Specific Data

One can be this confident That the eventual field failure rate will be BETTER than:

95% 5 times the predicted

90% 4 times the predicted

60% 2½ times the predicted

For a Prediction Using Generic Data

One can be this confident That the eventual field failure rate will be BETTER than:

95% 8 times the predicted

90% 6 times the predicted

60% 3 times the predicted

Additional evidence in support of the 8:1 range is provided from the FARADIP.THREE data

bank, which shows an average of 7:1 across the ranges.

The FARADIP.THREE data base was created to show the ranges of failure rate for most

component types. This database, currently version 9.0 in 2016 (30 versions since 1987), is

a summary of most of the other databases and shows, for each component, the range of

failure rate values which is to be found from them. Where a value in the range tends to predom-

inate then this is indicated. Failure mode percentages are also included. It is available on disk
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from Technis at 26 Orchard Drive, Tonbridge, Kent TN10 4LG, UK (david.smith@technis.

org.uk) and includes:

6.4 Conclusions

The use of stress-related regression models implies an unjustified precision in estimating the

failure rate parameter.

Site-specific data should be used in preference to industry-specific data which, in turn, should

be used in preference to generic data.

Predictions should be expressed in confidence limit terms using the above information. The

warnings concerning the optimism of manufacturer’s data should be borne in mid.

In practice, failure rate is a system-level effect. It is closely related to, but not entirely

explained by, component failure. A significant proportion of failures encountered with

modern electronic systems are not the direct result of parts failures but of more complex inter-

actions within the system. The reason for this lack of precise mapping arises from such effects

as human factors, software, environmental interference, interrelated component drift, and

circuit design tolerance.
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The primary benefit to be derived from reliability and safety engineering is the reliability and

integrity growth which arises from ongoing analysis and follow-up as well as from the correc-

tive actions brought about by failure analysis. Reliability prediction, based on the manipulation

of failure rate data, involves so many potential parameters that a valid repeatable model for

failure rate estimation is not possible. Thus, failure rate is the least accurate of engineering

parameters and prediction from past data should be carried out either:

As an indicator of the approximate level of reliability of which the design is capable, given

reliability growth in the field;

To provide relative comparisons in order to make engineering decisions concerning

optimum redundancy;

As a contractual requirement;

In response to safety-integrity requirements.

It should not be regarded as an exact indicator of future field reliability as a result of which

highly precise prediction methods are often, by reason of poor data, not justified.

Now try the exercise and the example, which are Chapters 11 and 12.
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CHAPTER 7

Demonstrating and Certifying
Conformance

7.1 Demonstrating Conformance

It is becoming increasingly necessary to demonstrate (or even certify) conformance to the

requirements of IEC 61508. This has been driven by customer demands for certification

coupled with suppliers’ aspirations those not to be “left out” of the trend. There are two

types of certification:

FIRSTLY: That an organization can demonstrate the generic capability to produce such

a product or system (i.e., that it has the necessary procedures and competence in place).

SECONDLY: That a specific product or system design meets the requirements outlined in

the preceding chapters (i.e., that the above procedures have been implemented).

In the first case, it is the raft of procedures and work practices, together with the competence of

individuals, which is being assessed. This is known as the Functional Safety Capability (FSC)

of an organization and is now more commonly referred to as Functional Safety Management

(FSM). It is demonstrated by an appropriate quality management system and evidenced by

documented audits and examples of the procedures being used.

In the second it is the design and the life-cycle activities of a particular product which are being

assessed. This is demonstrated by specifications, design documents, reviews, test specifications

and results, failure rate predictions, FMEAs to determine safe failure fraction, and so on.

In practice, however, it is not really credible to assess one of the above without evidence of the

other. FSM needs to be evidenced by at least one example of a product or project and a prod-

uct’s conformance needs to be evidenced by documentation and life-cycle activities which

show overall capability.

7.2 The Current Framework for Certification

Most people in industry are, by now, well aware of the certification framework for ISO 9001.

UKAS (The United Kingdom Accreditation Service) accredits organizations to be able to

certify clients to ISO 9001.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00007-6
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There are over 100 accredited bodies (in the UK alone) offering ISO 9001 certification and

many thousands of organizations who have been certified, by them, to the ISO 9001 standard.

There are only two outcomesdone either meets the standard or one does not.

The situation for IEC 61508 is rather different and less well developed.

Firstly, as explained above, there are the two aspects to the certification (namely the organi-

zation or the product). Unlike ISO 9001, there are four levels of rigor against which to be

certified (SILs 1e4). In addition, for the organization, the certificate will be granted for

a specific scope such as supply to certain industry sectors, technologies used, life-cycle

phases, etc.

Following a DTI initiative in 1998/9, a framework was developed by CASS Ltd (Conformity

Assessment of Safety-related Systems). One motive for this was to erode differences in

approach across application sectors and thereby improve the marketability of UK safety-

related technology. Another was to prevent multiple assessments and also to meet the need

for the ever-increasing demand for assessment of safety-related equipment. The CASS frame-

work suggested five types of assessment. In the fullness of time this has developed as two

types.

• Functional Safety Capability (or Management) Assessment (known as FSCA, or FSM).

Described in Chapter 2 and catered for by Appendix 1 of this book

• Specific Product/Systems Assessment. This is the overall assessment of whether a system

meets specific SIL targets, as addressed throughout this book

There are other certification bodies emerging (not necessarily accredited by UKAS)

(Figure 7.1). It is not possible to give a detailed list in a book of this type, due to the

rapidly changing situation.

Products, 
Systems and 
Functional 

Safety 
Management

SIRA
(UKAS accredited)

Using 
Conformance 
Checklists
(from various 
sources)

CLIENTS

ESC Technis TUV EXIDA

Figure 7.1: Certification framework.
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7.3 Self-Certification (Including Some Independent Assessment)

There is nothing to prevent self-assessment, either of one’s FSC, as an organization, or of the

Safety-Integrity Level of a product or design. Indeed this can be, and often is, as rigorous as the

accredited certification process.

Third-party involvement in the assessment, whilst not essential, is desirable to demonstrate

impartiality, and one requires a safety professional specializing in this field. The Safety and

Reliability Society, which is associated with the Engineering Council, maintains appropriate

standards for admission to corporate membership, and membership would be one factor in

suggesting suitability. Suitable consultants should have dealt with many other clients and

have a track record concerning IEC 61508. Examples would be papers, lectures, assessments,

and contributions to the drafting of the standard. This would serve to demonstrate that some

assessment benchmark has been applied.

As a minimum, self-assessment requires the following.

7.3.1 Showing Functional Safety Capability (FSM) as Part of the Quality
Management System

This is described in Chapter 2, being one of the requirements of Part 1 of IEC 61508. Appendix

1 of this book provides a template procedure which could be tailored and integrated into an

organization’s quality management system.

The organization would show evidence of both audits and reviews of the procedure in order to

claim compliance. Compliance with ISO 9001 is strongly indicated if one is aiming to claim

functional safety compliance. The life-cycle activities are so close to the ISO 9001 require-

ments that it is hard to imagine a claim which does not include them. The ISO 9001 quality

management system would need to be enhanced to include:

Safety-related competencies (see Chapter 2)

Functional safety activities (Appendix 1)

Techniques for (and examples of) assessment (Chapters 5 and 6).

The scope of the capability should also be carefully defined because no organization is likely to be

claiming to perform every activity described in the life cycle. Examples of scope might include:

Design and build of safety-related systems

Design and build of safety-related instrumentation

Assessment of SIL targets and of compliance of systems

Maintenance of safety-related equipment.

7.3.2 Application of IEC 61508 to Projects/Products

In addition to the procedural capability described in Section 7.3.1, a self-assessment will also

need to demonstrate the completion of at least one project together with a safety-integrity study.
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The tables at the end of Chapters 3, 4, and 8 of this book provide a means of formally

recording the reviews and assessments. Chapters 11, 12, 14, and 16 show examples of

how the quantitative assessments can be demonstrated.

7.3.3 Rigor of Assessment

In addition to the technical detail suggested by Section 7.3.2 above, there needs to be visible

evidence that sufficient aspects of assessment have been addressed. The “assessment schedule”

checklist in Appendix 2 of this book provides a formal checklist which allows one to demon-

strate the thoroughness (i.e., rigor) of an assessment.

7.3.4 Independence

This has been covered in Section 1.4 and the same provisions apply.

It has to be acknowledged that third-party assessment does involve additional cost for perhaps

little significant added value in terms of actual safety integrity. Provided that the self-

assessments are conducted under a formal quality management system, with appropriate

audits, and provided also that competency of the assessors in risk assessment can be demon-

strated by the organization, then there is no reason why such assessment should not be both

credible and thus acceptable to clients and regulators.

Clearly, some evidence of external involvement in the setting up and periodic auditing of self-

assessment schemes will enhance this credibility provided that the external consultant or orga-

nization can demonstrate sufficient competence in this area.

Proactive involvement in professional institutions, industrial research organizations, or the

production and development of IEC 61508 and associated standards by both self-assessors

and external consultants would assist in this respect. The authors, for example, have made

major contributions to the Standard and to a number of the second-tier documents described

in Chapters 8e10. Thus, the credibility of third-party assessment bodies or consultants does

need to be addressed vigorously.

Figure 7.2 shows how a “Demonstration of Conformance” might be built up from the elements

described in this chapter. This “Demonstration” would provide backup to any safety report

where a level of safety-integrity is being claimed. It also provides a mechanism for continuous

improvement as suggested by the assessment techniques themselves.

7.4 Preparing for Assessment

Whether the assessment is by an accredited body (e.g., SIRA) or a third-party consultant, it is

important to prepare in advance. The assessor does not know what you know and, therefore, the

only visibility of your conformance is provided by documented evidence of:
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Functional safety procedures

Specifications

Audits against procedures

Reviews of the adequacy of procedures

Design reviews of projects

Test plans, reports and remedial action

Safety-integrity assessments

Competency register

A visible trail of reviews, whereby the procedures and work practices have been developed in

practice, is a good indicator that your organization is committed to Functional Safety.

Being ill-prepared for an assessment is very cost-ineffective. Man-hours and fees are wasted on

being told what a simple internal audit could have revealed.

The majority of assessments are based on the method of:

A pre-assessment to ascertain whether the required procedures and practices are in place

(often referred to as gap-analysis)

THE PRODUCT 

TARGET SIL 
AND 
ASSESSMENT 

Chapters 2-6 

DEMONSTRATION 
OF RIGOR 

Appendix 2 

THE “DEMONSTRATION” 
or “CASE” 

ISO 9001 

ADDITIONAL 
PROCEDURES 

Appendix 1 

FUNCTIONAL 
SAFETY 
CAPABILITY 
AUDITS AND 
REVIEWS 

OPPORTUNITY FOR 
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

Figure 7.2: Elements of self-assessment.
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A final assessment where the procedures are reviewed in detail and evidence is sought as to

their implementation.

With sensible planning, these stages can be prepared for in advance and the necessary reviews

conducted internally. It is important that evidence is available to assessors for all the elements

of the life cycle.

Assessments may result in:

Major noncompliances

Minor noncompliances

Observations

A major noncompliance would arise if a life-cycle activity is clearly not evidenced. For

example, the absence of any requirement for assessment of safe failure fraction would consti-

tute a major noncompliance with the Standard. More than one major noncompliances would be

likely to result in the assessment being suspended until the client declared himself ready for re-

assessment. This would be unnecessarily expensive when the situation could be prevented by

adequate preparation.

A minor noncompliance might arise if an essential life-cycle activity, although catered for in

the organization’s procedures, has been omitted. For example a single project where there were

inadequate test records would attract a minor noncompliance.

Observations might include comments of how procedures might be enhanced.

7.5 Summary

It is important to ensure that any product assessment concentrates primarily on the technical

aspects of a safety-related system. In other words it should address all the aspects (quantitative

and qualitative) described in this book. Product assessment (and potentially certification) is

currently offered at two levels:

• The random hardware failures and Safe failure fraction only

• All aspects (the seven steps in Chapter 1) including life-cycle activities.

The latter is, of course, a more substantial form of demonstration but requires considerably

more resources and hence cost. The trend, in the case of accredited certification, is toward

the fuller demonstration.

Procedures and document hierarchies are important, of course, for without them the technical

assessment would have no framework upon which to exist and no visibility to demonstrate its

findings. However, there is a danger that a “blinkered attention to detail” approach can concen-

trate solely on the existence of procedures and of specific document titles. Procedures, and the
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mere existence of documents, do not of themselves imply achieved functional safety unless

they result in technical activity.

Similarly, documents alone do not enhance function safety; they are a vehicle to implement

technical requirements. Their titles are relatively unimportant and it is necessary to see

behind them to assess whether the actual requirements described in this book have been

addressed and implemented. The same applies to safety management systems generally.

If this is borne in mind then assessment, be it self-generated or third-party, can be highly

effective.
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PART B

Specific Industry Sectors

Some of the following documents are referred to as “second tier” guidance in relation to IEC

61508. Due to the open-ended nature of the statements made, and to ambiguity of interpre-

tation, it cannot be said that conformance with any one of them automatically implies

compliance with IEC 61508.

However, they cover much the same ground as each other albeit using slightly different terms

to describe documents and life-cycle activities.

Figure B.1 (covering Chapters 8e10) illustrates the relationship of the documents to IEC

61508. A dotted line indicates that the document addresses similar issues while not strictly

being viewed as second tier.
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CHAPTER 8

Second Tier DocumentsdProcess,
Oil and Gas Industries

8.1 IEC International Standard 61511: Functional SafetydSafety
Instrumented Systems for the Process Industry Sector (Second Edition
to be Published in 2016)

IEC 61511 is intended as the process industry sector implementation of IEC 61508.

It gives application specific guidance on the use of standard products for the use in “safety

instrumented” systems using the proven-in-use justification. The guidance allows the use of

field devices to be selected based on proven in use for application up to SIL 3 and for standard

off-the-shelf PLCs for applications up to SIL 2.

The first edition was issued at the beginning of 2003. Edition 2 will be published during 2016 and

this chapter has been updated to include the main changes from edition 1. Unfortunately part 1

whichwas published in February 2016 containedmany editorialmistakes. Some of these editorial

mistakes may lead the reader to misinterpret the technical requirements. Example of these are:

• Table 6 in paragraph 11.4.5 has “high demand” missing in the 4th row and “low demand”

in the fifth row.

• Table 5 in paragraph 9.2.4 title should say “high demand” not “demand.”

• Paragraph 9.25/9.2.6/9.2.7 has “>10�8” which should be “<10�8.”

At the time of writing, it is the authors’ understanding that IEC will use a “Corrigendum”

covering all the editorial mistakes that may give rise to a technical misunderstanding.

The numerous other editorial mistakes will be corrected along with those given in this

“Corrigendum” and the Part 1 will be reissued as either edition 2.1 or 3. In the context

of this chapter the authors have used their understanding of the wording that the committee

intended to be published.

The standard is in three parts:

• Part 1: The normative standard

• Part 2: Informative guidance on Part 1

• Part 3: Informative guidance on hazard and risk analysis

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00008-8

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Part 1 of the standard covers the life cycle including:

• Management of Functional Safety

• Hazard and Risk Analysis

• Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) Design

• through to

• SIS decommissioning

It is intended for the activities of SIS System Level Designers, Integrators, and Users in the

process industry.

Component level product suppliers, such as field devices and logic solvers, are referred back to

IEC 61508 as is everyone in the case of SIL 4.

Part 2 gives general guidance to the use of Part 1 on a paragraph-by-paragraph basis.

Part 3 gives more detailed guidance on targeting the Safety Integrity Levels and has a number

of Appendixes covering both quantitative and qualitative methods.

Since the standard is only aiming at the integration level of the SIS, rather than the indi-

vidual elements, the requirements for design and development of the SIS (covered by

Parts 2 and 3 of IEC 61508) have been significantly simplified. Hardware design has

been replaced by a top-level set of straightforward requirements, such as, “unless other-

wise justified the system shall include a manual shutdown mechanism which bypasses the

logic solver.” The software requirements are restricted to the applications software using

either limited variability languages or fixed programs. Thus, the software requirement

tables that are given in Part 3 of IEC 61508 have been expressed in textual terms

using the requirements for SIL 3 but, in general, confined to the “HR” (i.e., highly

recommended) items and using engineering judgment on the suitability at the applica-

tions level. For applications software using full variability languages the user is referred

to IEC 61508.

The techniques and measures detailed within IEC 61511, and hence this chapter, are suitable

for the development and modification of the E/E/PE system architecture and software using

Limited Variability Languages up to SIL 3 rated safety functions. Unless specifically identified

the same techniques and measures will be used for SILs 1, 2, and 3.

Where a project involves the development and modification of a system architecture and appli-

cation software for SIL 4 or the use of full variability languages for applications software

(or the development of a subsystem product), then IEC 61508 should be used.

An existing system designed and installed to some previous standard, prior to IEC 61511,

shall be acceptable if it can be demonstrated that it is adequately safe.

Figure 8.1 shows the relationship between 61511 and 61508.
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8.1.1 Organizing and Managing the Life Cycle

The requirements for the management of functional safety and life-cycle activities are basically

the same as given in IEC 61508 and are therefore covered by the preceding chapters. The life

cycle is required to be included in the project Quality and Safety Plan.

Each phase of the life cycle needs to be verified for:

• Adequacyof the outputs from thephase against the requirements stated for that particular phase

• Adequacy of the review, inspection, and/or testing coverage of the outputs

• Compatibility between the outputs generated at different life cycle phases

• Correctness of any data generated

• Performance of the installed safety-related system in terms of both systematic and hard-

ware failures compared to those assumed in the design phase

• Actual demand rate on the safety system compared with the original assessment

If, at any stage of the life cycle, a change is required which affects an earlier life-cycle phase,

then that earlier phase (and the following phases) needs to be re-examined and, if changes are

required, repeated and re-verified.

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

IEC 61511 APPLIES IEC 61508 APPLIES SIL 4

PROVEN 
DEVICE

APPLICATIONS S/W 
LIMITED 

VARIABILITY

APPLICATIONS S/W 
FULLY

VARIABLE

EMBEDDED 
S/W

HARDWARE 
ALREADY 

(Against 61508) 
DEVELOPED

NEW 
DEVICE

Figure 8.1: IEC 61511 versus IEC 61508.
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Procedures need to be in place to manage, and document, the competence (both in the technical

knowledge of the technologies and in functional safety) of all those involved in the SIS life cycle.

The assessment team should include at least one senior, competent person not involved in the

project design. All assessments will be identified in the safety plan and, typically, should be

undertaken:

• After the hazard and risk assessment

• After the design of the safety-related system

• After the installation and development of the operation/maintenance procedures

• After gaining operational/maintenance experience

• After any changes to plant or safety system

The requirement to perform a hazard and risk analysis is basically the same as for IEC 61508,

but with an additional requirement to consider any security vulnerability of the SIS and with

additional guidance being given in Parts 2 and 3.

Part 1 of 61511 describes the typical layers of risk reduction (namely control and monitoring,

prevention, mitigation, plant emergency response, and community emergency response). All of

these should be considered as means of reducing risk and their contributing factors need to be

considered in deriving the safety requirement for any safety instrumented system, which form

part of the PREVENTION layer.

It is possible to claim up to one risk reduction layer within the BPCS (Basic Process Control

System) for the same hazard event when the BPCS is also the initiating event. Two risk reduc-

tion layers may be claimed within the BPCS if it is not part of the initiating cause. A risk reduc-

tion of no more than 10:1 can be claimed for each layer. Also the protection layer, and the

initiating cause or the two protection layers, should not share the same field devices or I/O

modules or processor module.

If the total risk reduction of both the BPCS plus the SIS is equivalent to 10,000:1 (i.e., SIL 4) or

higher, then a review should be carried out with the aim of reducing the need to claim a total

risk reduction for electrical-based systems to less than SIL 4. If, after the review, there is still

a need to have electrical-based systems with risk reduction of 10,000:1 or higher, then detailed

assessments shall be undertaken to identify common cause failures between initiating causes,

protection layers, and maintenance activities.

Part 3 gives examples of numerical approaches, a number of risk graphs and of LOPA (as

covered in Section 2.1.2).

8.1.2 Requirements Involving the Specification

The system Functional Design Specification (FDS) will address the PES system architecture

and application software requirements. The following need to be included:

• Definition of safety functions, including SIL targets

• Requirements to minimize common cause failures
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• Modes of operation, with the assumed demand rate on the system

• A description of process measurements (with their trip points) and output actions

• Subsystem and component selection referencing evidence of suitability for use at the spec-

ified SIL

• Hardware fault tolerance

• Capacity and response time performance sufficient to maintain plant safety

• Environmental performance

• Power supply requirements and protection (e.g., under/over voltage) monitoring

• Operator interfaces and their operability including:

• Indication of automatic action

• Indication of overrides/bypasses

• Indication of alarm and fault status

• Procedures for non-steady state of both the plant and Safety System, i.e., start up, resets

etc.

• Action taken on bad process variables (e.g., sensor value out of range, detected open

circuit, detected short circuit)

• Software self-monitoring, if not part of the system-level software

• Proof tests and diagnostic test requirements for the logic unit and field devices

• Repair times and the action required on detection of a fault to maintain the plant in a safe

state

• Identification of any subcomponents that need to survive an accident event (e.g., an output

valve that needs to survive a fire)

• Design to take into account human capability for both the operator and maintenance staff

• Manual means (independently of the logic unit) of operating the final element should be

specified unless otherwise justified by the safety requirements

• Safety functions will be described using semiformal methods such as Cause and Effect

Charts, Logic Diagrams, or Sequence Charts.

8.1.3 Requirements for Design and Development

(a) Selection of components and subsystems

Components and subsystems for use in safety instrumented systems should either be in accor-

dance with IEC 61508 or meet the requirements for selection based on prior use given in IEC

61511 as summarized below.

The standard gives guidance on the use of field devices and non-PE logic solvers for up to SIL 3

safety functions using prior-use justification and for PE logic solvers, such as standard PLC,

guidance on the use for up to SIL 2 safety functions using prior-use justification.

For non-PE Logic Solvers and field devices (non-software programmable items, up to SIL 3)

the requirements are based on:

• Manufacturers Quality and Configuration Management

• Adequate identification and specification
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• Demonstration of adequate performance in similar operation

• Volume of experience

For field devices (FPL software, up to SIL 3) the requirements are based on:

• As above

• Consider I/P and O/P characteristics: mode of use, Function and configuration.

• For SIL 3, formal assessment is required

Logic Solvers (up to SIL 2) the requirements are based on:

• As for field devices

• Experience must consider SIL, complexity, and functionality

• Understand unsafe failure modes

• Use of configuration that address failure modes

• Software has a history in safety-related applications

• Protection against unauthorized/unintended modification

• Formal assessment for SIL 2 applications

(b) Architecture (i.e., safe failure fraction)

IEC 61511 provides a minimum configuration table which is based on the IEC 61508 route 2H.

At any time the table in IEC 61508 covering route 1H can nevertheless be used (See Section

3.3.2).

The 61511 version is shown below, in which:

Simplex infers no redundancy and is referred to as Hardware Fault Tolerance 0

(m þ 1) infers 1 out of 2, 2 out of 3, etc. and is referred to as Hardware Fault Tolerance 1

(m þ 2) infers 1 out of 3, 2 out of 4 etc. and is referred to as Hardware Fault Tolerance 2

SIL Low-demand HFT
High-demand or
continuous HFT

1 0 0

2 0 1

3 1 1

4 2 2

The diagnostic coverage of any FVL (full variability language) or LVL (limited variability
language) programmable device shall not be less than 60%, and an upper-bound confidence of
70% shall be used for reliability data used in the calculation of the failure measure.
For non LVL and FPL elements: HFT can be reduced by 1, if an HFT > 0 is specified and it is
shown this would lead to a decrease in the overall safety
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(c) Predict the random hardware failures

Random hardware failures will be predicted as already covered in Chapters 5 and 6. The

random hardware failure calculation should consider the proof test coverage and the effect

of random hardware failures in any automatic test circuits.

(d) Software (referred to as “program”)

(i) Requirements

• The application software architecture needs to be consistent with the hardware architecture

and to satisfy the safety-integrity requirements

• The application software design shall:

• Be traceable to the requirements

• Be testable

• Include data integrity and reasonableness checks as appropriate

• Communication link end-to-end checks (rolling number checks)

• Range checking on analog sensor inputs (under and overrange)

• Bounds checking on data parameters (i.e., have minimum size and complexity)

(ii) Software library modules

Previously developed application software library modules should be used where

applicable.

(iii) Software design specification

A Software Design Specification will be provided detailing:

• Software architecture

• The specification for all software modules and a description of connections and

interactions

• The order of logical processing

• Any non-safety-related function that is not designed in accordance with this proce-

dure and evidence that it cannot affect correct operation of the safety-related

function

• Once the system output is in a safe state then it must remain so until reset including during

power recycle

• On initial power up of system outputs must remain in a safe state until reset, unless

specified differently in the software requirement specification (SRS)

A competent person, as detailed in the Quality and Safety Plan, will approve the software

design specification.
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(iv) Code

The application code will:

• Conform to an application specific Coding Standard

• Conform to the Safety Manual for the Logic Solver where appropriate

• Be subject to code inspection

(v) Programming support tools

The standard programming support tools provided by the logic solver manufacturer will be

utilized together with the appropriate Safety Manual.

8.1.4 Integration and Test (Referred to as Verification)

The following minimum verification activities need to be applied:

• Design review on completion of each life-cycle phase

• Individual software module test

• Integrated software module test

Factory Acceptance testing will be carried out to ensure that the logic solver and associated

software together satisfy the requirements defined in the safety requirements specifications.

This will include:

• Functional test of all safety functions in accordance with the Safety Requirements

• Inputs selected to exercise all specified functional cases

• Input error handling

• Module and system-level fault insertion

• System response times including “flood alarm” conditions

8.1.5 Validation (Meaning Overall Acceptance Test and Close Out of Actions)

System validation will be provided by a Factory or site Acceptance Test and a Close-out Audit

at the completion of the project.

The complete system shall be validated by inspection and testing that the installed system meets

all the requirements, that adequate testing and records have been completed for each stage of

the life cycle, and that any deviations have been adequately addressed and closed out. As part

of this system validation the application software validation, if applicable, needs to be closed out.

8.1.6 Modifications

Modifications will be carried out using the same techniques and procedures as used in the

development of the original code. Change proposals will be positively identified, by the
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Project Safety Authority, as Safety-Related or Non-Safety-Related. All Safety-Related change

proposals will involve a design review, including an impact analysis, before approval.

8.1.7 Installation and Commissioning

An installation and commissioning plan will be produced which prepares the system for final

system validation. As a minimum the plan should include checking for completeness (earthing,

energy sources, instrument calibration, field devices operation, logic solver operation, and all

operational interfaces). Records of all the testing results shall be kept and any deviations eval-

uated by a competent person.

8.1.8 Operations and Maintenance

The object of this phase of the life cycle is to ensure that the required SIL of each safety func-

tion is maintained and to ensure that the hazard demand rate on the safety system and the avail-

ability of the safety system are consistent with the original design assumptions. If there are any

significant increases in hazard demand rate or decreases in the safety system availability

between the design assumptions and those found in the operation of the plant which would

compromise the plant safety targets, then changes to the safety system will have to be made

in order to maintain the plant safety.

The operation and maintenance planning need to address:

• Routine and abnormal operation activities

• Proof testing and repair maintenance activities

• Procedures, measures, and techniques to be used

• Recording of adherence to the procedures

• Recording of all demands on the safety systems along with its performance to these

demands

• Recording of all failures of the safety system

• Competency of all personnel

• Training of all personnel

8.1.9 Conformance Demonstration Template

In order to justify that the SIL requirements have been correctly selected and satisfied, it is

necessary to provide a documented assessment. The following Conformance Demonstration

Template (for both hardware and software) is suggested as a possible format.
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Under “EVIDENCE” enter a reference to the project document (e.g., spec, test report, review,

calculation) which satisfies that requirement. Under “REQUIREMENTS” take the text in

conjunction with the fuller text in this chapter and/or the text in the IEC 61511 Standard.

TABLES FOR ASSESSING OVERALL COMPLIANCE FOR A SYSTEM

MANAGEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL SAFETY (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 5)

Requirements for management of functional safety

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Clear accountabilities across the various departments and
organizations, including sub-suppliers for each life cycle phase.

Method for assessment, documenting and management of
personnel competency with regards to carrying safety life cycle
activities.

Existence of a quality and safety (Q&S) plan, including document
hierarchy, roles and competency, validation plan etc.

Description of overall novelty, complexity.

Clear documentation hierarchy (Q&S plan, functional
specification, design documents, review strategy, integration and
test plans etc.).

Adequately cross-referenced documents, which identify the
functional safety requirements.

Adequate project management as per company’s FSM procedure
and SIS configuration management.

The project plan should include adequate plans to validate the
overall requirements. It should state the state tools and
techniques to be used.

Suppliers, product and services, claiming functional safety claims
have FSM system in place.

Functional safety audit to address all documents etc to verify that
requirements are being met.

SAFETY LIFE CYCLE REQUIREMENTS (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 6)

Requirements for safety life cycle requirements

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Suitable safety life cycle specified and planned.

Required activities, inputs and outputs of each life
cycle phase specified.
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VERIFICATION (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 7)

Requirements for safety life cycle verification

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Verification activities carried out according to the
verification and validation plan. Typical verification
activities include e.g. design reviews, audits of
procedure implementation and integration testing

Verification planned, carried out for the appropriate
safety life cycle activities

Results of verification activities sufficiently
documented

PROCESS HAZARD AND RISK ASSESSMENT (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 8)

Requirements for Process Hazard and Risk Assessment

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

A description of each identified hazardous event and the factors
that contribute to it (including human errors).

A description of the consequences and likelihood of the event.

Consideration of conditions such as normal operation, start-up,
shutdown, maintenance, process upset, emergency shutdown.

The determination of requirements for additional risk reduction
necessary to achieve the required safety.

A description of, or references to information on, the measures
taken to reduce or remove hazards and risk.

A detailed description of the assumptions made during the
analysis of the risks including probable demand rates and
equipment failure rates, and of any credit taken for operational
constraints or human intervention.

Allocation of the safety functions to layers of protection taking
account of potential reduction in effective protection due to
common cause failure between the safety layers and between the
safety layers and the Basic Process Control System (BPCS).

Identification of those safety function(s) applied as safety
instrumented function(s).

Has the security vulnerability of the SIS been considered
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ALLOCATION OF SAFETY FUNCTIONS TO PROTECTION LAYERS (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 9)

Requirements for allocation of safety functions to protection layers

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Process hazard and the corresponding safety function.

SIL target.

Mode of operation (low or high).

Claims for BPCS as a protection layer where it can also be an initiator OR (when not an
initiator) claims of up to two layers of protection.

Preventing common cause, common mode, and dependent failures.

Where there is a total risk reduction of>10,000:1 by BPCS and one or multiple SISs then have
alternative measures been evaluated.

SIS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION, SRS, (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 10)

Requirements for SIS safety requirement specification

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Description of all the safety instrumented functions necessary to achieve the required
functional safety.

Definition of the safe state of the process for each identified safety instrumented function and
any combined concurrent safe states that could cause a hazard.

The assumed sources of demand and demand rate on the safety instrumented function.

Requirement for proof test intervals.

Response time requirements for the SIS to bring the process to a safe state.

Description of SIS process measurements and their trip points.

Description of SIS process output actions and the criteria for successful operation, e.g.,
requirements for tight shut-off valves.

Requirements for resetting the SIS after a shutdown.

Failure modes and desired response of the SIS (e.g., alarms, automatic shut-down).

Procedures for starting up and restarting the SIS.

Interfaces between the SIS and any other system.

Requirements for overrides/inhibits/bypasses including how they will be cleared.

The mean time to repair which is feasible for the SIS, taking into account the travel time,
location, spares holding, service contracts, environmental constraints.

(Continued )
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Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

The extremes of all environmental conditions.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) addressed.
EMC directive/EN 61000.

Application program safety requirements derived from the SRS and logic solver suitable for
application.

Application program safety requirements specify all necessary requirements associated with
proof test and self-test for all SIF components including field devices.

SIS DESIGN AND ENGINEERING (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 11)

Requirements for functional specification

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Clear text. Describes safety-related functions (SIFs) and separation of Equipment under
control (EUC)/SIS, responses, performance requirements, well defined interfaces, modes of
operation

SIL for each SIF, high/low demand

Hardware fault tolerance addressed

Default states on fault detection

Equipment intended environmental requirements both for normal operation and ad-normal
operation

Sector-specific guidance addressed as required

Equipment in hazard areas adequately addressed

Communication to other systems and humanemachine interface (HMI)

Power-up, reset, and bypasses considered

Inspection/review of the specification

Operability, maintainability, and testability

SIF Independence from BPCS

Hardware fault tolerance using route 1H (IEC 61508) or 2H (IEC 61511)

Random hardware failures are to be predicted and compared with the SIL or other quantified
target

Random hardware failures assessment. Include reliability model, common cause failure (CCF)
model, justification of choice of failure rate data, coverage of all the hazardous failure modes

Selection of devices either with IEC 61508 compliance or prior use (IEC 61511)

Acquired subsystems; SIL requirements reflected onto suppliers and compliance demonstrated
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APPLICATION SOFTWARE SAFETY LIFE CYCLE REQUIREMENTS (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 12)

Requirements for application software summary

Activity Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

General
requirement

Existence of software (S/W) development plan including:
Procurement, development, integration, verification, validation and
modification activities
Rev number, configuration management, deliverables
Responsible persons
Evidence of reviews

Clear documentation hierarchy (Q&S Plan, functional specification, design
documents, review strategy, integration and test plans, etc.)

Adequate configuration management as per company’s FSM procedure

There is a software safety requirements specification including:
Reviewed, approved, derived from the functional specification
All modes of operation considered, support for functional safety (FS) and
non-FS functions clearly defined
External interfaces specified
Clear text and some graphics, use of checklist or structured method,
complete, precise, unambiguous and traceable
Describes safety-related functions and their separation, performance
requirements, well-defined interfaces, all modes of operation

Validation
planning

Validation plan explaining technical and procedural steps including:
When and who responsible, pass/fail, test environment, techniques (e.g.
manual, auto, static, dynamic, statistical, computational)

Plan reviewed

Design and
development

Structured S/W design, recognized methods

Use of standards and guidelines

Visible and adequate design documentation

Modular design with minimum complexity whose decomposition supports
testing

Readable, testable code (each module reviewed)

Small manageable modules (and modules conform to the coding standards)

Internal data is not erroneously duplicated and appropriate out of range
action

Structured methods

Trusted and verified modules

Identification of timing constraints, memory allocation, global variables

Identification of all interfaces (e.g., HMI to BPCS)

Identification of internal and external self testing

(Continued )
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Activity Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Language and
support tools

Language fully defined, seen to be error free, unambiguous features,
facilitates detection of programming errors, describes unsafe programming
features

Coding standard/manual (fit for purpose and reviewed)

Confidence in tools

Integration and
test

Overall test strategy in Q&S plan showing steps to integration and including
test environment, tools and provision for remedial action

Test specs, reports/results and discrepancy records and remedial action
evidence

Test logs in chronological order with version referencing

Module code review and test (documented)

Integration tests with specified test cases, data and pass/fail criteria

Pre-defined test cases with boundary values

Response times and memory constraints

Functional and black box testing

Verification The results of each phase shall be checked to confirm the adequacy of the
output against the requirements

FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TESTING (FAT) (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 13)

Requirements for FAT

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

FAT carried out according to verification and validation planning

FAT requirements stated (e.g., test procedure, environment, tools, pass/fail criteria,
location of test etc.)

Procedure for corrective actions

Competence of test personnel

Testing has taken place on defined version of the logic solver

Testing was sufficient and detailed to ensure system is tested against requirement
specification

Result of FAT recorded

Impact analysis of any modifications as a result of FAT
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SIS INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 14)

Requirements for installation and commissioning

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Installation and commissioning according to the installation
and commissioning plan

Installed as per specifications and drawings

Equipment is calibrated, configured, and setup ready for
safety validation

Commissioning activities recorded

Impact analysis of any installation and commissioning
activities that deviates from the design requirements

SIS SAFETY VALIDATION (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 15)

Requirements for SIS safety validation

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Validation activities carried out according to the verification
and validation plan

SIS is validated against the safety requirement specification

SIS software is validated against the software requirement
specification

Impact analysis of any modifications as a result of validation

Functional safety assessment carried out by personnel
sufficiently independent of the project
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SIS OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 16)

Requirements for SIS operation and maintenance

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Training of operation personnel on the operation and function of the SIS

Development of operational
and maintenance procedures
and plan

Proof testing and inspection (see below)

Management of overrides

Activities on diagnosed failures

Activities on repair or replacement of faulty components

Proof test and inspection
procedure includes

Testing identifies failure modes unrevealed by operation in the
entire SIS (sensor, logic solver and final element(s))

An unambiguous written procedure documenting the
procedure, pass fail criteria, recording of test results, date and
name of personnel carrying out the testing, equipment
identifier reference e.g. tag number

Visual inspection

Method for recording and reporting failure tests

Compensation measures are available to maintain safety whilst SIS is disabled, degraded or
bypassed

Recording of equipment failures and demands placed on the safety function

Functional safety audits to ensure compliance with operational requirements

Functional safety audits once operational experience has been gained, to ensure actual system
behavior and performance is analyzed and compare with expected behavior

SIS MODIFICATION (IEC 61511 CLAUSE 17)

Requirements for SIS modification

Requirements for all SIL rated SIFs Evidence

Authorisation of required change

Safety planning for modification and re-verification available

Identification of impact of required change e.g., impact analysis

Appropriate testing carried out according to the impact analysis

Management of change fully documented
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8.1.10 Prior Use

The purpose of the “proven-in-use” clause in IEC 61508 is to allow existing products that have

appropriate field experience to use the field experience as an alternative means of meeting the

systematic requirements. The purpose of “Prior Use” IEC 61511 is also to allow existing prod-

ucts that have appropriate field experience to use the field experience as an alternative means of

meeting either or both the random hardware failure rate/PFD and/or the systematic requirements.

In all cases it is still required to review the product manufacturer’s design and production

quality system to ensure that there are adequate procedures in place to maintain the quality

of the product even with minor changes being implemented.

The following Conformance Demonstration Template is suggested as a possible format.

Under “EVIDENCE” enter a reference to the project document (e.g., spec, test report, review,

calculation) which satisfies that requirement. Under “REQUIREMENT” take the text in

conjunction with the fuller text in this chapter and/or the text in the IEC 61511 Standard.

TABLES FOR ASSESSING, FROM PRIOR USE, A STANDARD PLC

(LVL PROGRAMMABLE DEVICE) UP TO SIL2

(Section 11.5.2e11.5.5)

Field experience

Requirement Evidence

Demonstration that it is able to perform the required
functions and that the previous use has shown there is a low
enough probability that it will fail in a way which could lead to
a hazardous event when used as part of the safety
instrumented system, due to either random hardware failures
or systematic faults in hardware or software in systems in
similar operating profiles and physical environments, factors
to consider:
Volume of the operating experience;

The complexity and functionality of the component or
sub-system;
The embedded software has a good history of use in
application with safety type functions.

Manufacturer’s QA & procedures

Requirement Evidence

Consideration of the manufacturer’s quality management and
configuration systems. The specific revision number shall be identified
and shall be under management of change control.
Appropriate standards have been used for hardware as well as the
embedded and utility software.
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System features

Requirement Evidence

Adequate identification and specification of the components or sub-systems.

Unused features of the components and sub-systems shall be identified in the evidence of
suitability, and it shall be established that they are unlikely to jeopardize the required safety
instrumented functions.

Understanding of unsafe failure modes.

Protection against unauthorized or unintended modifications.

Measures are implemented to detect faults during program execution and initiate appropriate
reaction; these measures shall comprise all of the following:
Program sequence monitoring;

Protection of code against modifications or failure detection by on line monitoring;
Failure assertion or diverse programming;
Range check of variables or plausibility check of values;
Modular approach.

It has been tested in typical configurations, with test cases representative of the intended
operational profiles;

Trusted verified software modules and components have been used;

The system has undergone dynamic analysis and testing;

The system does not use artificial intelligence nor dynamic reconfiguration.

Safety manual

Requirement Evidence

Safety manual including constraints for operation, maintenance and fault detection shall be
available covering the typical configurations of the device and the intended application
profiles;
Use of techniques for safety configuration that address the identified failure modes.

For SIL2, formal assessment report

Requirement Evidence

Formal assessment on both the field experience, system features and manufactures QA and
procedures.
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TABLES FOR ASSESSING, FROM PRIOR USE, A FIELD DEVICE UP TO SIL3

(Sections 11.5.2e11.5.4).

Field experience

Requirement Evidence

Demonstration that it is able to perform the required functions and that the previous use has
shown there is a low enough probability that it will fail in a way which could lead to
a hazardous event when used as part of the safety instrumented system, due to either random
hardware failures or systematic faults in hardware or software in systems in similar operating
profiles and physical environments, factors to consider;
Volume of the operating experience;
The complexity and functionality of the component or sub-system;
Any embedded software has a good history of use in application with safety type functions.

Manufacturer’s QA and procedures

Requirement Evidence

Consideration of the manufacturer’s quality management and configuration systems. The
specific revision number shall be identified and shall be under management of change control.
Appropriate standards have been used for hardware as well as the embedded and utility
software.

System features

Requirement Evidence

Adequate identification and specification of the components or sub-systems with revision
numbers.

It has been used or tested in typical configurations, with test cases representative of the
intended operational profiles.

For SIL3, formal assessment report

Requirement Evidence

Formal assessment on both the field experience and manufactures QA and procedures.

Safety manual including constraints for operation, maintenance and fault detection shall be
available covering the typical configurations of the device and the intended application
profiles.
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8.2 Institution of Gas Engineers and Managers IGEM/SR/15:
Programmable Equipment in Safety-Related
Applicationsd5th Edition 2010

This is the Gas Industry 2nd tier guidance to IEC 61508. It is suitable for oil and gas and

process applications.

SR/15 describes both quantitative and risk matrix approaches to establishing target SILs but

a very strong preference for the quantitative approach is stressed. It addresses the setting of

maximum tolerable risk targets (fatality rates). The tolerable risk targets were shown in

Chapter 2 of this book.

Cost per life saved and ALARP are also addressed.

In order to avoid some of the repetition present in 61508, the life-cycle activities are summa-

rized into three chapters such as provide:

• Those common to Hardware and Software

• Those specific to Hardware

• Those specific to Software

Detailed lists of headings are offered for such essential documents as the Safety Plan, the

Safety Specification, the Safety Manual and the Functional Safety assessment.

Some specific design guidance is given for pressure and flow control, gas holder control, burner

control, fire and gas detection and process shutdown systems.

There is a worked example of an assessment of a gas detection system.

SR/15 also includes a checklist schedule to aid conformity in the rigor of carrying out assess-

ments based on Appendix 2 of this book. The term “Required” is used to replace the more

cumbersome “Highly Recommended” of IEC 61508. The document has 107 pages.

8.3 Guide to the Application of IEC 61511 to Safety Instrumented
Systems in the UK Process Industries

This replaces the former UKOOA document: Guidelines for Process Control and Safety

Systems on Offshore Installations. It was prepared by representatives of EIC, EEMUA, Oil and

Gas UK (formerly UKOOA) and HSE and addresses the responsibility and deliverables of orga-

nizations involved in the specification, supply, and maintenance of Safety Instrumented Systems.

This guide is applicable to process industries such as onshore and offshore oil and gas, non-

nuclear power generation, chemicals and petrochemicals. Other process industries may

choose to use the guidelines at their own discretion. It outlines general information for all

users plus guidance on organizational responsibilities for end users, designers, suppliers (of
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systems and products), integrators, installers and maintainers. It does not provide checklists or

detail on how to design, operate and maintain such systems.

Clause 3 provides an overview of IEC 61511-1, Clause 4 provides an overview of the legal

aspects, Clause 5 focuses on issues that affect all users, and Clause 6 addresses activities of

specific users covering the whole life cycle of the SIS. Technical detail and examples are

given in the annexes.

8.4 ANSI/ISA-84.00.01 (2004)dFunctional Safety, Instrumented
Systems for the Process Sector

The original, Instrumentation Systems and Automation Society S84.01, 1996: Application of

Safety Instrumented Systems for the Process Industries was from 1996 and pre-dated IRC

61511. ISA have now adopted IEC 61511 and have revised ISA84 using the contents of

IEC61511.

An exception is the “grandfather” clause stating that ISA 84 does not need to be applied to

plant which predated 2004.

The authors assume that ISA will adopt the 2nd Edition of IEC61511 in a similar way.

8.5 Recommended Guidelines for the Application of IEC 61508 and IEC
61511 in the Petroleum Activities on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf OLF-070dRev 2, 2004

Published by the Norwegian Oil Industry Association, this document provides typical safety

loops along with the recommended configuration and anticipated SIL. It should be noted

that these recommended SILs are typically ONE LEVEL higher than would be expected

from the conventional QRA approach described in Chapter 2 of this book.

This is the result of a Norwegian law which states that any new standard, associated with safety,

must IMPROVE on what is currently being achieved. Therefore the authors of OLF-070

assessed the current practices in the Norwegian sector and calculated the expected PFDs for

each safety loop and determined which SIL band they fitted.

Whereas IEC 61508 and 61511 present a risk based approach to setting integrity targets OLF-

070 differs in that it sets out a number of common instrumented safety functions with typical

SIL levels assigned. One is then guided towards the design to the examples in the guidance and

allocating the given SIL targets.

The aim of this approach is to minimize the amount of time and resource spent on SIL

targeting, whilst maintaining a minimum standard for common instrumented functions. This

would provide greater standardization across the industry.
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This approach needs to be treated with care, however, as there are a number of assumptions

incorporated in the “common” functions. All functions are assumed to be LOW DEMAND,

and the requirements for a second layer of protection are assumed (e.g. Pressure Relief). All

the assumptions in these “common” functions need to be verified against the actual design

to ensure that nothing is missed.

Only where the safety function cannot be matched to one of the “common” functions in the

guidance then a risk based approach following 61508 is then recommended.

It should also be noted that the guidelines give failure rate figures for systematic, as well as

random hardware failures.

In general the guidance in respect of safety management, installation, commissioning, opera-

tion and maintenance is much the same as in IEC 61508.

In conclusion, although the OLF-070 guidelines much the same principles as IEC 61508/61511

the main difference is the initial determination of integrity levels. Whereas the IEC standard

defines a risk based approach, the OLF-070 guideline attempts match the safety instrumented

functions to “common” typical loops and assign a minimum integrity level. The disadvantage

of this approach is that the demand rate, severity, and personnel exposure to the hazard are not

PSD Logic 

Pr 
Tx 

ESV 1 

ESD Logic 

Solenoids 

PAHH Function 

The guidelines assume a demand rate of 5 times 
per annum 

and 

SIL 2 is called for 

Figure 8.2: OLF-070dprocess shutdown functions: PAHH, LAHH, LALL.
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taken into consideration in the assessment. The second main difference is the method of

dealing with systematic failures. IEC-61508/61511 provides a number of procedural

methods for dealing with systematic failures, with the level of rigor increasing with the SIL

level applied. OLF-070 assigns a failure rate to the systematic failures which is added to the

PFD to assess the overall Safety Integrity (PFD).

A typical example of a recommended loop design is shown in Figure 8.2.

8.6 Energy Institute: Guidance on Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
Determination, Expected to be Published 2016

This document provides guidance on safety integrity level (SIL) determination in the context of

IEC 61511 for the process industries, such as the energy industry and chemical manufacturing

industry. Practically, it builds on IEC 61511 by in-filling the requirements of the standard with

user experience and worked examples.

The publication recognizes that there should be a balanced approach to risk management

starting with adoption of inherently safer design principles, with elimination of hazards as

the first priority. SIL targeting is usually determined by adopting a risk-based approach

either quantitatively, qualitatively or a mixture of both. Guidance on safety integrity level

(SIL) determination considers the required performance of the safety instrumented function

(SIFs) to be implemented by protection systems to prevent specific hazardous events or to miti-

gate the consequence of those hazardous events. Whilst the main focus of the publication is

safety and environmental risk, the guidance can also be applied to other risk drivers (e.g. as

a basis for asset protection).

The scope of the publication is relevant to SIFs operating in any of the following modes of

operation: low demand, high demand or continuous. It illustrates a number of methods avail-

able for ensuring that an appropriate SIL is selected for each SIF.
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CHAPTER 9

Machinery Sector
This chapter may seem to describe a different “rule-based” graph-type approach to the

methods encouraged throughout this book. It has to be said that the authors believe

these to be not fully “calibrated” (i.e., dimensioned) against assessments from comparative

quantified risk assessment approaches or from field failure data.

However, the methods have stood the test of considerable use and thus represent a bench-

mark which has become acceptable throughout the sector.

There are two machinery standards EN ISO 13849 and EN 62061 which were previously

covered by EN 954. The previous overriding standard that covered the undertaking of

general risk assessment EN ISO 14121 parts 1 along with EN ISO 12100 parts 1 and 2 has

been withdrawn and replaced by EN ISO 12100:2010 along with ISO/TR 14121 part 2:2012.

9.1 EN ISO 12100:2010

EN ISO 12100 provides guidance on undertaking general risk assessments associated with

a machine and, if it is found necessary to provide risk reduction using an active interlock/

control mechanism, the evaluation of both the requirements and design of this interlock/

control mechanism can be undertaken by using either EN ISO 13849 or EN 62061 as illustrated

in Figure 9.1.

EN ISO 12100 provides guidance on the principle of overall risk assessment. It covers all types

of risk, not just “functional safety.”

The Standard provides general guidance on carrying out risk assessments on a machine

operation assuming no protective measures. If as the result of this assessment there is a risk,

Functional Safety of Machinery 
EN 62061 

Functional Safety of  
E/E/PES

EN ISO 13849 
Safety Related Parts
of Control Systems 

EN ISO 12100:2010 plus ISO/TR
14121-2:2012
Principles of  

Risk Assessment 

Figure 9.1: Machine safety standards.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00009-X

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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not considered negligible, then appropriate protective measures need to be applied and the risk

assessment repeated to ascertain whether the risk has become negligible. This process is

repeated until the risk is negligible, as shown in Figure 9.2.

The risk assessment is required to take into account:

• The risks associated with all phases of a machine’s life (i.e., construction, transport,

commissioning, assembly, and adjustment)

• The intended use of the machine: correct use, non-industrial/domestic use, and reasonably

foreseeable misuse

• The compatibility of the spatial limits around the machine and its range of movement

• The level of training, ability, and experience of the foreseeable users of the machine.

The existing risk reduction measures such as guarding, procedures, and signage are disregarded

when identifying the hazards. When considering the relative merits of different protection

measures, any assessment should be weighted to consider (1) as the most effective and (4)

as the least effective.

1. Risk reduction by design, i.e., eliminate hazard at the design stage

2. Safeguarding, i.e., safety-related control function (functional safety)

3. Information for use, i.e., signage

4. Additional precautions, i.e., procedures.

The Standard provides guidance and examples of methods of undertaking risk estimation.

These methods include risk matrix, risk graph, numerical scoring, and hybrid approaches.

Figure 9.3 shows the general elements of risk associated with a particular hazardous situation.

No Yes

Risk Assessment 

Risk Analysis

End
Is the 

Machine
Safe?

Risk Evaluation 

Risk Estimation 

Hazard 
Identification

Determine limits 
of the machine 

Start

Risk Reduction 

Figure 9.2: Risk assessment approach during machine design.
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If from the general risk assessment some form of “Safety-Related Control Function”

(SRCF) is required, then there is a choice of which of the two standards (EN ISO 13849

or EN 62061) to follow in order to assess the safety requirements for each safety function

and how to assess that any proposed system meets the requirements. In general if the

safety protection is an electrical-based system either standard could be used. Figure 9.4

gives guidance on which is the more suitable standard based on the type of technology to

be used for the safety function.

9.2 EN ISO 13849

This examines complete safety functions, including all the subsystems included in the design

of the safety-related parts of the control system (SRP/CS). This standard, as of 2015, was

currently being reviewed (along with EN 62061) to bring them together in a single document

“IEC ISO 17305: Safety of Machinerye Safety functions of control systems.” Publication was

planned for 2016 but has been suspended.

Integrity of SRP/CSand safety function is expressed in terms of performance levels (PLs).Control

risk assessment is used to determine the required PL (PLr) using a risk graph: see Figure 9.5.

and

RISK

related to the
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is a
function

of

PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE
of the harm considering

- Exposure of the person(s)
   to the hazard
- The occurrence of the
   hazardoue event
- The possibility to avoid
   or limit the harm

SEVERITY
OF HARM

that can result
from the hazard

Figure 9.3: General hazard risk assessment.
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Figure 9.4: Selecting the standard for the design of the SRCF.
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The design of the SRP/CS and safety function can then be undertaken based on the required

level of the PL and the PL Verification of the safety function requires assessment of:

• Diagnostic Coverage (DC)

• Architecture (category)

• Mean Time To Failure Dangerous (MTTFd)

• Common Cause Failures (CCF).

Diagnostic Coverage (DC) is a measure of the effectiveness of diagnostics, expressed as

a percentage (DCav) of a safety function, and is calculated from assessing both the total

dangerous failure rate and the dangerous detected failure rate for each component in the

SRP/CS, and calculating the safety function average DC:

DCav ¼
P ðlddÞP ðldÞ

Figure 9.5: Determining the performance level required for each risk.
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DCav then is compared with this table to determine the coverage band:

Coverage Range of DC

None DC < 60%
Low 60% � DC < 90%
Medium 90% � DC < 99%
High 99% � DC

The Architecture of a safety function is presented in a similar way to IEC 61508 and is shown

in Figure 9.6:

However, the architecture is assessed in terms of five categories:

Cat. Requirements System behavior

B • Apply basic safety principles A fault can cause a loss of the safety
function.

• Can withstand expected influences

1 • Category B A fault can cause a loss of the safety
function.

• Well-tried components

• Well-tried safety principles

2 • Category B A fault occurring between the checks can
cause a loss of the safety function.

• Well-tried safety principles

• Functional check at start up and periodically
(on/off check)

3 • Category B Accumulation of undetected faults can
cause a loss of the safety function.

• Well-tried safety principles

• Single fault does not cause a loss of safety function

• Where practicable that fault should be detected

4 • Category B Faults will be detected in time to prevent
a loss of safety function.

• Well-tried safety principles

• An accumulation of faults does not cause a loss of
safety function

OutputLogic 

Final element / actuation device,
e.g. motor contactor, dump valve 

etc.

Logic Device, e.g. safety relay, 
safety PLC etc. 

Input

Sensing / initiation device, e.g. 
push button, interlocked guard, 

light curtain beam etc. 

Input Signal Output Signal

Figure 9.6: Architecture.
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The architectures are shown in Figures 9.7e9.11.

The Assessment

The MTTFd includes BOTH the dangerous undetected AND the dangerous detected failures.

The total MTTFd of a single safety function channel is calculated from:

MTTFdChannel ¼ 1=MTTFd1 þ 1=MTTFd2 þ 1=MTTFd3 þ.1=MTTFdn

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

OutputLogicInput

Figure 9.7: Category B architecture.
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OutputLogicInput

Figure 9.8: Category 1 architecture.
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Figure 9.9: Category 2 architecture.
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Figure 9.10: Category 3 architecture.
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Figure 9.11: Category 4 architecture.
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The MTTFd of a channel is then compared with the following table to determine whether the

MTTFd is within a given band:

Assessment Range of MTTFd per channel

Low 3 years � MTTFd < 10 years

Medium 10 years �MTTFd < 30 years

High 30 years �MTTFd < 100 years

The Category, DCav, and the MTTFd (per channel) are then compared with the following table

in order to determine the PL of the SRP/CS and safety function:

Category B 1 2 2 3 3 4

DCav None None Low Medium Low Medium High

MTTFd per channel:

Low a Not covered a b b c Not covered

Medium b Not covered b c c d Not covered

High Not covered c c d d d e

In addition, if the design of the safety function includes redundant elements then the Common

Cause Failures (CCF) have to be evaluated. The various measures that can affect CCF have to

be evaluated, providing a score against each measure. The greater the effectiveness against

CCF the higher the score, as shown below. To ensure an adequate design a score of greater

than 65 is required.

No. Measure against CCF Score

1 Separation/segregation 15

2 Diversity 20

3 Design/application/experience 20

4 Assessment/analysis 5

5 Competence/training 5

6 Environmental 35

9.2.1 Systematic Failures

Techniques/procedures/documentation requirements are a very much simplified requirement

of that given in IEC 61508 and are more in line with those given in IEC 61511 (application-

level requirements) and consist of:

• Requirement specification for the SRP/CS and safety functions

• Design and integration
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• Verification and validation

• Modification

• Documentation

The design and integration includes requirement for behavior on detection of faults/selection of

all components to function within manufacturer’s requirements/use of de-energization for the

safe state/electromagnetic immunity/clear, modular, and documented application software.

9.3 BS EN 62061

This is the closest to being the sector-specific standard to IEC 61508 and is intended to provide

functional safety guidance for the design of safety-related electrical and electronic control

systems for machinery and covers the whole life-cycle as covered in IEC 61508.

9.3.1 Targets

The integrity of a safety-related electrical control system (SRECS) is expressed using the SIL

concept. A risk assessment has to be undertaken to determine the required SIL, typically, using

risk matrices as follows.

SIL assignment

Frequency and duration, Fr Probability of hazard event, Pr Avoidance, Av

�1 hrs 5 Very high 5

>1 hrse�1 day 5 Likely 4

>1 daye�2 weeks 4 Possible 3 Impossible 5

>2 weekse�1 year 3 Rarely 2 Possible 3

>1 year 2 Negligible 1 Likely 1

Consequence Severity (Se) Class Cl [ Fr D PrD Av

Classes
3e4

Classes
5e7

Classes
8e10

Classes
11e13

Classes
14e15

Death, losing eye or arm 4 SIL2 SIL2 SIL2 SIL3 SIL3

Permanent, losing fingers 3 (OM) SIL1 SIL2 SIL3

Reversible, medical
attention

2 (OM) SIL1 SIL2

Reversible, first aid 1 (OM) SIL1

OM, other measures.
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9.3.2 Design

The design of the SRECS can then be undertaken based on the SIL target. SIL verification of

the SRECS is very similar to the requirements of IEC 61508 for a continuous/high-demand

system:

• Probability of dangerous failure per hour (PFHD) requirements

• Architecture/Diagnostic Coverage (DC)

• Techniques/procedures/documentation

• Functional safety management.

PFHD requirements are the same as for the IEC 61508 high-demand table (Table 1.1 in Chapter

1) with the exception that SIL 4 is not used in the machinery standards. As in IEC 61508,

common cause failures have to be considered when there are redundant paths.

Architecture/Diagnostic Coverage requirements are the same as for IEC 61508, see Section

3.3.2 for type B components (type A component table is not used), with the exception that

SIL 4 is not used in the machinery standards.

Techniques/procedures/documentation requirements are a very much simplified version of that

given in IEC 61508 and are more in line with those given in IEC 61511 (application-level

requirements) and consist of:

• Requirement specification for the SRCFs

• Design and integration

• Verification and validation

• Modification

• Documentation

The design and integration includes requirement for behavior on detection of faults/selection of

all components to function within manufacturer’s requirements/use of de-energization for the

safe state/electromagnetic immunity/clear, modular, and documented application software.

Functional safety management requires that a safety plan is produced to identify the required

activities/strategy for SRECdesign, application software, integration, verification, and validation.

There is a general relationship between PLs and SILs:

Category B PL a e

Category 1 PL b SIL 1

Category 2 PL c

Category 3 PL d SIL 2

Category 4 PL e SIL 3
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9.3.3 Template Assessment Checklist for BS EN 62061

Clause 4 Management of Functional Safety

This Clause specifies management and technical activities that are necessary for the achieve-

ment of the required functional safety of the Safety-Related Electrical Control System (SRECS).

Reference
documents

Item Requirements

Evidence and
outstanding
actions

4.2
Management
of functional
safety

A functional safety plan should be in place and shall:
(a) identify the relevant activities specified in Clauses 5e9;
(b) describe the policy and strategy to fulfil the specified functional safety

requirements;
(c) describe the strategy to achieve functional safety for the application

software, development, integration, verification and validation;
(d) identify persons, departments or other units and resources that are

responsible;
(e) identify or establish the procedures and resources to record and

maintain information relevant to the functional safety of an SRECS;
(f) describe the strategy for configuration management;
(g) establish a verification plan;
(h) establish a validation plan.
The plan should include review of all documents by a competent person
and requirement to close out all outstanding issues.

Clause 5 Requirements for the Specification of Safety-Related

Control Functions (SRCFs)

This Clause sets out the procedures to specify the requirements of SRCF(s) to be implemented

by the SRECS.
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Reference
documents

Item Requirements

Evidence
and
outstanding
actions

5.2
Specification of
requirements
for SRCFs

A risk assessment needs to be undertaken to identify the need for safety
functions and where SRECS are to be implemented to reduce the risk, in
whole or part, the requirements for the SRECS are to be specified and
include the following information:
(a) Specifications of each SRCF shall comprise of a functional

requirements specification and safety-integrity requirements
specification and these shall be documented in the safety
requirement specifications (SRS).

(b) Results of the risk assessment for the machine including all safety
functions determined to be necessary along with their required
SIL level.

(c) Machine operating characteristics, including:
e modes of operation;
e cycle time;
e response time performance;
e environmental conditions;
e Operator interface to the machine.

(d) All relevant information that can have influence on the SRCF
design, e.g.:
e a description of the behavior of the machine that an SRCF is

intended to achieve or to prevent;
e all interfaces between the SRCFs and any other function (either

within or outside the machine);
e required fault reaction functions of the SRCF.

(e) Each SRECS safety loop the following will be specified, as
applicable:
• the condition of the machine in which the SRCF shall be active

or disabled;
• the priority of those functions that can be simultaneously active

and that can cause conflicting action;
• the frequency of operation of each SRCF;
• the required response time of each SRCF;
• the interface(s) of the SRCFs to other machine functions;
• the required response times;
• a description of each SRCF;
• a description of fault reaction function(s) and any constraints on,

for example, re-starting or continued operation of the machine
in cases where the initial reaction is to stop the machine.

The SRS shall be reviewed by a competent person to verify to ensure
consistency and completeness for its intended use.
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Clause 6 Design and Integration of the SRECS

This Clause specifies requirements for the selection or design of an SRECS to meet the func-

tional and safety integrity requirements specified in the SRS.

Reference
documents

Item Requirements

Evidence and
outstanding
actions

6.2
General
requirements

The SRECS shall be selected or designed to meet the safety
requirements specification (SRS) and where relevant the
software SRS and include consideration of human limitations
for actions assigned to operators and maintenance staff.
Maintainability and testability shall be considered during the
design.
All design, implementation, and testing requirements shall be
reviewed by a competent person to verify to ensure
consistency and completeness for their intended use.

6.3
Requirements for
behavior (of the
SRECS) on
detection of a fault
in the SRECS

The detection of a dangerous fault in any subsystem shall
result in the performance of the specified fault reaction
function.
• System with a hardware fault tolerance of zero then the

required reaction shall occur before any hazard can occur.
• System with a hardware fault tolerance of more than zero

then the machine can continue operation whilst the fault
is repaired, but if not repaired in the specified time (to
meet the required PFH) then system must be put into
a safe condition.

• For a system required to meet SIL 3, it shall not be possible
to re-start, after SRCF has performed a shutdown, before
the fault is repaired.

6.4
Requirements for
systematic safety
integrity
of the SRECS

The following measures shall be applied for avoidance of
systematic faults:
(a) the SRECS shall be designed and implemented

in accordance with the functional safety plan;
(b) correct selection, assembly, and installation

of subsystems;
(c) use of the SRECS within the manufacturer’s

specification;
(d) use of manufacturer’s application notes, for example,

catalogue sheets, installation, instructions, and use
of good engineering practice;

(e) use of subsystems that have compatible
operating characteristics;

(f) the SRECS shall be electrically protected,
including EMC, in accordance with IEC 60204-1;

(g) prevention of the loss of functional earth connection(s)
in accordance with IEC 60204-1;
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Reference
documents

Item Requirements

Evidence and
outstanding
actions

(h) undocumented modes of component operation shall
not be used; and

(i) consideration of foreseeable misuse, environmental
changes, or modifications.

At least one of the following techniques shall be applied:
(a) SRECS hardware design review;
(b) advisory tools such as computer-aided design packages

capable of simulation or analysis;
(c) simulation.

The following measures shall be applied for the control of
systematic faults:
a) use of de-energization to safe state;
b) measures to control the effect of temporary subsystem

failures;
c) measures to control the effects of data communication

errors;

6.5
Selection of
safety-related
electrical control
system

A predesigned SRECS may be selected instead of a custom
design providing that it meets the requirements of the SRS.

6.6
SRECS design and
development

Design and Development Process
• For each SRCF the design shall be decomposed into

function blocks
• Define the inputs/outputs for each function block
• Define function block logic
• Define function block integrity level
• Allocate the function blocks to each subsystem
• Document the architecture of each subsystem

Estimate the SIL that can be achieved by the SRECS in
terms of:
• Random hardware safety integrity (including common

cause)
• Architectural constraints (based on SFF against this

standard or ISO 13849 Category/SFF/DC)
• Systematic safety integrity

6.7
Realization of
subsystems

The following information shall be available for each
subsystem:
a) a functional specification of the subsystem;
b) the estimated dangerous rates of failure;
c) constraints on the subsystem;
d) any test and/or maintenance requirements;
e) the diagnostic coverage and the diagnostic test interval;
f) any additional information to determine the mean time

to restoration (MTTR) following detection of a fault;

(Continued)
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Item Requirements

Evidence and
outstanding
actions

g) the SIL CL (SIL Claim Limits) due to architectural
constraints;

h) any limits on the application of the subsystem to avoid
systematic failures;

i) the highest safety integrity level that can be claimed for
an SRCF;

j) any information which is required to identify the
hardware and software configuration of the subsystem
in order to enable the configuration management of an
SRECS.

Requirements for the avoidance of systematic failures
The following measures shall be applied:
(a) proper selection, assembly and installation of

components;
(b) use of the subsystem and subsystem elements within the

manufacturer’s specification and installation
instructions;

(c) withstanding specified environmental conditions;
(d) use of components that are in accordance with an

appropriate standard and have their failure modes well
defined;

(e) use of suitable materials and adequate manufacturing;
(f) correct dimensioning and shaping.

Requirements for the control of systematic failures
The following measures shall be applied:
(a) measures to control the effects of insulation breakdown,

voltage variations and interruptions, overvoltage, and
undervoltage;

(b) measures to control or avoid the effects of the physical
environment;

(c) measures to control or avoid the effects of temperature
increase or decrease, if temperature variations can
occur.

6.8
Realization of
diagnostic
functions

A clear description of the SRECS diagnostic function(s), their
failure detection/reaction, and an analysis of their
contribution towards the safety integrity of the associated
SRCFs shall be provided.

6.9
Hardware
implementation
of the SRECs

The SRECS shall be implemented in accordance with the
documented SRECS design.
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Item Requirements
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actions

6.10
Software safety
requirements
specification

The specification of the requirements for software safety for
each subsystem shall be derived from:
(1) the specified safety requirements of the SRCF;
(2) the requirements resulting from the SRECS architecture

and;
(3) any requirements of the functional safety plan.
The requirements for the following software-based SRCFs
shall be specified:
• the logic (i.e., the functionality) of all function blocks

assigned to each subsystem;
• input and output interfaces assigned for each function

block;
• format and value ranges of input and output data and

their relation to function blocks;
• relevant data to describe any limits of each function block,

for example, maximum response time, limit values for
plausibility checks;

• diagnostic functions of other devices within the SRECS
(e.g., sensors and final elements) to be implemented by
that subsystem;

• functions that enable the machine to achieve or maintain
a safe state;

• functions related to the detection, annunciation and
handling of faults;

• functions related to the periodic testing of SRCFs online
and offline;

• functions that prevent unauthorized modification of the
SRECS;

• interfaces to non-SRCFs; and
• capacity and response time performance.

6.11
Software design
and development

Embedded software incorporated into subsystems shall
comply with IEC 61508-3 (or prior use) as appropriate for the
required SIL.

Parameterization
Software-based parameterization of safety-related parameters
shall be considered as a safety-related aspect of SRECS design
that is described in the software SRS. Parameterization shall
be carried out using a dedicated tool provided by the supplier
of the SRECS subsystem(s) e.g., analog sensors, intelligent
safety relays, etc.

(Continued)
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Application software design and development (for LVL) shall
include:
• software configure management
• requirements for software architecture
• requirements for support tools
• user manual and application languages
• requirements for application software design (including

data integrity checks, reasonability checks, for
communication data, field sensor data, etc.)

• requirements for application code development, in terms
of design principles, readable and follow relevant coding
standard

• requirements for application module testing
• requirements for application software integration testing
• application programme verification (including code

review)

6.12
Safety-related
electrical control
system integration
and testing

During SRECS integration testing, the following shall be
documented:
a) the version of the test specification used;
b) the criteria for acceptance of the integration tests;
c) the version of the SRECS being tested;
d) the tools and equipment used along with calibration

data;
e) the results of each test;
f) all discrepancies between expected and actual results,

the analysis made and the decisions taken on whether
to continue the test or issue a change request, in the case
where discrepancies occur.

The following tests shall be applied:
a) functional tests
b) dynamic tests.

6.13
SRECS installation

The SRECS shall be installed as per the safety plan and
appropriate records of the installation along with any faults
found.
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Clause 7 Information for Use of the SRECS

This Clause sets out the procedures to specify the requirements of SRCF(s) to be implemented

by the SRECS.

Reference documents

Item Requirements
Evidence and
outstanding actions

7.1
Documentation for installation,
use and maintenance

Information on the SRECS shall be provided to:
• Detailed description of the system and its

subsystem including circuit diagrams.
• Correctly install the equipment.
• Use the equipment.
• Proof test requirements.
• Maintenance requirements.

Clause 8 Validation of the SRECS

This Clause specifies the requirements for the validation process to be applied to the SRECS.

This includes inspection and testing of the SRECS to ensure that it achieves the requirements

stated in the SRS.

Reference documents

Item Requirements
Evidence and
outstanding actions

8.0
Validation of SRECS

The validation of the each SRECS shall
be carried out in accordance with
a prepared plan.

:

Required documentation for the SRECS
safety validation testing:
a) version of the SRECS safety

validation plan and SRECS being
tested;

b) the requirement specified;
c) tools and equipment used, along

with calibration data;
d) the results of each test.

:

The following shall be applied:
a) full functional testing
b) interference immunity testing
c) fault insertion testing shall be

performed where the required
safe failure fraction �90%.

(Continued)
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Item Requirements
Evidence and
outstanding actions

In addition one or more of the following
analytical techniques shall be applied:
a) static and failure analysis
b) static, dynamic and failure analysis
c) simulation and failure analysis
In addition one or more of the following
testing techniques shall be applied:
a) black-box testing
b) fault insertion (injection) testing
c) “worst-case” testing
d) field experience

Clause 9 Modification

This Clause specifies the modification procedure(s) to be applied when modifying the SRECS

during design, integration, and validation (e.g., during SRECS installation and commissioning).

Reference documents

Item Requirements
Evidence and
outstanding actions

9.0
Modification

The following should be documented:
• Reason for request for a modification;
• The modification impact analysis;
• All modifications shall return to an appropriate design

phase for its hardware and/or for its software;
• A complete action plan shall be prepared and

documented before carrying out any modification;
• Configuration management, including chronological

document of changes, description and reason, for
change, detail of change;

• Configuration status;
• Release status.

9.4 BS EN ISO 13850: 2015 Safety of MachinerydEmergency
StopdPrinciples for Design

This standard is currently being revised with a planned publication date of 2015. It specified

functional requirements and design principles for the emergency stop function on machinery,

independently of the type of energy involved.
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CHAPTER 10

Other Industry Sectors

In a book of this type it is impossible to cover all the sector guidance which, in any case, is

expanding rapidly. However, the following are a few of the many documents which now prolif-

erate. They are often referred to as “second tier” guidance in relation to IEC 61508. Due to the

open-ended nature of the statements made, and to ambiguity of interpretation, it cannot be said

that conformance with any one of them automatically infers compliance with IEC 61508.

They tend to cover much the same ground as each other albeit using slightly different terms to

describe documents and life-cycle activities.

The Figure preceding Chapter 8 illustrates the relationship of the documents to IEC 61508. A

dotted line indicates that the document addresses similar issues while not officially viewed as

second tier.

10.1 Rail

10.1.1 European Standard EN 50126: 1999: Railway ApplicationsdThe
Specification and Demonstration of Dependability, Reliability,
Maintainability, and Safety (RAMS)

The development of standards for the design and demonstration of the safety of (in the main)

programmable electronic systems for railway-related application has led to the development of

a suite of standards. This suite provides both an approach that supports the (general) require-

ments of IEC 61508, and also a means to encourage European rail industry interoperability.

This latter element has become increasingly important through the development of Technical

Specifications for Interoperability (TSIs) for railway lines classified as suitable for High Speed

and Conventional operation. The certification of European railway equipment and systems as

“fit for purpose” requires a certification of their “interoperability,” that is, their ability to be

applied to any member state railway, primarily in order to encourage competition and sustain-

able growth within the EU member states’ railway undertakings.

EN 50126 is effectively the European-wide Rail Industry second tier general guidance (1999)

for IEC 61508. It is often referred to as “the RAMS standard,” as it addresses both reliability

and safety issues. EN 50126 is intended to cover the railway system in total, while the

companion standards, EN 50128 and EN 50129 are more specific. CENELEC describe stan-

dard EN 50126 as being “.intended to provide Railway Authorities and the railway

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00010-6

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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support industry throughout the European Community with a process which will enable the

implementation of a consistent approach to the management of RAMS.”

Risks are assessed by the “risk classification” approach whereby severity, frequency, conse-

quence, etc., are specified by guidewords and an overall “risk classification matrix” obtained.

“Intolerable,” “ALARP,” and “Negligible” categories are thus derived, and one proceeds

according to the category assessed. The acceptance (or otherwise) of risk is based on choosing

a risk acceptance (or hazard tolerability) scheme, the principles of which can be applied

throughout the member states (or indeed by other railway authorities). Examples of acceptable

risk classifications schemes given include “ALARP” in Great Britain “GAMAB” (Globalement

au moins aussi bon) in France, and “MEM” (Minimum Endogenous Mortality) in Germany. In

general terms, the first two schemes deal with global or total risk, whereas the scheme applied

in Germany assesses risk to individuals.

The standard is life cycle based, using the “v-curve” life-cycle approach (i.e., “V” model). This

means that requirements are stated (and subsequently verified and validated) throughout the

concept, specification, design, and implementation stages of a project. Input and outputs

(i.e., deliverables) are described for the life-cycle activities.

10.1.2 EN 50126 and EN 50128 and EN 50129

EN 50126 is concerned with the more general specification for the RAMS requirements of a total

railway system and the necessary risk assessment, including development of SIL targets and

their subsequent satisfactory demonstration, which includes the control of the activities.

CENELEC Standard EN 50128: 2011, “Railway Applications: Software for Railway

Control and Protection Systems” covers the requirements for software for railway control

and protection systems. It is stated by CENELEC that “The standard specifies procedures

and technical requirements for the development of programmable electronic systems for use

in railway control and protection applications. The key concept of the standard is the assign-

ment of levels of integrity to software. Techniques and measures for 5 levels of software integ-

rity are detailed”.

BS EN 50129: 2003 “Railway Applications, Safety-related Electronics for Signalling”

provides details for (hardware and software) for railway control and protection systems.

According to EN 50129 has been produced as a European standardization document defining

requirements for the acceptance and approval of safety-related electronic systems in the

railway signaling field. The requirements for safety-related hardware and for the overall

system are defined in this standard. It is primarily intended to apply to “fail-safe” and

“high-integrity” systems such as main line signaling.”

The requirements for 50128 and 50129 are those that are most similar (in detail) to the require-

ments of IEC 61508. Thus the suite of three standards provides the overall response to IEC
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61508, with the three railway-specific documents being roughly equivalent to the Part 1,2,3

structure of IEC 61508.

10.1.3 Engineering Safety Management (known as The Yellow Book)dIssue 4.0
2005

This is published by the Rail Safety and Standards Board on behalf of the UK rail industry. It is

now at Issue 4.0 and embraces maintenance. The main headings are:

Engineering Safety Management Fundamentals (Volume 1)

Obligations and liabilities

Putting the fundamentals into practice

Engineering Safety Management Guidance (Volume 2)

General high-level guidance

Organization Fundamentals

Safety responsibility

Organizational goals; Safety culture

Competence and training

Working with suppliers

Communicating safety-related information; Co-ordination

Continuing safety management

Process Fundamentals

Safety planning; Systematic processes and good practice

Configuration management; Records

Independent professional review

Risk Assessment Fundamentals

Identifying hazards; Assessing risk

Monitoring risk

Risk Control Fundamentals

Reducing risk; Safety requirements

Evidence of safety; Acceptance and approval

Two documents worth mentioning in this brief summary are:

Railway safety case

Any organization which manages infrastructure or operates trains or stations in the UK must

currently write a railway safety case and have it accepted before starting operations. The oper-

ator must then follow their safety case. Among other things, the operator’s railway safety case

must describe:

• its safety policy and arrangements for managing safety;

• its assessment of the risk;
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• how it will monitor safety;

• how it organizes itself to carry out its safety policy; and

• how it makes sure that its staff are competent to do safety-related work.

Engineering safety case

An engineering safety case should show that risk has been controlled to an acceptable level. It

should also show a systematic approach to managing safety, in order to show that the assess-

ment of the risk is valid. It should consider the effect that the change or product will have on the

rest of the railway, including the effect of any changes to operating and maintenance proce-

dures. Similar safety cases are required by CENELEC standards for signaling projects and

products and some other projects, and so are commonly produced for these projects across

Europe. Chapter 4 of Volume 2 specifically provides guidance for Maintenance Management.

10.2 UK MOD Documents

10.2.1 Defense Standard 00e56 (Issue 6.0, 2015): Safety Management
Requirements for Defense Systems

In the past the Ministry of Defense has had its own suite of standards covering much the same

ground. However, DEF STAN 00e56 (as Issue 4.0, 2007) superseded the earlier suite.

The 2015 issue provides requirements and guidance for the achievement, assurance, and

management of safety. It can be applied to any Ministry of Defense (MOD) project and in

any phase of a project’s life. Defense Contractors shall use this Standard as required by

Contract. The effective application of this Standard requires close cooperation between all

parties, as the responsibility for the achievement of safety is shared. This Standard also

provides guidance for establishing a means of complying with the requirements for the

management of safety. This Standard contains clauses that can be tailored by the MOD to

meet safety requirements appropriate to the project.

10.2.2 Defense Standard 00e55 (Issue 3.0, 2014): Requirements for Safety of
Programmable Elements (PE) in Defense Systems

Previously withdrawn, this document is now resurrected and renamed with the aim of

addressing techniques found in embedded computing systems.

The Standard provides requirements and guidance for the achievement, assurance, and manage-

ment of safety of Programmable Elements (PE) within Products, Services, and Systems. It can

be applied to any MOD project and can be applied in any phase of a project’s life. Defense

Contractors shall use this Standard as required by Contract. This Standard also provides guid-

ance for establishing a means of complying with the requirements for the management of safety

of PE. The effective application of this Standard requires close cooperation between all parties,

as the responsibility for the management of the PE contribution to Risk to Life is shared.
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10.3 Earth Moving Machinery

10.3.1 EN 474 Earth Moving MachinerydSafety

This is in 12 parts which cover:

• General requirements

• Tractors-dozers

• Loaders

• Backhoe-loaders

• Hydraulic excavators

• Dumpers

• Scrapers

• Graders

• Pipe-layers

• Trenchers

• Earth and landfill compactors

• Cable excavators

Electronic systems are addressed by calling up ISO/DIS 15998.

10.3.2 ISO/DIS 15998 Earth Moving MachinerydMCS Using Electronics

This refers to the machine control systems of earth moving vehicles. It calls for requirements to

be stated for the foreseen environmental conditions and for a risk analysis to be carried out.

Some test criteria are listed as, for example, relative humidities of 30% and 90%, temperatures

of �25 �C and þ70 �C with temperature change criteria.

Annexes provide:

• Risk graph approaches for operator and for third-party risks.

• Template Systems Specification

• List of proven components

• Recommendations for communications bus architectures

This document also references IEC 61508 as a suitable standard to be met.

10.4 Coding Standard

10.4.1 C3, Guidelines for the Use of the C Language in Critical SystemsdMISRA
(Motor Industries Research Association)d2013

The MISRA C guidelines were originally intended for the automotive sector but are very well

thought of and have been adopted across many industries. Support is provided for C99 as well

as C90.
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MISRA C3 includes 16 directives and 143 rules. The rules can be divided logically into

a number of categories:

• Avoiding possible compiler differences, for example, the size of a C integer may vary but

an INT16 is always 16 bits.

• Avoiding the use of functions and constructs that are prone to failure.

• Produce maintainable and de-buggable code, for example, naming conventions and

commenting.

• Best practice rules.

• Complexity limits.

Compliance with a rule can be determined solely from analysis of the source code.

Compliance with a directive may be open to some measure of interpretation or may, for

example, require reference to design or requirements documents. Each directive or rule is

classified as either Mandatory, Required, or Advisory. Each rule is classified as either

a Single Translation Unit rule or a System rule, reflecting the scope of analysis which must

be undertaken in order to claim compliance. The concept of decidability has been introduced

in order to expose the unavoidable uncertainty which exists in claiming compliance with

certain rules.

Each directive and rule is typically defined with sections devoted to Amplification, Rationale,

Exceptions, and Examples. A directive is a rule where compliance cannot be determined purely

from the source code itself.

C has always had the option to “deviate” (i.e., decide not to use) a rule provided that this is

documented. As a result C3 now has an Appendix on deviations and how they should be

recorded and how they should be linked to a compliance matrix.

Further information can be obtained from www.misra.org.uk.

10.5 Automotive

10.5.1 ISO 26262 Road Vehicles: 2011dFunctional Safety

This document is the adaptation of IEC 61508 to comply with needs specific to electronic

systems within road vehicles. It provides an automotive safety life cycle (management, devel-

opment, production, operation, service, decommissioning) and addresses the activities during

those life-cycle phases.

There is an automotive-specific, risk-based approach for determining risk classes known as

“Automotive Safety Integrity Levels, ASILs.”

It lists requirements for validation and confirmation measures to ensure that a sufficient and

acceptable level of safety is being achieved. It addresses the entire development life cycle
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(including requirements specification, design, implementation, integration, verification, vali-

dation, and configuration).

Part 6 of the document specifically addresses software. Methods defined by the ISO/DIS 26262

standard should be selected according to the “ASIL” (the higher the ASIL, the more rigorous

the methods).

The document does not aim to solve all aspects of automotive safety but to address possible

harm caused by malfunctioning programmable electronic systems. The first edition covers

passenger cars but future editions will be extended to include other types of vehicle.

10.5.2 ISO/DIS 25119 Tractors and Machinery for Agriculture

This takes a similar approach to ISO 13849 (see Chapter 9).

10.5.3 MISRA (Motor Industry Software Reliability Association), 2007: Guidelines
for Safety Analysis of Vehicle-Based Software

These were published as additional guidance to the 1994 document, Development Guidelines

for vehicle-based software and are aimed at facilitating the meeting of ISO 26262. They intro-

duce the term “controllability” in that vehicle-based safety is very much driver orientated. It

refers to the “ability of the driver to control the safety of a situation.” The contents cover:

Safety Management

Structure, culture, competence, etc.

Safety Process

Safety life cycle much as in IEC 61508 (i.e., analyze, plan, realize, validate, etc.)

Preliminary Safety Analysis

HAZID, risk classification, risk assessment safety plans, etc.

Detailed Safety Analysis

Assessment of random hardware failures and defenses against systematic failures

Appendices included HAZOP, FMEA, and fault tree analysis. The document has 98 pages.

The MISRA risk levels are shown in an Appendix E. In summary, they are:

Controllability
Acceptable
failure rate MISRA risk level

Uncontrollable <10�5 pa 4
Difficult to control <10�4 pa 3
Debilitating <10�3 pa 2
Distracting <10�2 pa 1
Nuisance only <10�1 pa 0
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10.6 Nuclear

10.6.1 IEC International Standard 61513: Nuclear Power PlantsdInstrumentation
and Control for Systems Important to SafetydGeneral Requirements for
Systems

Many of the existing standards that were applicable to the nuclear sector, prior to the emer-

gence of IEC 61508, generally adopted a similar approach to IEC 61508. These existing stan-

dards are either from IEC or IAEA. Thus the nuclear sector standard IEC 61513 primarily links

these existing standards to IEC 61508. The IEC existing standards are 60880, 60987, 61226,

and 60964, and the existing IAEA standards are primarily NS-R-1, 50-SG-D1, 50-SG-D3,

and 50-SG-D8.

These standards present a similar overall safety cycle and system life-cycle approach as in IEC

61508 with more in-depth details at each stage compared to IEC 61508. IEC 60964 covers the

identification of the required safety function applicable to power plants, and IEC 61226

provides system categorization for different types of safety functions. The SIS design is

then covered by IEC 60987 for hardware design and IEC 60880 for software design. IAEA

50-C-D now NS-R-1 covers the overall Safety Design, 50-SG-D1 gives the Classification of

Safety Functions, 50-SG-D3 covers all Protection Systems, and 50-SG-D8 provides the

requirements for the Instrumentation and Control Systems.

The current standards do not directly use the safety integrity levels as given in IEC 61508. The

standards use the existing categorization (IEC 61226) A, B, or C. These are related to “Safety

Functions,” A ¼ highest and C ¼ lowest. IEC 61513 adds corresponding system classes,

1 ¼ highest and 3 ¼ lowest, where;

Class 1 system can be used for Cat A, B, or C

Class 2 system can be used for Cat B or C

Class 3 system can be used for Cat C

Categorization A is for safety functions, which play a principle role in maintenance of

NPP safety

Categorization B is for safety functions that provide a complementary role to

category A

Categorization C is for safety functions that have an indirect role in maintenance of

NPP safety

No specific reliability/availability targets are set against each of these categories or classes.

There is however a maximum limit set for software-based systems of 10�4 PFD. More gener-

ally the reliability/availability targets are set in the Plant Safety Design Base and can be set

either quantitatively or qualitatively. There is a preference for quantitative plus basic require-

ments on layers and types of protection.
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Class 1/Categorization A is generally accepted as being equivalent to SIL 3

Class 2/Categorization B is generally accepted as being equivalent to SIL 2

Class 3/Categorization C is generally accepted as being equivalent to SIL 1

Architectural Constraints do not have a direct relationship with the tables in IEC 61508 Part

2, but are summarized below:

CATAdShall have redundancy, to be fault tolerant to one failure, with separation. Levels

of self-test are also given.

CAT BdRedundancy is preferred but Simplex system with adequate reliability is accept-

able, again levels of self-test given.

CAT CdRedundancy not required. Reliability needs to be adequate, self-test required.

General Design Requirements: Within this standard and the related standard there is signif-

icantly more guidance on each of the steps in the design. In particular:

• Human Factors

• Defenses against Common Cause Failures

• Separation/Segregation

• Diversity

There are mapping Tables for relating its clauses to the clause numbers in IEC 61508.

10.7 Avionics

10.7.1 RTCA DO-178C: Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and
Equipment Certification

The core DO-178C document is an evolution of the existing DO-178B. It defines a number of

objectives regarding the processes that have to be followed to certify software at a given level.

This is a very detailed and thorough standard which is used in civil avionics to provide a basis

for certifying software used in aircraft. Drafted by a EUROCAE/RTCA committee, DO-178B

was published in 1992 and replaces an earlier version published in 1985. The qualification of

software tools, diverse software, formal methods, and user-modified software is now included.

It defines five levels of software criticality from A (software which can lead to catastrophic

failure) to E (no effect). The Standard provides guidance which applies to levels A to D.

The detailed listing of techniques covers:

Systems aspects: including the criticality levels, architecture considerations, user modifi-

able software.

The software life-cycle

Software planning
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Development: including requirements, design, coding, and integration.

Verification: including reviews, test, and test environments.

Configuration management: including baselines, traceability, changes, archive, and

retrieval.

Software quality

Certification

Life-cycle data: describes the data requirements at the various stages in the life cycle.

Each of the software quality processes/techniques described in the Standard is then listed (10

pages) and the degree to which they are required is indicated for each of the criticality levels A

to D. The mapping is:

Level SIL

A 4
B 3
C 2
D 1
E Not safety-related

10.7.2 RTCA/DO-254 Design Assurance Guidance for Airborne Electronic
Hardware

This is a counterpart to the above DO-178C, being launched in 2005. It specifically addresses

complex electronic hardware and includes FPGAs (field programmable gate arrays) and ASICs

(application specific integrated circuits). The same levels AeE apply (see DO-178C). The

main sections include:

• System Aspects of Hardware Design

• Hardware Design Life Cycle

• Planning

• Design Processes

• Validation and Verification

• Configuration Management

• Certification

Previously developed hardware is addressed, along with commercial off-the-shelf components.

10.7.3 ARINC 653: Multiple Application Hosting

This standard concerns executive software used for hosting more than one avionics application

on a single integrated modular avionics hardware platform. It is part of the ARINC 600 series

of standards for digital aircraft (and simulator) applications.
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10.7.4 ARINC 661 Standard Cockpit Display System Interfaces to User System

ARINC661 is anAvionics Standardwhich describes the definitionof interactiveCockpitDisplay

Systems (CDS). That is to say the communication between the pilots (through the CDS) and the

multiple distant/distributed User Applications (UA) managing the avionics functions.

It normalizes the design of an interactive CDS and the manner in which it communicates with

the user applications such as flight management systems.

The ARINC 661 standard normalizes:

• A predefined set of avionics specific, and standard, 67 predefined Widgets

• The runtime communication between the UAs and the CDS.

It is also part of the ARINC 600 series of standards for digital aircraft (and simulator)

applications.

10.8 MedicaldIEC 60601 Medical Electrical Equipment, General
Requirements for Basic Safety and Essential Performance 2014

This is not strictly a second tier document as its originators do not claim compliance with IEC

61508. However it covers similar ground and is therefore included here. It applies to the safety

and performance of medical and electrical equipment. It also applies to electromagnetic

compatibility (EMC) of medical equipment.

The Standard requires manufacturers of electro-medical equipment to have a formal risk

management system in place. Manufacturers must estimate the risks relating to their device

and take action dependent upon how that risk compares to predefined levels of acceptability.

There are objective pass/fail criteria and one may choose simply to follow such requirements

in the design of their device.

The risk management process must be documented, like a quality management system, and the

manufacturer must establish acceptable risks for a device, based upon regulations, standards,

state-of-the-art and other relevant factors.

IEC 60601 addresses four basic areas:

• MechanicaldIs the equipment enclosure strong enough to endure the wear and tear of

normal use? Are moving parts properly protected to ensure a safety hazard is not

created? Is the unit stable and lacking sharp corners, edges, etc.?

• MarkingsdThe Standard defines a list of data that must be present on the product’s name-

plate including information on its electrical requirements, together with a test protocol for

the durability of markings.

• EarthingdThis defines how the device is attached to the earth or safety ground connection

of an electrical power supply to provide safety in the event of an electrical fault.
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• ElectricaldAddresses electrical safety as it relates to the process of caring for the patient.

The standard requires that the system operate safely in the event of a “single fault”

condition.

10.9 Stage and Theatrical Equipment

10.9.1 SR CWA 15902-1:2009 Lifting and Load-Bearing Equipment for Stages and
Other Production Areas Within the Entertainment Industry

This document covers all machinery used in the entertainment industry including machinery

that is excluded from the Machinery Directive and gives a significant amount of prescriptive

guidance on a range of safety aspects for the mechanical parts of the system and refers to

EN 60204-32 associated with the electrical design and IEC 61508 with regards to the use of

programmable electronic systems. Currently it is common practice for control systems, such

as controllers of winches for use in flying objects on a stage which could lead to harm to

the actors, to be verified as meeting SIL 3.

Typical applications include but are not limited to the following:

• acoustic doors;

• auditorium and compensating elevators;

• cycloramas;

• fire curtains;

• fly bar systems (manual, motor driven);

• lighting bars;

• movable lighting towers and stage platforms

• movable proscenium arches;

• orchestra elevators;

• performer flying;

• point hoists;

• projection screens (manual or motor-driven);

• revolving stages and turntables;

• scenery storage elevators;

• side stage and rear stage shutters;

• stage elevators and wagons;

• tiltable stage floors;

• trap elevators.

There is (Annex A) a very comprehensive risk assessment list (aid memoir) covering such

headings as radiation, noise, thermal hazards, vibration, etc.
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10.10 Electrical Power Drives

10.10.1 BS EN 61800-5-2:2007 Adjustable Speed Electrical Power Drive Systems

This standard covers the requirements for functional safety for Power Drive Systems

(PDS(SR)) and covers very closely the requirements of IEC 61508 but is limited to up to

SIL 3 continuous/high-demand applications.

10.11 Energy Institute (See also Section 8.6)

10.11.1 Guidance on Assessing the Safety Integrity of Electrical Supply Protection:
2006

This publication provides guidance on assessing the risk and the consequent SIL require-

ments of protection systems applied to electrical power equipment and systems used

within the petroleum industry (both onshore and offshore) and the allied process industries.

The elements of achieving and maintaining a defined SIL applied to protection arrangements

are that:

• Protection arrangements satisfy the requirements of a defined risk analysis.

• Hardware elements used in the safety function have a defined hardware fault tolerance.

• Processes are applied that should avoid those faults of a systematic nature that may only be

eliminated by a change in system or procedure.

Annex C provides worked examples of risk reviews for similar equipment in both onshore and

offshore environments and illustrates the differences that may be encountered. The techniques

employed do not make a distinction between relay types. Electromechanical, electronic, and

digital relay applications can be reviewed, managed, and maintained using the methods

recommended.

Whilst the publication focuses on safety as the key risk driver for determining SILs, it also

offers guidance on determining SILs based on commercial and environmental considerations.

10.11.2 Guidelines for the Management of Safety Critical Elements: 2007

This document replaces the first edition, published jointly with the United Kingdom Offshore

Operators Association (UKOOA) in September 1996. The revision was instigated by the cross-

industry Installation Integrity Work Group, formed in 2004 by UKOOA and supported by the

HSE, with the aim of securing improvement in the management of offshore installation integ-

rity by development and promotion of good industry practices and suitable performance

measures.
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The 2007 edition reflects the most recent experiences of the industry, and its current and best

practice, and is more user-friendly in order to encourage its wider use. The Guidelines are

intended to provide good practice in the identification, verification, and management of

Safety Critical Elements, and will assist in compliance with the Safety Case Regulation and

the Design and Construction Regulations for the UK offshore oil and gas industry.

The second edition comprises a substantial rewrite and includes additional guidance in areas

such as in-service management, design and construction, life extension, de-commissioning,

change management, temporary equipment and provision of examples of experiences and

good practice. Although the Guidelines are intended for the UK offshore oil and gas industry,

they may be referred to within other industries as an example of good practice.

A third edition is under development.
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PART C

Case Studies in the Form of
Exercises and Examples

Chapter 11 is an exercise involving SIL targeting for a pressure let-down system. The design is

then compared with the target and improvements are evaluated and subjected to ALARP

criteria. The answers are provided in Appendix 5.

Chapter 12 is a typical assessment report on a burner control system. The reader can compare

and critique this, having read the earlier chapters of this book.

Chapter 13 presents a number of rather different SIL targeting examples.

Chapter 14 is a purely hypothetical proposal for a rail train braking system.

Chapter 15 summarizes some Technis work on helicopter statistics and risk assessments.

Chapter 16 contains case studies relating to tidal gates.

These case studies address the four quantitative aspects of IEC 61508:

SIL Targeting

Random Hardware Failures

Safe Failure Fraction

ALARP.
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CHAPTER 11

Pressure Control System
(Exercise)

This exercise is based on a real scenario. Spaces have been left for the reader to attempt the

calculations. The answers are provided in Appendix 5.

11.1 The Unprotected System

Consider a plant supplying gas to offsite via a twin stream pressure control station. Each stream

is regulated by two valves (top of Figure 11.1). Each valve is under the control of its down-

stream pressure. Each valve is closed by the upstream gas pressure via its pilot valve, J, but

only when its pilot valve, K1, is closed. Opening pilot valve K1 relieves the pressure on the

diaphragm of valve V, allowing it to open. Assume that a HAZOP (HAZard and OPerability)

study of this system establishes that downstream overpressure, whereby the valves fail to

control the downstream pressure, is an event which could lead to one or more fatalities.

Since the risk is offsite, and a two-fatality scenario assumed, a target maximum tolerable risk

of 10�5 per annum has been proposed.

Assume that a quantified risk assessment has predicted a probability of 20% that failure,

involving overpressure, will lead to subsequent pipe rupture and ignition. Furthermore it is

predicted that, due to the high population density, fatality is 50% likely.

Assume also that the plant offers approximately 10 risks in total to the same population.

It follows that the target failure rate for overpressure of the twin stream subsystem is

�
10�5

�½10 risks� 0:2� 0:5� ¼ 10L5pa
�
.

Assume, however, that field experience of a significant number of these twin stream systems

shows that the frequency of overpressure is dominated by the pilots and is 2.5 3 10L3 pa.

11.2 Protection System

Since 2.5 � 10�3 is greater than 10�5, a design modification is proposed whereby a program-

mable electronic system (PES) closes a valve in each stream, based on an independent measure

of the downstream pressure. The valves consist of actuated ball valves (sprung to close). This is

illustrated at the bottom of Figure 11.1.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00011-8
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The target Unavailability for this “add-on” safety system is therefore ......?

which indicates a SIL of ....?

11.3 Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in order to construct and quantify the reliability

model:

(a) Failure rates (symbol l), for the purpose of this prediction, are assumed to be constant

with time. Both early and wearout-related failures are assumed to be removed by burn-

in and preventive replacement, respectively.

(b) The MTTR (mean time to repair) of a revealed failure is 4 hrs.

(c) The auto-test coverage of the PLC is 90% and occurs at just under 5 min intervals. The

MDT (mean down time) for failures revealed by this PES auto test is taken to be the

v 

v v 

J K1 J

v 

K1 

JJ
K1 K1 

UNPROTECTED SYSTEM

PROTECTED SYSTEM

Pr Tx 

v 

v v 

J KJ

v 

K

JJ
KK

PES 

SS 1 

SS 2 

Figure 11.1: The system, with and without backup protection.
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same as the MTTR (mean time to repair) because the MTTR>> the auto test period. The

MDT is thus assumed to be 4 hrs. Neither the pressure transmitter nor the valve is

assumed to have any self diagnostics.

(d) The manual proof test is assumed to be 100% effective and to occur annually (ca. 8000 hrs).

(e) One maintenance crew is assumed to be available for each of the three equipment types

(PES, Instrumentation, Pneumatics).

(f) The detailed design assumptions needed for an assessment of the common cause failure

(CCF) BETA factor (see modified proposal) are summarized in Section 11.8.

11.4 Reliability Block Diagram

Figure 11.2 is the reliability block diagram for the add-on safety system. Note that the PES will

occur twice in the diagram. This is because the model needs to address those failures revealed

by auto-test separately from those revealed by the longer manual proof test due to their

different MDTs (explained more fully in Section 6.3).

11.5 Failure Rate Data

The following failure rate data will have been chosen for the protection system components,

shown in Figure 11.1. These are the component level failure modes which lead to the

hazard under consideration (i.e., downstream overpressure). FARADIP.THREE has been

used to obtain the failure rates.

TO BE FILLED IN BY THE READER (see Appendix 5 for answer) 

Figure 11.2: Reliability block diagram.
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Item Failure mode

Failure rates 10L6 per hr

Total Mode

PES PES low or zeroa 5 0.25
Pressure transmitter Fail low 2 0.5 (25% has been

assumed)
Actuated ball valve
(sprung to close)

Fail to close 8 0.8b

aThis represents any failure of the PES i/p, CPU or o/p causing the low condition.
b10% has been used based on the fact that the most likely failure mode is fail closed.

11.6 Quantifying the Model

The following Unavailability calculations address each of the groups (left to right) in

Figure 11.2 (see Appendix 5):

(a) Ball valve 1 - unrevealed failures

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(b) Ball valve 2 - unrevealed failures

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(c) PES output 1 failures revealed by auto-test

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(d) PES output 1 failures not revealed by auto-test

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(e) PES output 2 failures revealed by auto-test

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(f) PES 2 output failures not revealed by auto-test

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(g) Pressure Transmitter - unrevealed failures

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

The predicted Unavailability is obtained from the sum of the unavailabilities in (a) to (e)

¼ ...........?
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11.7 Proposed Design and Maintenance Modifications

The proposed system is not acceptable (as can be seen in Appendix 5) and modifications are

required.

Before making modification proposals, it is helpful to examine the relative contributions to

system failure of the various elements in Figure 11.2.

??% from items (a) and (b) Ball Valve.

??% from items (c) to (f) the PES.

??% from item (g) the Pressure Transmitter.

It was decided to duplicate the Pressure Transmitter and vote the pair (1 out of 2). It was also

decided to reduce the proof test interval to 6 months (ca. 4000 hrs).

11.8 Modeling CCF (Pressure Transmitters)

The BETAPLUS method provides a method for assessing the percentage of CCFs. The scoring

for the method was carried out assuming:

• Written procedures for system operation and maintenance are evident but not extensive;

• There is some training of all staff in CCF awareness;

• Extensive environmental testing was conducted;

• Identical (i.e., nondiverse) redundancy;

TO BE FILLED IN BY THE READER (see Appendix 5 for answer) 

Figure 11.3: Revised reliability block diagram (or fault tree).
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• Basic top level FMEA (failure mode effect analysis) had been carried out;

• There is some limited field failure data collection;

• Simple, well-proven, pressure transmitters half metre apart with cables routed together;

• Good electrical protection;

• Annual proof test.

The BETAPLUS software package performs the calculations and was used to calculate

a BETA value of 9%.

11.9 Quantifying the Revised Model

The following takes account of the pressure transmitter redundancy, common cause failure and

the revised proof test interval. Changed figures are shown in bold in Appendix 5.

Changed figures are shown in bold.

(a) Ball valve SS1 fails open.

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(b) Ball valve SS2 fails open.

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(c) PES output 1 fails to close valve (Undiagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ............

(d) PES output 2 fails to close valve (Undiagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(e) PES output 1 fails to close valve (Diagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(f) PES output 2 fails to close valve (Diagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

(g) Voted pair of pressure transmitters.

Unavailability [ ...........

¼ ...........

(h) Common cause failure of pressure transmitters.

Unavailability ¼ ...........

¼ ...........

The predicted Unavailability is obtained from the sum of the unavailabilities in (a) to (h)

¼ ...........?
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11.10 ALARP

Assume that further improvements in CCF can be achieved for a total cost of £1000. Assume,

also, that this results in an improvement in unavailability to 4 3 10L4. It is necessary to

consider, applying the ALARP principle, whether this improvement should be implemented.

The cost per life saved over a 40-year life cycle of the equipment (without cost discounting) is

calculated, assuming two fatalities, as explained in Appendix 5.

11.11 Architectural Constraints

Consider the architectural constraints imposed by IEC 61508 Part 2, outlined in Section 3.3.2.

Do the pressure transmitters and valves in the proposed system, meet the minimum architec-

tural constraints assuming they are “TYPE A components”?

Does the PES, in the proposed system, meet the minimum architectural constraints assuming it

is a “TYPE B component”?
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CHAPTER 12

Burner Control Assessment
(Example)

This chapter consists of a possible report of an integrity study on a proposed replacement

burner control system. Unlike Chapter 11, the requirement involves the high-demand table

and the target is expressed as a failure rate.

This is not intended as a MODEL report but an example of a typical approach. The reader may

care to study it in the light of this book and attempt to list omissions and to suggest

improvements.

SAFETY INTEGRITY STUDY OF A PROPOSED REPLACEMENT
BOILER CONTROLLER
Executive Summary and Recommendations

Objectives

To establish a Safety-Integrity Level target, vis-à-vis IEC 61508, for a Boiler Control System

which is regarded as safety-related.

To address the following failure mode: Pilots are extinguished but nevertheless burner gas

continues to be released with subsequent explosion of the unignited gas.

To assess the design against the above target and to make recommendations.

Targets

A Maximum Tolerable Risk target of 10�4 pa which leads to a MAXIMUM TOLERABLE

TARGET FAILURE RATE of 3 � 10�3 pa (see Section 12.2).

This implies a SIL 2 target.

Results

The frequency of the top event is 2 � 10�4 pa and the target is met. This result remains within

the ALARP region but it was shown that further risk reduction is unlikely to be justified.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00012-X
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Recommendations

Review all the assumptions in Sections 12.2, 12.3 and 12.4.3. Review the failure rates and

down times in Section 12.5 and the fault tree logic, in Figures 12.1e12.3, for a future

version of this study.

Continue to address ALARP.

Place a SIL 2 requirement on the system vendor, in respect of the requirements of Parts 2 and 3

of IEC 61508.

Because very coarse assumptions have had to be made, concerning the programmable logic

controller (PLC) and safety monitor (SAM) design, carry out a more detailed analysis with

the chosen vendor.

Address the following design considerations with the vendor:

• Effect of loss of power supply, particularly where it is to only some of the equipment.

• Examine the detail of the PLC/SAM interconnections to the I/O and ensure that the fault

tree logic is not compromised.

• Establish if the effect of failure of the valve limit switches needs to be included in the fault

tree logic.

12.1 Objectives

(a) To establish a Safety-Integrity Level target, vis-à-vis IEC 61508, for a Boiler Control

System which is regarded as safety related.
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Figure 12.1: Fault tree (suppressing below Gates G1 and G2).
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(b) To address the following failure mode: Pilots are extinguished but nevertheless burner gas

continues to be released with subsequent explosion of the unignited gas.

(c) To assess the design against the above target.

(d) To make recommendations.

12.2 Integrity Requirements

IGEM SR/15 suggests target maximum tolerable risk criteria. These are, for individual risk:

1e2 Fatalities
(Employee)

10�4 pa

Broadly Acceptable 10�6 pa

Assume that there is a 0.9 probability of ignition of the unburnt gases.

Assume that there is a 0.1 probability of the explosion leading to fatality.

Assume that there is a 0.5 probability that the oil burners are not active.

Assume that there is a 0.75 probability of there being a person at risk.

Hence the TARGET MAXIMUM TOLERABLE FAILURE RATE ¼ 10�4 pa divided by

(0.9 � 0.1 � 0.5 � 0.75) ¼ 3 � 10�3 pa.

This invokes a SIL 2 target.

12.3 Assumptions

12.3.1 Specific

(a) Proof test is carried out annually. Thus the mean down time of unrevealed failures, being

half the proof-test interval, is approximately 4000 hrs.

(b) The system is in operation 365 days per annum.

(c) The burner control system comprises a combination of four “XYZ Ltd” PLCs and

a number of safety monitors (known as SAMs).

12.3.2 General

(a) Reliability assessment is a statistical process for applying historical failure data to

proposed designs and configurations. It therefore provides a credible target/estimate of

the likely reliability of equipment assuming manufacturing, design, and operating condi-

tions identical to those under which the data were collected. It is a valuable design review

technique for comparing alternative designs, establishing order of magnitude perfor-

mance targets and evaluating the potential effects of design changes.
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(b) Failure rates (symbol l), for the purpose of this prediction, are assumed to be constant

with time. Both early and wearout-related failures would decrease the reliability but

are assumed to be removed by burn-in and preventive replacement, respectively.

(c) Each single component failure which causes system failure is described as a SERIES

ELEMENT. This is represented, in fault tree notation, as an OR gate whereby any

failure causes the top event. The system failure rate contribution from this source is ob-

tained from the sum of the individual failure rates.

(d) Where coincident failures are needed to fail for the relevant system failure mode to occur

then this is represented, in fault tree notation, as an AND gate where more than one failure

is needed to cause the top event.

(e) The failure rates used, and thus the predicted MTBFs (mean time between failure) and

availabilities, are those credibly associated with a well proven design after a suitable

period of reliability growth. They might therefore be considered optimistic as far as

field trial or early build states are concerned.

(f) Calendar-based failure rates have been used in this study.

(g) Software failures are systematic and, as such, are not random. They are not quantified in

this study.

12.4 Results

12.4.1 Random Hardware Failures

The fault tree logic was constructed from a discussion of the failure scenarios at the meeting on

8 January 2001 involvingMessrs “Q” and “Z.” The fault tree was analyzed using the TECHNIS

fault tree package TTREE.

The frequency of the top event (Figure 12.1) is 2 � 10�4 pa (see Annex 1) which is well within

the target.

Annex 1 shows the combinations of failures (cut sets) which lead to the failure mode in ques-

tion. It is useful to note that at least three coincident events are required to lead to the top event.

An “Importance” measure is provided for each cut set and it can be seen that no cut set contrib-

utes more than 1.4% of the total. There is therefore no suggestion of a critical component.

12.4.2 Qualitative Requirements

The qualitative measures required to limit software failures are listed, for each SIL, in the

IGEM SR/15 and IEC 61508 documents. Although the IGEM guidance harmonizes closely

with IEC 61508, compliance with SR/15 does not automatically imply compliance with IEC

61508.

It has to be stressed that this type of qualitative assessment merely establishes a measure of

“adherence to a process” and does not signify that the quantitative SIL is automatically
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achieved by those activities. It addresses, however, a set of measures deemed to be appropriate

(at the SIL) by the above documents.

It should also be kept in mind that an assessment is in respect of the specific failure mode. The

assessment of these qualitative measures should therefore, ideally, be in respect of their appli-

cation to those failure modes rather than in a general sense.

The purpose of the following is to provide an aide-memoire whereby features of the design cycle

can be assessed in greater detail for inclusion in a later assessment. This list is based on safety

integrity level (SIL 2).

1 Requirements

(a) Requirements Definition: This needs to be identified. It needs to be under configuration

control with adequate document identification. It should also refer to the safety integrity

requirements of the failure mode addressed in this report. Subject to this, the requirement

will be met. A tender document, in response to the Requirements Specification, might

well have been produced by the supplier and might well be identified.

(b) The Functional Specification needs to address the safety integrity requirement and to be

specific about the failure modes. It will be desirable to state to the client that it is under-

stood that the integrity issue is “loss of pilot followed by .” etc. Subject to this, the

requirement will be met.

(c) The design may not utilize a CAD specification tool or formal method in delineating the

requirement. However, the safety-related system might comprise simple control loops and

therefore not involve parameter calculation, branching decision algorithms, or complex

data manipulation. Thus, a formal specification language may not be applicable. The

documentation might be controlled by ISO 9001 configuration control and appropriate

software management. The need for an additional CAD specification tool may not be

considered necessary. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

2 Design and language

(a) There should be evidence of a “structured” design method. Examples include:

Logic diagrams

Data dictionary

Data flow diagrams

Truth tables Subject to this, the requirement will be met

(b) There should be a company-specific, or better still, project-specific coding/design stan-

dard which addresses, for example:

Use of a suitable language

Compiler requirements

Hygienic use of the language set

Use of templates (i.e., field proven) modules
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No dynamic objects

No dynamic variables or online checking thereof

Limited interrupts, pointers, and recursion

No unconditional jumps

Fully defined module interfaces. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(c) Ascertain if the compiler/translator is certified or internally validated by long use. Subject

to this, the requirement will be met.

(d) Demonstrate a modular approach to the structure of the code and rules for modules (i.e.,

single entry/exit). Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

3 Fault tolerance

(a) Assuming Type B components, and a nonredundant configuration, at least 90% safe

failure fraction is required for SIL 2. It will be necessary to establish that 90% of PLC

failures are either detected by the watchdog or result in failures not invoking the

failure mode addressed in this study. Subject to a review, the requirement will be met.

(b) Desirable features (not necessarily essential) would be, error detection/correction codes

and failure assertion programming. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(c) Demonstrate graceful degradation in the design philosophy. Subject to this, the require-

ment will be met.

4 Documentation and change control

(a) A description is needed here to cover: Rigour of configuration control (i.e., document

master index, change control register, change notes, change procedure, requirements

matrix (customer spec/FDS/FAT mapping)). Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(b) The change/modification process should be fairly rigorous, key words are:

Impact analysis of each change

Re-verification of changed and affected modules (the full test not just the perceived

change) Subject to this, the requirement will be met

Re-verification of the whole system for each change

Data recording during these re-tests

Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

5 Design review

(a) Formal design review procedure. Evidence that design reviews are:

Specifically planned in a Quality Plan document

Which items in the design cycle are to be reviewed (i.e., FDS, acceptance test results,

etc.)

Described in terms of who is participating, what is being reviewed, what documents, etc.

Followed by remedial action

Specifically addressing the above failure mode
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Code review see (b) Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(b) Code: Specific code review at pseudo code or ladder or language level which addresses

the above failure mode. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(c) There needs to be justification that the language is not suitable for static analysis and that

the code walkthrough is sufficiently rigorous for a simple PLC language set in that it is

a form of “low-level static analysis.” Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

6 Test (applies to both hardware and software)

(a) There should be a comprehensive set of functional and interface test procedures which

address the above failure mode. The test procedures need to evidence some sort of

formal test case development for the software (i.e., formally addressing the execution

possibilities, boundary values, and extremes). Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(b) There should be misuse testing in the context of failing due to some scenario of I/O or

operator interface. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(c) There should be evidence of formal recording and review of all test results including

remedial action (probably via the configuration and change procedures). Subject to

this, the requirement will be met.

(d) There should be specific final validation test plan for proving the safety-related feature.

This could be during commissioning. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

7 Integrity assessment

Reliability modelling has been used in the integrity assessment.

8 Quality, safety, and management

(a) In respect of the safety integrity issues (i.e., for the above failure mode) some evidence of

specific competency mapping is necessary to show that individuals have been chosen for

tasks with the requirements in view (e.g., safety testing, integrity assessment). The

competency requirements of IEC 61508 infer that appropriate job descriptions and

training records for operating and maintenance staff are in place. Subject to this, the

requirement will be met.

(b) Show that an ISO 9001 quality system is in operation, if not actually certified. Subject to

this, the requirement will be met.

(c) Show evidence of safety management in the sense of ascertaining safety engineering

requirements in a project as is the case in this project. This study needs to address the

safety management system (known as functional safety capability) of the equipment

designer and operator. Conformance with IEC 61508 involves this aspect of the safety-

related equipment. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

(d) Failure recording, particularly where long term evidence of a component (e.g., the

compiler or the PLC hardware) can be demonstrated is beneficial. Subject to this, the

requirement will be met.
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9 Installation and commissioning

There needs to be a full commissioning test. Also, modifications will need to be subject to

control and records will need to be kept. Subject to this, the requirement will be met.

12.4.3 ALARP

The ALARP (as low as reasonably practicable) principle involves deciding if the cost and time

of any proposed risk reduction is, or is not, grossly disproportionate to the safety benefit

gained.

The demonstration of ALARP is supported by calculating the Cost per Life Saved of the

proposal. The process is described in Chapter 2. Successive improvements are considered in

this fashion until the cost becomes disproportionate. The target of 3 � 10�3 pa corresponded

to a maximum tolerable risk target of 10�4 pa. The resulting 2 � 10�4 pa corresponds to a risk

of 6.6 � 10�6 pa. This individual risk is not as small as the Broadly Acceptable level and

ALARP should be considered.

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the scenario is sufficiently serious as to involve

two fatalities, then any proposed further risk reduction would need to be assessed against

the ALARP principle. Assuming cost of a £2,000,000 per life saved criterion then the

following would apply to a proposed risk reduction, from 6.6 � 10�6 pa. Assuming

a 30-year plant life:

£2; 000; 000 ¼ ðProposed expenditureÞ
ð½6:6� 10�6 � 10�6� � 30� 2Þ

Thus: proposed expenditure ¼ £672.

It seems unlikely that the degree of further risk reduction referred to could be achieved within

£672 and thus it might be argued that ALARP is satisfied.

12.5 Failure Rate Data

In this study the FARADIP.THREE Version 9.0 data ranges have been used for some of the

items. The data are expressed as ranges. In general the lower figure in the range, used in

a prediction, is likely to yield an assessment of the credible design objective reliability: that

is, the reliability which might reasonably be targeted after some field experience and a realistic

reliability growth programme. The initial (field trial or prototype) reliability might well be an

order of magnitude less than this figure. The centre column figure (in the FARADIP software

package) indicates a failure rate which is more frequently indicated by the various sources. It

has been used where available. The higher figure will probably include a high proportion of

maintenance revealed defects and failures. F3 refers to FARADIP.THREE, Judge refers to

judgement.
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Code (Description) Mode

Failure rate PMH
(or fixed per hr
probability) Mode rate 10L6 MDT (hrs) Reference

CCF1 (common cause
failures)

Any 0.1 0.1 24 JUDGE

CCF2/3 (common cause
failures)

Any 0.1 0.1 4000 JUDGE

ESDOC (ESD button) o/c 0.1 0.1 24 F3
UV (UV detector) Fail 5 2 24 F3
MAINS (UV separate
supply)

Fail 5 5 24 JUDGE

PLC. (revealed failures) e 5 1 24 JUDGE
PLC. (unrevealed
failures)

e 5 1 4000 JUDGE

FAN (any fan) Fail 10 10 24 F3
PSWL (pressure switch) Low 2 1 24 F3
PSWH (pressure switch) High 2 1 24 F3
CG10CL (Pilot
diaphragm vlv)

Closed 2 1 24 F3

CG9CL (slamshut) Sp close e 1 24 F3
CG11. (slamshuts) Sp close e 4 24 F3
COG5. (butterfly vlv) Fail to close e 2 4000 F3
CG4OP. (butterfly vlv) Fail to close e 2 4000 F3
CG5OP (diaphragm vlv) Fail to close e 2 4000 F3
BFG. (blast gas vlvs) e e 2 4000 F3

MDT, mean down time.

12.6 References

A reference section would normally be included.

Annex I Fault Tree Details

File name: Burner.TRO.

Results of fault tree quantification for top event: GTOP.

Top event frequency ¼ 0.222E � 07 per hr ¼ 0.194E �
03 per year

Top event MTBF ¼ 0.451E þ 08 hr ¼ 0.515E þ
04 years

Top event probability ¼ 0.526E � 06
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Basic event reliability data

Basic event Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

CCF1 I/E 0.100E � 06 24.0
CG10CL I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
ESDOC I/E 0.100E � 06 24.0
PSW1L I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
CG9CL I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
PLCSM1 I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
FANID I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
FANFD I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
PSW4H I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
PSW5H I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
CG11AC I/E 0.400E � 05 24.0
PLCSM2 I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
CG11BC I/E 0.400E � 05 24.0
PLCSM3 I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
CG11CC I/E 0.400E � 05 24.0
PLCSM4 I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
CG11DC I/E 0.400E � 05 24.0
PLCSM5 I/E 0.100E � 05 24.0
MAINS I/E 0.500E � 05 24.0
UV1 I/E 0.200E � 05 24.0
UV2 I/E 0.200E � 05 24.0
UV3 I/E 0.200E � 05 24.0
UV4 I/E 0.200E � 05 24.0
PLCSM6 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
CCF3 I/E 0.100E � 06 0.400E þ 04
COG5AO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCSM7 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5BO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCSM8 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5CO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCSM9 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5DO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS10 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
CG4OP I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
CG5OP I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
BFG1OP I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS11 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
CCF2 I/E 0.100E � 06 0.400E þ 04
BFG5AO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS12 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
BFG5BO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS13 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
BFG5CO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS14 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
BFG5DO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS15 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
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Basic event Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

BFG5EO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS16 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
BFG5FO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS17 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
BFG5GO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS18 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
BFG5HO I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
PLCS19 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04

BarloweProschan measure of cut set importance (Note: This is the name given to the practice

of ranking cut sets by frequency)

Rank 1 Importance 0.144E � 01 MTBF hrs 0.313E þ 10 MTBF years 0.357E þ 06 .

Basic event Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

FANID I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
PLCSM6 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5AO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04

Rank 2 Importance 0.144E � 01 MTBF hrs 0.313E þ 10 MTBF years 0.357E þ 06.

Basic event Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

FANID I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
PLCSM6 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5BO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04

Rank 3 Importance 0.144E � 01 MTBF hrs 0.313E þ 10 MTBF years 0.357E þ 06.

Basic event Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

FANID I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
PLCSM6 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5CO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
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Rank 4 Importance 0.144E � 01 MTBF hrs 0.313E þ 10 MTBF years 0.357E þ 06.

Basic event Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

FANID I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
PLCSM6 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5DO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04

Rank 5 Importance 0.144E � 01 MTBF hrs 0.313E þ 10 MTBF years 0.357E þ 06.

Basic even Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

FANFD I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
PLCSM6 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5AO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04

Rank 6 Importance 0.144E � 01 MTBF hrs 0.313E þ 10 MTBF years 0.357E þ 06.

Basic event Type Failure rate Mean fault duration

FANFD I/E 0.100E � 04 24.0
PLCSM6 I/E 0.100E � 05 0.400E þ 04
COG5BO I/E 0.200E � 05 0.400E þ 04
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CHAPTER 13

SIL TargetingdSome
Practical Examples

13.1 A Problem Involving EUC/SRS Independence

Figure 13.1 shows the same equipment under control (EUC) as was used in Chapter 11. In this

case, however, the additional protection is provided by means of additional K2 pilot valves,

provided for each valve, V. This implies that failure of the valves, V, was (wrongly) not

perceived to be significant. Closing the K2 pilot valve (via the PES and an I/P converter)

has the same effect as closing the K1 pilot. The valve, “V,” is thus closed by either K1 or

K2. This additional safety-related protection system (consisting of PES, I/P converters, and

K2 pilots) provides a backup means of closing valve “V.”

The PES receives a pressure signal from the pressure transmitters P. A “high” signal will cause

the PES to close the K2 pilots and thus valves “V.”

It might be argued that the integrity target for the add-on SRS (consisting of PESs, transmitters

and pilots) is assessed as in Chapter 11. This would lead to the same SIL target as is argued in

Chapter 11, namely 2.5 3 10L3 PFD (probability of failure on demand) being SIL 2.

However, there are two reasons why the SRS is far from INDEPENDENT of the EUC:

(a) Failures of the Valve Vactuators, causing the valves to fail open, will not be mitigated by

the K2 pilot.

(b) It is credible that the existing pilots K1 and the add-on pilots K2 might have common

cause failures. In that case some failures of K1 pilots would cause failure of their asso-

ciated K2 pilots.

Therefore, in Chapter 11, a design is offered which does provide EUC/SRS independence.

What then is the SIL target for the SRS in Figure 13.1?

It becomes necessary to regard the whole of the system as a single safety-related system. It thus

becomes a high-demand system with a Maximum Tolerable Failure Rate (see Chapter 11)

of 10�5 pa. This is at the far limit of SIL 4 and is, of course, quite unacceptable. Thus an alter-

native design would be called for.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00013-1

Copyright � 2016 Dr David J Smith and Kenneth G L Simpson. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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13.2 A Hand-held Alarm Intercom, Involving Human Error
in the Mitigation

A rescue worker, accompanied by a colleague, is operating in a hazardous environment. The

safety-related system, in this example, consists of a hand-held intercom intended to send an

alarm to a supervisor should the user become incapacitated. In this scenario, the failure of

the equipment (and lack of assistance from the colleague) results in the “alarm” condition

not being received or actioned by the “supervisor” located adjacent to the hazardous area.

This, in turn leads to fatality.

v

vv

J K1 J

v

K1 

JJ K1 K1 

UNPROTECTED SYSTEM

vv

JJ K1 K1 K2 K2 

v

J K1 J

v

K1 K2

PES

WITH SAFETY SYSTEM

K2
P

I/PI/P

I/P I/P

Figure 13.1: The system, with and without backup protection.
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The scenario is modeled in Figure 13.2. Gate G1 models the demand placed on the safety-

related system and Gate G2 models the mitigation. The events:

ATRISK are the periods to which an individual is exposed

SEP is the probability that the colleague is unavailable to assist

HE1 is the probability that the colleague fails to observe the problem

INCAP is the probability that the colleague is incapacitated

Figure 13.2: Loss of alarm function.
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DEMAND is the probability that the incident arises during the event

FATAL is the probability that the incident would lead to fatality if the worker is not

rescued.

Assume that the frequency of Gate G1 is shown to be 4.3 � 10�4 pa. Assume, also, that the

target Maximum Tolerable Risk is 10�5 pa. In order for the frequency of the top event to

equal 10�5 pa the probability of failure associated with Gate G2 must be 1 � 10�5/

4.3 � 10�4 ¼ 2.33 � 10�2. However the event HE2 has been assigned a PFD of 10�2,

which leaves the target PFD of the intercom to be 1.333 10L2.

Thus a SIL 1 target (low demand) will be placed on this safety function. Notice how critical

the estimate of human error is in affecting the SIL target for the intercom. Had HE2 been

2 � 10�2 then the target PFD would have been 2.33 � 10�2 � 2 � 10�2 ¼ 3.3 � 10�3. In

that case the target for the intercom would have been SIL 2.

13.3 Maximum Tolerable Failure Rate Involving Alternative
Propagations to Fatality

In this example, as a result of instrument and plant failures, a toxic gas cloud is released. Two

types of hazard are associated with the scenario:

(a) Concentration of Gas on Site

In this case a wind velocity of less than 1 m/s is assumed, as a result of which inversion would

cause a concentration of gas within the site boundary, possibly leading to fatality.

Max.TolerableRisk ¼ 10�5 pa (perhaps10�4 paoverall voluntary riskbut 10 similar hazards).

Downstream pipe rupture due to 8 Bar ¼ 10�2 pa.

Wind <1 m/s assumed to be 1 day in 30 ¼ 3.3 � 10�2.

Plant in operation, thus causing exposure to the hazard, 100% of the time.

Personnel close enough ¼ 75%

Propagation of failure to fatality is estimated to be 80%

Thus Max Tolerable PFD[ 10�5 pa/(0.01 pa � 3.3 � 10�2 � 0.75 � 0.8)

¼ 5.1 � 10�2

(b) Spread of Gas to Nearby Habitation

In this case a wind velocity of greater than 1 m/s is assumed and a direction between north

and north west, as a result of which the gas cloud will be directed at a significant area of

population.

Max Tolerable Risk ¼ 10�5 pa (public, involuntary risk)

Downstream pipe rupture due to 8 Bar ¼ 10�2 pa
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Wind >1 m/s assumed to be 29 days in 30 ¼ 97%

Wind direction from E to SE, 15%

Plant in operation, thus causing exposure to the hazard, 100% of the time

Public present ¼ 100%

Propagation of failure to fatality is assumed to be 20%

Thus Max Tolerable PFD[ 10�5 pa/(0.01 pa � 0.97 � 0.15 � 0.20)

¼ 3.4 � 10�2

The lower of the two Max Tolerable PFDs is 3.4 3 10L2, which becomes the target.

SIL targets for the safety-related systems would be based on this. Thus, if only one level of

protection were provided a SIL 1 target would apply.

13.4 Hot/Cold Water Mixer Integrity

In this example, programmable equipment mixes 70 �C water with cold water to provide an

appropriate outlet to a bath. In this scenario, a disabled person is taking a bath, assisted by

a carer. The equipment failure, which leads to the provision of 70 �C water, is mitigated by

human intervention.

Figure 13.3 models the events leading to fatality. Gate G11 apportions the incidents between

those failures occurring prior to the bath (such that it is drawn with scalding water) (G111) and

those that occur during the bath (G112). It was assumed that a bath occupies 47 hrs per 2 days.

Thus the probability of the former is 47/48 ¼ 99% and the latter therefore 1%.

A 20% chance of a distraction arising is assumed.

A 10% chance of the carer responding to the distraction is assumed.

The human error whereby the carer fails to detect a scalding bath is estimated as 0.1.

The reader might care to study Figure 13.3 and verify that the probability associated with gate

G11 is (0.99 � [0.1 � 0.2 þ 0.1]) þ (0.01 � [0.1 � 0.2]) ¼ 0.119.

The probability of an incident becoming fatal has been estimated, elsewhere, as 8.1%. The

maximum tolerable risk has been set as 10�5 pa, thus the maximum tolerable incident rate

is 10�5/8.1% ¼ 1.2 3 10L4 pa (Gate G1).

The maximum tolerable failure rate for the product is therefore:

Gate G1=Gate G11

¼ 1:2� 10�4 pa=0:119
¼ 1.01� 10L3 pa.

This would imply a safety integrity target of SIL 2 (high demand).
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Figure 13.3: Fault treedwith assistance from a carer.
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13.5 Scenario Involving High Temperature Gas to a Vessel

In this example, gas is cooled before passing from a process to a vessel. The scenario involves

loss of cooling, which causes high temperature in the vessel, resulting in subsequent rupture

and ignition. This might well be a three-fatality scenario.

Supply profile permits the scenario (pilot alight) 100%
Probability that drum ruptures 5%
Probability of persons in vicinity of site (pessimistically) 50%
Probability of ignition 90%
Probability of fatality 100%

Assuming a maximum tolerable risk of 10�5 pa, the maximum tolerable failure rate is 10�5 pa/

(0.05 � 0.5 � 0.9)[ 4.4 3 10L4 pa.

The scenario is modeled in Figure 13.4. Only Gate G22 (involving human intervention and

a totally independent equipment) is independent of the ESD (emergency shutdown system).

If a PFD in the SIL 1 range (say 3 � 10�2) is assigned to Gate G22 then the top event

target reduces to 4.4 � 10�4 pa/3 � 10�2 pa ¼ 1.5 � 10�2 pa, which is also SIL 1. Thus

a SIL 1 target (low demand) is adequate for the ESD.

Assume that the frequency of the top event is 1.3 3 10L5 pa, which meets the target.

ALARP

If a cost per life saved criteria of £4,000,000 is used then the expenditure on any proposal

which might reduce the risk to 10�7 pa (based on 10�6 pa but with 10 similar hazards) can

be calculated (based on a 30-year plant life) as:

The frequency of the top event maps to a risk of 1 � 10�5 � (1.3 � 10�5/4.4 � 10�4) ¼
3 � 10�7 pa and is thus in the ALARP region.

£4,000,000 ¼ £ proposed/([3 � 10�7 � 1 � 10�7] � 3 deaths � 30 yrs)

Thus £ proposed ¼ £72
Any proposal involving less than £72, which would reduce the risk to 10�7 pa, should be

considered. It is unlikely that any significant risk reduction can be achieved for that

capital sum.

13.6 LOPA Examples

13.6.1 Example using the LOPA Technique (1)

In Section 2.1.2 the LOPA (Levels of Protection Analysis) method was described. In this

example, a Safety Integrity Level (SIL) assessment is conducted for a hydro-electric dam

plant for the requirements of a Flood Gate Control System (FGCS). The required SIL is
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Figure 13.4: Fault treedhigh temperature in vessel.
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assessed for the control of the flood gates. These flood gates are required to prevent the dam

from being overtopped when there is more water draining into the loch than the hydro turbines

can use.

The major hazards identified are:

“Dam overtopping and a flood of water over ground that is used by ramblers” (Table 13.1)

and

“Water surge down the river which could cause a hazard to fishermen standing in the river”

(Table 13.2).

Assignment of SIL requirements: the objective is to review the specified hazards and provide

a quantitative assessment of the levels of risk reduction required in addition to the existing

controls.

Current controls: there is remote control from a central control room, via communication

links, to an independent SIL 2 remote manual flood gate control system.

There is also an independent local control panel which will provide a local manual facility to

open/close the gate.

The LOPA analysis is to determine the functional safety requirements for a local automatic

flood control system.

SIL targeting: Table 13.3 summarizes the LOPA and the required PFD values and corre-

sponding SILs for each hazard.

The assessment of whether the targets are met is carried out in Section 16.1.

The LOPAWorksheets are presented below. Notice how the PFD, which determines the target

SIL, is obtained, in each worksheet, from ratio of the “Maximum tolerable risk” to the column

called “Intermediate Event Likelihood” (actually a frequency).

13.6.2 Example using the LOPA Technique (2)

In this example, a LOPA is conducted using SIL Comp� software, for a gas suction scrubber

designed to remove contaminants from gas prior to downstream separation processes

(Figure 13.5).

The major hazard is identified below:

Low low level in gas suction scrubber resulted in gas blow-by into equipment in excess of

design pressure leading to potential rupture and loss of containment with subsequent fire/

explosion and single employee fatality.
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Table 13.1: LOPA worksheetddam overtopping.

Event

(hazard)

description Consequence

Maximum

tolerable

risk (/yr)

Initiating

cause

Initiating

likelihood

(/yr)

Vulnerability:

e.g.,

probability

of

affectation,

direction of

release, wind

IPLs

Interimediate

event

likelihood

SIF

requirement

(PFD)

SIF

requirement

(SIL)

General

purpose

design:

e.g.,

additional

mechanical

safety

margin

Basic

control

system

(BCS): e.g.

independent

control

system,

alarms

Additional

control

systems

(independent

of BCS)

Alarms

(independent

of BCS)

Additional

mitigationd

access: e.g.,

usage,

restricted

access,

occupancy,

fences,

avoidance

Additional

mitigationd

procedural:

e.g.,

operator

action,

detection,

inspections

Additional

mitigationd

physical:

e.g.,

alternative

physical

protection,

spill ways

etc.

[a] [b] [c] [d] [e] [f] [g] [h] [j]

Dam

overtopping

due to gates

failing to

open on

demand

during

a major

storm

(requiring

the use of

one gate),

which

spillways arc

unable to

mitigate.

Death of

more than

one person

1.00E-06 Adverse

weather

1 1 1 1 1 0.01 0.2 0.1 1 2.00E-04 5.00E-03 SIL 2

Storms

severe

enough to

require

the use

of one

gate occur

once per

year

Various

weather/river

level warnings

available to

operator in

central

control

roomdother

parts of river

will be rising,

providing

extra warning.

Credit based

on analysis of

communica

tions, and

operator

training/

experience

From

surveys it is

estimated

that there is

less than

20%

probability

that the

general

public will

be in the

area during

the adverse

weather

conditions

Local

operator

presence

during

storms gates

can be

opened

using

mechanical

winder or

power

assisted

drive. If a

mechanical

failure of

the gate has

occurred,

the operator

could open

a different

gate



Table 13.2: LOPA worksheetdwater surge.

IPLs

Event

(hazard)

description Consequence

Maximum

tolerable

risk (/yr)

Initiating

cause

Initiating

likelihood

(/yr)

Vulnerability:

e.g.,

probability

of

affectation,

direction of

release, wind

General

purpose

design:

e.g.,

additional

mechanical

safety

margin

Basic

control

system

(BCS): e.g.,

independent

control

system,

alarms

Additional

control

systems

(independent

of BCS)

Alarms

(independent

of BCS)

Additional

mitigationd

access: e.g.,

usage,

restricted

access,

occupancy,

fences,

avoidance

Additional

mitigationd

procedural:

e.g.,

operator

action,

detection,

inspections.

Additional

mitigationd

physical:

e.g.,

alternative

physical

protection,

spillways,

etc.

Intermediate

event

likelihood

SIF

requirement

(PFD)

SIF

requirement

(SIL)

[a] [b] [c] [d] [e] [f] [g] [h] [j]

Water

surge: Gate

opening

spuriously

causing

a surge of

water

which

could

drown

multiple

fishermen

Death of

more than

one person

1.00E-06 Output

relay/

contactor

circuit fails

closed

1.00E-02 1 1 0.01 1 1 0.21 1 1 2.3E-03 SIL 2

Failure rate

of

armature

relay (30%

dangerous

contact

S/C)

SIL 2

assessed

Fishing

season lasts

for 8 months

per year.

Fishing

15 hrs per

day.

Estimated

fishing takes

place 50% of

possible

time

2.1E-05

Flood gate

control

PLC fails to

danger,

causing

a gate to

open at

double

speed.

2.00E-03 1 1 1 1 1 0.21 1 1 4.2E-04

Rate at

which

either FG

PLC

energize

the output

contactor

or open

relay

spuriously

(and thus

causes

a gate to

open at

double

speed)

Fishing

season lasts

for 8 months

per year.

Fishing

15 hrs per

day.

Estimated

fishing takes

place 50% of

possible

time

Total 4.4E-04



Table 13.3: Summary of the LOPA.

Event (hazard)
description Consequence

Safety
Instrumented
Function (SIF)
requirement
(PFD)

SIF
requirement
(SIL) SIF description

Dam overtopping due to
gates failing to open on
demand during a major
storm (requiring the use
of one gate), which
spillways are unable to
mitigate

Death of
more than
one person

5.0 � 10�3 SIL2 PLC to provide
independent
automatic control
of flood gates to
open gates when
there are flood
conditions

Water surge: gates open
spuriously causing
a surge of water which
could drown multiple
fishermen

Death of more
than one person

2.3 � 10�3 SIL2 Watchdog to
monitor the gate
drive outputs from
the PLC and if
required disable
outputs

Figure 13.5: Gas suction scrubber.
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Assignment of SIL requirements: the objective is to review the specified hazard and provide

a quantitative assessment of the levels of risk reduction required in addition to the existing

controls.

Current controls: there is a pipeline relief valve (RV-4010) which is sized for gas breakthrough

in clean service and is regularly tested.

The LOPA analysis is to determine the functional safety requirements for a gas suction

scrubber.

SIL targeting: Table 13.4 summarizes the LOPA and the required PFD values and corre-

sponding SILs for each hazard.

The LOPA worksheet is presented below. Notice how the PFD, which determines the target

SIL, is obtained in the worksheet from the ratio of the “Target Risk Frequency” to the

“Total Mitigated Event Frequency (MEF)”. “IEF” is the “Initiating Event Frequency” and

“IPL” is the “Independent Layer of Protection.”
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Table 13.4: Summary of the LOPA for example 2.

PHA ID 2 SIF Tag/ID 2-1

SIF description Detection of low low level by LT-4011 initiates an emergency shutdown and valve
SDY-4012 closes to prevent high pressure gas flow to downstream equipment.

Hazardous event
(deviation)

Low low level in gas suction scrubber resulting in gas blow-by into equipment in
excess of design pressure leading to potential rupture and loss of containment with
subsequent fire/explosion and single employee fatality.

Notes

LOPA summary

Category Target risk
frequency
(/yr)

Consequence description Total MEF
(/yr)

PFD
target

SIL
target

Safety 1.0E-5 1e2 Fatalities 5.0E-3 2.0E-3 SIL 2

Environmental 1.0E-3 Major release onsite 2.0E-2 5.0E-2 SIL 1

Financial 1.0E-4 Between $100k and
$1 MM

2.0E-2 5.0E-3 SIL 2

Selected SIL target SIL 2

Initiating events

Ref. Initiating cause IEF (/yr)

IPLs
Conditional
modifiers

MEF (/yr)A Type B

1 Control system failure: LT-4011 causes valve
SDY-4012 to fail open.

1.0E-1 Y Safety Y 2.5E-3

Y Env. 1.0E-2

Data from LOPA rule set compared with site
data and experience.

Y Financial 1.0E-2

2 Manual valve V-4017 left open after
maintenance.

1.0E-1 Y Safety Y 2.5E-3

Y Env. 1.0E-2

Data from LOPA rule set compared with site
data and experience.

Y Financial 1.0E-2

Independent protection layers/conditional modifiers

Ref Type Tag Description Credit

A Mechanical RV-4010 Pipeline relief valve sized for gas breakthrough in
clean service and regularly tested.

General 1.0E-1

B Occupancy General occupancy of the site is 25%. Safety 2.5E-1
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CHAPTER 14

Hypothetical Rail Train
Braking System (Example)

The following example has been simplified and, as a consequence, some of the operating

modes have been changed in order to maintain the overall philosophy but give clarity to the

example.

14.1 The Systems

In this example we have a combination of two safety-related systems. One is a “high-demand”

train primary braking system, together with a second level of protection consisting of a “low-

demand” emergency braking system.

Typically there are at least two methods of controlling the brakes on carriage wheels. The

“high-demand” system would be the primary braking function activated by either the train

driver or any automatic signaled input (such as ATP). This system would send electronic

signals to operate the brakes on each bogie via an air-operated valve. This is a proportional

signal to regulate the degree of braking. The system is normally energized to hold brakes

off. The output solenoid is de-energized to apply the brakes.

Each bogie has its own air supply reservoir topped up by an air generator. Air pressure has to be

applied to operate the brakes. However, each bogie braking system is independent and each

train has a minimum of two carriages. The loss of one bogie braking system would reduce

braking by a maximum of 25%. It is assumed that the safety function is satisfied by three

out of the four bogies operating (i.e., two must fail).

In addition to this primary braking system there is separate emergency braking. This is a single

electrical wire loop that runs the full length of the train connected to an emergency button in the

driver’s cab. This circuit operates a normally energized solenoid valve. This circuit holds the

brakes off and the emergency solenoids are de-energized to apply full braking pressure to the

brakes.

Figure 14.1 shows the general arrangement of the two systems serving four bogies over two

carriages.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00014-3
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14.2 The SIL Targets

The specification for this design requires a SIL 2 target for the primary braking system, and

a SIL 3 target for the emergency braking system.

These targets may have been arrived at by a risk-graph approach. Therefore, unlike Chapter 11

where a specific quantified target was assessed, the SIL targets only provide an order of magni-

tude range of failure rates (or probabilities of failure on demand) for each of the two safety-

related systems.

The SIL 2 braking system is a high-demand system and, thus, the target is that the failure rate is

less than 10L2 pa.

The SIL 3 emergency braking system is a low-demand system and, thus, the target is that the

probability of failure on demand is less than 10L3.

It should be noted that the two systems are not independent in that they share the air power and

brake actuator systems. As a result the overall safety-integrity cannot be assessed as the combi-

nation of independent SIL 2 and SIL 3 systems. The common elements necessitate that the

overall integrity is assessed as a combination of the two systems and this will be addressed

in Section 14.6.

AIR AIR

PE
Control

PE
Control

AIR AIR

PE
Control

PE
Control

PE
Control
In Cab 

Emergency 
Brake

Carriage 1 Carriage 2

Air Generator 

Air Generator 

Figure 14.1: Braking arrangement.
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14.3 Assumptions

Assumptions are key to the validity of any reliability model and its quantification.

(a) Failure rates (symbol l), for the purpose of this prediction, are assumed to be constant

with time. Both early and wearout-related failures are assumed to be removed by burn-

in and preventive replacement, respectively.

(b) The majority of failures are revealed on the basis of two hourly usages. Thus, half the

usage interval (1 hr) is used as the down time.

(c) The proof test interval of the emergency brake lever is 1 day. Thus the average down time

of a failure will be 12 hrs.

(d) The common cause failure beta factor will be determined. A 1% partial beta is assumed

for this example.

(e) The main braking cab PE controller operates via a digital output. The bogie PE operates

the valve via an analogue output.

14.4 Failure Rate Data

Credible failure rate data for this example might be as follows.

Item Failure mode

Failure rates (10L6 per hr)

MDT (hrs)Total Mode

PES (cab) Serial output low 2 0.6 1
PES (bogie) Analog output low 2 0.6 1
Actuated valve Fail to move 5 1.5 1
Solenoid valve Fail to open 0.8 0.16
Driver’s levers
Emergency Fail to open

contact
1 0.1 12

Main No braking 1 0.1 1
Bogie air reservoir system
(reservoir check valve and
compressor) achieved by
regular (daily use)

Fail 1 1 1

Brake shoesdA low
failure rate achieved by
regular (2 weeks)
inspection

Fail 0.5 0.5 1

Common cause failure of
air

0.05

Common cause failure of
brake shoes

0.005

14.5 Reliability Models

It is necessary to model the “top event” failure for each of the two systems. Chapter 11 used the

reliability block diagram method and, by contrast, this chapter will illustrate the fault tree

approach.
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14.5.1 Primary Braking System (High Demand)

Figure 14.2 is the fault tree for failure of the primary braking system. Gates G22 and G23 have

been suppressed to simplify the graphics. They are identical, in function, to G21 and G24. Note

that the Gate G2 shows a figure “2,” being the number of events needed to fail.

The frequency of the top event is 6.63 10L3 pa, which meets the SIL 2 target.

The table below the fault tree in Figure 14.2 shows part of the fault tree output from the Technis

TTREE package (see end of book). The cut sets have been ranked in order of frequency since

this is a high-demand scenario which deals with a failure rate. Note that 80% of the contribu-

tion to the top event is from the PE1 event.

14.5.2 Emergency Braking System (Low Demand)

Figure 14.3 is the fault tree for failure of the emergency braking system. Gates G22 and G23

have been suppressed in the same way as for Figure 14.2.

The probability of the top event is 1.3 3 10L6, which meets the SIL 3 target with approx-

imately two orders of magnitude margin.

Figure 14.2: Fault tree for primary braking.
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The table below the fault tree in Figure 14.3 shows part of the fault tree output as in the

previous section. In this case the cut sets have been ranked in order of probability since this

is a low demand scenario which deals with a PFD. Note that >95% of the contribution to

the top event is from the EMERG event (lever).

14.6 Overall Safety-Integrity

As mentioned in Section 14.2 the two safety-related systems are not independent. Therefore

the overall failure rate (made up of the failure rate of the primary braking and the PFD of

the emergency braking) is calculated as follows. The fault tree in Figure 14.4 combines the

systems and thus takes account of the common elements in its quantification.

The overall failure rate is 4.83 10L4 pa. The cut set rankings show that the air supply

Common Cause Failure accounts for 90% of the failures.

Figure 14.3: Fault tree for emergency braking.
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This example emphasizes that, since the two systems are not independent, one cannot multiply

the failure rate of the primary braking system (6.6 � 10�3 pa) by the PFD of the emergency

braking system (3.6 � 10�6). The result would be nearly four orders optimistic and the

overall arrangement has to be modeled as shown in Figure 14.4.
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Figure 14.4: Combined fault tree.
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CHAPTER 15

Rotorcraft Accidents and Risk
Assessment

This chapter is in two parts. The first presents some helicopter accident and fatality statistics to

provide a comparison with other activities. The second is an example of a quantified risk

assessment, which required an input from the foregoing statistics.

15.1 Helicopter Incidents

This section is based on an earlier Technis annual report (prepared for the CAA and the general

aviation community). The report is updated annually and, in general, shows a favorable trend

reflecting a fall in incident and fatality rates. The latest report is available from Technis (david.

smith@technis.org.uk).

The following statistics are based on the Robinson R22 and R44 machines, which account for

25% of the rotorcraft flying hours in the UK (based on CAA statistics 1996e2014). They are

used mainly for training and private helicopter flights.

The incident data obtained from the AAIB (Air Accident Investigation Bureau) cover just over

1,000,000flyinghours (1996e2014). The following table summarizes the rates forR22s andR24s.

R22 R44

Incidents per craft operating hour 1 in 6600 equivalent to
34 m/c years

1 in 6800 equivalent to
68 m/c years

Injuries per craft operating hour 1 in 20,000 1 in 19,000

Fatalities FAFR 900 per 100 M hrs 980 per 100 M hrs

Injuries which are fatal 18% 36%

Table 15.1 compares the risk of fatality with a number of other activities. The term FAFR refers

to the number of fatalities per 100,000 hrs (108 hrs) of exposure to the activity in question. For

voluntary activities (such as those listed) where exposure varies between activities, it is a more

representative metric than fatalities per calendar year (which take no account of relative expo-

sure). The comparative FAFRs were obtained from recent Technis (DJS) studies.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00015-5
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Of the fatal R22/R44 helicopter accidents (13 in total) 5 were due to deliberate flight in weather

conditions which private pilots are taught to avoid. These fatalities can be argued to be totally

avoidable and would thus, reduce the above R22 and R44 FAFRs. Recalculating those two

FAFRs leads to the shortened Table 15.2.

The picture which emerges is of an activity which is far safer than popular perception.

15.2 Floatation Equipment Risk Assessment

The following risk assessment involves “testing” the proposal to fit mandatory automatic

floatation equipment to the skids of helicopters against the principles outlined in this book

and to apply the ALARP principle to the findings.

Table 15.1: Fatal accident frequency (FAFR).

Activity FAFR

Train/Bus 2

Construction industry 2

Staying at home 3

Civil air travel 3

Motor car 15

Canoe 400

Horse riding 500

Motor cycle 550

Rock climbing 600

Gliding 670

R22 helicopter (1996e2014) UK 900

R44 helicopter (1997e2014) UK 980

Swimming 1000

All helicopters (UK) 1150

Table 15.2: Revised FAFRs.

Activity
FAFR (per 100 million
hrs exposure)

R22 helicopter (1996e2014) UK 550

R44 helicopter (1997e2014) UK 600
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It must be stressed that this study was based on assumptions made by the author and that there-

fore the findings might well alter if those assumptions were to be challenged.

In this scenario, a forced landing on water leads to fatality due to life jackets and/or floatation

equipment being ineffective. A two-fatality scenario is assumed. The maximum individual

tolerable risk target is taken as 10�4 fatalities pa.

15.2.1 Assessment of the Scenario

The frequency of ditching event was obtained from the studies referred to in the Section 15.1.

Other frequencies, probabilities, and costs were obtained by discussions within the aircraft

industry.

Figure 15.1: Without floatation equipment.
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The fault tree (Figure 15.1) was constructed to model the scenario without the benefit of

floatation equipment. It was analyzed using the TECHNIS fault tree package TTREE. The

frequency of the top event is 7.2 3 10L5 pa, which meets the target.

Figure 15.2 shows the modified fault tree, which credits the mitigation offered by floatation

equipment. The frequency of the top event is 1.5 3 10L5 pa, which also meets the target.

15.2.2 ALARP

Assuming the cost of a floatation system is £17,000 and assuming a 10-year equipment life

then the cost per life saved arising from the risk reduction is:

£17; 000
��

7:2� 10�5 � 1:5� 10�5
�� 2� 10 ¼ £15 million pounds

Since this exceeds the criterion mooted in Section 2.2, ALARP could be argued to be satisfied

without the additional risk reduction.

Figure 15.2: With floatation equipment.
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CHAPTER 16

Hydroelectric Dam and Tidal
Gates

16.1 Flood Gate Control System

16.1.1 Targets

This example provides a Safety Integrity Level (SIL) assessment of the proposed flood gate

control system (FGCS) at a hydro-electric dam, demonstrating that it meets the identified

hardware reliability and minimum configuration requirements in accordance with IEC

61508.

In order to identify the SIL requirements, a Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) was

conducted at a meeting of interested parties. The study considered the hydro-electric

plant to determine potential risks associated with the specified hazards. See example in

Section 13.6.

Table 16.1 summarizes the LOPA and the required Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD)

values and corresponding SILs for each of the two hazards.

The FGCS was then analyzed to identify the Safety Instrumented Functions (SIFs) used to

mitigate the specified hazards, as presented in Table 16.2.

16.1.2 Assessment

(a) Common cause failures (CCFs)

The b values used in the analysis were based on engineering judgment and are presented in

Table 16.3.

The Safety Critical Systems Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805121-4.00016-7
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Table 16.1: Summary of the LOPA.

Event (hazard)
description Consequence

Safety instrumented
function (SIF)
requirement (PFD)

SIF
requirement (SIL)

Dam overtopping due to
gates failing to open on
demand during a major
storm (requiring the use
of one gate), which
spillways are unable to
mitigate

Death of more
than one
person

5.0 � 10�3 SIL2

Water surge: gates open
spuriously at full speed,
causing a surge of water
which could drown
multiple fishermen

Death of more
than one
person

2.3 � 10�3 SIL2

Table 16.2: Summary of safety functions.

Loop
ref. Input device

Input
configuration

Logic
device

Logic
configuration

Output
device

Output
configuration

Safety
function

A Level
transmitters
microwave
(2 off)/radar

2oo3 Safety
PLC

1oo1 Two flood
gate drives

1oo2 Detection of
high loch
level opens 1
out of 2
(1oo2)
flood gates

B Safety timer
relay

1oo1 N/A N/A Line
contactor

1oo1 If the open
contactor is
closed for
more than
50 s (i.e.,
the gate is
opening too
quickly),
power is
isolated
from the
motor by
opening the
line
contactor
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(b) Assumptions

The following summarizes the general assumptions used in the assessment:

the FGCS is assumed to be a low-demand system and therefore the LOW-DEMAND PFD

targets apply;

the analysis assumes that all failure modes that are not revealed by self test will be iden-

tified by the proof test, i.e., the proof test is 100% effective;

the calculation of PFD is based upon an assumed MTTR of 24 hrs;

if a failure occurs, it is assumed that on average it will occur at the midpoint of the test

interval; in other words, the fault will remain undetected for 50% of the test period;

the analysis assumes constant failure rates and therefore the effects of early failures are

expected to be removed by appropriate processes; it is also assumed that items are not

operated beyond their useful life, thus ensuring that failures due to wearout mechanisms

do not occur

(c) Failure rates of component parts

Table 16.4 summarizes the data sources.

(d) Results and conclusions

The results of the assessment (Table 16.5) demonstrate that, based on the assumptions, the

specified SIFs meet the hardware reliability and architectural requirements of the targets iden-

tified by the LOPA.

Table 16.3: CCF contributions.

Redundant configuration CCF b-factor Justification

Microwave/radar level transmitters 5% Three devices are mounted with
separation and utilize two dissimilar
technologies

Flood gate operation mechanism 2% The flood gates (and the associated
lifting gear) are physically separated
from one another

Power supplies 10% The two supplies are of similar
technology
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Table 16.4: Failure rates and the calculation of SFF.

Item/function Dangerous failure mode ldd ldu ls SFF Source

DC motor Fails to start on demand 0.0Eþ00 1.8E-06 3.3E-06 65% Faradip v.6.1

Motor brake Fails on 0.0Eþ00 8.4E-08 3.6E-08 30% NRPD-85

Chain drive Breaks 0.0Eþ00 2.7E-06 3.0E-07 10% Faradip v.6.1

Redundant
power supply

Loss of power 5.5E-05 0.0Eþ00 0.0Eþ00 100% Faradip v.6.1

Microwave level
transmitter

Fails to detect high loch
level

9.9E-07 2.0E-07 3.4E-07 87% Manufacturer’s
data adjusted

FG PLC AI
module

Fails to interpret high loch
level

5.6E-07 2.1E-07 4.2E-07 82% ESC Failure
Rate Database

Radar level
transmitter

Fails to detect high loch
level

1.1E-06 3.6E-07 4.7E-07 82% Manufacturer’s
data adjusted

Resolver Erroneously detects gate
in open position

1.4E-06 1.5E-07 1.5E-06 95% Faradip v.6.1

FG PLC AI
module

Erroneously detects gate
in open position

5.6E-07 2.1E-07 4.2E-07 82% ESC Failure
Rate Database

FG PLC CPU Fails to interpret high level
or gate closed on demand

2.7E-07 3.0E-08 2.6E-06 99% ESC Failure
Rate Database

FG PLC DO
(NDE) module

Fail to energize on
demand

1.2E-07 7.4E-07 3.5E-07 39% ESC Failure
Rate Database

Line contactor
(NDE)

Fails to close contacts on
demand

0.0Eþ00 2.1E-07 9.0E-08 30% Technis report
T219

Safety timer relay Contacts fail to open on
demand

0.0Eþ00 1.5E-08 1.5E-06 99% Technis report
T219

Line contactor
(NE)

Contacts fail to open on
demand

0.0Eþ00 9.0E-08 2.1E-07 70% Technis report
T219

Table 16.5: Results.

Hazard Target PFD SIL PTI hrs PFD assessed SIL from SFF Overall SIL

Dam overtopping 5 � 10�3 2 8760 4 � 10�3 2 2

Water surge 2.3 � 10�3 2 8760 4.6 � 10�4 2 2
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Reliability block diagram, dam overtopping.
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Reliability block diagram, water surge.

Dangerous
failure mode:

Contacts fail 
to open on 
demand

Contacts fail 
to open on 
demand

Configuration 1oo11oo1
CCF Contribution

Qty 11

DD (autotest) 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
DD (autotest) x Qty 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

DD (branch) 0.00E+00
MDT 24

DDsys (autotest) 0.00E+00
PFDdd 0.00E+00

DU (proof test) 1.50E-08 9.00E-08
U (proof test) x Qty 1.50E-08 9.00E-08

DU (branch) 1.05E-07
Proof Test, Tp 8760

λDUsys (proof test) 1.05E-07
PFDdu 4.60E-04

DD(sys) /hr 0.00E+00
DU(sys) /hr 1.05E-07
D(sys) /hr 1.05E-07

PFDdd(sys) 0.00E+00
PFDdu(sys) 4.60E-04

PFD 4.60E-04
SIL (PFD) SIL3

Type AA
SFF %07%99

00TFH
23LISlarutcetihcrA

Allowed SIL (Arch) SIL2

Safety Timer 
Relay

Line 
Contactor
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16.2 Spurious Opening of Either of Two Tidal Lock Gates Involving
a Trapped Vessel

The scenario involves either of a pair of lock gates moving despite no scheduled opening. This

leads to a vessel becoming trapped and either sinking or causing harm to a person on board. A

two-fatality scenario is perceived.

The following estimates of frequencies and propagations are credible:

Boat movements through the lock 12/day Assume a half minute per passage

Boat situated such as to be trapped 17% Based on an assumed 10 ft vessel in a 60 ft lock

Skipper fails to take avoiding action 10% Judgment (noting 2 min closure time)

Entrapment causes damage to vessel 90% Judged likely

Fatality ensues 50% Judgment

The combination of the above factors, together with failures and incidents, is shown in

Figure 16.1. The fault tree logic was analyzed using the TECHNIS fault tree package

TTREE, which is reproduced at the end of this chapter. The probability of the top event is

3.1 3 10L5.

Figure 16.1: Fault tree (entrapment).
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Assuming a maximum tolerable risk of 10�5 pa for this involuntary public risk, the maximum

tolerable failure rate for the mitigating effect of the Junction Gates is:

10�5 pa=3:1� 10�5 ¼ 3:2� 10�1 pa.

The fault tree logic (Figure 16.2) was constructed as a result of studying the scenario. The

frequency of the top event is 3.1 3 10L1 pa per gate, which meets the requirement.

Figure 16.2: Fault tree (spurious gate movement).
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The target (being greater than 10�1) implies a target <SIL 1.

As can be seen from the fault tree output data shown at the end of this section, human error

dominates the contributions to the top event (>95%).

We shall now address ALARP

A failure rate of 3.1 � 10�1 pa maps to a fatality risk of 10�5 pa � 3.1 � 10�1/

3.2 � 10�1 ¼ 9.7 � 10�6 pa

Thus, assuming a “cost per life saved” criterion of £4,000,000, any proposal which might

reduce the risk to the Broadly Acceptable limit of 10�6 pa might be tested as follows.

£4; 000; 000 ¼ £proposal
��

9:7� 10�6 � 10�6
�� 30 yrs� 2 fatalities

Thus any proposal costing less than £2300 should be considered. It is unlikely that any further

risk reduction can be implemented within this sum; thus it might be argued that ALARP is

satisfied.

However, it should be noted that:

• the predicted frequency is close to the target and reliability prediction is not a precise

statistic;

• the domination of human error suggests further investigation.
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APPENDIX 1

Functional Safety
Management

Template Procedure

This procedure could be part of a company’s Quality Management System (e.g., ISO 9001). It

contains those additional practices (over and above ISO 9001) necessary to demonstrate Func-

tional Safety Capability as would be audited by a reviewing body (see Chapter 7).

A large organization, with numerous activities and product types, might require more than one

procedure, whereas a small company would probably find a single procedure satisfactory.

Again, the activities covered by a designer and manufacturer of instruments or systems will

differ from those of a plant operator, which, in turn, will differ for a functional safety consul-

tant/assessor.

This template has been successfully used by companies in the safety systems integration field

and in consultancy firms. It consists of a top-level procedure and eight work practices to cover

details of safety assessment (see Annex 1).

The terms used (e.g., Safety Authority, Safety Engineering Manager) are examples only, and

will vary from organization; xxxs are used to designate references to in-house company proce-

dures and documents.

This template should not be copied exactly as it reads but tailored to meet the company’s way

of operating.

Company Standard xxx Implementation of Functional Safety

Contents

1. Purpose of Document

2. Scope

3. Functional Safety Policy

4. Quality and Safety Plan

5. Competencies

6. Review of Requirement and Responsibilities
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6.1 Source of the requirement

6.1 Contract or project review

6.1 Assigning responsibilities

7. Functional Safety Specification

8. Life-Cycle Activities

8.1 Integrity Targeting

8.2 Random Hardware Failures

8.3 ALARP

8.4 Architectures

8.5 Life-cycle activities

8.6 Functional Safety Capability

9. Implementation

10. Validation

Work Instruction xxx/001dRandom Hardware Failures & ALARP

Work Instruction xxx/002dIntegrity Targeting

Work Instruction xxx/003dLife-Cycle Activities

Work Instruction xxx/004dArchitectures (SFF)

Work Instruction xxx/005dRigour of Life-Cycle Activities

Work Instruction xxx/006dFunctional Safety Competence

Work Instruction xxx/007dFunctional Safety Plan

Work Instruction xxx/008dFunctional Safety Specification

1 Purpose of Document

This standard provides detail of those activities related to setting and achieving specific

safety-integrity targets and involves the design, installation, maintenance, and modification

stages of the life cycle. Where the activity in question is already catered for elsewhere in

the XYZ Ltd quality management system, this document will provide the appropriate cross-

reference.

The purpose of this procedure is to enable XYZ Ltd to provide in-house expertise in functional

safety such as to meet the requirements of IEC 61508. Since IEC 61508 is not a prescriptive

standard, the issue is of providing a risk-based “safety argument” that is acceptable to one’s

regulator/auditor/HSE. A functional safety assessment consists of evidence showing that the

areas of the standard have been adequately addressed and that the results are compatible

with the current state of the art.

This requires a proactive risk-based approach rather than a slavish adherence to requirements.

2 Scope

The standard shall apply to all products and documentation designed, produced, installed, or

supported by XYZ Ltd except where contract requirements specifically call for an alternative.
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In the case of simple designs, and modifications to existing plant, these activities may be

carried using in-house resources and skills. Larger projects may require the use of external

resources.

Additional detail (to assist Project Safety Engineers or subcontractors) is supplied in Work

Instructions/001e/008.

The following diagram shows the relationship of relevant procedures:

3 Functional Safety Policy

Paragraph x of the Quality Manual emphasizes that capability in respect of functional safety is

a specific design capability within XYZ Ltd. Some contracts will relate to safety-related appli-

cations. Some developments will specifically target safety-integrity conformance as a design

requirement.

If the project is deemed to be safety related then the Project Manager shall appoint an indepen-

dent Project Safety Assessor. However, a project may be declared sufficiently minor that formal

hazard identification is not required and that the remainder of this procedure need not apply. That

decision will only be undertaken or ratified by the Company Functional Safety Manager.

In the case of minor modifications this review process is satisfied by means of the impact anal-

ysis which shall be recorded on the change request.

4 Quality and Safety Plan

Every project shall involve a Quality and Safety Plan which is the responsibility of the Project

Manager. It will indicate the safety-related activities, the deliverables (e.g., Safety-Integrity

assessment report) and the competent persons to be used. The Project Manager will consult

the competency register and will review the choice of personnel with the Safety Authority.

Work instructions 
/001-/008

COMPANY STANDARD/xxx 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 
FUNCTIONAL SAFETY 

COMPANY 
QUALITY MANUAL 

Other Engineering 
Procedures  
(Change control, 
Documentation etc.) 
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The tasks are summarized in Section 5 of this standard. Minimum safety-related items required

in the Quality and Safety Plan are shown in Work Instruction/007.

See also Appendix 7 of this book.

5 Competencies

The HR department will maintain a “safety-related competence register” containing profiles of

those individuals eligible to carry out functional safety assessment and design tasks. Periodi-

cally the Managing Director and Functional Safety Manager will review the list.

The list will be updated from:

Individuals’ attendance at relevant off-the-job courses

Records of safety-related experience from each project (on-the-job training) (Project

Managers will provide this information to the Personnel Manager)

Details of new employees or contractors

See Chapter 2 Figure 2.5 of this book.

Examples of specific jobs involving safety-related competencies include:

Functional Safety Manager

The FSM will provide the company’s central expertise in functional safety. He/she will have

substantial experience in functional safety assessment and will be thoroughly conversant

with IEC 61508 and related standards.

Safety Authority

This role requires the ability to bring to a project all the expertise necessary to define func-

tional safety requirements and to carry out the assessments. He/she will communicate

between disciplines on functional safety issues. The individual may not possess all the skills

involved but is required to understand sufficient of the methodology to be able to manage

the process of subcontracting all or parts of the work. In other words, the competency to

make valid judgments of the subcontracted work is of the essence. A minimum of one day’s

“off-the-job” training with a competent course provider is required. He/she shall resolve

conflicts with his/her other roles in the project by liaising with the company’s Functional

Safety Manager.

Functional Safety Auditor

Functional Safety Audits for a project are carried out by a person other than the Safety

Authority. He/she should have received the XYZ Ltd training course on Functional Safety.

He/she should have had experience of at least one Safety-Integrity Assessment.
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Lead Project Engineer

A Lead Project Engineer shall have a basic understanding of the requirements of IEC 61508

such as might be obtained from a one-day appreciation course.

For each project, the Project Manager (assisted by the Safety Authority) shall consult the

competence register to decide who will be allocated to each task. In the event that a particular

competence(s) is not available then he will discuss the possible options involving training,

recruitment or subcontracting the task with the Managing Director.

Each individual on the competency register will participate in an annual review (generally at

the annual appraisal) with his/her next level of supervision competent to assess this feature of

performance. He/she will also discuss his/her recent training and experience, training needs,

aspirations for future safety-related work.

6 Review of Requirements and Responsibilities

6.1 Source of the Requirement

There are two circumstances in which an integrity target will arise:

Arbitrary Requirement from a client with little or no justification/explanation

An integrity target based on earlier, or subcontractor, assessments. In the event of this

being greater than SIL 1, derived from some risk graph technique, then XYZ Ltd should

attempt to ratify the result by means of quantified risk targeting.

6.2 Contract or Project Review

Where a bid, or invitation to tender, explicitly indicates a safety-related requirement (e.g.,

reference to IEC 61508, use of the term safety-critical, etc.) then the Sales Engineer will

consult a Safety Authority for advice.

All contracts (prior to acceptance by XYZ Ltd) will be examined to ascertain whether they

involve safety-related requirements. These requirements may be stated directly by the client or

may be implicit by reference to some standard. Clients may not always use appropriate terms

to refer to safety-related applications or integrity requirements. Therefore, the assistance of the

Safety Engineering Manager will be sought before a contract is declared not safety-related.

A project or contract may result in there being a specific integrity requirement placed on the

design (e.g., SIL 2 of IEC 61508). Alternatively, XYZ Ltd may be required to advise on the

appropriate integrity target in which case Work Instruction/002 will be used.

6.3 Assigning Responsibilities

For each project or contract the Project Manager shall be responsible for ensuring (using the

expertise of the Safety Authority) that the safety-integrity requirements are ascertained and

implemented.
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Each project will have a Safety Authority.

The Project Manager will ensure that the FS activities (for which he carries overall responsi-

bility to ensure that they are carried out) called for in this standard (and related procedures) are

included in the project Quality and Safety Plan and the life-cycle techniques and measures

document. Specific allocation of individuals to tasks will be included in the Quality and

Safety Plan. These shall include:

Design and implementation tasks

Functional safety assessment tasks

Functional safety audits.

The Project Manager will ensure that the tasks are allocated to individuals with appropriate

competence. The choice of individual may be governed by the degree of independence required

for an activity, as addressed in Section 10 of this standard.

7 Functional Safety Specification

Every project shall involve a Functional Safety Specification. This is outlines in Work Instruc-

tion/008.

See also Chapters 2 and 4 of this book.

8 Life-Cycle Activities

The IEC 61508 standard essentially addresses six areas:

Integrity targeting

Random hardware failures

ALARP

Architectures (safe failure fraction)

Life-cycle activities

Functional safety competence.

The life-cycle activities are summarized in this section. They are implemented, by XYZ Ltd,

by means of The Quality Management System (to ISO 9001 standard) by means of this stan-

dard and the associated Functional Safety Procedures (/001e008).

8.1 Integrity Targeting

This is addressed in Chapter 2 of this book. The company choice of risks etc. will be

described here.

SIL 3 targets may sometimes be required but, for reasons of cost, additional levels of protection

will be suggested. SIL 4 targets will always be avoided since they involve unrealistic require-

ments and can be better engineered by having additional levels of protection.
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SIL targeting shall be carried out by using a quantified risk approach rather than any rule-based

risk graph methodology. In the event of an existing risk graph-based assessment the Company

Functional Safety Manager shall advise that a risk-based approach is necessary for functions

indicated as greater than SIL 1 and will provide Company expertise in that area.

8.2 Random Hardware Failures

This involves assessing the design, by means of reliability analysis techniques, to determine

whether the targets can be met. Techniques include fault tree and logic block diagram and

FMEA analysis, redundancy modeling, assessments of common cause failure, human error

modeling, and the choice of appropriate component failure rate data. Reliability assessment

may also be used to evaluate potential financial loss. The process is described in Work Instruc-

tion/001 (Random hardware failures).

8.3 ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable)

This involves testing risk reduction proposals when the assessment of random hardware fail-

ures indicates that the target has been met but not by sufficient margin to reduce the risk

below the broadly acceptable level.

It is necessary to decide whether the cost and time of any proposed risk reduction is, or is not,

grossly disproportionate to the safety benefit gained. This requires that a cost per life (or non-

injury) saved criterion is in place. The process is described in Work Instruction/001 (Random

hardware failures).

8.4 “Architectures”

In the context of IEC 61508 the term “architectures” refers to the safe failure fraction param-

eter (or 2H data route) for which there are SIL-related requirements. It involves establishing, for

each piece of safety-related instrumentation, the fraction of failures which are neither unre-

vealed nor hazardous. The process is described in Work Instruction/004 (Architectures &

safe failure fraction).

8.5 Life-Cycle Activities

In some cases existing safety assessments will have to be based on only Integrity targeting,

Random hardware failures, ALARP, and Architectures (safe failure fraction). The Company

Functional Safety Manager should advise that this represents only a part of the spectrum of

functional safety assessment.

Where the Company Functional Safety Manager has made the decision to include an assess-

ment of life-cycle rigor then the activities necessary to demonstrate conformance to a SIL

target are summarized, in tabular form, in Work Instruction/005dLife-cycle activi-

ties. Reference to the evidence which satisfies each requirement will be entered in the
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tables. Justifications for alternatives or for “not applicable” status will be entered in the

same way.

Operations and Maintenance involve key activities which impact on the achievement of the

functional safety targets. Specific items include:

Implementation of the correct proof test intervals as per the assessments

Recording all proof tests and demands on SIS elements

8.6 Functional Safety Capability

8.6.1 Audit

The company has an ISO 9001 Quality Assurance audit capability and shall carry out at least

one audit per annum of the implementation of this procedure.

8.6.2 Changes

Control of modifications is an important aspect and requires that all change request documents

specifically identify changes as safety related or NOT safety related. The change request docu-

ment will contain a “safety related/not safety related” option, a space to record the impact of

the change. This judgment must be ratified by the Safety Authority.

8.6.3 Failures

Failure/defect/hazardous incident recording requires that each is identified as safety related or

NOT safety related. This judgment must be ratified by the Safety Authority.

8.6.4 Placing requirements onto suppliers

Instrumentation and field devices: There is a need to place a requirement upon OEM suppliers

defining the hazardous failure modes together with an integrity (e.g., SIL or SFF) requirement.

System integrators: Where a safety-related subsystem (e.g., F&GDS or ESD) is procured then

a “Functional Safety Specification” shall be placed on the system integrator (i.e., supplier). It

will state the hazardous failure modes (e.g., fail to respond to a pressure input) and provide

integrity targets to be demonstrated by the supplier. The integrity targets should be expressed

(for each hazardous failure mode) either as SIL levels or as specific failure rates or probability

of failure on demand.

8.7 Functional safety assessment report

Throughout the life-cycle there should be evidence of an ongoing assessment against the func-

tional safety requirements. The assessment report should contain, as a minimum:

• Reason for the assessment

• Hazard and risk analysis if appropriate

• Definition of the safety-related system and its failure modes
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• Calculation of target SIL

• Reliability models and assumptions, for example down times and proof test intervals

• Failure data sources and reliability calculations

• Findings of the qualitative assessment of life-cycle activities

• A demonstration of rigor such as is described in Appendix 2 of this book

• Appropriate independence.

9 Implementation

During design, test, and build, defects are recorded on “Defect Reports.” During Site installa-

tion and operations they are recorded on “Incident Reports,” which embrace a wider range of

incident.

Problems elicited during design review will be recorded on form xxxx. Failures during test will

be recorded as indicated in STD/xxx (factory) and PROC/xxx (Site).

All defect reports will be copied to the Functional Safety Manager, who will decide whether

they are safety related or not safety related. He will positively indicate safety related or not

safety related on each report. All safety-related reports will be copied to the Safety Authority,

who will be responsible for following up and closing out remedial action.

All SR incident reports, defect reports, and records of SR system demands will be copied to the

Company Functional Safety Manager, who will maintain a register of failures/incidents. A 6-

monthly summary (identifying trends where applicable) will be prepared and circulated to

Project Managers and Technical and Safety Authorities.

10 Validation

Validation, which will be called for in the Quality and Safety Plan of this standard, will

involve a Validation Plan. This plan will be prepared by the Safety Authority and will

consist of a list of all the SR activities for the Project, as detailed in this standard and

related procedures.

The Safety Authority will produce a Validation Report which will remain active until all reme-

dial actions have been satisfied. The Safety Authority and Project Manager will eventually sign

off the report, which will form part of the Project File.

Annex A

Notes on the Second-level Work Instructions 001e008

Work Instruction xxx/001dRandom Hardware Failures & ALARP

Will describe techniques to be used (see Chapters 5 and 6 and Appendix 4 of this

book).
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Work Instruction xxx/002dIntegrity Targeting

Will describe techniques and targets to be used (see Chapter 2 of this book).

Work Instruction xxx/003dLife-Cycle Activities

Will capture the tables from Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 8 of this book.

Work Instruction xxx/004dArchitectures (SFF)

Will describe the rules from Chapters 3 and 8 of this book.

Work Instruction xxx/005dFunctional Safety Competence

Will provide the tasks and register formatdsee Chapter 2 of this book.

Work Instruction xxx/006dFunctional Safety Plan

See Appendix 7 of this book.

Work Instruction xxx/007dFunctional Safety Specification

See Chapters 3 and 4 of this book.
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APPENDIX 2

Assessment Schedule
The following checklist assists in providing CONSISTENCY and RIGOR when carrying out

an Integrity Assessment. The checklist can be used to ensure that each of the actions have

been addressed. Furthermore it can be included, as an Appendix, in an assessment report

with the Paragraph Numbers of the report referenced against each item. In this way

a formal review of rigor can be included.

1 Defining the Assessment and the Safety System

1.1 Describe the reason for the assessment, for example, safety case support, internal policy,

contractual requirement for IEC 61508. Paragraph No..........

1.2 Confirm the degree of independence called for and the competence of the assessor. This

includes external consultants. Paragraph No..........

1.3 Define the safety-related system. This may be a dedicated item of safety-related equipment

(i.e., ESD) or control equipment which contains safety-related functions. Paragraph

No..........

1.4 Define the various parts/modules of the system being studied and list the responsibilities for

design and maintenance. For example, the PLC may be a proprietary item which has been

applications-programmed by the supplier/userdin which case information will be needed

from the supplier/user to complete the assessment. Paragraph No..........

1.5 Describe the customer, and deliverables anticipated, for the assessment. For example “XYZ

to receive draft and final reports.” Paragraph No..........

1.6 Provide a justification, for example, that the SIL calculation yields a target of less than SIL

1, where it is claimed that equipment is not safety-related. Paragraph

No..........

1.7 Establish that the development (and safety) life cycle has been defined for the safety-related

system. Paragraph No..........

1.8 Establish that the Quality Plan (or other document) defines all the necessary activities for

realizing the requirements of IEC 61508 and that all the necessary design, validation, etc.

documents are defined.
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2 Describing the Hazardous Failure Mode and Safety Targets

2.1 Establish the failure mode(s) which are addressed by the study, against which the safety-

related system is deemed to be a level of protection (for example, downstream overpressure for

which ESD operates a slam-shut valve). Paragraph No..........

2.2 Establish the risk criteria for the failure mode in question. Paragraph

No..........

2.3 Taking account of the maximum tolerable risk, calculate the SIL(s) for the safety-related

system for the failure mode(s) in question. Indicate whether the SIL has been calculated from

a risk target, for example, Table 2.2 of Chapter 2 of this book, or derived from LOPA or risk

matrix approaches. In the event of using risk graph methods, indicate the source and method of

calibration of the method. Paragraph No..........

2.4 Check that the appropriate SIL table has been applied (High or Low demand). Paragraph

No..........

2.5 Review the target SIL(s) against the number of levels of protection and decide whether

a lower SIL target, with more levels of protection, is a more realistic design option. Paragraph

No..........

2.6 Ensure that the design documentation, for example, requirements specification, adequately

identifies the use of the safety-related system for protection of the failure mode(s) defined.

Paragraph No..........

3 Assessing the Random Hardware Failure Integrity of the Proposed
Safety-Related System

3.1 Create a reliability model(s), for example, fault tree, block diagram, event tree, for the

safety-related system and for the failure mode(s) defined. Paragraph

No..........

3.2 Remember to address CCF in the above model(s). Refer to the literature for an appropriate

model, for example, BETAPLUS. Paragraph No..........

3.3 Remember to quantify human error (where possible) in the above model(s). Paragraph

No..........

3.4 Remember to address both auto and manual diagnostic intervals and coverage in the above

model(s). Paragraph No..........

3.5 Select appropriate failure rate data for the model(s) and justify the use of sources.

Paragraph No..........
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3.6 Quantify the model(s) and identify the relative contributions to failure of the modules/

components within the SRS (safety-related system). Paragraph No..........

3.7 Have any the SFF claims been justified or argued? Paragraph No..........

4 Assessing the Qualitative Integrity of the Proposed Safety-Related
System

4.1 Check that the architectural constraints for the SIL in question have been considered and

that the diagnostic coverage and SFFs have been assessed. Paragraph

No..........

4.2 Review each paragraph of Chapters 3 and 4 of this book HAVING REGARD TO EACH

FAILURE MODE being addressed. Remember that the qualitative feature applies to the

safety-related system for a SPECIFIC failure mode. Thus, a design review involving features

pertaining only to “spurious shutdown” would not be relevant where “failure to shutdown” is

the issue. Paragraph No..........

4.3 Document which items can be reviewed within the organization and which items require

inputs from suppliers/subcontractors. Paragraph No..........

4.4 Obtain responses from suppliers/subcontractors and follow up as necessary to obtain

adequate VISIBILITY. Paragraph No..........

4.5 Document the findings for each item above, and provide a full justification for items not

satisfied but deemed to be admissible, for example, non-use of Static Analysis at SIL 3 for

a simple PLC. Paragraph No..........

4.6 Has the use of software downloaded from a remote location, and any associated problems,

been addressed? Paragraph No..........

5 Reporting and Recommendations

5.1 Prepare a draft assessment report containing, as a minimum:

• Executive summary

• Reason for assessment

• Definition of the safety-related system and its failure modes

• Calculation of target SIL

• Reliability model

• Assumptions inherent in Reliability Model, for example, down times and proof test

intervals

• Failure data sources

• Reliability calculations

• Findings of the qualitative assessment
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Report No.........

5.2 If possible include recommendations in the report as, for example:
An additional mechanical relief device will lower the SIL target by one, thus making the

existing proposal acceptable.

Separated, asynchronous PESs will reduce the CCF sufficiently to meet the target SIL.

Paragraph No..........

5.3 Address the ALARP calculation where the assessed risk is greater than the broadly accept-

able risk. Paragraph No..........

5.4 Review the draft report with the client and make amendments as a result of errors, changes

to assumptions, proposed design changes, etc.

Meeting (date) ..........

6 Assessing Vendors

6.1 In respect of the items identified above requiring the assessment to interrogate subcontrac-

tors/suppliers, take account of other assessments that may have been carried out, for example,

IEC 61508 assessment or assessment against one of the documents in Chapters 8e10 of this

book. Review the credibility and rigor of such assessments. Paragraph

No..........

6.2 In respect of the items identified above requiring the assessment to interrogate subcon-

tractor/suppliers, ensure that each item is presented as formal evidence (document or test)

and is not merely hearsay; for example “a code review was carried out.” Paragraph

No..........

7 Addressing Capability and Competence

7.1 Has a functional safety capability (i.e., Management) review been conducted as per Section

2.3.5 of this book? Paragraph No..........

7.2 Consider the competence requirements of designers, maintainers, operators, and installers.

Paragraph No..........

7.3 Establish the competence of those carrying out this assessment. Paragraph

No..........
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APPENDIX 3

BETAPLUS CCF Model,
Scoring Criteria

Checklist for Equipment Containing Programmable Electronics

A scoring methodology converts this checklist into an estimate of Beta. This is available as the

BETAPLUS software package.

(1) Separation/segregation

Are all signal cables separated at all positions?

Are the programmable channels on separate printed circuit boards?

OR are the programmable channels in separate racks

OR in separate rooms or buildings?

(2) Diversity

Do the channels employ diverse technologies?

1 electronic þ 1 mechanical/pneumatic

OR 1 electronic or CPU þ 1 relay based

OR 1 CPU þ 1 electronic hardwired?

Were the diverse channels developed from separate requirements from separate people

with no communication between them?

Were the two design specifications separately audited against known hazards by separate

people and were separate test methods and maintenance applied by separate people?

(3) Complexity/design/application/maturity/experience

Does cross-connection between CPUs preclude the exchange of any information other than

the diagnostics?

Is there >5 years experience of the equipment in the particular environment?

Is the equipment simple, that is <5 PCBs per channel?

OR <100 lines of code

OR <5 ladder logic rungs

OR <50 I/O and <5 safety functions?

Are I/O protected from overvoltage and overcurrent and rated >2:1?
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(4) Assessment/analysis and feedback of data

Has a combination of detailed FMEA, fault tree analysis, and design review established

potential CCFs in the electronics?

Is there documentary evidence that field failures are fully analyzed with feedback to

design?

(5) Procedures/human interface

Is there a written system of work on site to ensure that failures are investigated and checked

in other channels? (including degraded items which have not yet failed)

Is maintenance of diverse/redundant channels staggered at such an interval as to ensure

that any proof tests and cross-checks operate satisfactorily between the maintenance?

Do written maintenance procedures ensure that redundant separations such as, for

example, signal cables, are separated from each other and from power cables and

should not be re-routed?

Are modifications forbidden without full design analysis of CCF?

Is diverse equipment maintained by different staff?

(6) Competence/training/safety culture

Have designers been trained to understand CCF?

Have installers been trained to understand CCF?

Have maintainers been trained to understand CCF?

(7) Environmental control

Is there limited personnel access?

Is there appropriate environmental control (e.g., temperature, humidity)?

(8) Environmental testing

Has full EMC immunity or equivalent mechanical testing been conducted on prototypes

and production units (using recognized standards)?

Checklist and Scoring for Nonprogrammable Equipment

Only the first three categories have different questions as follows:

(1) Separation/segregation

Are the sensors or actuators physically separated and at least 1 m apart?
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If the sensor/actuator has some intermediate electronics or pneumatics, are the channels on

separate PCBs and screened?

OR if the sensor/actuator has some intermediate electronics or pneumatics, are the

channels indoors in separate racks or rooms?

(2) Diversity

Do the redundant units employ different technologies?

e.g., 1 electronic or programmable þ 1 mechanical/pneumatic

OR 1 electronic, 1 relay based

OR 1 PE, 1 electronic hardwired?

Were separate test methods and maintenance applied by separate people?

(3) Complexity/design/application/maturity/experience

Does cross-connection preclude the exchange of any information other than the

diagnostics?

Is there >5 years experience of the equipment in the particular environment?

Is the equipment simple, e.g., non-programmable-type sensor or single actuator field

device?

Are devices protected from overvoltage and overcurrent and rated >2:1 or mechanical

equivalent?

(4) Assessment/analysis and feedback of data

As for Programmable Electronics (see above).

(5) Procedures/human interface

As for Programmable Electronics (see above).

(6) Competence/training/safety culture

As for Programmable Electronics (see above).

(7) Environmental control

As for Programmable Electronics (see above).

(8) Environmental testing

As for Programmable Electronics (see above).
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The diagnostic interval is shown for each of the two (programmable and nonprogrammable)

assessment lists. The (C) values have been chosen to cover the range 1e3 in order to construct

a model which caters for the known range of BETA values.

For programmable electronics

Diagnostic coverage Interval <1 min Interval 1e5 min Interval 5e10 min Interval >10 min

98% 3 2.5 2 1

90% 2.5 2 1.5 1

60% 2 1.5 1 1

For sensors and actuators

Diagnostic
coverage Interval <2 hrs Interval 2 hrse2 days Interval 2 dayse1 week Interval >1 week

98% 3 2.5 2 1

90% 2.5 2 1.5 1

60% 2 1.5 1 1

In view of the comments, in Section 5.2.2, concerning conjecture there is no justification for

more than single figure accuracy. The following table is used in BETAPLUS 4.0 and in the

Institution of Gas Engineers and Managers Guidance SR/15 Edition 5 amendments.

BETAPLUS 4.0

M [ 1 M[ 2 M[ 3 M [ 4 M[ 5 M [ 6

N ¼ 2 1

N ¼ 3 0.4 2

N ¼ 4 0.3 1 3

N ¼ 5 0.2 0.6 1 4

N ¼ 6 0.1 0.5 1 2 5

N ¼ 7 0.1 0.3 0.7 1 3 7

Values for MooN configurations outside the above table are also a matter of conjecture and

never likely to be demonstrated. Thus, the user is encouraged to use his/her own judgment.

The BETAPLUS model is available, as a software package, from David.Smith@technis.org.uk.
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APPENDIX 4

Assessing Safe Failure
Fraction and Diagnostic

Coverage
In Chapter 3 Safe Failure Fraction (SFF) and random hardware failures were addressed and

reference was made to FMEA.

1 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

Figure A4.1 shows an extract from a failure mode effect analysis (FMEA) covering a single

failure mode (e.g., OUTPUT FAILS LOW).

Columns (A) and (B) identify each component.

Column (C) is the total part failure rate of the component.

Column (D) gives the failure mode of the component leading to the failure mode (e.g.,

FAIL LOW condition).

Column (E) expresses Column (D) as a percentage (e.g., 20% for U8).

Column (F) multiplies Column (C) by (D) to produce the hazardous failure rate.

Column (G) shows the assessed probability of that failure being diagnosed. This would

ideally be 100% or 0 but a compromise is sometimes made when the outcome is not

totally certain.

XYZ MODULE  
HGFEDCBA

COMP REF DESCRIPTION F.Rate MODE 1 M1 F.rate % Diag M1 NOTES E*F
pmh pmh

6300.009400.0%0220.010.0@SEHCTALSOMx27/6U
0010.0%0250.0YARRACIGOLGORP8U
270.00980.0%024.020.@MARSx0282-9U
230.005460.0%0223.080.@M4SOMHSALFx413-92U
00210.0C/S40.0plnpn32RT

TOTAL F.Rate 6701.071.038.0
WEIGHTED % 63
SFF = 92

Figure A4.1: FMEA.
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Column (H) multiplies the mode failure rate by the diagnostic coverage for each compo-

nent and calculates the revealed hazardous failures.

Column (I) describes the “safe” failure state.

Column (J) expresses Column (I) as a percentage (e.g., 60% for R6).

Column (K) multiplies Column (J) by (C) to produce the safe failure rate.

Cells at the bottom of the spreadsheet in Figure A4.1 contain the algorithms to calculate diag-

nostic coverage (64%) and SFF (84%).

Average Diagnostic coverage is obtained from the sum of column H divided by the sum of

column F.

SFF is obtained from the equation in Chapter 3, that is to say Cells (H11 þ K11)/(F11 þ K11).

Typically this type of analysis requires four man days of effort based on a day’s meeting for

a circuit engineer, a software engineer who understands the diagnostics, and the safety assessor

carrying out the “component-by-component” review. A further day allows the safety assessor

to add failure rates and prepare the calculations and a report.

2 Rigor of the Approach

In order demonstrate the rigor of the FMEA exercise, Table A4.1 provides a template of items

to be addressed. It can thus be used, in the FMEA report, to indicate where each item can be

evidenced.
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Table A4.1: Rigor of the FMEA.

A definition of the equipment’s intended safety function and perceived failure mode Section? of this

Summary of failure data used Section? of this

General and specific assumptions Section? of this

Spreadsheet (or FARADIP output) showing, for each failure mode of the equipment,
the component failure rates, and modes (for each block identified in the reliability/
fault model) the data source used (with any justifications if necessary)

Section? of this

Where the FMEA involves more than one function block, then there needs to be
a reliability block diagram (or fault tree), including common cause failure, to show the
interrelationship of blocks. Calculations (including the MTTR, proof test intervals,
failure rates, etc.) should be shown.

Section? of this

Justification for any diagnostic coverage claimed for each component (if over 60%).
This may involve a separate textual section describing the hardware/software/
watchdog arrangements

Section? of this

Where applicable, the predicted effect of temperature variation on the failure data
used, (e.g. elevated temperature approaching the maximum junction temperature)

Section? of this

Where applicable, the failure rate data are factored, where components (such as
power transistors, electrolytic capacitors) have been used above 70% of their
rated load

Section? of this

Where applicable, the failure rate data are factored, to allow for the effect of high
vibration

Section? of this

Identification of any life limited components, together with maintenance/replacement
requirements (e.g., batteries, electrolytic capacitors, electromechanical
components, etc.)

Section? of this

Documented evidence of a theoretical circuit design review (showing scope, findings,
reviewer independence, etc.)

Section? of this

Circuit design information:Schematics, including block diagram if multiboardParts
listFunctional description including onboard diagnostics (if any)

Section? of this

Safety requirements specification and/or brief product specification (e.g., datasheet)
including environmental and application information

Section? of this
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APPENDIX 5

Answers to Examples

Answer to Exercise 1 (Section 2.1.1 (d))

Propagation to fatality is 1:2 times 1:5 ¼ 0.1.

Maximum tolerable failure rate leading to single fatality is 10�5 pa/10�1 ¼ 10�4 pa;

however the actual process failure rate is 0.05 pa ¼ 5 � 10�2 pa.

Thus the protection system should have a target probability of failure on demand (PFD) no

worse than:

10�4 pa/5 � 10�2 pa ¼ 2 � 10�3.

The target is dimensionless and is thus a PFD. the Low Demand column in Table 1.1 is

therefore indicated.

Thus the requirement is SIL 2.

Answer to Exercise 2 (Section 2.1.1 (d))

Answer 2.1

Since there are 10 sources of risk (at the same place) the maximum tolerable fatality rate

(per risk) is 10�5/10 ¼ 10�6 pa.

Target toxic spill rate is 10�6 pa/10�1 ¼ 10�5 pa.

However, the actual spill rate is 1/50 pa ¼ 2 � 10�2 pa.

Thus the protection system should have a target PFD no worse than:

10�5 pa/2 � 10�2 pa ¼ 5 � 10�4.

The target is dimensionless and is thus a PFD. The Low Demand column in Table 1.1 is

therefore indicated.

Thus the requirement is SIL 3.

Answer 2.2

The additional protection reduces the propagation to fatality to 1:30 so the calculation

becomes: target spill rate is 10�6 pa/3.3 � 10�2 pa ¼ 3 � 10�5 pa; however, spill rate is

1/50 pa ¼ 2 � 10�2 pa.

Thus the protection system should have a target PFD no worse than:

3 � 10�5 pa/2 � 10�2 pa ¼ 1.5 � 10�3.

Thus the requirement now becomes SIL 2 (low demand).
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Answer to Exercise 3 (Section 2.1.1 (d))

Target maximum tolerable risk ¼ 10�5 pa.

Propagation of incident to fatality ¼ 1/200 ¼ 5 � 10�3.

Thus target maximum tolerable failure rate ¼ 10�5 pa/5 � 10�3 ¼ 2 � 10�3 pa:

Note: 2 � 10�3 pa ¼ 2.3 � 10�7 per hour.

The requirement is expressed as a rate, thus the High Demand column of Table 1.1 is indi-

cated at SIL 2.

Answer to Exercise 4 (Section 2.2)

For the expense to just meet the cost per life saved criterion then:

8:6� £2; 000; 000 ¼ £proposal

8� 10�6 � 2� 10�6
� 3� 25 ¼ £7740

Thus an expenditure of £7740 would be justified if the stated risk reduction could be ob-

tained for this outlay. Expenditure in excess of this could be argued to be disproportionate

to the benefits.

Answer to Exercises (Chapter 11)

11.2 Protection System

The target Unavailability for this “add-on” safety system is therefore 10�5 pa/

2.5 � 10�3 pa ¼ 4 � 10L3, which indicates SIL 2.

11.4 Reliability Block Diagram

11.6 Quantifying the Model

(a) Ball valve SS1 fails open.

Unavailability ¼ l MDT ¼ 0.8 � 10�6 � 4000

¼ 3.2 � 10�3

(b) Ball valve SS2 fails open.

Unavailability ¼ l MDT ¼ 0.8 � 10�6 � 4000

¼ 3.2 � 10�3

Ball 
Valve 1 
Fails 
Open 

Ball 
Valve 2 
Fails 
Open 

PES o/p 
1
Fails to 
close 
valve 
(10%
Undiagn
osed) 

PES o/p 
2
Fails to 
close 
valve 
(10% 
Undiagn
osed) 

PES o/p 
1
Fails to 
close 
valve 
(90%
Diagnos
ed)

PES o/p 
2
Fails to 
close 
valve 
(90% 
Diagnos
ed)

Pressure 
Tx
Fails 
Low
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(c) PES output 1 fails to close valve (Undiagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 10% l MDT ¼ 0.025 � 10�6 � 4000

¼ 1 � 10�4

(d) PES output 2 fails to close valve (Undiagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 10% l MDT ¼ 0.025 � 10�6 � 4000

¼ 1 � 10�4

(e) PES output 1 fails to close valve (Diagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 90% l MDT ¼ 0.225 � 10�6 � 4

¼ 9 � 10�7

(f) PES output 2 fails to close valve (Diagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 90% l MDT ¼ 0.225 � 10�6 � 4

¼ 9 � 10�7

(g) Pressure transmitter fails low

Unavailability ¼ l MDT ¼ 0.5 � 10�6 � 4000

¼ 2 � 10�3

The predicted Unavailability is obtained from the sum of the unavailabilities in (a) to (g)

[ 8.63 10L3 (Note: the target was 4 � 10�3.).

This is higher than the unavailability target. The argument as to the fact that this is still within

the SIL 2 target was discussed in Chapter 2. We chose to calculate an unavailability target and

thus it is NOT met.

74% from items (a) and (b), the valves.

23% from item (g), the pressure transmitter.

Negligible from items (c)e(f), the PES.

11.7 Revised Diagrams

Ball 
Valve 1 
Fails 
Open 

Ball 
Valve 2 
Fails 
Open 

PES o/p 
1
Fails to 
close 
valve 
(10% 
Undiagn
osed) 

PES o/p 
2
Fails to 
close
valve 
(10% 
Undiagn
osed) 

PES o/p 
1
Fails to 
close 
valve 
(90% 
Diagnos
ed) 

PES o/p 
2
Fails to 
close
valve 
(90% 
Diagnos
ed)

Duplicated Pr Txs & 
CCF – fail low 

Reliability block diagram.
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11.9 Quantifying the Revised Model

Changed figures are shown in bold.

(a) Ball valve SS1 fails open.

Unavailability ¼ l MDT ¼ 0.8 � 10�6 � 2000

¼ 1.6 � 10�3

(b) Ball valve SS2 fails open.

Unavailability ¼ l MDT ¼ 0.8 � 10�6 � 2000

¼ 1.6 � 10�3

(c) PES output 1 fails to close valve (Undiagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 10% l MDT ¼ 0.025 � 10�6 � 2000

¼ 5 � 10�5

(d) PES output 2 fails to close valve (Undiagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 10% l MDT ¼ 0.025 � 10�6 � 2000

¼ 5 � 10�5

Equivalent fault tree.
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(e) PES output 1 fails to close valve (Diagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 90% l MDT ¼ 0.225 � 10�6 � 4

¼ 9 � 10�7

(f) PES output 2 fails to close valve (Diagnosed Failure).

Unavailability ¼ 90% l MDT ¼ 0.225 � 10�6 � 4

¼ 9 � 10�7

(g) Voted pair of pressure transmitters.

Unavailability ¼ l2 T2/3 ¼ [0.5 � 10�6]2 � 40002/3

¼ 1.3 � 10�6

(h) Common cause failure (CCF) of pressure transmitters.

Unavailability ¼ 9% l MDT ¼ 0.09 � 0.05 � 10�6 � 2000

¼ 9 � 10�5

The predicted Unavailability is obtained from the sum of the unavailabilities in (a) to (h) ¼
3.3 3 10L3, which meets the target.

11.10 ALARP

Assume that further improvements, involving CCF and a further reduction in proof test

interval, could be achieved for a total cost of £1000. Assume, also, that this results in an

improvement in unavailability, of the safety-related system, from 3.3 3 10L3 to the PFD asso-

ciated with the Broadly Acceptable limit of 4 3 10L4. It is necessary to consider, applying the

ALARP principle, whether this improvement should be implemented.

If the target unavailability of 4 3 10L3 represents a maximum tolerable risk of 10L5 pa, then it

follows that 3.33 10L3 represents a risk of 10�5 � 3.3/4 ¼ 8.3 3 10L6 pa. If 10L6 pa is

taken as the boundary of the negligible risk then the proposal remains within the tolerable

range and thus subject to ALARP.

Assuming a two-fatality scenario, the cost per life saved over a 40-year life of the equipment

(without cost discounting) is calculated as follows:

3.33 10L3 represents a risk of 8.3 � 10�6

43 10L4 represents a risk of 10�6

Cost per life saved ¼ £1000/(40 � 2 lives � [8.3 � 1] � 10�6)

¼ £1,700,000

The Gross Disproposition Factor, GDF, (see below) for this example is 8.6 Thus, on this basis,

if the cost per life saved criterion were £1,000,000 then, with GDF taken into account, it

becomes £8,600,000. The proposed further improvement is justified.
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11.11 Architectural Constraints

(a) PES

The safe failure fraction for the PESs is given by 90% diagnosis of 5% of the failures,

which cause the failure mode in question, PLUS the 95% which are “fail safe.”

Thus (90% � 5%) þ 95% ¼ 99.5%.

Consulting the tables in Chapter 3 then:

If the simplex PES is regarded as Type B then SIL 2 can be considered if this design has

>90% safe failure fraction.

(b) Pressure transmitters

The safe failure fraction for the transmitters is given by the 75% which are “fail safe.”

If they are regarded as Type A then SIL 2 can be considered since they are voted and

require less than 60% safe failure fraction.

Incidentally, in the original proposal, the simplex pressure transmitter would not have met

the architectural constraints.

(c) Ball valves

The safe failure fraction for the valves is given by the 90% which are “fail safe.”

If they are regarded as Type A then SIL 2 can be considered since they require more than

60% safe failure fraction.

IR GDF
BA 1.00E-06 2 8.00E-06 8.56
MaxTol 1.00E-05 10

1

10

1.00E-06 1.00E-05 1.00E-04

INDIVIDUAL RISK

G
D

F
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Comments on Example (Chapter 12)

The following are a few of the criticisms which could be made of the Chapter 12 report.

12.2 Integrity Requirements

In Chapter 11 the number of separate risks to an individual was taken into account. As a result

the 10�4 pa target was amended to 10�5 pa. This may or may not be the case here but the point

should be addressed.

12.4.1 ALARP

It was stated that nothing could be achieved for £672. It may well be possible to achieve signif-

icant improvement by reducing proof test intervals for a modest expenditure.

12.5 Failure Rate Data

It is not clear how the common cause failure proportion has been chosen. This should be

addressed.

Other items:

(a) There is no mention of the relationship of the person who carried out the assessment to the

provider. Independence of the assessment needs to be explained.

(b) Safe failure fraction was not addressed.

(c) Although the life-cycle activities were referred to, the underlying function safety capa-

bility of the system provider was not called for.
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APPENDIX 7

Quality and Safety Plan

Typical items for inclusion are:

1 Responsibilities (by name and those persons must be listed in the
company competency register)

Project Manager

Functional Safety Authority/Assessor for the Project

Functional Safety Audit

Software authority (if applicable)

Subcontract safety assessor/consultant (if applicable)

2 Product/Project Scope and Life-cycle Details for this Product/Project

Functional Description: The boundary of the safety-related system (e.g., Input and output

signals relating to the safety functions)

Overall life cycle, e.g., design, control of subcontract software, test, installation, and

commissioning.

Software life cycle (See Chapter 4) including tools and compilers and their version

numbers.

3 Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment

Description of the hazard or hazardous failure mode (so-called “dangerous” failure or fail-

ures) (e.g., failure to move valve, loss of heating, overpressure, etc.).

Description of the so-called “safe” failure or failures (e.g., spurious valve movement,

spurious release, etc.).

Target maximum tolerable failures rates (or PFDs).

Allocation of targets to subsystems (e.g., spurious valve movement, spurious release, loss

of heating, overpressure, etc.).

SIL targets (e.g., SIL 1 for functions A, B, and C and SIL 2 for functions D and E).

Mode of operation (i.e., High or Low Demand)
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4 Items/Deliverables to be Called for and Described in Outline

Document Hierarchy

For example, Requirements Specification, Hardware Specifications and Drawings, Software

Specification, Code listings, Review plan and results, Test plan and results, Validation Plan

and report, relevant standards such as for coding or for hardware design.

Example document list.

Document Number Date and sign off

Quality and Safety Plan

Functional spec

Software architecture spec

Hardware architecture spec

Parts list (for each hardware module)

Functional Safety Assessment Report to include
random hardware failures and safe failure fraction

Technis/ESC report
No..

Design Review Report, FMEA

Design Review Report, software specification

Design Review Report, hardware design

Design Review Report, test results (all tests including
emc, ATEX, functionality, misuse)

Design Review Report

Composite Test Report

Validation Report

User manual/safety manual

Commissioning manual

Operation manual

Maintenance manual

List of Hardware Modules

Including the configuration of hardware (e.g., voted channels and redundant items). Details of

their interconnection and human interfaces.

List of Software Items

Media, listings.
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User Manual

Safety manual.

Hardware and/or software manual.

To describe limitations of the SIL claims. Examples are:

• Proof test interval

• Mean repair time (revealed failures)

• Routine maintenance plan

• Environment

• Age for replacement of either component parts or whole item

Review Plan

For example, Design reviews of functional spec and of code listings and test results and vali-

dation report.

Typical reviews might address:

• Fault tree modeling results

• The software specification (including architecture) to specifically target the safety related

functions (loops) as identified in the fault tree models

• The hardware design (to address all/any hardware recommendations made in the assess-

ment study)

• The test results vis a vis the safety integrity functions

Test Plan

For example, List of module tests, functional test, acceptance tests, environmental tests.

Validation Plan/Report

Could be in the form of a matrix of rows containing the numbered requirements from the func-

tional or safety specification and columns for each of the reviews, tests, assessments etc.

5 Procurement

Evidence of suitability of procured instruments or designs will be obtained by means of either:

• Reputable certification or

• A safe failure fraction and failure/rate/PFD argument endorsed by the safety assessor.
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APPENDIX 8

Some Terms and Jargon
of IEC 61508

The seven “Parts” of IEC 61508 are described as “normative”, which means they are the Stan-

dard proper and contain the requirements which should be met. Some of the annexes, however,

are described as “informative” in that they are not requirements but guidance which can be

used when implementing the normative parts. It should be noted that the majority of Parts

5, 6, and 7 of the Standard are informative annexes.

A few other terms are worth a specific word or so here:

Functional safety is the title of this book and of IEC 61508. It is used to refer to the reliability

(known as integrity in the safety world) of safety-related equipment. In other words it refers to

the probability of it functioning correctly, hence the word “functional.”

E/E/PE (electrical/electronic/programmable electronic systems) refers to any system

containing one or more of those elements. This is taken to include any input sensors, actuators,

power supplies, and communications highways. Provided that one part of the safety-related

system contains one or more of these elements, the Standard is said to apply to the whole.

ELEMENT: one or more components providing a safety function or part thereof.

EUC (equipment under control) refers to the items of equipment which the safety-related

system being studied actually controls. It may well be, however, that the EUC is itself

safety-related and this will depend upon the SIL calculations described in Chapter 2.

FSCAdsee FSM.

FSM: functional safety management (previously referred to as functional safety capability

assessment (FSCA).

HR and R are used (in IEC 61508) to refer to “Highly Recommended” and “Recommended”.

This is a long-winded way of saying that HR implies activities or techniques which are deemed

necessary at a particular SIL and for which a reasoned case would be needed for not employing

them. R implies activities or techniques which are deemed to be “good practice.”

NR is used to mean Not Recommended, meaning that the technique is not considered appro-

priate at that SIL.
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SOUP: software of unknown pedigree.

Verification and validation: verification (as opposed to validation) refers to the process of

checking that each step in the life cycle meets earlier requirements. Validation (as opposed

to verification) refers to the process of checking that the final system meets the original

requirements.

Type A components (hardware or software): implies that they are well understood in terms of

their failure modes and that field failure data is available. See Chapter 3.

Type B components (hardware or software): implies that any one of the Type A conditions is

not met. See Chapter 3.

Should/shall/must: in standard work the term “must” usually implies a legal requirement and

has not been used in this book. The term “shall” usually implies strict compliance and the term

“should” implies a recommendation. We have not attempted to differentiate between those

alternatives and have used “should” throughout this book.
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FARADIP.THREE (£475D VAT)

Described in Chapter 6, a unique failure rate and failure mode data bank, based on over 50

published data sources together with Technis’s own reliability data collection. FARADIP

has been available for over 25 years and is now widely used as a data reference. It provides

failure rate DATA RANGES for a nested hierarchy of items covering electrical, electronic,

mechanical, pneumatic, instrumentation, and protective devices. Failure mode percentages

are also provided.

LOPA-PLUS (£299 D VAT)

Layers of protection analysis but involving quantified risk modeling in order to target safety

integrity levels, carry out integrity (SIL) verification, and assess whether risks are ALARP.

This is a user-interactive package, which enables users to input risk factors, demand rates,

and the reliability of mitigation levels, in order to determine if risk targets are met. LOPA-

PLUS ensures a fully quantified approach to risk targeting.

TTREE (£775 D VAT)

Used in Chapters 12e16, a low-cost fault tree package which nevertheless offers the majority

of functions and array sizes normally required in reliability analysis. TTREE is highly user

friendly and, unlike more complicated products, can be assimilated in less than an hour. Graph-

ical outputs for use in word processing packages.

BETAPLUS (£125D VAT)

Described in Chapter 5 and in Appendix 3, BETAPLUS has been developed and calibrated as

new generation common cause failure partial b model. Unlike previous models, it takes

account of proof test intervals and involves positive scoring of CCF related features rather

than a subjective “range score.” It has been calibrated against 25 field data results, obtained

by Technis, and has the facility for further development and calibration by the user.

SOFTWARE PACKAGES
ECHNIS
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Available from:

TECHNIS, 26 Orchard Drive, Tonbridge, Kent TN10 4LG

Tel: 01732 352532

david.smith@technis.org.uk

Reduced prices for combined packages or for software purchased with training courses

(Prices at time of press)
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Index

A

Accuracy of prediction, 131
Acquired subsystems, 68
ALARP, 14, 40 et seq
Anecdotal data, 130
ANSI. See ISA
Application specific integrated

circuits (ASICs), 70
Architectural constraints, 63, 150
ARINC, 196, 197
ASICs. See Application specific

integrated circuits (ASICs)
Assessment schedule, 273 et seq
Auto-detection/test, 61, 116
Automotive, 192
Avionics, 195

B

Beta factor, 111 et seq, 277 et seq
BETA/BETAPLUS, 111 et seq, 277

et seq
Block diagrams, 102
Broadly acceptable risk, 26 et seq,

40 et seq

C

CENELEC, 5
Certification, 135 et seq
CIMAH. See Control of Industrial

Major Accident Hazards
Coding, 84
Coding standard, 191 et seq
COMAH. See Control of Major

Accident Hazards
Common Cause Failure (CCF), 110

et seq
Competency, 44 et seq
Conformance. See Demonstration

Templates

Continuous. See High demand
Control of Industrial Major

Accident Hazards, 4
Control of Major Accident Hazards

(COMAH), 4
Cost per life saved, 41
CPU, 70

D

Dangerous failures, 105
Data accuracy, 131
Data ranges, 130
Data sources, 125 et seq
Demonstration Templates, 49 et seq,

71 et seq, 93 et seq, 154 et seq,
178 et seq, 273 et seq

Diagnostic coverage, 118
Disproportionality, 41 et seq
DTI, 136
Dynamic objects, 84

E

Earthmoving machinery, 191 et seq
Electric power drives, 199
EN 954-1, 4
EN 1050, 4
EN 12100, 169
EN 13849, 171
EN 13850, 186
EN 50126, 187
EN 50128, 188
EN 50129, 188
EN 62061, 176
Energy Institute, 168, 199
Environment, 40, 62

F

FAFR, 249
Failure mode and effect analysis

(FMEA), 65, 281

Failure rates, 103 et seq
Failure rate data sources, 125 et seq
Fatality, 25 et seq, 14
Fault tree analysis, 115 et seq
Flixborough, 4
FN curves, 51
Framework of certification, 135
Formal methods, 90
Functional safety capability (FSC),

44 et seq, 137, 263 et seq
Functional safety management

(FSM) as FSC above

G

Gross disproportionality (GDF),
41 et seq

H

Hardware fault tolerance (HFT),
64 et seq, 150

HAZID, 19
HAZOP, 19 et seq
Health & Safety Executive (HSE),

121
HEART. See Human Error

Assessment and Reduction
Technique (HEART)

High demand, 7, 31, 150
HSE, 5, 46. See also Health &

Safety Executive (HSE)
Human Error Assessment and

Reduction Technique
(HEART), 121

Human error/factors, 119 et seq
Human error rates, 121

I

IEC 60601, 197
IEC 61511 xix, 145 et seq, 165, 166
IGEM/SR/15, 165
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Imperfect proof test, 108
Independence, 14, 148
Individual risk, 26 et seq
Injury, 28
Integration and test, 66,

85, 152
Integrity targets. See SIL targets
ISA84, 166
ISO 25119, 193
ISO 26262, 192

L

Layer of Protection Analysis
(LOPA), 34 et seq, 231 et seq

Life-cycle (and models), 9, 10,
57 et seq, 80 et seq, 147

Limited variability languages, 88
Low demand, 7, 31, 150
LOPA. See Layer of Protection

Analysis (LOPA)
Loss of production, 40

M

Machinery sector, 4, 169
Malevolence and misuse, 40
Manufacturer’s data, 130
Maximum tolerable failure rate,

28 et seq, 40 et seq
Maximum tolerable risk, 25
Medical equipment, 197
Metrics, 92
Minimum architectures. See

Architectural constraint
Minimum configuration. See

Architectural constraint
MISRA. See Motor Industry

Software Reliability
Association (MISRA)

Misuse, 40
MOD Standards, 190
Modifications, 68, 87
Modelling, 101 et seq
Motor Industry Software Reliability

Association (MISRA), 191,
193

Multiple Fatalities, 50 et seq

N

Negligible risk. See Broadly
Acceptable

Norwegian guidelines, 166
“Not safety-related”, 39
Nuclear sector, 194

O

OLF, 166
Operations and maintenance, 67
OREDA, 128

P

Paddington, 4
Partial stroke testing, 109
Piper alpha, 4
PFD. See Probability of failure on

demand
PLCs, 90
Power drives, 199
Prediction. See Modelling;

Reliability block diagrams
Prior use, 162
Probability of failure on demand

(PFD), 102
Process sector, 145 et seq
Production loss, 40
Proof test, 104 et seq
Proven-in-use, 69

Q

Qualitative, 6
Quantitative, 6

R

R2P2, 26
Railways, 187 et seq
Random hardware failures, 7, 66
Redundant units, 103 et seq
Reliability block diagrams, 102
Reliability modeling, 101 et seq
Returns data, 130
Re-use of software, 91
Rigour of assessment, 138

Risk graph, 36 et seq
Risk ranking, 23
Rotorcraft, 249 et seq
RTCA, 195, 196

S

Safety critical/related, 5
Safe failure, 105
Safe failure fraction (SFF), 63, 281

et seq
Safety functions, 38, 105
Safety-instrumented systems (SIS),

146 et seq
Safety-integrity level (SIL), 7 et seq
Safety-integrity level (SIL) targets,

3 et seq, 13 et seq, 25 et seq,
225 et seq

Safety Manuals, 68, 86
Safety Plan, 265, 295 et seq
Safety Targets, 3, 26, 27, 28
Sector specific, 61 et seq
Self certification, 137
Seveso, 4
SINTEF, 129
SIRA, 136
SIS (Safety Instrumented Systems),

146 et seq
Societal risk, 50 et seq
Software requirements, 83
Software reuse, 91
Sources of data, 127 et seq
Specification, 59, 83, 148
Stage and Theatrical, 198
Staggered proof test, 107
Static analysis, 89
Synthesis of elements, 63
Systematic failures, 7, 61

T

Templates. See also Demonstration
Templates

TESEO, 122
Test. See Integration and Test
Tidal Gates, 253
Tolerable risk, 41
Type (A) (B) components, 64
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U

UKAEA, 128
Unavailability, 103 et seq

V

‘V’ model, 90
Validation, 67, 86, 152
Verification, 85, 67, 152. See also Integration and test

W

Warranty based data, 130

Y

Yellow Book, 189

Z

Zero risk, 3
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